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1. INTRODUCTION 
A common multiple regression model may be written In the form, 
Ye = + It ' t=l, 2 I • • • » T ( 1 . 1 )  
where is a 1 x r vector of "dependent variables," is a 
1 X k vector of "independent variables," 6 is a fixed k x r matrix 
of regression coefficients, and is a 1 x r "error in equation" 
term associated with the deviation of the vector y^ from the linear 
function . There are many practical situations in which neither 
y^ nor x^ may be observed directly; Instead, one may record 
observations = (Y^, X^) , t=l, 2, ..., T , where 
(1.!)-(!.2) is often called a "measurement error model" or an "errors-
in-variables model." 
Given the observations {(Y^, X^), t=l, 2, ..., T} and the 
measurement error model (1.1)-(1.2), one may wish to estimate the 
regression coefficient 3 as well as parameters associated with the 
sequences {x^} , {q^} and {a^} . In addition, one may wish to 
?t = ?t + *t ' ( 1 . 2 . a )  
(1.2.b) 
and = («^, u^) represents a vector of "measurement errors." Model 
2 
obtain a predictor of (y^, x^) that has smaller mean squared predic­
tion error than the observation (Y^, ^ ) . The fundamental difficulty 
with such estimation and prediction problems is that the application of 
standard regression methods to model (1.1)-(1.2) leads to unsatisfactory 
results. In particular, ordinary least squares regression of on 
X leads to a biased estimator of 6 . Section 2.1 will review the 
t ~ 
errors-in-variables literature in greater detail, but for the moment it 
suffices to note that much previous work with measurement error models 
has developed estimation and prediction procedures under the assumption 
that the observations , X^) are mutually uncorrelated. For 
the discussion below, denote such models as "uncorrelated errors-in-
variables models." 
In some practical cases, the observations may be taken in 
sequence, so that there may be serial correlations in either the "true 
value" sequence {z^ = (y^, x^)} or the measurement error sequence 
= (w^, u^) ; denote the resulting form of model (1.!)-(!.2) as a 
"correlated errors-in-variables model." The statistical literature has 
noted the presence of serially correlated measurement errors in a number 
of widely studied social and economic data series. Morgenstern (1949) 
discussed several sources of such correlated errors, and devoted 
particular attention to correlated sampling errors that are present in 
rotation survey data. Pierce (1981) described five major sources of 
error in economic data: "conceptual error," due to the lack of precise 
definitions of the "true" phenomena of interest; "transitory error," a 
special type of conceptual error that arises because certain phenomena 
3 
exist in one or more time periods but are deemed to be non-
representative of the "true" system of interest; "sampling error," which 
will in general be serially correlated for overlapping surveys; 
"seasonal adjustment error," attributable to imperfect seasonal 
adjustment, which leads inherently to serial correlations in the 
resulting errors; and "reporting error," any discrepancy between an 
individual respondent's "true" or "correct" response and the final 
recorded response. In this final category, Bailar (1986) mentioned 
serially correlated components due to "recall error" and "time in sample 
error." 
For the present work, one may consider each of Pierce's five error 
types to be forms of "measurement error," because each potentially 
constitutes a component of the difference between an observed variable 
and the corresponding "true" or "latent" variable. Further, it is 
apparent from the above descriptions that errors in any of these five 
categories may exhibit serial correlation. For a given data series, a 
practical point of interest is to identify the predominant sources of 
measurement error and to establish whether the dominant errors exhibit 
pronounced patterns of serial correlation. To date, the bulk of the 
literature on such errors has addressed sampling errors that arise from 
overlapping surveys. For example, Hausman and Watson (1985) considered 
measurement errors in unemployment data gathered through the Current 
Population Survey. They attributed this error to sampling error and, 
due to the rotation design of the Current Population Survey, they 
modeled the error as a moving average process. They concluded, "the 
4 
white-noise measurement error process may be a very poor approximation 
to the process generating measurement error in many economic time 
series." Similar reasoning led Miazaki (1985) to use a moving average 
model for sampling errors in data from the National Crime Survey. Of 
course, nonsampling errors associated with "recall error," "time in 
sample error," interviewer effects, and data processing effects need not 
follow a pure moving average process. If such nonsampling errors 
contribute a substantial component to the total measurement error in a 
socioeconomic series, this total measurement error also may not follow a 
pure moving average process. Consequently, the analysis of socio­
economic data series may require fairly general models for serially 
correlated measurement error terms. 
The discussion above indicates that some economic and social data 
may be described by forms of the measurement error model (1.!)-(!.2) in 
which the measurement errors are serially correlated. Industrial 
process control provides a second area of application for correlated 
measurement error models. Several authors have noted the tendency of 
some measuring instruments to "drift" or "wander" over time in a seri­
ally correlated, nondeterministic pattern. For example, Bhuyan (1985) 
mentioned serial correlation as one of several aspects of measurement 
error problems in quality control work. Also, Taguchi (1986) discussed 
a control charting problem in which both "true values" and measurement 
errors were serially correlated. If such measurement errors arise in a 
single-variable process control system, one may describe the resulting 
observations with a univariate "signal plus noise" model discussed in 
5 
Sections 2.4 and 5.2 below. In some cases, however, consideration of 
several product or process characteristics may lead to more complicated 
modeling and control methods. Examples of such methods include infer­
ential process control and Kalman filtering. 
Stephanopoulos (1984, pp. 438-447) described "inferential process 
control" as an attempt to control a vector of characteristics which 
are difficult or impossible to measure precisely during production, 
e.g., chemical composition of a product. Control actions are therefore 
determined by a vector of observations on "secondary characteris­
tics" such as temperature. Given a locally linear relationship between 
and described by model (1.l)-(1.2.a), linear least squares 
prediction of x^ is a relatively simple problem, provided one knows 
jg and the parameters of the {x^} , {q^} and {w^} processes. 
Stephanopoulos (1984, p. 440) notes that in practice, such parameters 
may be unknown, so that parameter estimation is a necessary first step 
in inferential process control. Given a set of imperfect observations 
on the variables x^ , parameter estimation for inferential process 
control is a special case of estimation for model (1.1)-(1.2). 
Kalman filter methods in process control are also closely related 
to model (1.1)-(1.2). Chapter 5 will give a detailed discussion of 
Kalman filters, but for the present it suffices to state that Kalman 
filtering is a method of linear least squares prediction based on a 
"state-space model" of the observation process; and that estimation of 
£ in model (1.1)-(1.2) constitutes a special case of the estimation of 
the coefficient matrix of the measurement equation of a state-space 
6 
model. To date, many applications of Kalman filter methods to process 
control [c.f. Phadke (1981), Maybeck (1982, pp. 70-71) and Crowder 
(1986)] have assumed that the coefficient matrix of the measurement 
equation is known a priori. Extension of these Kalman filter methods to 
state-space models with unknown measurement equation coefficients 
requires estimation of these coefficients from either experimental data 
[c.f. Goodwin and Payne (1977)] or observational data. In the latter 
case, the estimation problem may then be equivalent to estimation for 
model (1.1)-(1.2). 
The preceding discussion indicates that errors-in-variables models 
for serially correlated observations have a number of applications in 
the social sciences and engineering. Consequently, it is desirable to 
develop efficient estimation procedures for such models. The remaining 
chapters of this dissertation contribute to this goal according to the 
following outline. 
First, Chapter 2 provides a review of some notation and some 
previous literature associated with measurement error models and time 
series models, including some elementary definitions and results for 
uncorrelated errors-in-variables models; some elementary definitions for 
time series models; a brief discussion of identification issues for 
correlated measurement error models; and a review of some previous work 
in time-domain and frequency-domain estimation for correlated 
measurement error models. 
Second, the asymptotic properties of method-of-moments estimators 
for model (1.1)-(1.2) are investigated. The large-sample behavior of 
7 
errors-in-variables estimators is generally dependent on the large-
sample behavior of the sum of a linear function and a bilinear function 
of some random components of the associated model. Therefore, Chapter 3 
develops some results on almost sure convergence and asymptotic 
normality of the sum of a linear function and a bilinear function of a 
sequence of serially correlated random vectors. The results for 
unweighted functions are slight extensions of similar results in Fuller, 
Hasza and Goebel (1981) and Hannan (1970, Chapters IV and VII), while 
the results for weighted functions require some additional work. 
Chapter 4 uses the results of Chapter 3 to derive the asymptotic 
properties of some standard unweighted method-of-moments estimators of 
the regression coefficient 6 in model (1.1)-(1.2). The results of 
Chapter 4 Indicate that in the presence of serially correlated errors 
which satisfy mild regularity conditions, standard errors-in-variables 
estimators are consistent and asymptotically normal. However, the 
covariance matrices of the resulting asymptotic distributions reflect 
the serial covariance structure of the errors, so reported standard 
errors mist be adjusted accordingly. Given a set of weight matrices 
satisfying certain asymptotic conditions, large-sample properties of 
weighted estimators of 3 are derived in Chapter 4. 
Third, Chapters 5 and 6 address maximum likelihood approaches to 
the structural (random ) and functional (fixed ) forms, 
respectively, of model (1.1)-(1.2). In each case, general formulas for 
the matrices of first and second derivatives of the normal log-
likelihood function are presented. The cumbersome and high-dimensional 
8 
nature of these matrices suggests the pursuit of alternative modeling 
approaches. 
In the structural case, two modeling approaches are considered. 
First, autoregresslve moving average models for multivariate "signal 
plus noise" processes are studied through a multivariate extension of a 
previously known univariate result. This approach is theoretically 
appealing, but it has a number of practical limitations. Second, a 
state-space representation of the structural form of model (1.1)-(1.2) 
is developed. This representation leads to iterative low-dimensional 
computational formulas for the matrices of the first and second 
derivatives of the normal structural likelihood function. Use of these 
formulas in a Newton-Faphson procedure for maximum likelihood estimation 
is considered. In Chapter 6, similar state-space arguments lead to 
iterative formulas for derivative matrices, and a Newton-Faphson 
approach to maximum likelihood estimation Is suggested. 
The results presented in this dissertation are by no means 
definitive. Practical applications of the methods proposed here require 
additional research in the following areas. First, one may study 
additional forms of method-of-moments estimation. Asymptotic results 
similar to Iheorem 4.1 could be studied for instrumental-variable 
estimators. An errors-in-variables extension of the Durbin method [c.f. 
Fuller (1976, p. 352)] may lead to method-of-moments estimators of 
autoregresslve and moving-average parameters of the and 
processes. Small-sample properties of errors-in-variables estimators 
for serially correlated observations may be considered. Optimal 
9 
weighting procedures for the weighted estimators in Chapter 4 also 
deserve further study. 
Second, the maximum likelihood work of Chapters 5 and 6 cannot be 
reduced to practice until there is a considerable amount of additional 
work based on specific forms of identifying information and specific 
autoregressive moving average models for the , and 
processes. Questions remain regarding the topology of the likelihood 
surfaces for the normal structural and functional forms of model (1.1)-
(1.2). Local and global maxima, boundary cases and concavity properties 
are of particular interest. Also, the numerical maximum-likelihood 
methods proposed in Chapters 5 and 6 may be modified to improve conver­
gence properties and computational efficiency. In addition, one may 
investigate the asymptotic properties of maximum likelihood estimators 
for the normal structural and functional forms of model (1.1)-(1.2). 
Finally, simulations and data analyses may offer some guidance 
regarding practical application of method-of-moments or maximum-
likelihood estimation to serially correlated forms of model (1.1)-(1.2). 
In summary, the presence of serially correlated measurement errors 
in some social, economic and engineering data leads one to consider 
estimation of model (1.1)-(1.2) for correlated observations. The 
present work contributes to an understanding and solution of this 
problem, but many practical questions await further study. 
10 
2. ElEVIEW OF LITERATURE AND NOTATION FOR MEASUREMENT 
ERROR MODELS AND TIME SERIES MODELS 
Chapter 1 noted that in both the social sciences and engineering, 
if data are collected over time, then the resulting observations may 
contain serially correlated measurement errors. The remainder of this 
dissertation addresses parameter estimation in the presence of such 
errors. 
To this end, the present chapter discusses some notation and 
literature associated with univariate and multivariate "signal plus 
noise" models. Section 2.1 reviews some previous work with measurement 
error models for uncorrelated observations; Chapters 4, 5 and 6 will 
extend some of these results to models with serially correlated observa­
tions. Section 2.2 introduces some notation and results required for a 
discussion of correlated observations. Section 2.3 discusses the 
identification status of some measurement error models under various 
assumptions about the availability of auxiliary information or about the 
covariance structure of the "true value" and "error" series. Finally, 
there has been a considerable amount of previous work devoted to the 
estimation of the parameters of various "signal plus noise" models for 
serially correlated observations; Section 2.4 discusses such results in 
time domain estimation, while Section 2.5 reviews some similar work in 
the frequency domain. 
11 
2.1. Notation and Some Previous Results for 
Measurement Error Models 
This section reviews some definitions, notation and results 
developed previously In the literature of measurement error models for 
uncorrelated observations. This review will be limited to points most 
directly related to the estimators and results considered in Chapters 4, 
5 and 6 below. For a more complete discussion of the literature for 
measurement error models, the reader may consult Amemiya (1982), 
Anderson (1984), Fuller (1987) and additional references given in these 
works. IMless noted otherwise, the definitions and notation presented 
in this section are borrowed from Fuller (1987). 
A commonly studied measurement error model may be written 
~ + a^ , t=l, 2, ..., T (2.1) 
where = (T^, X^) is a 1 x p vector of observed values, 
= (y^, x^) is a 1 x p vector of "true values," = (w^, u^) is 
a 1 X p vector of "measurement errors," and are 
1 X r subvecCors, and are 1 x k subvectors, and 
p = r + k . The terms "measurement error model" and "errors-in-
varlables model" are sometimes reserved for models (2.1) in which the 
"true values" = (y^, x^) satisfy the model 
^t ° *t2 + ^ t ' 2 T ( 2 . 2 )  
12 
where B is a k x r matrix of regression coefficients and {q^} is a 
sequence of 1 x r "error in equation" vectors. Much of the errors-in-
variables literature to date devotes principal attention to the estima­
tion of the regression coefficient matrix B , and gives secondary 
attention to the estimation of parameters of the or {q^} 
sequences and to the estimation of the "true" vectors {z^} . 
Various subclasses of the errors-in-variables model arise through 
assumptions about the component vectors {a^} , {x^} and {q^} . As a 
general rule, the measurement errors are assumed to be a sequence 
of uncorrelated random vectors with mean 0^ ^  and common p x p 
covariance matrix, , say. In some cases, sampling or other 
considerations may imply that while E(a^) = for all t , 
^att ^ Var(a^) is not constant with respect to t ; one may call the 
result a "heteroscedastic errors-in-variables model." 
Assumptions about the sequence {x^} allow one to define the 
"structural," "functional" and "ultrastructural" models. If one 
considers {x^} to be a sequence of random vectors with a common mean, 
then model (2.1)-(2.2) is called a "structural" errors-in-variables 
model; common assumptions for the structural model are that the random 
vectors {x^} are uncorrelated, have a common 1 x k mean , and 
have a common k x k covariance matrix Z . On the other hand, in 
"%X 
some cases it may be reasonable to consider {x^} to be a fixed 
sequence of 1 x k vectors; under this assumption, model (2.1)-(2.2) is 
called a "functional" errors-in-variables model. Dolby (1976) noted 
that one may extend the structural and functional models to an 
13 
"ultrastructural" model in which the are random vectors with 
possibly different means u ^ and common covariance matrix S . Note 
^ "^ xt "OCX 
that if for all t , then the ultrastructural model reduces 
to the structural model, while if Z - 0., , then x = y for 
~xx kxk t ~xt 
all t=l, 2, T , and the ultrastructural model reduces to the 
functional model. 
Finally, one may consider assumptions about the "error in equation" 
sequence {q^} . Recall that is equal to the difference between 
the "true value" and the linear combination x^6 . Previous 
t t'^  
literature has generally assumed that {q^} is a sequence of uncorre-
lated random vectors which are independent of {x^} and {a^} and 
which have mean 0, and common r x r covariance matrix E . If 
Ixr ~qq 
with probability one for all t=l, 2, T , then the 
resulting model is called the "model with no error in the equation." 
Bquivalently, the model with no error in the equation arises if one 
chooses not to distinguish between , the measurement error in the 
observation , and q^ , the error in the equation. In either case, 
one may define a "total error" vector at time t , 
St = (=t' "t) 
= ^  + (9t' °lxk) 
— Xj.(iS, I^) , t=l, 2, ..., T , 
14 
where . Then model (2.1)-(2.2) may be rewritten, 
Zt - + St . (2-3) 
• (2.4) 
and is generally assumed to be a sequence of uncorrelated p-
dimensional random vectors with mean 0, and common covariance matrix 1 xp 
E . In the remainder of this work, the phrase, "model with an error 
~ee 
in the equation" will apply to model (2.1)-(2.2) only, while the phrase, 
"model with no error in the equation" will apply to model (2.3)-(2.4) 
only. A practical distinction between these two models arises when 
multiple independent observations of the same vector allow one to 
estimate Z . Such an estimate yields direct estimates of 
«ea 
5uu " ^ = Var(Wj.) and = Cov(u^, w^.) = Cov(u^, e^) 
= S , but not of Z or Z = Var(e^) = £ + Z . This fact may 
~ue «qq —ee t ^q ^ww 
lead to slightly different estimation procedures for models (2.1)-(2.2) 
and (2.3)-(2.4), respectively. 
It is sometimes useful to rewrite models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-
(2.4) in general matrix form; the required definitions and notation are 
summarized below and are reviewed in greater detail in Appendix 4.A of 
Fuller (1987). Let ^ have (i,j)-th element equal to 0^^ , i-th row 
equal to 0. , and j-th column equal to g , so that 
vec(B) = (g',, 0' 0' )' . Recall that 
né 1 Z *^ 9 T 
15 
\ - "t- "t' 
- "tl - \2 V 
is the p-dimensional observation taken at time t , and define 
T_i - .... Yjj)' , 
''.j • «ir Xq)' ' 
and 
Z = (z;, Z^, ••» z^)' 
= (Y, X) 
" (*.1' ^ .2' •••' *.r' *.1' *.2' •••' ^ .k^ • 
Note chat Y ^  is a T x 1 vector consisting of the i-th element of 
each Y vector, t=l, 2, T and that X is a T x 1 vector 
t "J 
consisting of the j-th element of the X^ vector, t=l, 2, T . 
Thus, Z is a T x p matrix with t-th row equal to ; i-th column 
equal to Y . , i=l, 2, ..., r ; and j-th column equal to X . , 
• 1 O 
j = r+1, ..., p . Define analogous matrices for other variables 
similarly, e.g.. 
q^i - (q^^. 921' 
16 
and 
q = (q 9 2* •••» • 
Also, to maintain clear terminology, the vectors , a^ and 
will be called the "components" of the observation under model 
(2.1)-(2.2), while the variables » •••> will be called the 
"elements" of the vector. A similar distinction between 
"conçonent" and "element" will apply to model (2.3)-(2.4). 
Given the notation above, model (2.1)-(2.2) may be rewritten 
Z = z + a (2.5) 
y = x S + q .  ( 2 . 6 )  
Expression (2.6) may also be written in the forms, 
vec(y) = (B' a ];j,)vec(x) + vec(q) 
= (I^ a x)vec(jB) + vec(q) . (2.7) 
Similarly, model (2.3)-(2.4) implies that 
Z = x(B, 1^ ) + t , (2.8) 
or equivalently, 
17 
vec(Z) = [(£, Ij^)' at I^]vec(x) + vec(e) . (2.9) 
Each of these re-expressions of models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4) will 
be useful at various points in the work below. 
As noted in Chapter 1, the fundamental difficulty associated with 
models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4) is that standard regression methods 
lead to unsatisfactory estimators of 0 and of parameters of the 
component processes. This difficulty has led to the development of a 
large body of literature associated with errors-in-variables estimation. 
This literature is discussed thoroughly in the references mentioned at 
the beginning of this section. However, as an introduction to some 
ideas employed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6, it is useful to review briefly 
estimation for three forms of the uncorrelated errors-in-variables model 
with a single dependent variable: the homoscedastic model with an error 
in the equation; the homoscedastic model with no error in the equation; 
and the heteroscedastic model with known error variances. The 
discussion of these models is drawn from Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 3.1, 
respectively, of Fuller (1987). 
First, for the homoscedastic model (2.1)-(2.2) with an error in the 
equation, and with a single "dependent variable" Y , replicated 
observations may permit the construction of an estimator 
/ \ 
S S 
WW wu 
s 
aa 
(2.10) 
S S 
uw uu \ / 
18 
which is unbiased for Var(a') = Z . For this case Fuller (1987, p. 
t "Qa 
107) suggests that one estimate the regression coefficient 6 with 
-1, 
a s (KXX - Sm.) («M - Su.) ( 2 . 1 1 )  
where 
and 
«XÏ • ( 2 . 1 2 . a )  
«XX • Vt • 
( 2 . 1 2 . b )  
Under the ultrastructural form of model (2.1)-(2.2) with independent 
observations, Theorem 2.2.1 of Fuller (1987) gives conditions under 
which estimator (2.11) is consistent and asymptotically normal. 
Corollary 4.1.1 below will generalize Theorem 2.2.1 of Fuller (1987) to 
a form of model (2.1)-(2.2) for serially correlated components. 
Second, for the homoscedastic uncorrelated errors-in-variables 
model with no error in the equation, knowledge of sampling procedures or 
previous experience may permit one to know the covariance matrix 
Var(e') = E up to a scalar multiple. More formally, one may write 
I 0 
~ee 
ee 
Z V -Hie 
E 
'•eu 
•^ u I 
T 
= o^T 
~ee 
ee 
T 
V Mie 
T \ 
•^ u 
T 
~uu 
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and assume that T is known, while is unknown. Theorem 2.3.1 of 
—ee 
Fuller (1987) indicates that for the functional model (2.3)-(2.4) with 
r=l and the errors e distributed as normal independent (0, Z ) 
~t •«££ 
random vectors with T known, the maximum likelihood estimator of 3 
~ee ~ 
is 
â - ("xx - «.13) 
where \ is the smallest root of the determinantal equation 
K - " 
and 
*22 - \ Hh • t=l 
Section 2.3.2 of Fuller (1987) indicates that expression (2.13) is also 
the maximum likelihood estimator of S for the homoscedastic, uncorre-
lated structural model (2.3)-(2.4) with normal and . Also, 
sufficient conditions for the consistency and asymptotic normality of a 
generalization of estimator (2.13) are given in Theorem 2.3.2 of Fuller 
(1987). Theorem 4.2 below will discuss the asymptotic behavior of a 
form of estimator (2.13) under model (2.3)-(2.4) for serially correlated 
observations. 
The estimators reviewed to this point have been constructed with 
the assumption that Var(i^) is constant with respect to t . In some 
practical cases, the errors ^ may be heteroscedastic; for example. 
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the observations may represent sample means computed from unequal 
numbers n^. of observations. Hence, heteroscedastic versions of models 
(2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4) may be of interest. Booth (1973), Fuller 
and Booth (1983), Fuller (1984, 1987) and Hasabelnaby (1987) have 
addressed estimation for these heteroscedastic errors-in-variables 
models. In particular. Section 3.1.6 of Fuller (1987) noted that for 
the functional form of model (2.3)-(2.4) with r=l , if the errors 
are normally and independently distributed with mean zero and covariance 
matrices E , and if the matrices Z are known, then maximum 
~eett ~eett 
likelihood estimation of 6 may be reduced to the problem of solving 
for the unknown S in the equation 
T 
UUtt' t ~uett vvtt t t 
Z {a 
t=l 
B ) ] }  =  0  (2.14) 
where 
/ \ 
a 
^uutt 
\ 
and 
Due to the definitions of and , expression (2.14) is not a 
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linear function of 0 . Hence, Fuller (1987, pp. 217-218) proposed an 
iterative procedure for the maximum likelihood estimation of £ . 
Chapter 6 below will develop estimators for the homoscedastic normal 
functional model (2.3)-(2.4) with serially correlated errors. Deriva­
tive computations will lead to an expression similar to (2.14) and to an 
iterative maximum likelihood procedure similar to the heteroscedastic 
maximum likelihood procedure. 
For an uncorrelated heteroscedastic form of model (2.1)-(2.2), 
Section 3.1.1 of Fuller (1987) suggested the estimator 
where 
A A_, A 
g = M M 
~ir XTK xuy 
M 
Z TTZ 
M 
yny 
H 
V XTTy 
M 
yTTX 
M 
XTK 
- iatt> • 
Z is an estimator of Var(a ) = E . . , and {tt. , t=l, 2, ..., T} 
~aatt t ->Qatt t 
is a set of estimated weights. Theorem 3.1.1 of Fuller (1987) discussed 
the asymptotic properties of the estimator under a fairly general 
ultrastructural form of the uncorrelated errors-in-variables model 
(2.1)-(2.2). Section 4.2 below will discuss similar weighted estimators 
for the homoscedastic correlated form of model (2.3)-(2.4). 
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2.2. Notation and Models for Time Series 
As noted in Chapter 1, a set of observations may be taken over 
time, and this may result in serial correlation of some of the 
components of . Description of the moment structure of vec(Z) 
then requires definitions and notation like those used in standard time 
series texts. Examples of such texts are Hannan (1970), Anderson 
(1971), Fuller (1976), and Box and Jenkins (1976). 
The sequence of random vectors {Z^} is said to be second-order 
stationary if the following matrices are identical for all t : 
Wg = E(Z^ ) (2.15) 
and 
Czz*) • ; «.16) 
i.e., the mean and the lagged covariance structure of {Z^} are 
constant over time. Similarly, {Z^} is said to be fourth order 
stationary if for all t the matrices (2.15), (2.16), 
"• » : ' Vt' (2.17) 
and 
S' • 't+h - (2.18) 
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are Identical for all t , i.e. , the mean and lagged second, third and 
fourth moments are constant over time. 
In the work below, the observations will be permitted to have 
nonconstant mean, but unless stated otherwise, it will be assumed that 
the sequence {Z^ - E(Z^)} is second-order stationary. Assumptions of 
fourth-order stationarity will be stated explicitly as needed. 
Let £22 = Var[vec(Z)] be a Tp x Tp matrix with (i,j)-th T x T 
block equal to F = Cov(Z ., Z ) , which in turn has (s,t)-th 
# 1 # J 
element equal to . It is also useful to define ^ 
p X p matrix with (i,j)-th element equal to ' Define 
covariance and cross-covariance matrices for the random components , 
Hj. , and (x^ - similarly. Note that the dimensions of 
and Lzzij functions of T ; this dependency will generally be 
suppressed in the notation to avoid excessive subscripting. 
A fairly general model for a second-order stationary vector time 
series is a k-dimensional autoregressive moving average of order 
(p, q) , or ARMAj^(p, q) , defined by 
• j„ v;-i • 
where u is the 1 x k vector of interest observed at time t ; 6. 
t •^j 
and 0^ are k x k real matrices for all j=0, 1, ..., p and all 
1=0, 1, ..., q ; ^ ^ ; and {c^} is a sequence of 
uncorrelated 1 x k (0, random vectors. Such a sequence {c^} 
is sometimes called a k-dimensional white noise process. Hannan (1969) 
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defines the k x k matrix generating functions for the autoregressive 
and moving average parameter matrices to be 
" J ' é(X) = E and 0(X) = Z 8,X , 
^ 1=0 j ~ i=0 "4 j 
respectively. Hannan (1969) also notes that if the process represented 
by (2.19) is second-order stationary with no zeros of the equation 
i^(X)| =0 on or inside the unit circle and with no zeros of the 
equation |8^X)| = 0 inside the unit circle, then the matrix spectral 
density of {u^} is 
f(w) = (2ti) ^ E r^^(h)exp(-iwh) 
h=-oo 
= (2ir) ^{^[exp(iw) ]} ^ 0[exp(iw) [exp(iw) ] {^*[exp(iw) ]} ^ , 
(2.20) 
where A* denotes the complex conjugate of the transpose of A . 
Two special cases of model (2.19) are of particular interest. The 
autoregressive model of order p is represented by 
j=o J j 
i.e., the moving average parameters 0^ , i=l, 2, ..., q , are assumed 
to be null. The moving average model of order q is represented by 
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J Ac;., , (2.22) 
1=0 
i.e., the autoregressive parameters ^ , j=l, 2, ..., p , are assumed 
to be null. As noted in Miazaki (1985), a moving average model may be 
appropriate for sampling errors associated vri.th the use of rotation 
samples. 
Box and Jenkins (1976) introduced a generalization of model (2.19) 
which they called an autoregressive integrated moving average (or ARIMA) 
model. Define the backshift operator B by the relation B ^ , 
and define the polynomials ^(B) and ^(B) of orders p and q , 
respectively, by the relations ^(B) = ^ ^ B^ and 
0(B) = ÏJ , 0,B^ . Then model (2.19) may be rewritten, 
^(B)uJ. = 0(B)c|. . (2.23) 
Following Gohberg et al. (1982), define the polynomial ^(B) to be 
comonic if ^ . Unless noted otherwise, the work below will 
assume that ^ and ^ , so that both _J(B) and ^(B) are 
comonic polynomials in the backshift operator B . 
Note that the backshift operator B commutes with any k x k real 
matrix ^ » say, because has 1-th element equal to 
E, ,tl>. .u , and thus ibBu' and BUw' both have i-th element equal to j=l ij tj t "t" t 
k 
Z .u , . Define the difference operator V by the relation j ij t— i ,j 
V = (1 - B) , so that 7u^ = u^ - ^ . This operator also commutes 
with any k x k real matrix. If one believes that the d-th order 
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differences of auto-
regressive moving average model (2.19), then one may represent the 
resulting relationship in the form 
^(B)V^uJ. = e(B)c|. . (2.24) 
Box and Jenkins (1976) defined satisfying (2.24) to be an 
ARIMA(p, d, q) model. 
Many authors have proposed methods of estimating the parameters 
(p, d, q, * ^Si^i=l^ * estimation of the parameters 
p , d and q is beyond the scope of the current work. Useful 
references include Akaike (1976) and Box and Jenkins (1976). One may 
use either time-domain or frequency-domain methods to estimate the 
parameters Z , {4>,}? , and {9.}? , . Akaike (1974), Box and 
'"CC ] =i «yt 1=1 
Jenkins (1976), Brillinger (1976), Fuller (1976), and Hannan (1970) 
present general discussions of the estimation of these parameters, while 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 below address estimation for certain "signal plus 
noise" models. 
In general, a vector autoregressive moving average process need not 
have a unique representation (2.19) for a given pair (p, q) . This 
clearly may cause difficulties in parameter estimation, so it is useful 
to know the circumstances under which representation (2.19) is unique. 
Akaike (1974) noted that for the case k = 1 , representation 
(2.19) is unique if the autoregressive and moving average orders p and 
q , respectively, are minimal [i.e., if the process has no other 
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representation (2.19) with smaller autoregressive or moving average 
orders]. For processes of general dimension k , Hannan (1969, p. 224) 
defined the k x k matrix d to be a common left divisor of the 
k X k matrices ^ and ^ if there exist k x k matrices ^ and 9 
such that ^ and _9 = d0 ; and defined d to be a greatest common 
left divisor for ^ and £ "if it is a common left divisor and any 
other common left divisor has d as a right multiple." Hannan (1969, 
p. 224) then proved that the representation (2.19) of an autoregressive 
moving average is unique if and only if is a greatest common left 
divisor of the matrix polynomials ^( X) and 8(X) , and 
C'^( 1^) n C^(^) = (|) , where c\^) is the k-dimensional null space of 
the columns of ^ and c\ ^) is the k-dimensional null space of the 
columns of ^ . Hannan (1969, p. 224) also noted that "(r)equiring 
that I be a G.C.L.D. is, in a sense, a trivial requirement for it 
merely eliminates the possibility that the equation system has been 
written in a redundant form." 
Akaike (1974, p. 369) noted that a sufficient condition for the 
uniqueness of representation of (2.19) is that Var(W^) be nonsingular, 
where is the state vector of the state-space representation of the 
autoregressive moving average process. Akaike referred to this 
condition as "block identiflability" of a process. Brockwell and Davis 
(1987, p. 418) and Dunsmuir and Hannan (1976) contain additional 
discussion of identification issues for multivariate autoregressive 
moving average processes. 
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For the remainder of this work, it will be assumed that any vector 
autoregressive moving average process under discussion satisfies the 
necessary and sufficient conditions of Hannan (1969) and thus has unique 
representation (2.19). 
2.3. Identification Issues for Measurement Error Models 
with Serially Correlated Errors or True Values 
Issues of model identification have played a prominent role in the 
literature associated with errors-in-variables models (2.1)-(2.2) and 
(2.3)-(2.4). Fuller (1987, pp. 9-10) gave the following definition of 
model identification for a random vector Z with distribution function 
Fg^z; a) and a parameter vector a belonging to some parameter space 
A . 
Definition 2.1. [Definition 1.1.1 of Fuller (1987)]. Let Z be the 
vector of observable random variables and let F^Cz; a) be the distri­
bution function of Z for parameter o evaluated at Z = z . The 
parameter a is identified if, for any a, e A and OL e A , a, f a_ 
implies that F^C*; a^) ^ ^2^*' ^2^ (or some z . If the vector a is 
identified, we also say that the model is identified. • 
Recall that if the random vector Z has a multivariate normal 
distribution, then the distribution function F^^z; a) of Z is 
determined by the first two moments of Z , E(Z) and Var(Z) . Thus, 
identification issues for the normal models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4) 
reduce to the question of whether there exists a one to one onto 
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transformation from the population moments [E(Z), Var(Z)] to the 
unknown elements of the parameter vector a . Some authors [e.g., 
Anderson and Deistler (1985, p. 13)] have mentioned the possibility of 
using third- and higher-order moments for identification of non-normal 
versions of models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4), but this does not appear 
to have been pursued in detail. Also, as noted by Gleser (1983, p. 57), 
relatively few results are available regarding identification of func­
tional errors-in-variables models. Consequently, the present discussion 
of identification issues will be restricted to normal structural 
versions of models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4). 
Many authors [e.g.. Fuller (1987, pp. 9-11)] have noted that given 
only the independent observations , t=l, 2, ..., T , the structural 
models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4) are not identified. To see this, 
note that if {Z^, t=l, 2, ..., T} is a set of independent and 
identically distributed normal random vectors that satisfy model (2.3)-
(2.4), then for all t , 
% = (2.25) 
and 
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\ 
+ %ee(0) 
~eu 
\ 
~ ~xx 
( 2 . 2 6 )  
~uu 
\ 
Note that several possible distinct sets {y , 8, r (0), r (0), 
~x ~ ~ee 
r (0), r (0)} may map into the same set {»„, T (0)} ; Fuller (1987, /VQU *^1111 
p. 10) gives a specific counter-example for the case r = k = 1 . 
Replacement of r (0) by F (0) + T (0) indicates that the normal 
~ee ~ww ~qq 
structural model (2.1)-(2.2) with an error in the equation is also 
unidentified if the observations are independent. 
Given the general unidentified status of models (2.1)-(2.2) and 
(2.3)-(2.4), one may consider three general approaches to "estimation" 
for these models. First, even without an identified model, one may be 
able to establish certain bounds for regression parameters and model 
component variances. For examples of this approach, see Kalman (1982, 
1983), Klepper and Learner (1984) and Fuller (1987, pp. 10-11, 100-103). 
Second, one may observe a sequence of "instrumental variables" , 
such that Cov(ff^, x^) * 0 and Cov(*^, e^) = 0 . Subject to 
conditions on the and sequences, models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-
(2.4) may then be identified; see Fuller (1987, Sections 1.4 and 2.4) 
for details of the resulting estimation procedures. Third, if some 
auxiliary information regarding certain model parameters is available, 
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then the remaining parameters of models (2.1)-(2.2) or (2.3)-(2.4) may 
be identified. For example, Section 2.1 above noted that if 
r (0) = a^T and T is assumed to be known, then , B and 
~ee ~ee ~ee ' ~ 
r^^(O) are identified under the normal structural model (2.3)-(2.4). 
Another example of model identification through the use of auxiliary 
information is as follows. Consider the normal structural model (2.1)-
(2.2) with an error in the equation, and assume that 
• 
ÎUW«" 
is known. Assume also that r (0) is positive definite. (This final 
~xx 
condition may be assumed without loss of generality, because the 
condition |r (0)1 = 0 would indicate redundancies in the 
vector.) Then as noted in Fuller (1987, pp. 105-107), the equations 
Hz • %• • Bx'ê' V '2.27) 
W' " ê'W'ê + £»»«> + IqqW) 
W") - W' + LuC) 
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have no more than one solution {w , S, r (0), r (0)} in terms of the 
other parameters £yy^ ®^' 
«* • ïx (2'2S) 
X^k"» • kx<°> -
»- IW") - - W»> 
V' ° W» - w> 
- lîxïW -
Hence, given r^^(O) , the parameters ^ , B , ^^(0) , and ^^(0) 
are identified under the normal structural model (2.1)-(2.2) with an 
error in the equation. A similar argument indicates that if r^^(O) 
and are known, then under model (2.3)-(2.4) with no error in 
the equation, the parameters u , 0 , F (0) and T (0) are 
 ^ Mcx "ee 
identified. 
Note that the identification arguments using expressions (2.27) and 
(2.28) required only the assumption of homogeneous lag-zero covariances 
r (0) , r (0) and T (0) ; a common regression parameter matrix 
~xx "<iq "aa 
3 : and a common mean vector u . These identification arguments 
~ ^ 
required no assumptions regarding the lagged covariance structure of 
the X or c components. Thus, the arguments regarding identification 
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of {p , 3, r (0), r (0)} given T (0) apply to serially correlated 
~x ~ ~xx ~qq ° ~aa 
forms of the normal structural model (2.1)-(2.2); and similarly for 
identification of 6, r^^(O), F^gCO)} given {^^(0), £^^(0)} 
under the normal structural model (2.3)-(2.4). However, two remaining 
identification issues for serially correlated versions of the normal 
structural models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4) are as follows. 
(i) Identification of the parameters of the lagged covariance 
structure of the and components through the availability 
of auxiliary estimates of some parameters. 
(ii) Determination of the identification status of models (2.1)-(2.2) 
and (2.3)-(2.4) without knowledge of any elements of or 
r , but with restrictions on the covariance structure of the 
~ee 
X and G processes. 
Regarding issue (i), let and represent parameter 
vectors that determine the distributions of , q and a , 
respectively; and let and cc^ belong to parameter spaces 
, Aq and , respectively. Recall from Section 2.2 that a vector 
autoregressive moving average model need not have a unique representa­
tion. Hence, if x^ and followed vector autoregressive moving 
average models, knowledge of the observations {Z^, t=l, 2 T} and 
of the entire covariance matrix T would not necessarily assure 
~aa 
identification of the autocovariance parameters of the and q^ 
models. Nonetheless, one may note the relations 
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rqq(&) - lYYf*) " " jTExxCWa (Z-Z*'*) 
and 
W') - - lau"' • 
Expressions (2.28) and (2.29) imply that if the parameters and 
have a one-to-one onto relationship with the lagged covariance matrices 
{r^xC'^)» 0 < & < L^} and {^^(2), 0 < & < L^} , respectively; if 
T > max(L , L ) ; and if the matrices {r ( £,), 0 < fi. < max(L , L )} 
X C[ X ^ 
are known, then the parameters a and a , as well as y and B , 
-yjc '>«'<' 
are identifiable from the observations {Z^, t=l, 2, ..., T} . 
In practice, it is unlikely that one will know the parameters 
r^g(O) a priori, but re-interview or other replicated-observation 
methods may lead to estimates T (&) of F (&) . Then by Definition 
«^ a "Qa 
2.1, identification issues center on the distribution of the random 
vector 
Z* = {vec(Z)', vech[rg^(0)]', veclr^^d), I^^(2), ..., ^^^(L*)]'} 
for some positive integer L* . If the parameterization of the models 
for z , q and a are such that each possible distribution of Z* 
corresponds to a single element of x x , then the model for 
Z* is identified. 
Regarding issue (ii), several authors have considered the identifi­
cation status of correlated errors-in-variables models under restrictive 
parameterizations of the and processes. Under some such 
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restrictive parameterizations, models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4) may be 
Identifiable from the observations {Z^, t=l, 2 T} , without any 
auxiliary Information regarding the values of specific nonnull elements 
of r . References on this matter include Maravall and Aigner (1977), 
~aa 
Maravall (1979), SBderstrSm (1980), Anderson and Deistler (1984) and 
Nowak (1985). Since the present work will not give any direct exten­
sions or applications of the results developed in these references, it 
suffices to note that the authors mentioned above have demonstrated that 
in some cases, restrictions on component model parameterizations may 
lead to the identification of models (2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4) without 
any a priori estimates of specific nonnull parameters. For example, 
Nowak (1985) discussed versions of model (2.3)-(2.4) in which r = 1 
and each of , w^ and follow independent autoregressive 
moving average models. For these models, he considered some conditions 
on the autoregressive and moving average orders of the component 
processes and showed that these conditions were sufficient for the 
identification of 3 as well as some parameters of the , q^ , w^ 
and processes. 
Identification issues will not be central to the estimation work in 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 for the following reasons. Chapter 4 will address 
only estimation of the regression parameter B , and identifying 
information in the form of known or estimated r (0) and T (0) will 
~uu ~ue 
be assumed. Chapters 5 and 6 will assume the availability of identify­
ing information as described in either (i) or (ii) above, and will 
discuss properties of the normal structural- and functional-model 
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likelihood functions at a sufficiently high level of generality that the 
details of the identifying information will not intrude. For specific 
models of the and component processes, practical 
application of the methods outlined in Chapters 5 and 6 would require 
use of specific identifying information or restrictions, but details of 
these applications will be deferred to future work. 
2.4. Previous Work in Time Domain Estimation for 
Measurement Error Models 
The literature of time domain estimation for measurement error 
models falls into two broad categories. First, there is a relatively 
small amount of work on the estimation of the regression parameters and 
component process parameters of the structural model (2.3)-(2.4) and on 
estimation of closely related factor analysis models. For the most 
part, the methods considered are slight adaptations of estimation 
procedures originally developed for measurement error models or factor 
analysis models with independent and identically distributed components. 
Subsection 2.4.1 reviews these adaptations. 
To facilitate discussion of more general measurement error models, 
define a "signal plus noise" model to be any model that represents an 
observation as the sum of a "signal" or "true value" component of 
primary interest, and a "noise" or "error" component of secondary 
interest. Then one may consider multivariate "signal plus noise" models 
to be forms of model (2.1) without the linear restrictions (2.2) on the 
elements of the "signal" component. Moreover, many results presented in 
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subsequent chapters are extensions of results developed previously for 
univariate "signal plus noise" models. Therefore, Subsection 2.4,2 
reviews some previous work in time domain estimation for such models. 
2.4.1. Previous work in time domain estimation for structural models 
and factor analysis models 
To date, estimators for the structural model (2.3)-(2.4) with 
autocorrelated observations have been quite similar to estimators for 
the uncorrelated structural model. Deaton (1985) considered observa­
tions obtained with the same instrument from several independent, non-
overlapping samples taken on T separate occasions. He asserted that 
in some cases, the analysis of the resulting cohort means over time may 
provide a satisfactory substitute for panel data commonly obtained from 
overlapping surveys that are subject to major attrition problems. 
To consider Deaton's methods, restrict attention to a single cohort 
and let = (Y^, X^) be the sample mean of observations taken at 
time t , where r = 1 is the dimensionality of . Deaton (1985) 
noted that given the independence of the samples over time and the use 
of the same survey instrument on each sampling occasion, one may 
reasonably assume that {a^ = (w^, u^), t=l, 2, ..., T} is a sequence 
of independent and identically distributed (0, Z^^) random vectors. 
These assumptions allow one to estimate E from the cross-sectional 
^ ~aa 
data from the T surveys. Deaton (1985) thus concluded that in either 
the functional or the structural case, one may use the methods of Fuller 
(1975) to estimate g ; the resulting estimators are equivalent to those 
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given in Section 2.1 for the case r = 1 . Under the additional assump­
tion of normality of and the implicit assumption that the errors 
were mutually uncorrelated over time, he derived an expression for 
the variance of the asymptotic distribution of his proposed estimators. 
Deaton also discussed briefly the instrumental variable estimation 
of g , and noted that if the {e^} are not serially correlated and the 
{Xj.} are serially correlated, then lagged values of may serve as 
instrumental variables for the estimation of j8 . One may find similar 
remarks in other econometric and time series work, e.g. Kmenta (1971, 
Section 9.1) and Brillinger (1981, p. 323). Since much of the asymptot­
ic work associated with this instrumental variable approach has appeared 
in the frequency domain literature, further discussion of this subject 
will be deferred to the following section. 
Finally, Deaton (1985) addressed estimation for models of change. 
Define x* = x - x , ; define X*, Y*, u* and e* similarly, and 
C C C" X U w C w 
consider the model 
y* = 'tJ&A + \ 
Y* = y* + w* 
^ = X* + u* . 
Note that if = (w^, u^) is a sequence of uncorrelated (0, E^^) 
random vectors, then a* = (w*, u*) = ^ follows a first order 
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moving average model such that 
Var(a^) = 
and 
Vl' = Jaa 
Deaton (1985) thus proposed the estimator 
where 
1 ^ 
•Stn."' • : 
and is defined similarly. He then concluded that the 
covariance matrix of the asymptotic distribution of T ^ (6. - 3.) is 
~A ~A 
where 
C = IW» + + 2(1, -s')'l 
+ 14 E E' , 
~uv~uv 
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and 
- 'W""'  /, >^'^-1 • 
I-Vco t=l 
This again is a special case of the results of Section 4.1. 
Hence, Deaton (1985) reached the conclusion that even if the 
measurement errors in a set of original observations are not serially 
correlated, interest in models for change in level may require parameter 
estimation in the presence of serially correlated errors. 
An alternative approach to estimation for model (2.3)-(2.4) in the 
case r = k = 1 appears in de Leeuw and McKelvey (1983). These authors 
proposed the use of Wald's method of grouping to estimate g . They did 
not, however, present any small-sample or asymptotic properties of the 
resulting estimator. This is of particular concern because, as noted in 
Fuller (1987, pp. 73-74), the method of grouping may lead to inconsis­
tent estimators if the grouping method is dependent on the errors e^ . 
and Uj. . De Leeuw and McKelvey (1983) do not give enough mathematical 
detail to permit a definitive assessment of their estimation procedure, 
but it appears that their grouping method is in general dependent on the 
errors e^. and u^. . Grouping methods independent of e^. and u^ 
lead to procedures that are special cases of the instrumental variable 
estimation as described by Fuller (1987, p. 74). 
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As noted in Fuller (1987), structural measurement error models are 
closely related to factor analysis models. Therefore, it is desirable 
to review some previous work with "dynamic factor models," i.e., factor 
analysis models in which one or more factors may be serially correlated. 
Stone (1947) applied principal component factor analysis to a 
multivariate time series of income and expenditure data. His analysis, 
however, was based only on the matrix of sums of lag zero squares and 
cross products, and he took no exlicit account of the serial correlation 
of his observations. Cattell (1952, pp. 104-105, 363) proposed a "P-
technique" to analyze repeated multivariate measures on a single unit. 
Given a sequence of observations {Z^ = (Z^^, ..., Z^^)} , lags 
Ag are chosen and a factor anlysis is performed on the 
resulting lagged observations Z* = (Z , Z Z ) . The 
u u i C" *2} 6 c— J p 
resulting analysis is based only on the matrix of sums of lag zero 
squares and cross products of the Z* vectors. Cattell (1952, p. 105) 
suggested that the lags 2^, , ..., be chosen to maximize the 
resulting factor loadings. Cattell (1963, pp. 187-190) suggested an 
iterative procedure to obtain a different set of lags for each factor. 
Molenaar (1985) criticized the entire Cattell P-technique approach 
because it permitted a given factor to have a nonzero loading for a 
given variable at only one time lag, say . As an alternative, 
Molenaar (1985) suggested the factor model. 
q  
2% = E a^ a^  g + ^  , t= ..., -1, 0, 1, ..., 
s=0 
(2.30) 
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where {Zp is a p x 1 series of observations, {x^} is a k x 1 
"factor series" assumed to be distributed i.i.d. N^ (0, I^ ) , {a^ } is 
a fixed sequence of p x k factor loadings, and {e^} is serially 
correlated normal error series such that 
r^g(s) = Cov(e^. - diagEY^eiiCs), •••' ^ eepp^®^^ ' 
Ifence, the common part of is a general vector moving average of 
order q , and the unique part of Z^ is an error term correlated 
across time but uncorrelated across vector components. 
Given some integer m > q , one may rewrite model (2.30) in the 
form 
= a (2.31) 
where 
\ • (Z,. Vi 
x_ = ('f Vi' ' *t-m-s^ ' 
~t ~t-l ~t-m^ • and 
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\o 
0 0 
0 
s-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
s-1 
0 
0 
/ 
Note that the matrix a has dimension p(mfl) x k(m4-s+l) and is 
partitioned into blocks of dimension p x k , so that there are nr i -1  
rows of blocks and m+s+1 columns of blocks. 
Model (2.31) is a special type of state-space model; Chapter 5 
addresses more general types of state-space models and their application 
to structural measurement error models. Molenaar (1985) suggested the 
use of LISREL software by Joreskog and SSrbom (1978) to obtain maximum 
likelihood estimates of the parameters of model (2.31), but he did not 
present the computational details of this proposal. 
Box and Uao (1977) and Pena and Box (1987) have also discussed 
factor analysis and principal-component analysis of multivariate time 
series. The particular techniques that they used are beyond the scope 
of the present work, but it is worthwhile to note that for one data set, 
Pena and Box found that a dynamic factor model gave much more satisfac­
tory results than a general multivariate ARIMA model. 
For the most part, the methods reviewed above constitute fairly 
direct extensions of procedures developed originally for structural or 
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factor models with independent observations. The following subsection 
addresses a related area in which authors have devoted explicit atten­
tion to the autocovariance structure of observations. 
2.4.2. Previous work, in time domain estimation for general "signal plus 
noise" models 
In addition to the work with structural and factor analysis models 
discussed above, there is a considerable body of literature devoted to 
the following related problem. Let 
Xj. = Xj. + , (2.32) 
where {X^ .} is a sequence of 1 x k observations, is the 
associated sequence of "true values" of interest, and {u^} is a 
sequence of measurement errors associated with sampling error, 
instrument error, or some other source. Given replicated observations, 
one may be able to estimate the ppiameters of the process. 
Principal interest may then focus on estimation of true x^ values, if 
{x^} is a fixed sequence; or on estimation of the parameters of the 
{Xj.} process and prediction of current or future x^  values, if {x^ } 
is a sequence of random vectors. As indicated in the following 
chapters, many of the ideas associated with estimation for model (2.32) 
will be useful in the development of estimators for models (2.1)-(2.2) 
and (2.3)-(2.4). Therefore, it is desirable to review some of the 
literature associated with model (2.32). 
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First, several authors have addressed modeling and estimation 
problems for observed autoregressive or autoregresslve moving average 
signals corrupted by white noise. 
For the case k = 1 , Walker (1960) noted that if Xj. follows an 
AR(p) process and follows an independent white noise process, 
then Xj. follows and ARMA(p, p) process. Walker (1960) used this 
result and properties of the sample autocovariance function to obtain 
method-of-moments estimators of the parameters y^^(O) , 1(^^(0) , and 
(|) . , j = l, 2, ..., p . He then assessed the asymptotic properties of 
such estimators, with principal attention to the case p = 1 . 
Anderson et al. (1969) considered the case of general dimension 
k under the assumption that follows an AR^(l) process and 
follows an independent k-dimenslonal white noise process. The authors 
presented method-of-moments estimators of the parameters of the and 
processes, and gave conditions under which these estimators are 
strongly consistent. In addition, they assessed the effect of parameter 
estimation on the performance of linear least squares predictors of 
Xj. and established conditions under which the contribution of parameter 
estimation error to prediction error becomes negligible with increasing 
sample size. 
A special case of the results in Kashyap (1970) indicated that if 
x^ follows an ARMA^(p, p-1) process and follows an independent 
k-dlmensional white noise process, then follows an ARMA^(p, p) 
process. In fact, Kashyap (1970) stated his results and proofs for the 
case in which parameters of the x^ and processes are time-
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inhomogeneous. The present work will not pursue this more general case, 
but such results for time-inhomogeneous processes may be of value for 
survey sampling with nonconstant sample characteristics, as well as for 
the engineering problems within Kashyap's original domain of 
application. 
Pagano (1974) considered the same problem as did Walker (1960). 
Under the assumption of normality, he used a nonlinear least squares 
procedure to obtain strongly consistent and asymptotically efficient 
estimators of the parameters of the and u^ processes. He further 
sketched an extension of his results to the case in which x^ follows 
an ARMA(p, q) process, p < q , and Uj. follows an independent white 
noise process. Box and Jenkins (1976, ^ pendix A.4.4) generalized the 
modeling results of Walker (1960) and Pagano (1974). The details of 
this generalization are of considerable Interest to the present work, so 
discussion will be deferred to Chapter 5. 
Sakai and Arase (1979) again considered the case in which is 
an autoregressive process and u^ is a white noise process. For the 
estimation of the parameters of the x^ and Uj. processes, they 
considered two methods, the first based on a solution to the Yule-Walker 
equations and the second based on a modified least squares procedure. 
Simulation results from fifty runs of T = 2000 observations each led 
Sakai and Arase (1979) to conclude that their modified least squares 
estimator was superior to the Yule-Walker-type estimator in terms of 
mean squared error. 
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The publications discussed above restricted the measurement errors 
{u^} to be a sequence of uncorrelated random variables. As noted in 
Chapter 1, however, many measurement processes in the social sciences 
and engineering lead to measurement errors that are serially 
correlated. This fact has received considerable attention in the survey 
sampling literature. 
Initial work on this problem treated a "true" value Xj. as a fixed 
real number, generally identified with a finite population mean at time 
t . Jessen (1942) considered the special case of sampling on two 
occasions with unequal numbers of observations, and studied the optimal 
allocation of units to overlapping and nonoverlapplng sample groups. 
Patterson (1950) considered sampling on T occasions under several 
schemes of partial replacement of units. The simplest such sampling 
plan required the replacement of a proportion u of sampling units on 
each successive sampling occasion. Also, Patterson (1950) assumed that 
for a given 1 the differences x^.^ - x^ , t=l, 2, ... , followed a 
first-order autoregresslve process, where x^.^ was the value of the 1-
th population unit at time t , and Xj. was the corresponding finite 
population mean. Under the resulting error model, he developed optimal 
estimators of the fixed x^ values and of,the differences x: - x^ , . 
t t t-1 
He further considered the optimal estimation of under generaliza­
tions of the partial replacement plan to the cases of nonconstant sample 
sizes, nonconstant sampling error variances, and nonconstant replacement 
proportions. Patterson (1950) concluded with brief discussions of 
optimal sample size selection and of nonautoregresslve errors. 
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Subsequent to Patterson (1950), several other authors [e.g., Gurney 
and Daly (1965)] have also pursued a fixed-x approach, but Blight and 
Scott (1973) noted that in some survey sampling problems, it may be 
reasonable to consider the {x^} sequence to be a realization of a 
stochastic process. Thus, Blight and Scott (1973) retained the 
Patterson (1950) assumptions regarding sampling errors and rotation 
patterns, but replaced the assumption of fixed Xj. values with the 
assumption that x^ followed a first-order autoregressive process 
independent of the sampling error process. Given the parameters of the 
resulting model, they derived minimum mean squared error predictors of 
Xj. and ~ ^ t 1 ' developed a formula for the optimal number of 
units to replace on each sampling occasion. 
Scott and Smith (1974) extended the results of Blight and Scott 
(1973) in two directions. First, for nonoverlapping surveys (and hence, 
uncorrelated u^ ) and a general nonstationary Xj. process with known 
parameters, they presented a Kalman filter approach to the prediction of 
true Xj. values. Second, for general covariance stationary x^ and 
Uj. processes, they applied the methods of Whittle (1963) to obtain 
minimum mean squared error linear predictors of x^ and of linear 
combinations, Z '^ j^ t+j * 
Scott, Smith and Jones (1977) noted that the methods of Patterson 
(1950) and of Blight and Scott (1973) required one to distinguish among 
survey respondents according to their membership in previous samples. 
Confidentiality restrictions or simple recordkeeping problems may make 
such distinctions impossible. In such cases, it may be preferable to 
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use the more general time series methods of Scott and Smith (1974), 
which required only overall sample means for each sampling occasion, but 
which also relied more heavily on modeling assumptions for the Xj. 
and u^ processes. Scott, Smith and Jones (1977) also extended some of 
the results of Scott and Smith (1974) to multi-stage surveys in which 
units may overlap at one or more stages of sampling. 
Smith (1978) provided a brief, accessible review of the fixed-x and 
random-x approaches to model (2.32). In addition, he expanded the 
Scott, Smith and Jones (1977) critique of the fixed-x approach, and 
presented theoretical and practical arguments in favor of time series 
modeling of x^ . 
Under the assumption of known process parameters, Jones (1979) 
compared the relative variances of the Patterson (1950), Blight and 
Scott (1973) and Scott and Smith (1974) estimators of level Xj. and 
change ~ *t 1 under the Blight and Scott (1973) models for Xj. 
and Uj. . For the estimation of Xj. , he found that the Blight and 
Scott (1973) and Scott and Smith (1974) methods were generally superior 
to those of Patterson (1950), especially if the variance of x^. was 
small compared to the variance of Uj. . Further, the Blight and Scott 
(1973) estimator of x^ was somewhat superior to the Scott and Smith 
(1974) estimator. Jones (1979) noted similar results for estimators of 
change, but observed that if the deviations x^^ - x^ of the i-th 
unit's value Xj.^ from the finite-population mean Xj. were strongly 
autocorrelated, then the Scott and Smith (1974) method could perform 
quite poorly compared to the Patterson (1950) and Blight and Scott 
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(1973) methods. Jones (1979) closed by noting that if only a relatively 
short series is available, the time series methods of Blight and Scott 
(1973) and Scott and Smith (1974) may lose some of their theoretical 
efficiency through preliminary detrending, deseasonalizing, and 
estimation of the parameters of the and u^ processes. 
Jones (1980) used general least squares theory to obtain best 
linear unbiased estimators of Xj. under model (2.32) with fixed-x and 
random-x assumptions. He then discussed the estimators of Patterson 
(1950), Gurney and Daly (1965), Blight and Scott (1973), and Scott and 
Smith (1974) as special cases of his generalized least squares estima­
tors. Also, he sketched a general mixed linear model approach to the 
estimation of Xj. with nonstationary mean, but indicated a general 
preference to analyze the stationary differences of such nonstationary 
series. 
Smith and Brunsdon (1986) applied the results of Scott, Smith and 
Jones (1977) to the analysis of categorical data under an additive-
logistic transformation. They suggested the application of this method 
to small area estimation and also discussed briefly the use of combined 
time series and cross-sectional data in small-area estimation. 
The survey sampling papers reviewed above devoted primary interest 
to the estimation of true Xj. values, given the parameters of the Xj. 
and Uj. processes. In practice, the parameters of the Uj. process are 
generally estimable from replicated survey data, but estimation of the 
parameters of the Xj. process requires additional work. Miazaki (1985) 
extended the nonlinear least squares estimation procedure of Pagano 
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(1974) in the following manner. Let (2.32) hold with k = 1 , assume 
that Xj. follows an AR(p^) model, 
and that Uj. follows an MA(q^) model, 
% 
where {gj.} and {c^} are mutually uncorrelated sequences of mutually 
uncorrelated (0, a ) and (0, a ) random variables, respectively. 
gg cc 
Then 
^x ^u 
j'o " jfo i!o 
(2.33) 
has covariance function equal to zero at lags greater than p^ + , 
so Xj. follows an AEMA(p^, p^ + q^) model. Chapter 5 will address 
this argument in considerable detail, but for the moment it suffices to 
note that Miazaki (1985) used results associated with expression (2.33) 
to develop a nonlinear least squares procedure to estimate the 
parameters 
t ' ^ g g »  " f-xl' * x 2 '  *xp^' '^cc' ®ul' ®u2' •••' ®uq^^ 
from the observations Xj. and preliminary survey design-based esti-
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mators {a , 9 ,, 8 9 } of the noise process parameters, 
cc ul' u2 uq 
u 
She then found conditions under which the resulting final parameter 
estimators were consistent and asymptotically normal. In addition, 
Miazaki (1985) presented conditions under which least squares prediction 
of with estimated process parameters results in an additional 
Op(T ^) prediction error term. 
Binder and Hidiroglou (1987, pp. 29-40) considered model (2.32) 
under the assumptions that k = 1 , that Xj. follows an ARMA(p^, q^) 
model, and that Uj. follows an AEMA(p^, q^) model. They suggested 
that the model for the resulting observations Xj. is most easily 
represented in state-space form, rather than through a direct extension 
of the Miazaki (1985) arguments associated with (2.33) above; in Chapter 
5 below, a comparison of multivariate ARMA and state-space models for 
"signal plus noise" observations leads to the same conclusion. Binder 
and Hidiroglou (1987) then applied the methods of Harvey and Philips 
(1979) and Harvey (1984) to outline an iterative numerical procedure for 
the computation of maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the 
AEMA(p^, q^) model for x^ . 
The preceding review of time domain prediction and estimation 
procedures for measurement error models leads to several conclusions. 
First, the literature on the "signal plus noise" model (2.32) indicates 
considerable interest in the analysis of such models, with principal 
interest directed toward the estimation of true x^ values or the 
estimation of the parameters of an autoregressive moving average model 
for Xj. . Moreover, the data analyses presented in this literature 
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reinforce the conclusion of Chapter 1 that many data series obtained 
through survey methods do indeed contain serially correlated measurement 
errors. 
The work of Deaton (1985) and de Leeuw and McKelvey (1983) provide 
some indication of possible extensions of common errors-in-variables 
methods to models with serially correlated errors, but examination of 
these papers also indicates that considerably more work remains to be 
done for the development and assessment of efficient estimation 
procedures for model (2.1)-(2.2). Finally, the dynamic factor analysis 
results of Molenaar (1985) provide some suggestion of the importance of 
state-space methods for models with serially correlated components. 
Chapters 4, 5 and 6 below use the methods reviewed in this section 
to develop method-of-moments and maximum likelihood estimators for the 
parameters of model (2.1)-(2.2). 
2.5. Previous Work in Frequency Domain Estimation for 
Measurement Error Models 
As indicated by Hannan (1970, p. 325), the statistical analysis of 
time series is often divided into two categories: "time-domain analy­
sis" and "frequency-domain analysis." Time domain analysis addresses 
the behavior of a sequence of observations {Z^, t=l, 2, ..., T} with 
particular attention to the first two population moments, E(Z^) and 
Fgg ; sample forms of these moments; and the normal likelihood function 
of Z. On the other hand, for a second-order stationary time series 
{Z^} , frequency domain analysis is based on the Fourier transformation 
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of the function , h s 2} . This transform is often called the 
"spectral density function" of Z ; and may be written, 
- 1  "  
f(w) = (2ir) I r (h)exp(-iwh) 
h=-» 
where 1 = (-1) ^2 and w e 3R • Hannan (1970), Anderson (1971, 
Chapters 8, 9 and 10), Fuller (1976, Chapters 3, 4 and 7) and Brillinger 
(1981) provide detailed discussions of the theory and methods of 
frequency domain analysis. 
Empirical work in the frequency domain is often based on an 
estimator of the spectral density function. Brillinger (1981, pp. 238-
248) suggests that the (j, &)-th element of f(w) be estimated by 
ff'J^(w) = 2TrT~^ Z w(^)(w - 2ntT"l)l(^)(2%tT"l) (2.34) 
jx- t=l ^ ^ 
where 
_ T-1 —I 
I, - (w) =• (2tiT) [ S Z exp(-iwt)] [ S Z exp(-iwt)] ; 
jx- [=0 'j t=0 ' 
the bar " ~ " denotes complex conjugation; 1 <j, £ <p ;w eH; and 
(T) {W (•)} is any one of a class of weight function discussed in detail 
by Brillinger (1981, Chapter 7). 
Several authors have considered frequency-domain approaches to 
errors-in-variables models and related problems. The fundamental idea 
for such work employs two steps. First, one establishes certain 
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Several authors have considered frequency-domain approaches to 
errors-in-variables models and related problems. The fundamental idea 
for such work employs two steps. First, one establishes certain 
relationships among the spectral densities of the observed components 
[e.g. , Z = (Y, X) ] and unobserved components [e.g. , y , x , e and 
u ]. Second, one uses these relationships and the estimated spectral 
densities of the observed variables to obtain consistent estimators of 
£ and other parameters of interest. The forms of the resulting 
frequency-domain procedures are generally very similar to the forms of 
the corresponding time domain procedures. 
Hannan (1963) discussed an ultrastructural form of model (2.3)-
(2.4) with no error in the equation under the restrictions that r = 1 
and that x , u and e are mutually uncorrelated. He considered two 
approaches to estimation: the method of instrumental variables and a 
method that employed auxiliary information regarding I^^(O) . For the 
instrumental variable case, Hannan (1963) assumed the availability of a 
sequence of (Ixk)-dimensional "instrumental variables" such that 
the (kxk)-dimensional cross-spectral densities f^^(X) and f^(X) 
were nonsingular; and the cross-spectral densities f^^(X) and f^^(X) 
were identically zero. He then based his estimation method on the 
observation that 
for all real numbers X . Given the initial consistent estimator, 
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^(1) ~ *^*WY 
based on time-domain instrumental-variable procedures [Fuller (1987, 
Section 2.4)] and given estimated spectral densities and 
f^g(A) defined by (2.34), Ifennan (1963) defined 
^vv^^^ ~ ~U)^XY^^^ ~ 'YX^^^~(1) ~(1)^XX^^^~(1) ' 
an estimate of the spectral density of v = Y - XB = e - uB . He used 
these initial estimators to define a second-stage estimator 
1(2) ^ ^ 
t = — i +  J .  
where = irtT ^ . Note that this estimator employs the weights 
rsj — 1 
[f^^(X^)] . Section 4.2 will discuss a time domain estimator that 
uses a very similar weighting scheme. Hannan (1963) also discussed some 
asynptotic properties of the estimator- (2.36). 
In addition to instrumental variable estimation, Hannan (1963) 
discussed estimation of g in the presence of auxiliary information 
regarding the covariance structure of u . In particular, under the 
restrictions that r = k = 1 , that {u^} formed a sequence of 
uncorrelated [0, ryy(O)] random variables, and that Cov(u^, e^) = 0 
for all integers t and s , he noted the relationships 
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and 
f x x ( t )  '  f x x ( A )  +  -  f x x ( A )  +  < 2 ' ) " ' r u u ( ° )  •  « . 3 7 . a )  
fxy(X) = 8f^(X) . (2.37.b) 
fxv(X) = -6(2iir^r^^(0) . (2.37. C )  
Given spectral density estimates (^^(X) and an Initial consistent 
estimator of 3 » Hannan (1963) defined 
\a,t = : i 
(2.38.a) 
and 
f x x " )  •  ' v >  -  •  " . 3 8 . C )  
where R(a) denotes the real part of a complex number a . He then 
used expressions (2.37) and (2.38) to propose several estimators of B , 
including 
(2.39) 
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and 
ê (5 )  -
where f^^(X) was defined by a form of expression (2.35) in which 
was replaced by • Hannan (1963) closed his discussion by 
presenting some asymptotic properties of the estimators (2.39) and 
(2.40). 
Parzen (1967) considered some extensions of Hannan (1963) through 
the use of "bispectral" methods. Given a sequence {Z^} of mean-zero, 
third-order stationary random vectors, Parzen (1967) defined the 
"bispectral density" 
00 00 
qg(X, w) = (2?)"1 E Z exp[-l(jA + &w)]E[Z(t)Z(t+j)Z(t+A)] . 
j = —00 00 
For model (2.3)-(2.4) and extensions thereof, he noted that if the 
"signal" X is nonnormal and has nonzero third cumulant function, and 
if the "noise" e is normal (and thus has third cumulant function 
identically equal to zero), then one could use an estimated bispectral 
density function to obtain estimates of £ and related parameters. 
Parzen (1967) discussed several estimation procedures of this type, but 
did not evaluate the asymptotic or small-sample properties of the 
resulting estimators. 
In addition to the work of Hannan (1963) and Parzen (1967) with 
model (2.3)-(2.4), Hinich (1983) presented a frequency-domain approach 
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to the following related continuous-time problem. For all real 
numbers t , let y(t) and x(t) denote the "output" and "input," 
respectively, of a system at time t , and assume that 
y(t) = / 5(s)x(t-s)ds . (2.41) 
3a—00 
The function 0(s) is called the "impulse response function" associated 
with expression (2.41). The "transfer function" B(w) is defined to be 
the Fourier transform of 6(s) : 
00 
B(w) = / B(s)exp(-2 Ttis)ds (2.42) 
S=—00 
where i = (-1) ^  . Also, the "gain" associated with expression (2.41) 
is |B(W)| , the absolute value of expression (2.42). Hinich (1983) 
considered the "noisy" observations 
Y(nT) = y(nT) + e(nT) (2.4j.a) 
and 
X(nT) = x(nT) + u(nT) (2.43.b) 
n=l, 2, N , where T > 0 is known and Cov[e(nT), u(mT)] is 
assumed to equal zero for all m,n = 1, 2, ..., N . He noted that this 
final assumption implied that the cross-spectral density 
X and Y is equal to the cross-spectral density f^^^w) of x and 
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y . This result let Hinich (1983) to derive an estimator of 2n|B(w)| 
based only on the real and imaginary parts of the estimated cross-
spectral density computed from the observations 
{[X(nT), Y(nT)], n=l, 2 T} . He also presented some asymptotic 
properties of this estimator of JZn | B(w) | and discussed extensions of 
his method for data of the form (2.43) observed in P disjoint segments 
of length N each. 
There has also been some frequency-domain analysis of two classes 
of problems closely related to the errors-in-variables model (2.3)-
(2.4): factor analysis models and general "signal plus noise" models. 
First, as indicated in Pena and Box (1987), a number of authors have 
considered a frequency-domain approach to factor analysis models. In 
particular, Brillinger (1981, p. 354) considered the factor model 
CO 
Zt = ^ : \-h^h + ^ ^ ^  ' 
h=-<*> 
where {Z^} is a p x 1 series of observations, is a k x 1 
"factor series" with zero mean, } is a sequence of p x k "factor 
loading" matrices, {ej.} is a p x 1 serially correlated error series, 
and u' is a p x 1 mean vector. He suggested that the factor 
loadings {A^} be estimated through a principal-component analysis of 
the estimated spectral density matrix. 
Second, there is a considerable body of literature associated with 
the frequency domain analysis of the general "signal plus noise" model 
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(2.44) 
Introduced in Section 2.4. Restrictive assumptions [e.g., a priori 
knowledge or control of the values] make much of this literature 
tangential to the problems addressed in this dissertation. However, 
F'ôrstner (1985) did give a frequency-domain approach to the Walker 
(1960) problem reviewed in Section 2.4. In particular, FBrstner (1985) 
considered model (2.44) for univariate observations Xj. such that 
followed a p-th order autoregressive model 
and {u^} was a sequence of uncorrelated (0, o^^) random variables 
which were independent of the . Under the assumption that the 
autoregressive coefficients j=0, 1, ..., p} were known a priori, 
F'ôrstner used an estimated power spectrum to develop an iterative 
procedure for the estimation of and = Var(g^) . 
The time- and frequency-domain approaches to time series analysis 
are not entirely distinct. For example, theoretical discussion of time-
domain estimators may be facilitated by frequency-domain arguments. 
[See, for example, Theorem IV.8 of Hannan (1970, p. 216).] Similarly, a 
single data analysis may rely on both time- and frequency-domain 
estimators. Nonetheless, this dissertation will restrict itself to the 
time domain analysis for the following reasons. First, comments by 
Hannan (1970, p. 325), Anderson (1971, p. 549), Tukey (1980), Nerlove 
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and Pinto (1984) and others indicate that time-domain estimation methods 
may in general have greater small-sample efficiency than frequency-
domain methods. Second, a number of the time-domain methods suggested 
below are fairly direct extensions of methods proposed previously for 
estimation of uncorrelated measurement error models. Additional 
research is required to develop a careful comparison of the frequency-
domain methods reviewed in this section and the time-domain methods 
discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 below. 
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3. ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF SUMS OF LINEAR AND BILINEAR 
FUNCTIONS OF CORRELATED OBSERVATIONS 
Ihe study of multiple time series often requires one to consider 
the asymptotic properties of regression estimators and of sample 
covariances; see, e.g. Hannan (1970, pp. 215-229, 415-448), Hannan and 
Heyde (1972), and Hannan (1976). Results for regression estimators are 
special cases of the behavior of a linear function of a sequence of 
serially correlated random vectors. Similarly, results for sample 
covariances are special cases of the properties of a bilinear function 
of a sequence of serially correlated random vectors. Examination of the 
estimators of Chapter 4 requires one to consider the asymptotic behavior 
of the sum of a regression estimator and a sample covariance, or, more 
generally, the sum of a linear function and a bilinear function of a 
sequence of serially correlated random vectors. Section 3.1 reviews 
some necessary probabilistic background. Section 3.2 addresses the 
asymptotic behavior of the sum of a sample mean and a sample variance of 
a univariate time series. Section 3.3 extends the results of the 
previous section to the sum of a linear function and an unweighted 
bilinear function of a vector process. The results of Section 3.3 will 
be applied in Section 4.1 to determine the asymptotic behavior of some 
standard errors-in-variables estimators in the presence of serially 
correlated observations. Finally, Section 3.4 addresses weighted linear 
and bilinear functions; Section 4.2 will apply the results of this 
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section to establish the asymptotic properties of weighted errors-ln-
varlables estimators of regression parameters. 
3.1. Definitions and Notation for Vector Martingales 
The results presented below develop the asymptotic properties of 
quadratic and linear forms of vector martingales. Following Billlngsley 
(1979, p. 407), let {Z^, t > 1} be a sequence of 1 x p random 
vectors defined on the probability space (0, F, P) , let {F^, t > 1} 
be a sequence of sub-a-fields of F , and define the sequence 
{(Z^, F^), t > 1} to be a martingale if for all t=l, 2, ... , 
(i) F^C Fj.^^ ; (3.1.a) 
(11) is measurable F^ ; (3.1.b) 
(ill) E(|Z^^|) < 0 0  , 1=1, 2, ..., p  ; (3.1. C )  
(iv) E(Z^^^|F^) = Z^ almost surely. (3.1.d) 
For p = 1 , define {(Z^, F^), t > 1} to be a submartingale If 
conditions (3.1.a)-(3.1.c) hold and 
E(Z, i^|F,1 > Z, O.l.e) 
almost surely for t=l, 2, ... . Note that (3.1.d) implies (3.1.e), so 
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that any martingale is a submartingale. A slight generalization of 
Theorem 35.1 of Billingsley (1979) may be stated as follows. 
Lemma 3.1. Let {Z^} be a sequence of 1 x p random vectors defined 
p  
on (n, F, P) ; let D be a convex subset of R such that 
P[Z^ e D] = 1 for all t=l, 2, ... ; and let D + be a convex 
function such that <|)(Z^) is integrable for all t . 
a. If {(Z^, F^)} is a martingale, then {[*(2^), F^]} is a 
submartingale. 
b. If p = 1 , {(Z^, F^)} is a submartingale, and 4K') is 
nondecreasing on D , then {[*(%%), F^]} is a submartingale. 
Lemma 3.1.a is a vector generalization of Theorem 35.1(i) of Billings­
ley, but has essentially the same proof by Jensen's inequality. Lemma 
3.1.b is identical to Theorem 35.1(ii) of Billingsley (1979). 
Theorem 35.4 of Billingsley (1979) provides a useful tool for 
proving the convergence of functions of martingale differences, and is 
stated below for reference. 
Lemma 3.2. [Theorem 35.4 of Billingsley (1979).] Let {(Z^, F^)} be a 
submartingale. If K 5 sup E[|z^j] < =» , then Z^ + Z almost surely, 
where Z is a random variable satisfying E[|zj] < K . 
A multivariate generalization of Lemma 3.2 for martingales is given 
in lemma 3.3. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let {(Z^, F^)} be a p-dimensional martingale such that 
K = max sup {E[|Z ,|]} < " 
l<i<p t 
Then Z^ + Z with probability one, where Z = (Z^, Z^, ..., Z^) is a 
1 X p random vector such that E[|z |^] < K for all i=l, 2 . 
Proof. If {(Z^, F^)} is a martingale, then {(Z^^, F^)} is a 
submartingale for each i=l, 2, ..., p , so Lemma 3.2 implies that 
lim Z^^(w) = Z^(w) for all w e n , where P(A^) = 1 and 
E[ | z^ | ]  < K . Let A = " Ihen P(A) = 1 , and w e A implies 
that lim Z ,(w) = Z (w) , i=l, 2 , so the result follows. • 
t tl i 
For a martingale {(Z^, F^)} , one may define the martingale 
difference sequence {d^ = Z^; = Z^ - Z^_^ , t=2, 3, ...} . One may 
note from Billingsley (1979, p. 408) that for all t , 
a(d^, dg dj.) = a(Z^, Z^ Z^) , so d^ is measurable F^ ; 
that for all i=l, 2, ..., p and all t=l, 2, ..., E(|d^^|) < » ; and 
that for all t=2, 3, ..., 
• \-l - Vl 
• ®lxp • 
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Conversely, it follows from the remarks in Billingsley (1979, p. 408) 
that for any sequence {d^} which satisfies the conditions of the 
preceding sentence, if 
then the sequence {Z^, F^} forms a martingale. 
The sequences of random vectors studied below are functions of a 
special type of martingale difference sequence. Let {c^} be a set of 
1 X p random vectors defined on a common probability space 
(n, F, P) . Let F^ = G(Cg, s < t) , the sub-a-algebra of F generated 
by the random vectors {c^, s < t} and assume that the following 
conditional expectations exist and are equal to finite constant 
matrices, as indicated, for all integers t : 
t 
Z = Z d , t^1, 2, •**, 
^ s=l ® 
(3.2.a) 
(3.2.b) 
E[c' H c- H cjF^_^] = M3 (3.2. C )  
E[c/ a a a c^|F^_^] = K (3.2.d) 
One may infer several moment properties of the sequence {c^} from 
conditions (3.2) above. If condition (3.2.a) holds, then 
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EtcJ = E[E(cjF^_pl . . (3.3) 
If conditions (3.2a)-(3.2b) hold, then 
E[cjcj . EIECc'CJF^.J ) ]  
= z ; 
~cc 
(3.4) 
and for s < t , 
E[c;cj = E[E(C;CJF^)] 
= E[c^E(cjFg)] 
= E{c;E[E(c'|Fj._p]|Fg} 
= E{c/0} 
= 0 
by Theorem 34.4 of Billingsley (1979). Thus, the sequence {c^} 
satisfying conditions (3.2.a)-(3.2.b) is a sequence of uncorrelated 
(0, Z ) vectors. Under conditions (3.2.a)-(3.2.d), similar 
~cc 
conditioning arguments establish that 
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2 if r = s = t 
E[c' H c' a c ] =( (3.5.a) 
^ ^ I " otherwise 
and 
if s = t 
E[c' H c a c' a c ] =/ (3.5.b) 
® ® E a E otherwise . 
~cc ~cc 
This final resuit implies that {c'c - E } is a sequence of 
s s ~cc 
uncorrelated random matrices with mean zero and common finite covariance 
matrix. 
Lemma 3.4 shows that the sample mean of a sequence {c^} 
satisfying conditions (3.2.a)-(3.2.b) converges to zero with probability 
one. 
Lemma 3.4. Let {c^} be a sequence of 1 x p random vectors that 
satisfy conditions (3.2a)-(3.2b). Then 
% I 
with probability one. 
Proof. As noted above, conditions (3.2.a)-(3.2.b) imply that {c^} is 
a sequence of uncorrelated (0, random vectors. The result then 
follows by Theorem 5.1.2 of Chung (1974). • 
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Lemma 3.5 establishes that the sample mean of the sequence {c^c^} 
converges to with probability one. Its proof follows closely that 
of Lemma 3.4 and, therefore, is not given. 
Lemma 3.5. Let {c^} be a sequence of 1 x p random vectors that 
satisfy conditions (3.2.a)-(3.2.d). Then 
- 1  T  
lim T S c ' c  =  Z ^ 
t=l " " 
with probability one. 
Proof. Omitted. • 
Some correlated time series may be written as infinite moving 
averages of random vectors {c^} satisfying (3.2). The following two 
definitions allow one to discuss such moving averages more precisely. 
These definitions are adapted from Fuller (1976, p. 72) and Hannan 
(1970, p. 209). 
Definition 3.1. [c.f. Definition 2.8.1 of Fuller (1976)]. 
Let {A^, h E be an infinite sequence of p x p real matrices 
such that has (i,j)-th element equal to , 1 < i, j < p , 
h e /t . Define the sequence to be absolutely summable if 
for all 1 < i , j < p 
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Definition 3.2. [c.f. expression (IV.3.4) of Hannan (1970, p. 209)]. A 
sequence of 1 x p random vectors } Isa linear process if it can 
be written in the form 
^  •  Jo  
for some sequence of 1 x p random vectors {c^} satisfying conditions 
(3.2) and some absolutely summable sequence of p x p real matrices 
, h=0, 1, 2f ...} . 
Let B be a p x p real matrix and let ^ ^ P~ 
dimensional stochastic process that satisfies Definition 3.2. Each 
element of B is finite, so {(B A^), h=0, 1, 2, ...} is an absolutely 
summable sequence, and thus 
St • h=0 
is also a p-dimensional linear process. Thus, a p x p linear trans­
formation of a linear process is itself a linear process. As noted in 
Hannan (1970, p. 211), if is a linear process, then it is fourth-
order stationary such that 
: cov{^, Aj 
for e > 0 ; r  (Î) = ( r  (-t)l' for Z < 0 ; and {r  («) Is 
~ee ""GE 
absolutely summable; the sequence {e^} has an absolutely continuous 
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spectrum with continuous spectral density 
1 " 
f (X) E (211)"^ Z r (£)exp(-iX£) ; 
£=-» 
and the covariance function and the third-order and fourth-order 
cumulant functions of {e^} are absolutely summable. Thus for all 
1  <  i ,  j  m < p ,  
Z |r (t)| < » , (3.6.a) 
t=-« 
E Z hgggi./O, s, t)| < « , (3.6.b) 
5=3—CO ts3— 00 
and 
00 00 00 
qss—00 g=—œ 0® 
where the third-cumulant function s, t)} is a doubly-infinite 
matrix sequence of dimension p2 x p defined by 
^GGGlj ^(%i^W-s,j %+t,&^ ' 
l < i , j , £ , < p ; s ,  t e Z ;  a n d  t h e  f o u r t h - c u m u l a n t  f u n c t i o n  
q, s, t)} is a three-fold infinite matrix sequence of 
dimension p^ x p2 defined by 
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1 < i, j, %, m < p ; q, s, t s Z . 
Given the definitions and results presented above, the following 
three sections develop some properties of linear and bilinear functions 
of vector martingale difference sequences. 
3.2. Asymptotic Properties of the Sum of a Sample Mean 
and a Sample Variance 
The following three sections address the asymptotic properties of 
the sum of a linear function and a bilinear function of a sequence of 
serially correlated random vectors. This section considers the simple 
example of such a sum defined by 
1 + r(0) , (3.8) 
where 
— — 1 
e = T E e. , 
T 
t=l 
f(0) = T"^ Ï e2 , 
t=l 
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and {e^} is a sequence of serially correlated random variables. 
Although the behavior of e + r(0) is of relatively little intrinsic 
interest, the study of this case provides an introduction to several 
ideas and arguments that will be required to establish asymptotic 
results for more complicated functions of correlated random vectors. 
Assume that } is a univariate linear process that satisfies 
Definition 3.2 and let E(e e')=rbea TxT matrix with (s,t)-th 
element equal to r(t - s) . Then E( G )^ = 0 and E(G )^ = r(0) , so 
T T 
E[6 + f(0)] = T"M S E(G^) + Z E(G2)] 
t=l ^ t=l 
= r (o)  .  
By the fourth-order stationarity of {g^.} , one may define the third-
cumulant function, 
M(0, 0, t) = E(g^ %+(.) , 
and fourth-cumulant function, 
k(0, 0, t, t) = E(e^ Eg - [r(0)]2 - 2[r(t)]2 . 
These functions are special univariate cases of the third and fourth 
cumulant functions defined in expressions (3.7). Then 
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Vat G) = T"^i^ri^ 
T T 
T E E r(t - s) 
s=l t=l 
T-1 
= T I (T - |t| ) r(h) ; 
t=-T+l 
" ^ >. i.nvi J 
"-2 - - - e2 
n-2 
T T 
E E
8=1 t=l 
T T 
E E 
S=1 t=l 
T T 
E E 
S=1 t=l 
T--1 
= T"^ E (T - |t|)M(0, 0, t) ; 
t=-T+l 
and 
Var[f(0)] = T"^ Z E Cov(ef, e^) 
8=1 t=l ® 
= T"^ E E {[2 r(t - s ) ] 2  + k(0, 0, t-s, t-s)} 
8=1 t=l 
= T"2 E (T - |t|){2[r(t)]2 + k(0, 0, t, t)} . 
t=-T+l 
Thus, 
Varte + r(0)] = Var(ë) + 2 Cov[ë, r (0) ]  + Var[r(0)] 
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= Z (T - |t|){r(t) + 2 M(0, 0, t) 
t=-T+l 
+  2 ( r ( t ) ] 2  +  k ( 0 ,  0 ,  t ,  t ) }  .  
Kronecker's Lemma [Fuller (1976), p. 109] and the absolute sumraabllity 
of r(t) , M(0, 0, t) and k(0, 0, t, t) imply that 
lim T Var[e + r(0)] 
T+oo 
I-l , , , 
= lim Z (1 - T"^|t|){r(t) + 2M(0, 0, t) + 2[r(t)]2 + k(0, 0, t, t)} 
T-H» t=-T+l 
00 
Z {r(t) + 2M(0, 0, t) + 2[r(t)]2 + k(0, 0, t, t)} . (3.9) 
t=-» 
Now consider the asymptotic distribution of 
T~ [ë + r(o) -  r(o)]  . 
In addition to the moment and martingale conditions presented above, 
asymptotic normality results in the time series literature generally 
require an additional assumption. Assumptions that have been made 
include independence and an identical distribution for the Cj. 
variables [c.f. Hannan (1970, pp. 209, 228)]; ergodicity of the e^. 
process [c.f. Hannan (1970), p. 201) and Hannan (1976)]; or the 
existence of bounded 4 + 2v moments of the Cj. variables [c.f. 
Fuller, Hasza and Goebel (1981)]. The work below will employ the latter 
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moment assumption. Given the condition of the finite 4 + 2v moments, 
the following lemma will be useful in establishing Lindeberg-type 
conditions for random sequences. 
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a random variable defined on a probability space 
(0, F, P) such that < « for some v > 0 . Let c be some 
positive real number. 
a. Let F2 be a sub-cf-algebra of F . Then 
E[X2I(|X| > C)|FJ < c"VE[|x|2+v I 
with probability one. 
b. In addition, 
e[x2i(|x| > c)] < c"^b[|x|2+V] . 
Proof. If | x |  > c > 0 , then c^ < | x |^  and X^ < c . Thus, 
x2l(|x| > c) < c"^|x|^'^^I(|x| > c) < c"^'|x|2+v 
with probability one. Then by Theorem 34.2 (iii) of Billingsley (1979), 
E[x2i(|x| > c) I F J < c"VE[|x|2+v I 
with probability one, so part (a) is established. Part (b) then follows 
from Theorem 34.4 of Billingsley (1979). • 
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In the study of the asymptotic behavior of a sequence of random 
variables T e , say, it is often useful to direct initial 
attention to a doubly infinite array of random variables 
M, T c . If as I . - i if S„_ S 
P 
M 4- m ; and if = (&p- S^^,) > 0 uniformly in T as M + œ ; 
p -
then one may argue that > S as T + m . This partial 
extension of Slutsky's Theorem [Property A.14.9 of Bickel and Doksum 
(1977, p. 461)] is stated and proved more formally by Fuller (1976, p. 
248) and is repeated below for convenient reference. 
Lemma 3.7. [Lemma 6.3.1 of Fuller (1976, p. 248)]. 
Let the random variables be defined by 
^ " ®MT °MT 
for M eZ* and T e Z* . Let 
plim D = 0 (3.10.a) 
M-H» 
uniformly in T , 
as T + = , (3.10.b) 
and 
S» —> S as M f « . (3.10.C) 
M« • • 
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Then 
—> S as T + » . (3.11.) 
Proof. See Fuller (1976, pp. 248-249). • 
The following lemma uses Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7 to establish the 
asymptotic normality of 
T^^ [ë + r(o) -  r(0)] .  
Lemma 3.8. Let be generated by a univariate linear process, 
h=0 
where the real-valued weights a^ and the sequence of random variables 
{Cj.} satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.2. Assume that > 0 
and that for some v > 0 , 
sup {E[|c^|4+2V]} = % ( m , (3.13) 
Then 
T^^[G + r(0) -  r(0)] -^> N(0, G^) (3.14) 
as T , where 
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G = z {r(t) + 2[r(t)]2 + 2M(0, 0, t) + k(0, 0, t, t)} 
t = —00 
The proof of Lemma 3.8 has the same structure as the proofs of more 
complicated central limit results presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4, so 
It is useful to outline this proof before presenting it in detail. 
First, result (3.14) is established for sequences which 
follow a finite moving average model, 
M 
®t = Vt-h ' (3-15) h=0 
say. Under the finite moving average model, denote the sample and 
population moments with the subscript M , e.g., r^(0) = E(e^) . Some 
preliminary arguments show that under the finite moving-average model, 
+ yo) - yo)] = I [z^C; - yo)] + o (T^/2) , 
t=l 
where + f^ + g^ , e^ is a constant, f^ is a o(Cj_)-
measurable random variable, and g^ is a cKc^, s < t-l)-measurable 
random variable. The notational complexity introduced by the terms 
®M ' ^t ®t not necessary at this point, but it will be 
required for the proofs of the central limit results of Sections 3.3 and 
3.4. Examination of the properties of , (f^^^) and (g^c^) 
indicate that the sequence {Z^c^ - r^(0), t=l, 2, ...} satisfies the 
two conditions of Theorem 1 given in Scott (1973). Theorem 1 of Scott 
(1973) then establishes the asymptotic normality of 
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T ~ and hence, of T ^ [e f 1^(0) - r^(0)] when 
{Ej.} follows a finite moving average model. 
Next, one may note that given the same {c^} process and an 
extended set of absolutely summable weights {a^} , then uniformly in 
T , the difference between T [e + r(0) - r(0)] under the infinite 
moving average model (3.12) and T + r^(0) - r^(0)] under the 
finite moving average model (3.15) becomes asymptotically negligible 
as M increases without bound. The asymptotic normality of 
T [G + r(0) - r(0)] under model (3.12) then follows from the finite 
moving average result and Lemma 3.7. 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. Consider first the case in which e^. has a finite 
moving average representation, 
h=0 
where a^ 2 0 and a^ ^ 0 . Fix M temporarily. Under model (3.16), 
denote the moments and other parameters of the process with the 
subscript M , e.g., 
M M 
r„<î) . Cov( s S 
h=0 h=0 
M-A 
&=0, 1 M . Similarly, let 
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and 
r„(0) - I-: j ( " • 
t=1 h=0 
i.e. the first and second sample moments, respectively, of under 
model (3.16). Let b = (M + 1) ^ . Then under model (3.16), 
T 
- : (1 + =t'S 
t=l 
" I " gl 
' A h-L 
" j. d " ' J,/' ' •g^-g'^ s-h 
because 
gl li =li X'" " 
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and 
M-1 M 
gfo 
M-1 M M-1 M 
" g!o ' .fo 
• 1 ' "Jo 
Then 
T-M M M-1 M 
g= • J. U ' "h'e'S ^  * ^ g=»H-g" 
+ "î' (hba 4. S agCc+h-g^) + ""'mK + (I - «> V") 
h=0 g=h+l " " 
(3.17) 
..iL/hfo ' Jo ..h.i ''  
T T-t T-t-1 T-t 
+ E 
. . . .  n u n  .  . g, 
T-t-1 T-t 
+ ^g'^t+h-gK + - t)b*T-t)=t - • 
h=0 g=n+l 
(3.18) 
Since M is finite and is not a function of T , expression (3.18) is 
0p(T ) , so 
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T+M T 1/ 
Z [Ej. + e2 - yo)] = Z [Z^c^ - yO)] + o (T ^ 2) (3.19) 
t=l t=l 
where 
and 
Zc - + f; + St • 
M M 
e = b(M +1) E a, = Z a. , 
" h=0 ^ h=0 ^ 
M-1 M 
Z 2 
h=0 g=h+l ®t ~ ^ ^\.^t+h-g*g^h 
M~1 M—h 
" ' h=0 «.'l 
M M-& 
Now e^ is fixed, fj. is a mean-zero random variable that is measurable 
a(c^) , and is a mean-zero random variable that is measurable 
. Martingale conditions (3.2) imply that 
- ^«(0) - } - V<" 
n=o 
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= 0 , 
because 
R^(0) = Var(G^) 
• jo hi 
I ' 
and 
= 0 . 
Also, conditions (3.2) imply that the following moments are constant 
over t : 
Vfc " Co'C't- fc'c) 
E(c|£^) 
M 
= E(c3 E a2) 
h=0 
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"3 Jo ' 
Vf ' 
M 
= ( 2 a^)^ Var(c^) 
h=0 
M 
= ( Z a2)2[K - a j ]  ; 
h=0 ^  " 
and 
'«gg • G's:' 
M M-A 
w 'Jo 
Note that for £, = M , 
Jo - V o "  
because a,, * 0 and a_ * 0 by assumption. Also, a > 0 , so 
M 0 cc 
^Mgg ^ ® ^ addition, one may apply martingale conditions (3.2) to find 
that 
"Mtt ' 
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Var[(e^ + 
+ 8%): + 2(e^+ g^)Cov(c^, f^c^.) + Var(f^c^) 
®t^\cfc "*" ^Mcf ' 
so 
E{[Zj.c^ - ^^(0)14 = E(E{[Z^c^ - V0)]2|FJ._^}) 
®cc^®M ^Mgg^ ^®M^Mcfc \cf • 
The equality E[Z^c^ - ~ ^  implies that 
«( \  IVs - V»l lVi '  •  1:,: ,  -  V" 
s=l s=l 
and 
Var{ Ï [Z,c, - VO)]|f^_^} = Var[Z^c^ - VO)|f^_J . 
s=l 
so 
»Mtt = \ 'Z,:, - V>1> 
s=l 
t-1 
E{Var[Z^c^ - + Var{ Z [Z^c^ - yo)]} 
3=1 
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t E(Var[Z,C; - r„(0)|F^.jl) 
S = 1 
^Mgg^ ^^M^Mcfc ^Mcf] 
= tta^^(e2 + V^g) + ' <3-20) 
As noted above, V„ > 0 ; and a > 0 by assumption. Also, 
Mgg cc 
0 < Var[(e^ + f^)c^] 
VarCe^c^ + f^c^) 
= Var(e^c^) + 2e^Cov(c^, f^c^) + Var(f^c^) 
2®M^Mcfc \cf ' 
Thus, 
»§ = + 'Hgg> ^VMcfc + "Mcfl > ° • 
Now the sequence {Z^c^ - r^(0)} will satisfy the assumptions of 
Theorem 1 of Scott (1973) if the following conditions hold: 
T 
®MTT E{[Z^C^ - YO)L^LVL^ —> 1 AS T^« , (3.22) 
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and 
»Mii 2 - V'J'iilVt - V'! > = »«iilVi» —> 0 
as T-t-oo . (3.23) 
Result (3.19) implies that 
=MII jj ' 
= E (E(IZ,C, - V0)12|F^.j}- 52) 
t=l 
= T ®t^^ •*" •*" ®t^^Mcfc ^Mcf 
'cc^^M ^Mgg^ ~ ^ ®M\cfc ~ ^ Mcf] 
cfl + St - Vqgg) + ZScVwkfc] 
Thus, condition (3.21) is satisfied if 
T 
^^1 (g? - V^g) ~> 0 (3.24) 
and 
T 
T ^ E g ^ > 0 « (3.25) 
t=l 
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Now is a sequence of random variables with mean common 
finite variance. Moreover, since the sequence {c^} is uncorrelated, 
the definition of implies that for jt - s| > M , g^ and g| are 
uncorrelated. If T=Mq+w, 0<w<M, one may write (3.24) as the 
sum of M separate terms, with the i-th term equal to 
E (g2 - V_ ) if 0 < i < w , jM+i Mgg 
and 
l i  - "Mgg' "  " < i  < M .  
By Lemma 3.4, each of the M sums converges almost surely to zero as 
T oo . Since M is constant with respect to T , it follows that 
convergence in (3.24) holds with probability one. Almost sure 
convergence in (3.25) is established similarly. Now consider the 
convergence of 
t=l 
= T-ii-2 Z E{[Z^c^ - yo)]2i[|z^c^ - yo)| > e T E2|Fc_i} . 
t=l 
(3.26) 
By Lemma 3.6.b, 
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- v°>l > 
< (S I Î2>-''E{|Z^=^ - rM(0)|:+"|F;_,) . 
SO the expectation of (3.26) is bounded above by 
t=l 
Assumption (3.13) and the definitions of and imply that 
sup E{|z^c^ - < 
Then by the Markov inequality, 
t=l 
< 1:2)-v E(|z^c^ - V0)|2^^} 
which converges to zero as T + « . Thus, conditions (3.22) and (3.23) 
are satisfied, so by Theorem 1 of Scott (1973), 
1 T 
®MTT ^ [Zt^t - yO)] —> N(0. 1) 
t=l 
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as T -»• « . It follows from condition (3.19) that under model (3.16), 
T + yo) -  yo)] -^> N(0, i2) 
as T . 
Now consider the more general case 
Unless indicated otherwise, retain the notation given above. Note that 
T^' '2 [G + r(0) -  r(o)] 
= + 1^(0) - r^co)] 
+ {[G -\] + [r(0) -  r^(0)] -  [r(O) - yo)]} 
= t ' /2 + r^(0) - yO)] + T-'/2 ' ( E a^c^_^) 
t»i n«M+l 
+ ('2 'h'e-hl' - '2 'h't-h'"' - T^ 'r(°' - V»*! 
* ^  ~ ^ ^ ^ '"TMI ^  "TM2 * "1M3' * 
where 
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° j. h.M.l • 
• \l jo hii 
and 
00 00 
w, \ tf : , , : , - [r(0) " 
t=l "g=M+l h=M+l ® "^"3 
Then by Lemma 3.7, the asymptotic distribution of T ^[s + f(0) - r(0)] 
under the infinite moving average model will be established if 
T '^2 + W^2 + ^ XM3^ satisfies condition (3.10.a) uniformly in T 
and if the N(0, s^) distribution converges completely to the 
N(0, Gj) distribution as M + = . 
First, since the Cj. are uncorrelated, 
-1/9 -lA 
1/ T-M-1 T 
s=-« t=max(1,s+M+l) 
has variance equal to 
T-M-1 T 
T" Z [ E Vs^'^cc 
s=-oo t=max(l ,s+M+l) 
-M T 
= T" E [ E Vs^^'^cc (3-27) 
S=—"0 t=l 
. T-M—1 T—s 
+ T" E [ E a ]2o . (3.28) 
s=-M+l t=M+l 
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By the absolute summability of the sequence {a^} , one may write 
-M T -M T T 
|T" ^ \ *t_s):| = 1^" ' Vs^-sl 
S&3-00 t=l 8=-* t=l £=1 
« T -M 
= ( E |aJ)T-l |  Z [  Z a^_^]) 
&=0 t=l s=-<» 
< (  Z |aJ) Z |a I (3.29) 
&=1 h=M+l 
because the inequalities t > 1 and -<» < s < -M imply that 
M + l < t - s < < » .  T h u s ,  e x p r e s s i o n  ( 3 . 2 7 )  m a y  b e  m a d e  a r b i t r a r i l y  
small by choice of sufficiently large M . Also, t > M + 1 implies 
t h a t  T - t  +  M - 1  < T - 2  ,  s o  
T-M-1 T-s T+M-1 T+M-1 
Z [ Z aJ2| = I Z Z a a T"l[min(T-t, I-A) + M-1] 
s=-M+l t=M+l t=M+l 2=M+1 
T+M-1 T+M-1 
< Z Z |a I .|a |t"^(T - 2) 
t=M+l &=M+1 
<( Z |a |)2 . (3.30) 
t=M+l 
Thus, expression (3.28) also may be made arbitrarily small by choice of 
sufficiently large M . Moreover, expressions (3.29) and (3.30) are not 
functions of T , so uniformly in T , E[T ] converges to zero as 
-Vo 
M + m . Then by the Markov inequality, T ^xMl converges in 
probability to zero uniformly in T as M •»• <» . 
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Next, note that ^=1 ^=OCM+1 Vt-gVt-h 
mean zero and variance less than or equal to 
il si si hi. 1 ..L 
' j. 1 Jo hi. i 
(3.31) 
For a given quadruple (g, h, Z, m) , the indices t-g , t-h , s-Z , 
s-m are all equal for at most one pair (t, s) , in which case the 
expectation above equals K = E(c^) ; and the indices t-g , t-h , 
s-£. , s-m are equal in pairs only for at most T pairs (t, s) , in 
which case the expectation above equals . Let b = max(K, ) , 
cc 3 cc 
Then expression (3.31) is bounded above by 
(3.32) 
The absolute summability of the sequence {a^^ implies that 
[Sg_Q|ag|]2 is finite and that [^h=M+ll^hl^ ^  may be made arbitrarily 
small by choice of sufficiently large M . Thus, expression (3.32) can 
be made arbitrarily small by choice of sufficiently large M , so 
uniformly in T , E[T converges to zero as M •»• » . Then by 
-Vo 
the Markov inequality, T ^ ^TM2 converges in probability to zero 
uniformly in T as M + " . 
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Now note that 
J+i - V°)" 
= 0 • 
Also, 
-v ,  -V,  ^  '  
' V-AVh 
and has variance less than or equal to 
tfi Â gj+i k.ii 
' J, Â gfo hi+l « 
Since this final expression is identical to expression (3.31), the 
arguments given following (3.31) indicate that uniformly in T , 
E[T converges to zero as M -»• « . Then by the Markov 
Inequality, T converges In probability to zero uniformly In 
T as M + CO . Thus, T '^ 2 + ^ tM3^ satisfies condition 
(3.10.a) uniformly in T , so it remains only to show that the 
N(0, s^) distribution converges completely to the N(0, ) 
distribution as M . 
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Let be distributed as a normal (0, s^) random variable and 
let Y be distributed as a normal (0, G^) random variable. Recall 
that s2 > 0 for all M and that > 0 . Then for any real number 
c , 
P[Y^ < c] = P[Z < i^c] 
and 
P[Y < c] = P[Z < G^^c] , 
where Z is distributed as a normal (0, 1) random variable. Thus, 
the complete convergence of the N(0, s^) distribution to the 
N(0, G^) distribution as M -»- <= will be established if 
lim s2 = G, . (3.33) 
For a given M , expressions (3.16) and (3.21) imply that 
s2 = t"W{ Ï [Z^Cj. -  r^(o)]} 
t=l 
®cc^®M ^Mgg^ •*" ^ ®M\cfc ^Mcf 
M M M-£ 
+ (Jo 
M M M 
+ 2( S a. )M ( S ap + ( E a2)2[K - ] 
h=0 ^ j A=0 ^ h=0 
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which, as M + « , has limit 
00 00 
"oc'Jo 'h)' + ^ "Ic (J, 
+ 2M,( I a. )( Z a2) + ( 2 a2)2[K - ] . (3.34) 
^ h=0 £=0 h=0 
The absolute summability of the sequence {a^^ and the existence of 
common finite fourth moments of the Cj. allow the exchange of summation 
and expectation operations, so for t > 0 , 
r(t) = CovCGg, 
and 
'"'Jo jo 
z r(t) = a {2[ E r(t)] - r(o)} 
t=-" t=0 
• h!o - Jo 
'"'Jo 
This final equality follows from an algebraic identity for absolutely 
summable sequences {a^} and {b^} , 
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CO 00 00 h*"l 00 
( Z b )( Z a) = E b [ E a + E a J 
h=0 A=0 * h=0 £=0 ^ &=h *" 
00 h—1 <*> <*> 
E E b, a + E E b a 
h=0 &=0 h=0 t=0 
00 00 CO CO 
E E b.a + E E b a 
1=0 h=£+l ^ t=0 h=0 
2 E E b.a_ - E b.a, . (3.35) 
t=0 h=0 ^ h=0 ^ ^  
In addition, 
E [r(t)]2 = 2 E [r(t)]2 + [r(o)]2 
00 t=l 
CO 00 
- ' 'Jo ' '-'Jo 
similarly, 
M(0, 0, t) = E(eg Eg Gg^^) 
so 
- "3 <^V.' • 
00 CO 
E M(0, 0, t) = {2[ E M(0, 0, t)] - M(0, 0, 0)} 
t=—® t=0 
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Jo - J. 
= M.( Z a2)( I a ) 
^ h=0 £=0 *• 
Also, 
% =s« Vt' 
00 00 00 00 
• Jo à Jo j=0 VA^3«S-hS-îS.t-i%«-3' • 
For a given pair (s, t) , the indices s-h , s-l , s+t-i , and s+t-j 
are all equal if and only if i = j = h+t = 2+t , in which case 
E(c . c „c ,c , .) = K ; and the indices s-h , s-Jl , s+t-i , and 
s-h s-H s+t-i s+t-j 
s+t-j are equal in pairs only, if h = & * i-t = j-t , 
h = i-t * l = j-t , or h = j-t t I = i-t , in which cases 
G('s-h=»-,Cs+t-i°s+t-j) '"Ic • ^ 
G('s-h=s-,fs+c-l'a+c-j) = » • ° ' 
" hfo " °lc" Jo < ifo " "hi ifo 
ivth iA 
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' hfo "^1=0 - 'h-'o 
+ 2C( ï Vhtt»' - .\ 
h=0 h=0 
• K ^tLt * + 2trct)l2 - 3<,|J s 
h=0 n=0 
Then for t > 0 , 
k( 0 ,  0 ,  t, t) = - [r(0) ] 2  -  2 [r(t) ] 2  
so 
h=0 h=0 
- <•= - HcW 
h»0 
00 00 00 00 
Z k(0, 0, t, t) = (K - 3a2 )[2 Z Z - ( E a^)] 
t=-«> t=0 h=0 h=0 
= (K - 3a2 )( Z a2)2 
h=0 ^ 
where the final equality again follows from expression (3.35). Finally, 
Z {r(t) + 2M(0, 0, t) + 2[r(t)]2 + k(0, 0, t, t)} 
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00 00 
2 
=  ^^"Ic J, (J„ »hV.> 
00 00 
+ 20% ( Z a2)2 + (K - 30^ )( 2 a2)2 
" h=0 ^  h=0 ^ 
(T__( Z a^)2 + 2M ( Z a2)( E a ) 
h=0 ^ h=0 1=0 
* ""L /, ( \ Vh«>' * « - »g): • 
t=l h=0 n=0 
which is equal to expression (3.34). Thus, condition (3.33) is 
established, so by Lemma 3.7, 
[ë + r(o) -  r(o)] —> N(o, g^) 
as T , • 
Lemma 3.8 established weak consistency and asymptotic normality 
properties of the sample moment function e + r(0) . Also, under the 
conditions of Lemma 3.8, the functions e and r(0) - r(0) each 
converge with probability one to zero, so e + r(0) - r(0) also 
converges with probability one to zero. These almost sure convergence 
results follow immediately from Theorems IV.5 and IV.6 of Hannan (1970), 
so detailed consideration of convergence with probability one will be 
deferred to the following section. 
Finally, in practice one often uses the estimator 
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In place of 
Now 
r(0) = T"^  Z (G - ë)2 
t=l 
f(0) = T~^  Z e2 . 
t=l 
r(0) - r(0) = E [(e. - ë)2 - e^] 
t=l ^ ^ 
Z [-2 ë e + ë2] 
t=l 
- T12 , 
E(e) = 0 , 
and 
, T-1 
Var(e) = T S |T - h|r(h) . 
h=—T+1 
Thus, under the conditions of Lemma 3.8 
lim T E(i2) = Z r(h) < « , 
T h=-" 
so 
1^/212 = Op(T"^/2) 
and 
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[G +  r (o)  -  r (o) ]  =  [G +  f (o)  -  r(o) ]  +  0^(1"  )  .  
V -
Thus, under the conditions of Lemma 3.8 ,  T ^ [ e +  r (0)  -  r (0) ]  and 
T ^  [G+ r(0) - r(0)] have the same limiting distribution. Moreover, 
the almost sure convergence of G to zero and of C + r (0)  -  r (0)  to 
_ » 
zero imply that under the conditions of Lemma 3.8 ,  G + r (0)  -  r (0)  
converges to zero with probability one. 
3.3 .  Asymptotic Properties of the Sum of a Linear Function 
and an Unweighted Bilinear Function 
The preceding section presented some asymptotic properties of 
G + T(0) = t"4^6 + T~^6'G , 
where {e^} was a univariate linear process. This section develops 
similar properties for a more general sum of a linear function and an 
unweighted bilinear function of a multivariate linear process. 
An outline of this section is as follows. First, some preliminary 
remarks lead to the evaluation of the mean and variance of the sum of a 
linear function and a bilinear function of a multivariate linear 
process. Second, condition (3.39.a) imposes a Grenander-type regularity 
condition on the weights of the linear function of interest. Lemma 3.9  
gives a technical result associated with condition (3.39.a). Third, 
expression (3.42) gives the limiting value of the variance of the sum of 
the linear function and the bilinear function under study. Fourth, 
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Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 review some previously known results regarding 
almost sure convergence properties of a linear function and a bilinear 
function of serially correlated random vectors. Finally, Theorem 3.1 
gives conditions for the asymptotic normality of the sum of a linear 
function and a bilinear function of a realization of a multivariate 
linear process. The results of this section will be used in Section 4.1 
to establish the strong consistency and asymptotic normality of some 
standard errors-in-varlables estimators in the presence of serially 
correlated observations. 
Let t > 1} be a sequence of fixed k x 1 vectors and let 
£; = (»,. v^ )' -
[( Z B.c- ( Z D.c' (3.36) 
j=0 ^ i=0 ^ 
be a p X 1 linear process, where is k x 1 , is r x 1 , 
p = r  +  k ,  B j  i s  k x p ,  i s  r x p ,  a n d  { A ^  =  ( B j  ,  D j  ) '  }  i s  
an absolutely summable sequence. Let 3: = + u and let X , X . . 
C "Ml u * J 
and similar matrices be as defined in Chapter 2.. Then (I^ a X')vec(v) 
is an rk X 1 vector with (l,j)-th double-subscripted entry equal to 
*0'.! - Ki\i * "'.j'.i • J, "tj'ti " • 
Since the vectors are fixed, 
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80 E[(I^ B X')vec(v)] = T vec[ r^^(0)] . Also, 
Var[(I^ B X')vec(v)] = Var[(I^ B ij')vec(v)] 
+ Cov[(I^ B y')vec(v), (I^ B u')vec(v)] 
+ Cov[(I^ B u')vec(v), (I^ B u')vec(v)] 
+ Var[(I^ B u')vec(v)] . 
Consider each of the terms of Var[(I^ B X')vec(v)] Individually. 
First, VarI(I^B )i')vec(v)] has [(l,j), (&,m)]-th element equal to 
T T 
~.j^viil~.m ~ ^tj ^sm ' 
T-1 °2t 
^ t=5r+l Vt.j'^srnl 
It 
where mj^j. = max(l, 1+t) and mg^ = min(T, T+t) . Thus, 
T-1 ™2t 
Var[(I B u')vec(v)] = I (t) » [ E - (3.37) 
t=-T+l s=m^|. 
Next, Vart(I^ B u')vec(v)] has [(i,j), (£,m)]-th element equal to 
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T T 
Cov{u;j»_i, %,%4' 
= S S «I»y Wsjl -
t=l 8=1 
t=I 3=1 ^ 
* * "uvLvjim/"' "• »"'> 
+ " •  S-C' s-t) • (3-3*) 
where the third equality follows from equation (1.5.1) of Hannan (1970) 
and k ... is the fourth cross-cumulant function for the indicated 
uvuvj imA 
elements of the e process. Let k (0, 0, t, t) be an rk x rk 
~t uvuv 
matrix with [(i,j), (2,m)]-th element equal to '^uvuvjim' 
t) . An rk X rk matrix with [(i,j), (£,m)]-th entry equal to 
r  ..(s-t) r  . (s-t) has (i,&)-th k x k block equal to 
uv]I vuim ^ 
by the skew-symmetry of r^^(s-t) , so the entire rk x rk matrix 
equals 
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vec[ r  (s-t)]vec[ r  (t-s)]' 
'MIV 
Thus, 
Var[(I^ a u')vec(v)] 
T T 
S Z { r  (s-t) H  r (s-t) + vec[ r  (s-C)]vec[ r  (t-s)]' 
"VV -^U MIV -HIV t=l s=l 
+ \vuv(°' s-t, s-t)} 
T-1 
s  ( T  -  I t  ) { r  ( t )  H r  ( t )  +  vec[ r  ( t )]vec[ r  ( - t ) ] '  
II R-VV -MIU «^V «~UV 
t=-T+l 
+ kuvuv'O- "• • 
This is a vector version of a special case of formula (IV.3.3) of Hannan 
(1970). 
Finally, 
Cov[(I^ B u')vec(v), (I^ H li')vec(v)] 
has [(i,j), (&,m)]-th element equal to 
T T 
T T 
t = l 8 = 1 •' 
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Recalling the third-order stationarity of ^ , let 
M (0, 0, 8-t) = E[v' H u' H V ] 
vuv t t s 
be an rk x r matrix with [(i,j), &]-th element equal to 
GtVciUcj?,*] • Then 
T T 
Cov[(I^ a u')vec(v), (I^ H u')vec(v)] = S E 0, s-t) a 
t=l s=l 
T-1 ®2t 
= Z K^/0, 0, t) . [ Z u^]} . 
t=-T+l ®~"lt 
Thus, 
Var[(I^ a X')vec(v)] 
T-1 ™2t 
+ ® + vec[r^y(t)]vec[ryy(-t)]' 
+ M^^^(0, 0, t)j^ + 0, t)j^]' + k(0, 0, t, t)} . 
A limiting value of T ^Var[(I^ a X')vec(v)] need not exist unless 
the fixed sequence } satisfies some regularity conditions. A 
simplified form of Grenander's conditions for the fixed vectors 
~t ° ^*^tl' '^tZ is imposed by assuming that 
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exists and is finite for all j,m = 1, 2, ..., k and 2=0, 1, 2, ... 
Lemma 3.9 demonstrates that condition (3.39.a) gives rise to a second 
limiting condition. 
Lemma 3.9. Let the sequence of 1 x k vectors } satisfy condition 
(3.39.a). Then 
lim T ^ { max (u^.)} = 0 , j=l, 2, ..., k . (3.39.b) 
T+" l<t<T ^ 
Proof. Pick n > 0 . Let 6 = 3 • By condition (3.39.a), there 
exists some T, such that T > T. implies that 
0 Û 
, , T 
T Z - M (0) I < 6 
t=l ^ 
for j = l, 2, ..., k . Let 
T = max{T.+ 1, 6"^[M,,(0) + 6]} 
P 0 Jj 
For T > , repeated application of the triangle inequality implies 
that for all j=l, 2, ..., k , 
T 
6 > |t~^ Z if. - M (0)| 
t=l •' J-' 
Ill 
> T"^y2 _ |(x - 1)"^ z li2 _ M (0)1 - T"^(T - 1)"^ E u?. ,-l 
T-1 
-1, ,-l T-1 
"Tj t=l tj jj t=l tj 
> - 6 - T"^[Mjj(0) + 5] 
> - 25 , 
so 
T"%2^ < 3 6 
Thus, for all T > T^ , 
T ^ { max (yZ.)} < n 
T <t<T J 
Since each is finite. 
11m T ^ { max (%%. )} = 0 
T+" Ut<T ^ 
n 
so the result follows. G 
Let II^^(JI) be the k x k matrix with (j ,m)-th element equal to 
"uujm'®' • Inequality 2|uyU„j ,„| < that 
« "urtj"» + for .11 t . 2 . By (3.39.a), 
M^^jj(O) is bounded by some real number B for all j=l, 2, ..., k , 
so 
%.(«! «« <3.39.C) 
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for all j; m = 1, 2, k and A = ... -1, 0, 1, ... , i.e. the 
elements of are uniformly bounded. 
- -1 T o 
Mbreover, by definition of M ..(0) = lim T Z ., there 
H HJ J X+'o 
exists some Tj such that T > implies that 
1^"' -l, "tjl < ^ 1?'' 
Thus, for all positive integers t and all 1 < j < k , 
-1 " ,2 
where 
_l t 
B = max {[ max (t Z H^.)], (0) + 1]} . 
l<j<k l<t<Tj 8=1 ^ 
Finally, note that condition (3.39.a) and the inequality 
I < + 1) imply that 
Ï = it! w"'jiti 
exists and is finite. 
Now apply conditions (3.39) to evaluate 
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lim T~^Var[<I B %')vec(v)] . 
T+» 
First, the absolute summability of r^^(t) and the uniform boundedness 
of M^^(t) imply that the matrices r^^(t) a M^^(t) are absolutely 
summable. Let Tq be an integer such that 1 < < T . Let 
m^^ = max(l, 1+t) and = min(T, T+t) . Then 
T-1 ^2t 
^ :: , ^ 2é_c%sl - ^ V" t=-T+l s=m^^ t=-= 
has [(l,j), (&,m)]-th element equal to 
t=-TQ+l ^ s=m[^ } 
T-1 °2t 
0 It 
-•'o , -at 
-1 
Pick e > 0 and consider each of these five addends individually. The 
absolute summability of F (t) a M (t) implies that there exists some 
"vv pvi 
T, such that if T„ > T, , then 
le 0 le 
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-1. 
and 
-1 G 
for all 1 <1, I < r and all 1 < j, m < k . Next, recall that 
= maxd, 1+t) , = min(T. T+t) , and Vt ,m < + %h+t,m 
so 
°2t T 
I : Vt,j"s.l (<j + «Ù' • (3-4°) 
s=m^^ h=l •* 
Thus, 
'"Sj ^ "L'l 
' 'J l ''vviii< « > l  •  
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where is the uniform bound on T ^ and T ^^^=1*^ 
Similarly, 
"^0 . ™2t 
"-.J"-' 
-T 
%=ii ('hj + ^)| 
. ,-L 
By the absolute summability of T (t) , there exists some T„ such 
•' •' MfV 2 E 
that if Tg > Tgg , then 
^«1 J < 5"': 
and 
2*1 » : |rvvi,(t)| < 5" : 
ta—œ 
for all 1 < i , & < r . 
Now let = max(Tj^^, • By the absolute summability of 
£vv(t) ' define 
V= max { Z |r ij^(t)|} + l 
l<i,&<r t=-» ^ * 
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By condition (3.39.a), for each t = + 1, +2, - 1 , 
there exists some such that T > implies that 
I''"' ""'"'v-'e . 
Let 
-1 
Since T. is fixed, lim T (T - ) = 1 , so there exists some T, 
1 T-H» ^ 
such that [1 - T~ (T - < (10) V e for T > . Let 
T = max(T. +T. , T, ) . Then for T > T and t > 1 , 
G 3e Oe 4e e 
1?' : 
"s-t j"™ " 
• I""' 
« I d - O - ' V  - «  ( t ) |  
h=i ^j^h+t.m Pujm 
< |(T -1>-' V - a^^j„(t)| + [1 -1-1(1 - i„^)iBj 
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•wl  1—1—i—l 
< (10) V e + (10) V e 
5-^r e^ . 
Similar arguments establish that 
- a,*,.(:) I < 
s=mit 
for T > and t < 1 also. Thus, for T > , 
^Oe"^ ™2t 
Os It 
Hence, for T > T , 
e 
_, T-l "2t ® 
^ I , IvyC) " 1 : CtJisl - : IvvC:) » 
t=-T+l ®~™lt t=-<» 
has each element bounded in modulus by e , so 
T-l "2t 
" • T  :  V >  " 1 :  Ji- A '  -  :  "•" >  
X+oo t=-T+l s=m^^ t=-o> 
Similarly, 
1 . , T-l "Zt 
T« " : ' : ils""' =: "vuv*"' i 
t=-T+l s=m^^ t=-» 
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by the absolute summabillty of 0, t) and the fact that for any 
fixed t , 
it" I"' 4 - H • 
"it 
Thus, 
G 5 {T~^Var[(Ij. H X')vec(v)]} 
^ + Euu(^)] + vec[r^y(t)]vec[ryy(-t)]' 
t=-00 
+ 0' "• :)!' + \vuv"' "• '• • 
(3.42) 
Given the results above, one may develop some convergence proper­
ties of (I^ a X')vec(v) . First, Lemma 3.10 and 3.11 give conditions 
under which this function converges almost surely to vec[r^ ^(0)] . 
Lemma 3.10(i) is a slight variant of Theorems IV.5 and IV.9 of Hannan 
(1970), and the proof of Lemma 3.lO(ii) follows closely the proof of 
Hannan's Theorem IV.5. Similarly, Lemma 3.10(ii) is part of Theorem 
IV.6 of Hannan (1970), and the proof of Lemma 3.lO(il) is a more 
detailed version of the corresponding part of the proof of Hannan's 
Theorem IV.6. Â detailed presentation of these results at this point is 
desirable because of the application of these results in Chapter 4 and 
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because Section 3.4 requires a generalization of Lemma 3.11 that Is not 
generally available In the current literature. 
Lemma 3.10. Let be a sequence of fixed 1 x k vectors that 
satisfy condition (3.39.a) and let e^. = (u^, v^) be a 1 x p fourth-
order stationary process with mean zero, where is 1 x k , is 
1 X r , and p = r + k . Assume that for some ot > 0 and for all 
l<i,j,j!,, m<p, the covarlance function £gg(t) and the fourth-
order cumulant function q, s, t) satisfy the conditions 
T-1 
lim S |r .(t)| < » (3.43.a) 
T+co t=-T+l 
and 
T-1 
lim ï Ik ,.. (0, 0, t, t)1 < " . (3.43.b) 
t=-T+l 
Let X = u + u . Then 
(1) T B ij')vec(v)] + 0^^^^ with probability one; 
(11) T a u')vec(v)] - vec[ r^^(O)] + with probability 
one; 
and thus 
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(ill) T ^[(I B  X')vec(v)] - vec[ r  (0)] + 0 . . with probability 
r 'Miv ctCxjL 
one. 
Proof. Since almost sure convergence of sequences of random vectors is 
an element-by-element property, it suffices to establish results (i), 
(11), and (ill) for the case r = k = 1 . 
To develop some necessary notation, choose some g > 1 such that 
3a > 1 . For each nonnegative integer M , let T(M) be the smallest 
g 
integer greater than or equal to M . Note that 
< T(M) < + 1 , 
so that 
0 < T(M + 1) - T(M) < (M + 1)^ + 1 - . 
g 
Also, since 3 > 0 , M and T(M) increase without bound as M ->• » . 
Moreover, for all positive integers M , 
T(M)"^[T(M + 1) - T(M)] < M"®[T(M + 1) - T<M)] 
< M"®[(M + 1) ® + 1 -
= (1 + M"b ^ - 1 
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< 
< (3.44) 
for some positive number K2 , where the final Inequality follows from 
the fact that 0 > 1 . 
To establish result (i), define 
- 1  T  
W_ = T Z p V 
^ t=l c c 
-1 
= T u'v 
and note that for T(M) < T < T(M + 1) , T~^T(M) < 1 and 
l " l l  -  l" l  -
< l"l - • 
Thus, to prove that + 0 almost surely as T + » , it suffices to 
show that 
lim = 0 almost surely 
M-foo 
and that 
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lim { max [ |w - T | ]} = 0 almost surely. 
M-H» T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
Note that 
E(W^) = 0 
and that by (3.37) and the definition of , 
Var(W ) = T ^Var(w'v) 
1 1 "^t 
, T-1 , T 
< I S r (t) [T z v^] 
t=-T+l ^ h=l 
, T-1 
< BiT-1 E Ir^yCt)! . 
t=-T+l 
Under condition (3.43.a), there exists some a> 0 and some > 0 
such that 
T-1 
T E |r^v^t)| < K T-* 
t=-T+l 
and hence 
Var(W^) < B^K^T ° 
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for all positive integers T . Pick e > 0 and note that by the 
Chebyshev inequality, 
Thus, 
» 00 
E P[|w_,M\| > G] < e"^B K E < 
M=1 ^ ^ M=1 
because aB > 1 . Then by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma [Theorem 4.2.1 
of Chung (1974)], 
P[|w^^^)| > e for infinitely many positive integers M] = 0 . 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that I converges to zero 
almost surely as M . 
Next, note that for all T such that T(M) < T < T(M + 1) , 
_ _ I(M+1) 
"T - «")T "T(M, = T 

= T(M)"^[ S Z U^] 
t=l ^ t=l 
, , T(M+1) 
< T(M)"^[T(M + 1) - T(M)]T(M + 1) S 
t=l 
1 T(M+I) 
+ |T(M + 1) Z u2 - M^^(0)| 
1 T(M) 
+ |T(M)~^ S U|-M^^(0)| 
T(M+1) 
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T(M+1) T(M) 
< + |T(M + 1)"1 I %c -
T(M) 
t=l " 
+ |t(M)"^ E u2 _ M^^(0)| , 
where the final Inequality follows from the definitions of K2 and 
. By the definition of M^^(O) and the fact that T(M) is 
increasing without bound in M , 
1 T(M+1) 
|T(M + 1)"^ S W2-M (0)| 
t=l 
and 
1 T(M) 
T(M) Z u3 - M (0) 
t=l " 
may be made arbitrarily small by choice of sufficiently large M . 
Thus, there exists some positive number Kg such that 
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T(M+1) 
T(M)"1 Z |i2 < M"^K 
t=T(M)+l ^ 
for all positive integers M . Thus, 
E {  max [ | W  -  T ( M )T"^W , J2]} < r(0)K„K„M~^ 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ^ ^ 
for all positive integers M , so by the Markov inequality, 
P{ max [IW- - T(M)t"^W . J > e} < e"^r(0)K,K.M~^ 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ^ ^ 
and hence 
i l l  
E P{ max [|W - T(M)T W / J] > e} 
M=1 T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
< e"^r(0)K K Z 
^ ^ M=1 
< " . 
Then by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
P{ max [|w - T(M)T / \j] > e for infinitely many 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
positive Integers M} = 0 . 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that 
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max [|W - T(M)t"\, J] 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
converges to zero with probability one as M •»•<*» . Thus, |w^| 
converges to zero with probability one as T + », so result (!) is 
established. 
Now define 
"l - ï"' W - fuv'O) 
and note that for T(M) < T < T(M + 1) , 
Y,| < |Yi - 4. . 
Thus, to prove that + 0 almost surely as T •»•<», it suffices to 
show that 
lim [Y I =0 almost surely 
M+oo 
and that 
lim { max [|Y - T ^T(M)Y = 0 almost surely. 
M+» T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
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Note that E(Y^) = 0 and that by expression (3.38), 
Var(Y^) = T"Vr(u'v) 
t-2 S (T - |t|){r^(t)r^^(t) + [r^^(t)]2 
t=-T+l 
+ "uvu»"' 
t-^rl 'I''vv*'* 11V'* I + IfuvCt)!: 
+ Kwuv'"- "• '• "I' • 
Then under conditions (3.43), there exists some a > 0 and some 
K, > 0 such that 
4 
Var(Y^) < K^T"° 
for all positive integers T . Pick e > 0 and note that by the 
Chebyshev inequality, 
< e"\^[T(M)]"" 
4 
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Thus, 
00 CO 
E  ^ h  ^ < -
M=>1 ^ ' M=1 
because ag> 1 . Then by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
P[|YT^M)| ^ G for infinitely many positive integers M] = 0 . 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that converges to zero 
almost surely as M •»• «> . 
Next, note that for all T such that T(M) < T < T(M + 1) , 
where d = uv - T (0) . Moreover, Id d | < 2 ^(d^ + d^) , so 
L L L UV ' S C' S C 
max [[Y - T(M)T-\ |2] 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
9 T(M+1) 
< T(M) E |d |]2 
t=T(M)+l 
T(M+1) T(M+1) 
< T(M)"^ Z E |d d I 
s=T(M)+l t=T(M)+l 
, T(M+1) 
< T(M)"^[T(M + 1) - T(M)] E d^ . 
t=T(M)+l 
Now E(d^) = 0 , so by (3.38), 
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E(d2) - r,/o)r^^(o> + o, o, o) . 
Thus, for all positive integers M , 
E{ max [|Y - T(M)T"^Y , J2} 
T(M) < T < T(M) ^ ' 
< T(M)"^[T(M - 1) - T(M)]2{r^^(0)r^^(0) + 
+ kuvuv(0' 0' 0' 0)} 
< 
where the final inequality follows from expression (3.44) and 
S = K|(r^(0)r^^(0) + [r^/0)j2 * o. o. o)) . 
Then by the Markov inequality, 
P{ max [|Y - T(M)T"4 . J] > e} 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
< e"^E{ max [ I Y„ - T(M)T~4 . J 2j j 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ^ 
< , 
and hence 
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,-1, S P{ max [|Y - T(M)T"'^Y . J] > e} 
M=1 T(M) < T < T(M+1) 
-2 -2 
< E K Z H 
M=1 
< " . 
Then by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
P{ max [|y - T(M)T~\. J] > e 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) I ' 
for infinitely many positive integers M} = 0 . 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that 
max [|W - T(M)T-lw |] 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ 
converges to zero with probability one as M + » . Thus, jY^j 
converges to zero with probability one as T + =, so result (ii) is 
established. 
Result (iii) follows immediately from results (i) and (ii). • 
One may now apply Lemma 3.10 to the special case of a linear 
process which satisfies Definition 3.2. 
Lemma 3.11. Let be a sequence of fixed 1 x k vectors that 
satisfies condition (3.39.a). Let = (u^, v^)' be a p x 1 linear 
process defined by (3.36), and define X = p + u . Then as T + » , 
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H  X')vec(v) - vec[ r ^^(0)] + 0^^^^ 
with probability one. 
Proof. Recall that a linear process that satisfies Definition 3.2 has a 
covariance function and a fourth-order cumulant function that are 
absolutely summable. Thus, for a = 1 and for all 1 < i, j, Z, 
m < p , 
lim T-1+" V | r  (t)| = lim |r^^i.(t)| < c, 
T+oo t=-T+l J T+oo t=-T+l ^ 
and 
''I 
' t zJ-L "• ^'1 ' - • 
Hence, conditions (3.43) hold for a = 1 . The result then follows from 
Lemma 3.10. • 
In addition to the almost sure convergence of 
T B X')vec(v) - vec[r^ ^(0)] to 0^^^^ , one may study the 
asymptotic distribution of this function. In particular, one may wish 
to establish an asymptotic normality result analogous to Lemm 3.8 in the 
preceding section. Since (I^ B X')vec(v) is an rk-dimensional random 
vector, the associated asymptotic normality arguments are simplified 
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considerably if one need only establish the asymptotic distribution of 
6'(I^ B X')vec(v) for any arbitrary rk-dimensional real vector 5 . 
The following lemma due to Varadarajan (1958) justifies this reduction 
from a problem of multivariate asymptotic normality to a problem of 
univariate asymptotic normality. The version stated below is repeated 
from Fuller (1976, p. 200). 
Lemma 3.12. [Theorem 5.3.3 of Fuller (1976)]. Let {Z^; t=l, 2, ...} 
be a sequence of m-dimensional random vectors with distribution 
functions {F (z)} . Let F (y) be the distribution function of 
t t 
Y = 6'Z , where 5 is a fixed m-dimensional real vector. A necessary 
t ~ t ~ 
and sufficient condition for F (z) converge to a m-variate distribu-
t 
tion function F (z) is that F (y) converge to a limit for each 
^ ^t 
6 e iP . 
Proof. See Varadarajan (1958, p. 222). • 
Theorem 3.1 uses Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and 3.12 to establish the 
asymptotic normality of 
T ^ {(Ip B X')vec(v) - T vec[r^^(0)]} (3.45) 
under fairly general conditions. 
Theorem 3.1. Let ^ be a sequence of fixed 1 x k vectors satisfying 
conditions (3.39) and let = (u^, v^) be a linear process of 
dimension 1 x p , where is 1 x k , is 1 x r , and 
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p = k + r . Assume also that for some v > 0 , 
max sup " 
l<i<p t 
(3.46) 
where {c^} is the underlying process that generates . Define 
= U. + u . Then as T œ , 
where G is defined by formula (3.42) above. 
An outline of the proof of Theorem 3.1 is as follows. The 
Varadarajan (1958) result quoted in Lemma 3.12 allows one to restrict 
attention to the asymptotic properties of 6^(1^ B X')vec(v) . For this 
univariate random variable, the asymptotic normality proof is similar to 
the proof of Lemma 3.8. First, the central limit result is established 
for sequences {(u^, v^)} which follow a finite moving-average model, 
Under this model define r, (0) = E[u'v^] . Then some preliminary 
~Muv t t 
arguments show that 
t t 
T" {(I^ B X')vec(v) - T vec[r^^(0)]} —> N(0, G) , (3.47) 
M 
- hfo 
(3.48) 
6'{(I^ a X')vec(v) - T vec[£^^^(0)]} 
"Muv 
«^uv 
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where ^ is a fixed vector, is a a(c^)-
measurable random vector, and is a oCc^, s < t-1)- measurable 
random vector. Examination of the properties of and 
g.c! indicate that the sequence {Z c' - vec[ r  (0)] , t=l, 2, ...} 
C U L L 
satisfies two conditions given in Scott (1973). Theorem 1 of Scott 
(1973) then establishes the asymptotic normality of 
T - vec[r^^(0)]} and hence of 
T" 5' {(I B X')vec(v) - T vec[ r (0)]} 
r Miv 
when {(u^, v^)} follows a finite moving average model. 
Next, one may consider the same {c^} process, an extended, 
absolutely summable set of weight matrices } , and a linear process 
'"f 't>' " VU • h=0 
Uniformly in T , the difference between 
T" Ô'{(I^ a X')vec(v) - vec[ r ^^(0)]} under the infinite moving 
average model (3.49) and the finite moving average model (3.48) becomes 
asymptotically negligible as M increases without bound. The 
asymptotic normality of T {(I^ a X')vec(v) - T vec[r^ ^(0)]} under 
model (3.49) then follows from the finite moving average result and 
Lemma 3.7. The multivariate asymptotic normality of 
T ^2 {(i^ H X')vec(v) - T vec[r^^(0)]} under model (3.49) then follows 
from Lemma 3.12. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let £ be an arbitrary rk x 1 real vector with 
double-subscripted (i,j)-th element 6^^ and note that 
H  X')vec(v) - T vec[ r ^^(0)]} 
° Jiii 
- i 1 • »•='» 
By Lemma 3.12, result (3.47) will be established if for all 6 e if^ , 
T S'{(1^ B X')vec(v) - T vec[r^ (^0)]} converges in law to a normal 
(0, ô'G£) distribution as T ^ . For the time being, fix i, j , and 
some positive integer M , and consider the case in which (u^, v^)' 
has a finite moving average representation, 
(»,. - s Vi-h 
h=»0 
- It VU'' - < \ 
h=0 h=0 
where = (B^, D^)' is p x p , is k x p with 2-th row equal 
to , and is r x p with &-th row equal to . Fix M 
temporarily. Under model (3.51), denote the moments and other 
parameters of the (u^, v^) process with the subscript M , e.g. 
«h'U- °h<=Ui-h> 
h=0 h=0 
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M-& 
hfo ®h^c®h+«, ' 
h= -M, -M+1, M . Let = (M + 1) . Then 
I  Z (WL. + u. . )v t=l tj tj ti 
T M M 
= Z (%L. + E B ,c' ) Z D.^c' 
t=l 'tj g=0 gj t-g hi t-h 
:i X1 
T M 
E { E (y», + B .c' „)D^,c' 
t=l g=0 tj gj t-g gi t-g 
g=l h=0 
g=0 h=g+l 
T M 
E { E (y»j + B^,c:_^)D^,c 
t=l h=0 tj hj t-h hi t-h 
M-1 M M 
M-1 M 
' J. ''«"hi ^  ^ ' 
because 
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and 
M-1 M 
Ji Jo + Jg »hj=^-h»si=^-g 
M M-1 M 
- "'tj^hi'Lh + Jg "gi'i-g'hj't-h 
M M-1 M 
+ M y^.D„,c 
tj Ml t-M 
Then 
1 "«^1 - " WjiW' = j" «2 ''""•J ' 
\I Jn "»h,j ^  »g3'=Uh-g>'^i + -,1=;-^'% 
* hi "• g.h+1 °Sl°"t.-A3* 
+ " 't+M,j°wi'c; - (: - ")rwu,ji(°) »•=« 
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%..L 
* hi (h yt+h,j°hi + *gi'i:+h-g"hj' 
* A - «yTjVt.lK - « ••MUVJI"" • 
Since M is finite and is not a function of T , condition (3.39.a) 
implies that expression (3.53) is 0^(1 , so 
T+M r k T u 
J, J, jf. '«'"«"ti - <==t-=; - Y»,) + Op(T 4) 
(3.54) 
where 
*c + ft + 
• Jl j!l Vo '"•'j"'" * hfo >• !'t+h.3 V 
' il 1 'id'-/" ' 
° ifi jfi hfo '«""".j""' 
r k M 
f = c( l Z 6,, I K.K.) 
jA 'w Jo 
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r k M-1 M M-1 M 
^ i=l jfl Uo " h4 
" i l  
• J i  A  ««'i v^^v'^ -M'^ i^ -u.Aj» 
and 
^MS - X «Ij^Muvji*' • ^'"«IIMUV"»! • 
Now e^ is a fixed vector, £^ is a random vector that is measurable 
a(c^) , and is a random vector that is measurable . 
Martingale conditions (3.2) imply that E[e^c^|F^_^] = 0 ; 
- %6 = «ij '2 "hi&c'hj - "-MuvJiW" • " 
because 
• '""Jo 1 
M 
= Jo ®hj^c°k : 
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and 
= 8cG(=c|Ft-l) = ° ' 
Also, the following moment matrices are constant over t 
<=Mc£c - 1 
r k M 
VE ^ jfi «ij ' 
and 
V • «"tïccSP 
In addition, 
^Mtt " " TMd^^l^t-l] 
V*r[Zt:t|Ft-l] 
= Var[(e^ + + gt^*^tl^t-J 
=• (Gj. + 8t)Egg(e^ + g^)' + 2(e^ + g^)Cov(cJ., f^c^) + Var(f^c^) 
= (=t + St)Scc(«t + :%)' + 2(«t + St'CMkfc + Vwcf : 
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so 
E((Z,c; - Tr^;)2] . EtEtcz^c' - ï„j)2|rj.J} 
= ^^c®t + \cg + ^ =tSlcfc + \cf 
Then E[Z^c^ - Y^ôi^t-l^ = 0 implies that 
S=1 s=l 
and 
Var[ £ (Z^c; - ir„5)|F,_il = . 
8=1 
SO 
S=1 
t—1 
- E{Var[(Z^c' - Yugil't-l'' + \ 
S=1 
t 
I 
S=1 
t 
- : E{Var((Z^c' -
+ 'Meg * ^'s'htctc * 'Mcfl • 
8=1 
Conditions (3.2), (3.39.a), and (3.39.d) imply that 
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= 11" > 0 (3-57) 
t 4-00 
exists and is finite. Assume first that s,? = 0 . Since 
M 
E(ZgCg - = 0 , it follows from the definition of s^^^ that 
, t 
lim t"^E{[ E (Z c- - Y )]2} = 0 , 
s=l ® ® ° 
so by the Chebyshev inequality, 
_ 1/ C 
plim t 2 J (z c' - Y_g) = 0 
t+« s=l ® ® 
Thus, in a trivial sense, 
T-^/2 I (Z^c; - -^> N(0. i2) (3.58) 
s=l 
when 3^ = 0 . Now assume that s.? > 0 . Note that the inequalities M M 
2ab < a2 + b^ < 2 maxCa^, b^) 
imply that 
|a + b|2+v = |a2 + 2ab + b2|l+2 
< 2I+2 ^^|a2 + b2 
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< + |b|2"^^] . (3.59) 
Given the above results, the sequence {Z^c^ - will satisfy 
the assumptions of Theorem 1 of Scott (1973) if the following conditions 
hold : 
T 
«MIT : - T„5)2|Fj.J -2-> 1 as I ^  » (3.60) 
t=l 
and 
=MiT \ - %«! > = =iiiivi' —> " ^ " ' 
t=i 
(3.61) 
Results (3.55) and (3.57) imply that (3.60) will be established if 
- 'Mcgl —> » I ".62) 
T 
T"^ 2 [e E g'] —> 0 ; (3.63) 
t=l 
and 
T 
T"^ E g —> 0 . (3.64) 
t=l 
Now ®(.^(,®t ^ sequence of random variables with mean and 
common finite variance. Moreover, since the sequence is 
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uncorrelated, the definition of implies that for jt - s| > M , 
g! and g E g' are uncorrelated. If T=Mq+w, 0 < w < M , 
t-HIC t S"CC 8 
then one may write (3.62) as the sum of M separate terms, with the i-
th term equal to 
- 'Mcg> • " 0 < i < w ; 
or 
By Lemma 3.4, each of these M sums converges almost surely to zero as 
T •+•<*> . Since M is constant with respect to T , it follows that the 
convergence in (3.61) holds with probability one. Almost sure 
convergence in (3.64) is established similarly. Also, for 1=1, 2, ..., 
M , i < w implies that 
jfo ®jM+i^c®jM+i^ ° ^ jfg ®jM+i^cVg^c®jM+i O'bS) 
and similarly for i > w . Condition (3.39.b) implies that expression 
(3.65) converges to zero, so result (3.63) follows by Chebyshev's 
inequality. 
Lemma 3.6 implies that 
®MTT ^  ®^^^t®t ~ l^t'^t ~ \isl ^ ^MTT^ ^  
t=l 
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^ ®MTT ^  ^ ®MTT^ ~ ^ 
t=l 
<<s-^^)Cs-^)2^^''{ E Elle^c'l^-^^J 
t=l 
+ I E[|(£, + 8,)C' - . (3.66) 
t=l 
By condition (3.46), the variables |(f^ + g^)c^ - have a common 
finite 2 + v moment, so 
t=l 
Also, (3.39.b) implies that 
-1  
lim(T ^ ^)[max = 0 , &=1, 2, ..., r , 
T+« l<t<T 
and (3.39.a) implies that lim T i®?» finite for all 
T+oo 
5." 1) 2) •••! r • Thus) 
for all &=1, 2, ..., r , so the existence of common finite 2 + v 
moments of implies that 
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Urn I - 0 . 
£-1 
Then (3.58) implies that (3.66) converges to zero as T + » , so 
condition (3.61) follows from the Markov inequality. Then by Theorem 1 
of Scott (1973), 
®MTT (^t'^t ~ ^ ^ (0, 1) 
under model (3.51). Then by condition (3.57) and the assumption that 
> 0 ' 
1/ T f 
T" '2 z (z^c^ - Y^g) —> N(0, i2) (3.67) 
t=l 
as T + œ . This result, and conclusion (3.58) for the case s^ = 0 , 
imply that conclusion (3.67) holds regardless of whether s^ is 
positive or zero. 
Now consider the more general case 
<"f't'' ' VU 
ri=0 
= [( E Re' .)', ( E II c: .)']' . (3.68) 
h=o ^ h=o ^ 
Unless indicated otherwise, retain the notation given above. Note that 
the difference between (I^ a X')vec(v) - T vec[r^^(0)] under model 
(3.68) and (I^ a X')vec(v) - T vec[r^^^(0)] under model (3.51) has 
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(l,j)-th element equal to 
' Ji '"^.L ' Jo J h 
- %&%!']) 
alJ H'VJ *4*W 4*W 
TMlij TM2ij TM3ij TM4ij ' 
say, where 
and 
"iMliJ - "tj Lil • 
"m2iJ • Jo •gj'Ug'hi't-h) • 
w, 
TM3ij 
" t'l 'g-'o h.M+1 • 
00 09 
w, 
TM4ij Z [( 2 E B„,cL„D^,c:_J - E t=i g.M+1 h-M+i grt-g"hi-t-h' h, =M+1 %c hi' 
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Then by Lemma 3.7, the asymptotic distribution of 
6'{(I H X')vec(v) - T vec[ r  (0)]} under model (3.68) will be 
r Miv 
established if 
1/ r k 
Z Z + W__.. + W^_.. +W_,,J 
i=l j=l 
satisfies condition (3.10.a) uniformly in T and if the N(0, s^) 
distribution converges completely to the N(0, 5'Gô) distribution as 
M •»• » . 
First, for any 1 < i < r , 1 < j < k , 
-IL -l/o ^ 
^ ^TMlij = " °hi^-h 
1/ T-M-1 T 
T" ^2 S ( Z U DJ._^ ,]C; . 
s=-oo t=max( 1 ,s+M+l) ^ ' 
Because the c vectors have mean zero and are uncorrelated, 
s 
T ^2 has mean zero and variance equal to 
T-M-1 T T 
s--» J.maK(l.s4M+l) ®t-s. Ac"!.-»"tj ' 
T-M-1 T-s T-s 
Note that the inequalities t > 1 and -" < s < -M imply that 
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M+1 < t-s < oo . Let denote the m-th element of the row vector 
, m=l, 2, p . Then expression (3.69) is bounded in modulus by 
s.-« t=l W mfl Jl 
'mil nfl h=M+l J; w I "«-t+h.i.l'tj "zj I ' 
(3.71) 
Now for all T e , 
T T T ™2d 
Id 
' d-I+l 
< »1 / l°dlnl QS —00 
^2 ' 
say. This final expression is finite by the absolute summability of 
and the definition of . Hence, expression (3.71) is bounded 
uniformly in T by the expression, 
P P " , , , , 
B„ Z Z Z D., . Z 
2 m-l n-l h-H+l ' 
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The absolute summability of {D^} then implies that uniformly in T , 
expression (3.71) may be made arbitrarily small by choice of 
sufficiently large M . Also, expression (3.70) is bounded in modulus 
by 
T+M-1 T+M-1 min(T-t,T-£) 
p p T+M-1 T+M-1 _ min(T-t, T-&) 
' m=l n=l t=M+l &.M+1 ' °tim^ccmn^Unl *1 ^  ''t+s.j \+s,j 
p p T+M-1 T+M-1 
Ji J. J. 
Note that expression (3.72) is not a function of T . By the absolute 
summability of , expression (3.72) may be made arbitrarily small 
be choice of sufficiently large M . Hence, uniformly in T , expres­
sion (3.70) converges to zero as M increases without bound. Then 
uniformly in T , E[T converges to zero as M ->•<», so by the 
- Vo 
Markov inequality, T ^TMlij converges in probability to zero 
uniformly in T as M -» <= . 
Next, note that 
has mean zero and variance less than or equal to 
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T T  "  M  o o  M r r r r  
T ~  E S  E  S  E  E E E E E  
t=l s=l g=M+l h=0 &=M+1 m^O q=l n=l a=l b=l 
I ®gj q^hin^g a^mib ' ' ,q*^t-h ,n^^-&,a^s-m ,b^ 
TT » " CO *) r r r r 
< T "  E E  E  E  £  E E E E E  
t=l s=l g=M+l h=0 &=M+1 m=0 q=l n=l a=l b=l 
l®gjq\in®Jlja\ibl *l^^^t-g,q'^t-h,n'^s-£,a'^s-in,b^ I ' 
For a given quadruple (g, h, &,m) , the indices t - g , t - h , 
s - Z , s - m are all equal for at most one pair (t, s) , in which 
case the expectation above is bounded above by some b^ > 0 ; and the 
indices t-g, t-h, s - Z , and s - m are equal in pairs for at 
most T pairs (t, s) , in which case the expectation above is bounded 
above by some b^ > 0 ; otherwise, the expectation above equals zero. 
Let b^ = max(bj, b^) . Then (3.73) is bounded above by 
o@ r œ r «r «r 
.fz I"-!".!. .A • 
which is not a function of T . The absolute summabllity of & 
implies that the second and third factors above are finite and that the 
fourth and fifth factors can be made arbitrarily small by choice of 
sufficiently large M . Hence, uniformly in T , E[T ^^<^21 j ^ 
converges to zero as M + « , so by the Chebyshev inequality, 
- Vo T . converges in probability to zero uniformly in T as iMZlj 
- Vo 
M + " . Similar arguments establish that T ^ ^TM3ij 
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T ^TM4ij Gach converge in probability to zero uniformly in T as 
M + ® . Since r and k are fixed finite integers, it follows that 
^ jfi ^^TMlij ^TMZij ^TM3ij * *TM4ij) 
satisfies condition (3.10.a) uniformly in T . Thus, it remains only to 
establish that the N(0, s^) distribution converges completely to the 
N(0, 6'G6) distribution as M •»• » . An argument similar to the one 
given preceding expression (3.33) indicates that it suffices to show 
that 
lim s3 = 6'G6 . 
For a given M , (3.56) implies that 
'M - % J, 
- i~ + 'Meg + 2'tVfc + '«cfl 
' X «ij 1 + '„=g ^ Vf 
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r k r k M M 
• J: J, J, „fo «iJ 
Also, 
\cg • GI«c3ccS;l 
r k r k M-1 M M-1 M 
= E E E E E E E E 6. 6 
1=1 j=l &=1 m=l h=0 g=h+l q=0 n=q+l 
" "<Vh-8"i»hl + "gi'hj 15=0+ "AiV^Uq-a» 
r k r k M-1 M-1 min(M-h,M-q) 
E E E E E E E 6, 6 
1=1 j=l £=1 m=l h=0 q=0 s=l 
which, as M + =» , has limit 
r k r k » 00 » 
E E E E E E E 6. . 6. D. , E D_ „B . E B ^  
i-l j-l H-l m-l h-O q-O 8— « "" h+S't 'J"'' 1+='-
- «'( E • îuu''»S • S=—00 
Similar arguments establish that 
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1111 - «»KiJ=c»A. 
- 4'( : • V°"~ • 
S»-oo 
11. r k " 
'l-l jfl h-'o ^«"Al'^Vfc 
- «' : ««vuv<°' " •  =)!&+ J!'"yuv(0. ». :)')« 
S=—00 
and 
r k M 
11m V f = 11m Var[c,( Z Z 6^ 2 
M+= M+oo =''i.\ j!i Jo "^ Ai'^ i' 
= Ô' Z {vec[i;^^(s)]vec[r^^(-8)]' + 0. s, s)}6 . 
S=—C8 
Thus, 11m s3 = Ô'GÔ for all 6 e ]lf^ . Then by Lemma 3.7, 
M+. M ~ ~ 
T~ g, {(i^ a x')vec(v) - T vec[r^^(0)]} —> N(0, S'GS) as T^. . 
Since the vector S was an arbitrary element of , it follows from 
Lemma 3.12 that 
t' ^^ 2 {(i^ a X')vec(v) - T vec[r^^(0)] } —> N^^CO, G) . 0 
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3.4. Asymptotic Properties of the Sum of a Linear Function 
and a Weighted Bilinear Function 
The preceding section addressed the asymptotic behavior of 
Vec[X'v] = (I^ B X')vec(v) , an unweighted bilinear function of X 
and V . As indicated in Section 4.2 below, the behavior of a weighted 
function of X and v may also be of interest in errors-in-variables 
estimation for serially correlated observations. Consequently, this 
section considers the rk x 1 vector (I B X') vec(V) where Tr,_. 
r i ; ~v i ; 
is an rT x rT matrix of weights. In order to use relatively simple 
asymptotic arguments while permitting the matrix to have a fairly 
general form, some parts of this section will also address two related 
functions. These functions are (I a X')ir vec(v) and 
r 
(I^ a X')ïï vec(v) , where IT is an rT x rT matrix with a given 
element equal to the limiting value of the corresponding element of 
as T •»• <» , and n is an rT x rT block-Toeplitz matrix that is 
closely related to the matrix ir . 
An outline of the results of this section is as follows. First, 
some preliminary remarks lead to the evaluation of the mean and variance 
of B X')ïï^^jvec(v) in expressions (3.78) and (3.82), respectively. 
Second, Lemma 3.13 addresses the convergence properties of 
(I^ a X')[TI^ j^ - Tr]vec(v) - E{(I^ a X')[j^^^ - Tr]vec(v)} 
and of 
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T ~ ^ E { ( I ^  B  X ' ) [ ï ï ^ ^ j  -  T ^ v e c(v)} . 
Third, Lemma 3.14 gives conditions for the almost sure convergence of 
T ^{(Ip B X' )TT vec(v) - E[(I^ a X' vec(v)] 
to zero. Lemma 3.15 applies Lemma 3.14 to the case in which the random 
vectors are fourth-order stationary and have absolutely summable 
covariance function, third-cumulant function, and fourth-cumulant 
function. Fourth, Lemma 3.16 gives conditions under which 
T ^var[(I^ a X')n vec(v)] converges to a limiting matrix, and gives an 
explicit expression for this limiting covariance matrix. This limiting 
covariance matrix depends on the entries of the weight matrix ÏÏ . 
Fifth, Lemma 3.17 addresses the convergence properties of 
(I a X')[Tr - ir]vec(v) - E{(I a X')[TT - n]vec(v)} , 
(I^ a X')[Tr^^ j  - Ti]vec(v) - E{(I^ a X' )[ - Tr]vec(v)} , 
T ^E{(I^ a X')[TT- T r ] v e c(v)} , 
and 
T ^E{(Ip a X')[TR^^j - TT]vec(v)} . 
Sixth, Theorem 3.2 gives conditions under which 
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T {(I^ a %')Tr vec(v) - E[(I^ h X')ïï vec(v)] } 
is asymptotically normal. Finally, Corollary 3.2.1 applies the results 
of Lemma 3.17 and Theorem 3.2 to establish conditions under which 
T ^ {(Ip H X')Tr^^jVec(v) - E[(I^ a X') ïï^^jvec(v) ] } 
and 
-Vo 
T 2 {(% B X' )ir vec(v) - E[(I a X')n vec(v)] } 
r r 
are asymptotically normal. 
Let TTy . contain r^ T x T blocks with (i,j)-th such block equal 
~\T; 
to » which in turn has (s,t)-th element equal to * 
Define (s, t) to be the r x r matrix with (i,j)-th element 
equal to ^ important example of that is 
- 1  - 1  discussed in Chapter 4 is ir,_. = r . Since r is in general not 
~(T) "wv "vv 
of block-Toeplitz form [see Theorem 8.15.4 of Graybill (1983) for a 
counterexample with r = 1 ], will not be assumed to be of block-
Toeplitz form. Instead, assume that for any 1 < i, j < r , 
T ^ 
E t) I is uniformly bounded in t, T e ; (3.74.a) 
s=l 
E |nj./T\(s, t)I is uniformly bounded in s, T e ; (3.74.b) 
t=l / 
and that for any e > 0 and any positive integer • t , there exists some 
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positive integer such that for all T > + t , 
T , , 
E Injj/TxCs, t) I < e (3.75.a) 
s=T^g+t / 
and 
T 
E s)| < G . (3.75.b) 
s=T +t ' 
t t 
In addition, assume that for all 1 < i, j < r and all fixed 
+ 
s, t G z , 
TTj^jCs, t) = lim t) (3.76) 
exists and is finite. 
Appendix B gives some definitions and properties associated with 
sequences of matrices that satisfy conditions (3.74), (3.75), and 
(3.76). 
Consider the case in which has block-Toeplitz form with t-th 
diagonal, subdiagonal or superdiagonal filled with r x r blocks equal 
to n(t) , where n(t) is constant over T . If _j(t) is absolutely 
summable over t , then for any s e ? and any 1 < i, j < r , 
T 
L ITT (t-s) I < E I n ( £) I < « 
t=l ^ £=-» J 
(3.77) 
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80 conditions (3.74) and (3.75) follow immediately. Moreover, condition 
(3.76) holds trivially. 
Now consider some random functions of iTy_. . Let tt, be a 
'Ai-/ "4. liy 
T X Tr matrix equal to , ^[^2(1)' ' ' ' ^lr(T)^ ' 1=1' 2 
r . Similarly, define 
~.j(T) " ^ ~lj(T)' ~2j(T)' •••' ^ j(T)^' ' 
j = l, 2, ..., r . Then the rk x 1 vector (I B X') ir, , vec ( V) has 
r 
(i,j)-th element equal to 
" hfl I il • 
Assume throughout this section that e^. = (u^, v^) is a 1 x p 
second-order stationary process with mean zero and absolutely summable 
covariance function. Then 
E[(Ip H X')T%T)VGc(v)] = (I^ H ij')TT^^^E[vec(v)] + E(I^ B U')^^jVec(V) ] 
E[(I^ B u' )T^2^vec(v)] 
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say, where T ,„.(0) is a k x r matrix with (j,i)-th element equal 
^uirv^ 1J 
to 
^ ^ uwjl(T)(°) = hfl t=l s=l 
• Jl il Â -jh(= - =) 
Consider separately the addends in 
Var[(I^ a X') Ti^^^vec(v) ] 
Var[(I^B u')Tr^^^vec(v)] 
+ Cov[(I^ B U')TR^^JVEC(V), (I^ H U')T^^^VEC(V)] 
+ Cov[(I^ B U')N^2)VEC(V), (I^ B JJ')7R^^JVEC(V)] 
+ Var[(I^ a u') 7r^^^vec( v) ] . 
First, 
Var[(lp B jr)T%T)Vec(v)] = (1^ a ® Ji> 
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has element equal to 
r r T T T T 
" g!. hf. t'l J: qf. J/y-isw"- ">V 
(3.79) 
Second, Var[(I^H u')jr^^^vecCv)] has [(i,j), (&,m)]-th element equal 
to 
" gfl Jl '""'"'-AsCT)".!' "'.mîh«I)'.h> 
• jl hi I il il ii'^«<«"=' V.h' 
r r T T T T 
~ S 2 E Z Ï S 
g=l h=l t=l s=l q=l n=l BViV nx.Ki.J 
+ "uvuvjgmh*"' ="'• q-c)) • 
Finally, 
Cov[(I^ a U')TR^^JVEC(v), (I^ H U')TI;^^JVEC(v)] 
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has (£,m)]-th element equal to 
r r T T T T 
g=l h=l t=l 3=1 q=l n=l Gli; Jtnu; 
* Mvuvgjh(0' t-s, q-8)w^ (3.81) 
where the third-cumulant matrix M is as defined in Section 3.1. 
vuv 
Thus, Var[(I^H X')Tr^^^vec(v)] has [(i,j), (&,m)]-th element equal 
to 
j. 1 ii I i. Â 
* "vuvgjh<°> 1-=) "q. + "«"vuvgmh"' 
+ "uvuvjg.h*"' s-c- • (3-82) 
Now consider the asymptotic behavior of (I^ a X' )w^^^vec(v) . 
Under condition (3.76), let n be a Tr x Tr matrix with double-
subscripted [(i, s), (j, t)]-th element equal to 
Tr^^(s, t) = lim T^j(T)(s, t) . 
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Define T (0) to be a k x r matrix with (j,i)-th element defined by 
expression (3.78) with the entries replaced by the 
entries s) . Note that for fixed s and t , is 
constant with respect to T , so asymptotic arguments involving ^ are 
generally simpler than corresponding arguments with . Now 
T'^tdr ® X')%)vec(v) - T vec[ (0)] } 
= T ^{(I B X')n vec(v) - T vec[ r  (0)]} 
r ~ ^uirv 
+ B - 5lvec(v) - T vec[- r^^(O)]} . 
Thus, 
T'^tdr ® T vec[r^^^(T)(0)]} 
converges to 0^^^^ with probability one as T + m if 
T ^{(I B X')iT vec(v) - T vec[ r  (0)]} 
r ~ Miirv 
and 
B %')[w^T) - JLlvec(v) - T vec[r^^y(T)(0) " ^ uiiv^°^^^ (3'83) 
each converge to 0^^^^ with probability one as T + œ . Similarly, 
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{(Ip H X')TT^^^vec(v) - T vec[ iinvd) 
and 
T ^ {(I H X')ïï vec(v) - T vec[T (0)] } 
r *** •MJTTV 
have the same limiting distribution provided 
{(I^ H X' )[ - w]vec(v) - Tvec[ 
Lnrv(T) •^unv 
converges in probability to as T » 
The following lemma gives conditions for convergence of expressions 
(3.83) and (3.84). 
Lemma 3.13. Let {j^} be a sequence of fixed 1 x k vectors that 
satisfy condition (3.39.a). Let {} be a 1 x p fourth-order 
stationary process with mean zero and covariance function and fourth-
cumulant function that are absolutely summable. Let and {u} 
be sequences of Tr x Tr matrices that satisfy conditions (3.74)-
(3.76). 
a. Assume that there exists some 0 > 0 and M > 0 such that for all 
1 < i, j < r and all T E , 
and 
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T 
S t) - n. (s, t) I < MT ^ for all 1 < s < T . (3.85.b) 
t=i J 
Then as T + <» , 
a *'>[5(T) " Z]vGc(v) - T vec[r^^(^j(0) - r^^(O)]} 
converges to probability one, and 
Iuw(T>"" - îuw<°> converges to . 
b. Assume that as T + « , for all 1 < i, j < r , 
Z |%ij(T)(s, t) - (s, t) I (3.86.a) 
converges to zero uniformly in t , and 
Z |%ij(T)(s, t) - TTj, j (s , t) I (3.86.b) 
converges to zero uniformly in s . Then as T , 
T ^^2 {(i^ H X ' ) [T r ( ^ j  -  Tr]vec(v) - T vec[ (0) - r,^(0)]} 
converges to 0^^^^ in probability, and " luTiv^O) 
converges to 0^^^ . 
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Proof. As for the proof of Lemma 3.10, it suffices to prove convergence 
with probability one, or in probability, for the case r = k = 1 . 
a. First, recall that expression 
(3.78), 
E{T - IT]V} 
ru,v(T)(°) - fumCO) 
_ T T 
T~ E Z r^^(s-t)[ir,^j(t, s) - TT(t, s)] . (3.87) 
t=l s=l 
Conditions (3.85) imply that there exists some > 0 such that 
T 
I  2  r^^(s- t)[Tr.^ . ( t ,  s) - Ti( t ,  s)] I  < 
s=l 
for all T and all 1 < t < T , so expression (3.87) is bounded in 
modulus by M.T ^ . Thus, r .-.(O) - F (0) converges to zero as 
1 UTIV(T) UW 
T -)• » . 
Next, expression (3.79) implies that 
T T T T 
Var{T w' [in . - n]v} = T I Z { E Z [tt, . (t, s) - n(t, s)] 
~ t=l n=l s=l q=l ^ 
X r^^(q-s)(Tr^^j(q, n) - Tt(q, n)] }[T"%^yj.] . (3.88) 
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By conditions (3.85) and Result 10.3.b, there exists some > 0 such 
that for all T e , 
T T T 
Z I  E Z [TT. v(t, s) - Tr(t, s) ] r  (q-s)[Tr. .(q, n) - Tr(q, n)] | 
t=l s=l q=l ^ ^  
< for all 1 < n < T ; and 
T T T 
Z I  E Z [TT, . (t, s) - iT(t, s) ] r  (q-s)[n. .(q, n) - n(q, n) ] | 
n=l s=l q=l ^ ' 
< for all 1 < t < T . 
Also, II < 2 ^(^2 + u^) > and by the arguments following (3.39.c), 
T Z^_^u2 is uniformly bounded, so a second application of Result 
10.3.b implies that there exists some > 0 such that expression 
(3.88) is bounded above by M^T ^ . Then by the Chebyshev 
inequality, 
PrtT ^l%'[%(T) " < e"^Var{T - TI]V} (T) 
for all T e 2 » so 
Z Pr{T"M u'It7 _ .  - Tr]v| > e} < Z e < » 
T=1 t=l 
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because 0 > 0 . Then by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
kT) Pr{T - jlv] > G for infinitely many positive integers T} = 0 
-1 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that T - jjlv 
converges almost surely to zero as T -»• <» . 
It remains to prove that 
- Z'v - i[ru.,(T)(0) - r^„(0)l) 
converges almost surely to zero. Expression (3.80) implies that 
V a r { T " ^ a ' -  t r j v }  
_2 T T T T 
= T ï E E E (ir, .(t, s) - n(t, s)][Tr. .(q, n) - iT(q, n)] 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
X r^^(n-t)rvv(q-s) ,  (3.89.a) 
T T T T 
T I l Z Z [tt, . (t, s) - iT(t, s)][Tr. .(q, n) - ir(q, n)] 
t=l s=l q=l n=l ^ 
X r  (q- t ) r  (n-s) (3 .89 .b)  
uv vu 
T T T T 
+ Z E E E [w, Xt, s) - n(t, s)] 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
X [TT^g,)(q,  n)  -  n(q,  s- t ,  n-t ,  q-t)  .  (3.89.c) 
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By two applications of Result 10.3, there exist > 0 , > 0 
and > 0 such that for all T e 2^ , 
T T 
E I ^ < M^T ^ for all 1 < t < T ; 
q=l n=l 
T T T 
E I  S E [TT. .(q, n) - ir(q, n)][n, .(t, s) - n(t, s) ] r  (n-t)| 
8=1 q=l n=l 
< for all 1 < t < T ; 
and thus 
T T T T 
I S I E E E [ IT. . (q, n) - n(q, n)][n. .(t, s) - n(t, s)] 
t=l s=l q=l n=l ^ 
' < V"" • 
Thus, expression (3.89.a) is bounded in modulus by M^T ^ . 
Â similar argument establishes that there exists some > 0 such 
that expression (3.89.b) is bounded in modulus by M^T ^ . 
Conditions (3.85) imply that 
s) - Ti(t, s) I < MT ^ 
for all T E and all 1 < s, t < T . Since 
00 00 00 
^ ^ ^ l^uvuv^°' s. n, q)| < » , 
ri=—00 qs—00 s=s—00 
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there exists some M > 0 such that for all T e , 
O 
T T T 
E Z Z Ik (0, s-t, n-t, q-t)I < 
s-l q-1 n-l ' ® 
for all 1 < t < T . Thus, for all T e % , 
T T T 
S ï E jir, .(t, s) - n(t, s)||Tr. . (q, n) - n(q, n) 
s=l q=l n=l 
l\vuv(°' s-t' q-t) 
8 
so expression (3.89.c) is bounded in modulus by MgM^T ^ . Hence, 
there exists some > 0 such that 
Var{T - Tr]v} < M^T ^ 
By the Chebyshev inequality, 
Pr{T- |='[W(T) - - T[ru%v(T)(0) " I > 
< e ^Var{T - Tr]v} 
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all T G 2* , so 
I - Jlv - - r^„(0)]| > s) 
T=1 
< I T"28-l 
T=1 
< " 
because 3 > 0 . Then by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
Pr{T"^|u'[Tr^^) - TT]v - I > ® infinitely 
many positive integers T} = 0 . 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that 
converges almost surely to zero as T + » 
The proof of part (b) is similar to the proof of part (a) and thus 
requires only a brief outline. Conditions (3.86) and Result 10.3.a 
imply that as T > , ^g=i^''(T)~ *(%, s)] 
converges to zero uniformly in t , so that expression (3.87) 
converges to zero as T ->• « . Similarly, conditions (3.86) and 
Result 10.3.a imply that as T + « , 
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T T T 
L I E E [TT. v(t, s) - N(C, s) ] F (q-s) [ TI. . (q, n) - n(q, n)]| 
t=l s=l q=l ^ ' 
converges to zero uniformly in 1 < n < T ; and 
T T T 
E I  E E [n. .(t, s) - Ti(t, s) ] r  (q-s)[Tr- .(q, n) - n(q, n)]| 
n=l s=l q=l ^ ^ ' 
converges to zero uniformly in 1 < t < T . 
•"1 T 
The uniform boundedness of T ^hen implies that expression 
(3.88) converges to zero. Then by Chebyshev inequality, 
T ~ TT]v converges to zero in probability. 
Also, conditions (3.86) and Result 10.3.b imply that as T •>• » , 
T T T 
E I E E [TT. . (t, s) - n(t, s)][Tr, v(q, n) - n(q, n)] T (n-t) T (q-s) | 
s=l q=l n=l ^ ^ ' 
converges to zero uniformly in 1 < t < T , so that expression (3.89.a) 
converges to zero. A similar argument indicates that expression 
(3.89.b) converges to zero. 
Finally, the inequality 
00 00 00 
: ^ ^ l^uvuv^°' s, n, q)| < » 
S = —00 q=—00 nrs— CO 
and conditions (3.86) imply that expression (3.89.c) converges to zero 
as T •>• " . Thus, Var {T ^ u'- TTJv} converges to zero as T -»• <» , 
so by the Chebyshev inequality. 
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- ruw(o)] 
converges to zero in probability as T + =. • 
Inspection of the proof of Lemma 3.13.a indicates that the 
conclusion of part (a) holds if one replaces conditions (3.85) with the 
condition that there exist some M > 0 such that for all T e 2^ and 
all 1 < s, t < T , 
|%ij(T)(c, s) - s)| < MT"^ 
-1 for some 0 > 2 
Moreover, note that conditions (3.85) imply conditions (3.86). 
Hence, the conclusions of Lemma 3.13.b hold under the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.13.a. 
Given the results of Lemma 3.13, one may now study the asymptotic 
behavior of T ^[(1^ a X')7r vec(v)] - vec[r^^(0)] • As a first step in 
this work, Lemmas 3.14 and 3.15 address almost sure convergence of this 
function to zero. 
Lemma 3.14. Let be a sequence of fixed 1 x k vectors with 
nt 
uniformly bounded elements that satisfy condition (3.39.a). Let 
= (o^, v^) be a 1 x p fourth-order stationary process with mean 
zero, where is 1 x k , is 1 x r , and p = r + k . Assume 
also that for some o < 1 , > 0 and for all l<i,j,&, m<p, 
and all positive integers T , the covariance function £gg(t) and the 
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fourth-order cumulant function q, s, t) satisfy the 
conditions, 
and 
T-1 T-1 T-1 
E 
q=-T+l s= t-TH '• ' •  "I  '  • 
Moreover, assume that for some n < 2 ^min[l, 1-a] , > 0 , the real 
numbers n^j(s, t) satisfy the conditions, 
T 
Z |n^j(s, t)| < for all T e 2 and all 1 < t < T ; (3.90.a) 
s=l 
and 
T 
S |TT^j(s, t) I < for all T E 2+ and all 1 < s < T . (3.90.b) 
t=l 
Let X = p + u . Then as T •> <» , 
(i) T ^[(I^ s vec(v)] 0^^^^ with probability one; 
(ii) T H u')n vec(v)] - vec[r^^(0)] ^'rkxl 
probability one ; 
and thus 
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(ill) T H X')n vec(v)] - vec[r^^(0)] + 0^^^^ with 
probability one. 
Proof. As for Lemma 3.10, it suffices to establish results (i), (ii) 
and (iii) for the case r = k = 1 . 
To develop some necessary notation, choose some B > 1 such that 
6(1 - a - 2TI) > 1 and 2g(n - 1) < -1 . For each nonnegative integer 
g 
M , let T(M) be the smallest integer greater than or equal to M . 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.10, one may obtain the inequalities 
< T(M) < + 1 
and 
T(M)~^[T(M + 1) - T(M)] < 
for some > 0 and for all M e 2^ . Moreover, the inequality 
5 > 1 implies that for M E Z* , 
T(M + 1) < (M + 1)G + 1 < (M + 2)G , 
so for any 6 > 0 , there exists some > 0 such that for all 
Met, 
T(M)~MT(M + 1) - T(M)][T(M + 1)]* < + 2]^^ 
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4 
= ^ (3.91) 
To establish result (1), define 
WP = T 
T T 
= T~ Z E y it(t, s)v 
t=l 8=1 ® 
and note that for T(M) < T < T(M + 1) , T~^T(M) < 1 and 
I"TI < l"L - • 
Thus, to prove that + 0 almost surely as T + « , it suffices to 
show that 
lim |w„r„v| = 0 almost surely 
and that 
lim { max [|w - T ^T(M)W . .|]} = 0 almost surely. 
M+» T(M) < T < T(M+1) I / 
Note that E(W^) = 0 and that for equal to a uniform bound on 
, expression (3.79) implies that 
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_ T T T T 
Var(W ) = T~ Z 2 Z Z u 7r(t, s)r (q-s)n(q, n) u 
t=l s=l q=l n=l ^ 
T T T T 
< rt2 E E |r (q-s)|[ Z |Tt(t, s)|][ Z |n(q, n)|] 
q=l s=l t=l n=l 
<  I  B | K | I  "  E  Ï  I |  
q=l s=l 
T-1 
< 2  | r  (£) |  
£=-T+l 
< . (3.92) 
Pick e > 0 and note that by the Chebyshev inequality, 
< e"^B2K2K^[T(M)]' 
< e'^B2K2K G( 1 -«-2 n) _ 
Thus, 
Z P[|WT(M)I > < e'^B^K^K^ Z ^-Sd-a-Zn) < „ 
M=1 M=1 
because 6(1 -a-2n)> 1 • Then by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma, 
P[(Wt(m)| > e for infinitely many positive integers M] = 0 . 
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Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that converges to zero 
almost surely as M •>• <» . 
Next, note that for all T such that T(M) < T < T(M + 1) , 
, , T T(M) 
W - T"^T(M)W , . = t"^[ Z Z a Tt(t, s)v ) 
^ t=T(M)+l s=l " ® 
_ T(M) T 
+ T [ E Z u Tr(t, s)v ] 
t=l s=T(M)+l 
_ T T 
+ T [ Z Z w. Tr(t, s)v^] . 
s=T(M)+l s=T(M)+l ^ 
Now 
T T(M) 
max {|T~ I Z P Tt(t, s)v | 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) t=T(M)+l s=l ® 
T(M+1) T(M) 
< T(M)"^[ Z Z |y.TT(t, s)v |]2 
t=T(M)+l s=l 
< T(M)" B^2{ Z Z |TI(t, S)V |}2 
^ t=T(M)+l s=l 
T(M) T(M) T(M+1) T(M+1) 
= T(M)"^B2 Z Z Z Z |it(t, s)n(q, n)v v | . 
s=l q=l t=T(M)+l n=T(M)+l % 
This final expression has expectation bounded above by 
T(M) T(M+1) 
T(M)"^B2r (0)[ Z Z ïï(t, s) ]2 
s=l t=T(M)+l 
< T(M)~^B| r^^(0)[T(M+l) - T(M)]2K|[T(M+1)]^'^ . (3.93) 
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By a similar argument, 
T T 
max {jl" Z Z y ïï(t, s)v 12} 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) t=T(M)+l s=T(M)+l 
also has expectation bounded above by expression (3.93). In addition, 
T(M) T(M+1) 
max {|T~ E Z W n(t, s)v |2} 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) t=l s=T(M)+l 
T(M+1) T(M) 
< T(M) E I E TT(t, s) I .|v |}2 
S=T(M)+1 t=l 
T(M+1) 
< T(M) ^ B2K2T^^{ E v }2 . 
s=T(M)+l 
This final expression also has expectation bounded above by expression 
(3.93). Thus, 
max {|W -T"^T(M)W |2} 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
has expectation bounded above by 
KGT(M)"2[T(M + 1) - T(M)]2[T(M + 1)]%^ , (3.94) 
where Kg is some positive real number. By inequality (3.91), 
expression (3.73) is bounded above by 
2S(n-l) 
o 
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for all T , where Kg is another positive real number. Then by the 
Chebyshev inequality, 
P{[ max |W - T~^T(M)W |] > e} < 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ^ 
Thus, 
E P{[ max |w - T"^T(M)W , |] > e} 
M=1 T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
^ M=1 
< " 
because 20(n - 1) < -1 . Then by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
P{ max |w - T T(M)W . J > e for infinitely many 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ^ 
positive integers M} = 0 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that 
max {|W - t"^T(M)W . J } 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ' 
converges to zero almost surely as M + = . Thus, JW^| converges to 
zero almost surely as T + », so result (i) is established. 
Now define 
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"T • 
T-' l S u^iKt. =)V, - r^„(0) 
t=l S=1 
and note that for T(M) < T < T(M+1) , t"^T(M) < 1 and 
|YJ < |ï^ - + ly„„)| . 
Thus, to prove that |Y^j * 0 almost surely as T •> » , it suffices 
show that 
lim |Y™/w\| = 0 almost surely 
M-»-» 
and that 
lim { max [|y - T~^T(M)Y . J]} = 0 almost surely. 
M+oo T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ 
Note that E(Y^) = 0 and that by expression (3.80), 
T T T T 
Var(Y ) = Z Z I Z TT(t, S) Ti(q, n) {r (q-s) T (n-t) 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
+ ruv(9-C)ryu("-=) + kyyyy(0, s- t ,  n- t ,  q- t )}  .  
Now 
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T T T T 
T Z E E Z j Tr(t, s)7r(q, n) F (q-s) F (n-t) | 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
T T T 
< S {E [E |TT(t, s)|] | r^^(q- s ) | } | T T(q, n)| 
q= 1 s= 1 t= 1 
T T-1 
< T"^r (0)K E E | r  (A)|] lirCq, n)|} 
q=l &=-T+l 
< T"^r^^(0)KiK2T^'^° . (3.95) 
A similar argument indicates that for some > 0 , 
T T T T 
T"^ E E E E |Tr(t, s)Tr(q, n)r  (q-t)r  (n-s)| < K 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
for all T e . In addition, conditions (3.90) imply that 
|IT(S, t) I < K-T^ for all 1 < s, t < T and all T e 2* , so 
_ T T T T 
T~ E E E E |%(t, s)m(q, n)k (0, s-t, n-t, q-t) | 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
T-1 T-1 T-1 
< K^T E E E |k (0, s-t, n-t, q-t)| 
s=>-T+l q=-T+l n=-T+l 
Thus, there exists some K„ > 0 such that for all T e 2* , 
o 
Var(Y^) < KgT"*2%-l . 
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Pick e > 0 and note that by the Chebyshev inequality, 
>  d  <  « - ' v . I  <  
SO 
M=1 8 
because 3(a + 2n - 1) < -1 . Then by the first Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
P[|Y^( j^| > e for infinitely many positive integers M] = 0 . 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that converges to zero 
almost surely as M -»• « . 
Next, note that for all T such that T(M) < T < T(M + 1) , 
, , T T(M) 
Y - T"'T(M)Y . . = [T Z E u ïï(t, s)v ] 
^ t=T(M)+l s=l ® 
_ T(M) T 
+ T [ E Z u 7r(t, s)v ] 
t=l s=T(M)+l 
T T 
+ T [ E E u ïï(t, s)v ] . 
t=T(M)+l s=T(M)+l 
Now 
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T T(M) 
max {|T S E U ir(t, s)v p} 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) t=T(M)+l S=1 
T(M) T(M) T(M+1) T(M+1) 
< T(M) SE E E Ti(t, s)n(q, n)u u v v | . 
s=l q=l t=T(M)+l n=T(M)+l c n s q 
(3.96) 
The fourth-order statlonarity of e_ implies that E[ u u v v ] is 
"t I t n s q I 
bounded above by some Kg > 0 for all t, n, s and q , so expression 
(3.96) has expectation bounded above by 
T(M) T(M) T(M+1) T(M+1) 
K T(M)"^ E E E E |n(t, s)n(q, n)| 
s=l q=l t=T(M)+l n=T(M)+l 
< KgT(M)"^[T(M + 1) - T(M)]2K2[T(M + 1)]^^ . (3.97) 
By a similar argument, 
_ T T 
max {[T E E u n(t, s)v | 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) t=T(M)+l s=T(M)+l ® 
also has expectation bounded above by expression (3.97). In addition, 
T(M) T 
max {|T E E U TI(t, s)v | 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) t=l s=T(M)+l ® 
T(M+1) T(M+1) T(M) T(M) 
< T(M) E E EE n(t, s)n(q, n)u u v v j 
s=T(M)+l q=T(M)+l t=l n=l t n s q 
T(M+1) T(M+1) 
< T(M) E E u u V V 
S=T(M)+1 q=T(M)+l ° ^ ^ 
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This final expression also has expectation bounded above by expression 
(3.97). Thus, there Is some > 0 such that 
m» {|ï - 12) 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ^ ' 
has expectation bounded above by 
Kj^QT(M)~^[T(M + 1) - T(M)]2[T(M + 1)]2% < 
for all T , where Is some other positive real number. Then by 
the Chebyshev Inequality, 
Z P{[ max IY -T"^T(M)Y . J] > e} < e"^ E K 
M=1 T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ ^ M=1 
< " 
because 2B(n - 1) < -1 • Then by the first Borel-Cantelll lemma, 
P{ max Y„ - T T(M)Y„,„v > e for infinitely many 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ 
positive Integers M} = 0 . 
Since e > 0 was arbitrary, it follows that 
™~lr, 
max {|ï - I-'l(M)ï ) I ) 
T(M) < T < T(M+1) ^ / 
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converges to zero almost surely as M + «» . Thus, |y^| converges to 
zero almost surely as T ->•<», so result (11) Is established. 
Result (ill) follows immediately from results (i) and (ii). D 
For fourth-order stationary process with absolutely summable 
covariance function and fourth-order cumulant function, one may state a 
special case of Lemma 3.14 as follows. 
Lemma 3.15. Let {jj^} be a sequence of fixed 1 x k vectors with 
uniformly bounded elements that satisfy condition (3.39.a), and let 
e. = (U , V ) be a 1 x p fourth-order stationary process with mean 
Ml C t 
zero, where is 1 x k , is 1 x r , and p = r + k . Assume 
also that for some finite and for all 1 < i, j, &, m < p , the 
covariance function T (t) and the fourth-cumulant function 
~ee 
^eeee^^' satisfy the conditions 
and 
^ ^ ^ t) | < » . 
qs—00 g=—00 (2=— 00 
Moreover, assume that for some n < 2 and some Kg > 0 , the real 
numbers Tr^^^Cs, t) satisfy the conditions 
T 
Z (s, t)| < for all T ti and all 1 < t < T ; 
s=l ^ 
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and 
T 
Z jir, (s, t) I < K_T^ for all let and all 1 < s < T . 
t=l ^ 
Let X = iJ + u . Then as T + œ , 
(i) T ® u')n vec(v)] + 0^^with probability one, 
(ii) T ^[(I a u')n vec(v)] - T (0) + O . with probability 
r Tiv irtc xi 
one; 
and thus, 
(iii) T ^[(I„ H X')n vec(v)] - T (0) O . , with probability 
t *** '"'^ TTV ttCXX 
one. 
Proof. The hypotheses given above satsify the conditions of Lemma 3.14 
with a = 0 , so the results follow from the conclusions of Lemma 
3.14. • 
Now consider the asymptotic behavior of 
T ^2 {[(i^ J, X')Tr vec(v)] - T vec[£^^(0)] } . 
Expression (3.82) Indicates that 
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T ^Var[(I^ a X')n vec(v)] (3.98) 
has [(i, j), (£, m)]-th element equal to 
_ r r T T T T 
T Z I Z Z Z E TT (t, 8)Tr. (q, n) 
g=l h=l t=l 8=1 q=l n=l 
+ »vuvgjh<°> 1-') "m + "t/vuvgrnh'"' "-»• 4-s) 
+ "uvuvjgmh'"- s-t" 1-'» • 
The following lemma gives conditions under which expression (3.99) 
converges. The lemma also permits one to evaluate the resulting limit, 
Lemma 3.16. Assume that } and } satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 3.15. Assume moreover that the real numbers TI^J(S, t) , 
1 < i, j < r , s, t G 2* , satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) For all d e ^ , 
TT.. (d) = lim TT. . (s , s+d) (3.100.a) 
•J s+00 J 
exists and is finite. 
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(11) There exists an absolutely summable sequence of positive real 
numbers d e 2} such that 
ir^j(s, s+d) - TT^j(d) I < O.lOO.b) 
for all s e and all 1 < i, j < r . 
(ill) For all 1 < i, j < r , 
Z I TT. Xd) I < « . (3.100 . C )  
d=-oo 
Then as T •> » , expression (3.99) converges to the limit 
É z E : E " ruuj.(d)' 
g=51 n=l s=—œ q=—CO o J J 
+ ''uvJh<''>''av.g<=-''> + "vmvgjhC- "=• I"'»". 
+ "j^vuvgrnh'"- d-s. q-s) + ku,u«jsmh(°' '*• > • '^.lOU 
Proof. Since the lemma asserts only element-by-element convergence of 
the r^k^ sequences represented by (3.99), it suffices to prove the 
result for the case r = k = 1 . 
In the proof below, part (a) establishes that 
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_ T T T T 
lim T~ Ï Z E E ir(t, s)n(q, n) r^^(q-s) 
T+w t=l s=l q=l n=l 
00 00 00 
= E E E ii(s)r^^(q-s) ïï(d-q)M^^(d) ; (3.102.a) 
(|s3—00 g=—œ qs3—CO 
part (b) establishes that 
T T T T 
lim E E E E n(t, s)ir(q, n) r^^(q-s) r^^(d) 
X+oo t=l s=l q=l n=l 
00 00 00 
= E E E n(s)r^^(q-s)u(d-q)r^^(d) ; (3.102.b) 
^=5—00 3s —00 q=— 00 
part (c) establishes that 
T T T T 
lim T" E E E E n(t, s)n(q, n) r^^(q-t) r^^(s-n) 
X+oo t=l 8=1 q=l n=l 
00 00 00 
= E E E n(s)r^^(s-d)Ti(d-q)r^^(q) ; (3.102.c) 
# g=—w q=—œ 
part (d) establishes that 
_ T T T T 
lim T~ E E E E n(t, s)n(q, n)M^^^(0, t-s, q-s)w^ 
X-»-oo t=l s=l q=l n=l 
00 00 00 
= E E E %(s)Myyy(0, -s, q-s)m(d-q)w ; (3.102.d) 
00 s =—œ q=—00 
and part (e) establishes that 
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_ T T T T 
11m T~ Z E Z Z %((:, s)n(q, s-t, n-t, q-t) 
X+oo t=l 3=1 q=l n=l 
00 00 00 
= E E E TT(s) Tr(d-q)k^^^^(0, s, d, q) . (3.102.e) 
(J=—00 3s —OO qs3—00 
a. Consider first the convergence of 
T T T T 
T~ E E E E ir(t, s)n(q, n) F (q-s) y u . (3.103) 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
For each t, n e , define 
o(t, n) = E E Ti(t, s)r (q-s)n(q, n) . 
s=l q=l 
Since r^^(q-s) satisfies conditions (10.3) trivially, two applications 
of Result 10.4 imply that each element of {a(t, n); t, n e exists; 
that this set satisfies conditions (10.4) as well; that for all d s ^  , 
00 00 
0(d) H lim o(s, s+d) = E E 11(3) r^^(q-s) iT(d-q) ; 
S "foo 353—00 qss—00 
that a(d) is absolutely summable; and that there exists an absolutely 
summable sequence {M^, d et} such that 
|a(s, s+d) - 0(d)| < 
for all s E and all à t % 
& 
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One may establish the convergence of expression (3.103) by showing that 
each of the three addends in (3.104) converges to zero as T ->•<«> . Two 
applications of Result 10.4.c imply that 
_ T T T T 
lim T~ E Z |a(t, n) - Z Z %(t, s) F (q-s)n(q, n) j  =0 , 
T-Ho t=l n^l s=l q=l ^ 
so 
T T T T 
lim |T~ Z Z [o(t, n) - Z Z n(t, s) r  (q-s)n(q, n)] u u j  
T+oo t=l n=l s=l q=l 
T T T T 
< B2 lim T~ Z Z j a (t, n) - Z Z %(t, s) r  (q-s)n(q, t) 
T+oo t=l n=l s=l q=l ^ 
= 0 , (3.105) 
where > 1 is a uniform bound on || , t e . Thus, the first 
addend of (3.104) converges to zero as T + «» . 
Now pick e > 0 . The absolute summability of implies that 
there exists some T^^ > 0 such that 
J W»i ^ • 
1 e 
and that 
M H ( I + 1 
^=3—00 
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is finite. Moreover, the uniformity in Z of the convergence 
lim o(s, s+£) = a(&) implies that there exists some S such that if 
s+eo IS 
s > , then 
a(s, s+d) - a(d)| < . 
Let 
A = { max [ max |a(s, s+d) - a(d)|]} , 
l<s<S, -T, (d<T, 
Is le le 
define T„ = SB^T, S, A.e ^ , and note that if T > T , then 
6 G 6 i G i G i ^ G 
Then T > implies that 
1 -1 "^d _ 
I ST S [a(s, s+d) - o(d)]UgUg^^| 
d=-T+l s=m^^ j 
« , T 
< Z T ^  Z a(s, s+d) - 0(d) B 2 d=—» s=l 
^le-^ 1 'is, 
< B2 E [M . + M .]  + B| E [T E a(s, s+d) - a(d) 
2 d=T ^ *'-d 2 d=-T, +1 s=I 
1 c le 
T 
+ T ^ E |o(s, s+d) - a(d)|] 
s=S, +1 
1G 
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Ti^-1 
< 2"^E + B2 2 [T"^S, A, + - S. )8"^B"^T7^E] 
d=-T, +1 
1 e 
< 2"^E + T"^B22T, S, A, + 4"^ e 
2 le le 1 
< G . 
Thus, the second addend of expression (3.104) converges to zero as 
T 00 . 
Note that since j  j  < , |M^^(d)| < B^ for all à  z t  .  By 
the absolute summability of a(&) , there exists some > 0 such 
that 
and the number 
E [ |0(&)| + |â(-A) |] < S'^Bg^e , 
Ag 5 [ Z |^d)|] + 1 
d=—oo 
is finite. Recall that for any given à  z  %  ,  
°2d min(T,t+d) 
lim T~ I u = lim T~ S u u , , 
X+oo s=m, , T+oo s=max(l,l+d) 
la 
= Myy(d) , 
SO there exists some X, such that if T > T, , then 4E 4e 
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. ™2d ,11 
1?" : ",",+4 - = 
'•"id 
for all -Tg^ < d < . Let = max(T^^, and note that if 
T > Tgg , then 
T-1 *2d « 
I E a(d)T-^ E WS^S+D -  Ï a(d)M (d) |  
d=-T+l s=m,, d=-m 
id 
< 4b2 E [ |a(d) |  + |ô(-d) |]  
d-Tse 
^3e"^ °2d 
+ E |3(d)|.|[T- E WgWg+d] - M (d)| 
d=-T3^+l s=mid 
< 4B28"^B2^e + 
Thus, the third addend of expression (3.104) converges to zero as 
T •»• oo . Hence, 
T T T T 
lim T~ E E E E n(t, s) R^^(q-s) TT(Q, n) 
T+" t=l s=l q=l n=l 
E a(d)M (d) 
(1=3—00 
00 00 00 
E E E Ti(s)r^^(q-s)ïï(d-q)M (d) ,  
(1=3—00 3=1 — 00 q = —00 
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so condition (3.102.a) is established. 
b. Now consider the limit of 
T T T T 
T~ ï Z E E Tr(t, s)Ti(q, n) T (q-s) F (q-n) 
t=l 8=1 q=l n=l 
as T 00 . 
By an argument similar to that for expression (3.104), 
T T T T 
T~ Z E E E  n(t, s)r (q-s) i r(q, n)r (t-n) 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
00 00 CO 
- E E E n(s)ryy(q-s)i(d-q)r^y(d)| 
(1=3—00 g = —œ q=:— 00 
T T T T 
< T~ E E |[o(t, n) - E E ïï(t, s) r  (q-s)Tr(q, n) ] r  (t-n)| 
t=l n=l s=l q=l 
T-1 "'Zd 
+ 1 E E [a(s, s+d) - o(d) ] r  (d)| 
d=-T+l s=m., 
id 
T-1 . " _ 
+ I z t"^[t - |d|]^(d)ry^(d) - E a(d)r^^(d)| . 
d=—T+l d=—® 
(3.106) 
Recall that the arguments for the convergence of the first two addends 
of (3.104) to zero involved the terms only through the remark that 
was uniformly bounded. Since |r^^(d)| , d e ^ is also 
uniformly bounded, these same arguments indicate that the first two 
addends of (3.106) converge to zero as T + « . Since 
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T-1 _ 
lim L T ^[T - |d|]a(d) r  (d) = Z a(d) r  (d) , 
X+flo d=-T+l d=-" 
the final addend of (3.106) also converges to zero as T +» , so 
T T T T 
lim T~ E Z E Z n(t, s) r  (q-s)n(q, n) r  (t-n) 
T+oo t=l s=l q=l n=l 
= Z Z Z ïï(s)r^^(q-s)Tr(d-q)r^^(d) , 
(Jss—00 s=—œ q=—00 
and condition (3.102.b) is established, 
c. Now consider the limit of 
_ T T T T 
T~ Z Z Z Z Tr(t, s)ir(q, n) F (q-t) F (s-n) (3.107) 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
as T 4- 0» . For each t, q e , define 
e(t, q) = Z Z Tt(t, s) r  (s-n)ir(q, n) . 
s=l n=l 
Since r^^(s-n) satisfies conditions (10.3) trivially, two applications 
of Result 10.4 imply that each element of {B(t, q): s, n e 2^} exists; 
that this set satisfies conditions (10.4) as well; that for all q E ^ , 
00 00 
3(q) 5 lim 0(t, t+q) = Z Z TI(S) R^^(s-d) TT(d-q) 
T -HA S=—00 (J=—00 
exists and is finite; that B(q) is absolutely summable; and that there 
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exists an absolutely summable sequence q e such that 
0(t, t+q) - 6(q) I < Mgq 
for all t G and all q e ^  • 
Now 
T T T T 
T~ E E Ï. E T i(t, s)r^ ^(s-n)ïï(q, n) r^^(q-t) 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
- E E E Ti(s)r^^(s-d)TT(d-q)r^^(q) I 
^a—00 gs—00 qs—00 
T T T T 
= |T~ E E E E Ti(t, s) r  (s-n)ir(q , n) T (q-t) 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
- £ 6(q)r^„(q)| 
q=—CO 
T T T T 
< jl" E E E E Ti(t, s) r  (s-n)n(q, n) F (q-t) 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
T T 
- T ^ E E g(t, q) r  (q-t)| 
t=l q=l 
, , T T 
+ T"^ E E [0(t, q) -  6(q-t)]r (q-t) 
t=l q=l 
, T T » 
+ |t"^ E E B(q-t) r ^^(q-t) - E B(q)r^^(q)| . (3.108) 
t=l q=l q=-oo 
One may establish the convergence of expression (3.108) by showing that 
each of the three addends in (3.108) converge to zero as T + <= . Two 
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applications of Result 10.4.c imply that the first addend of expression 
(3.108) converges to zero. An argument similar to the argument for the 
second addend of expression (3.104) implies that the second addend of 
expression (3.108) also converges to zero as T + = . Finally, the 
third addend of expression (3.108) is 
T T 00 
|t"^ Z E 6(q-t) r ^^(q-t) - E 6(q)r^^(Q)| 
t=l q=l q=—00 
T-1 
= I E T'MT - |q| ] B (q) r ^^(q) - E B ( q )r^y(q)| , 
q=-T+l q=-oo 
which converges to zero as T •»• « , by the absolute summability of 
0(q) and • Hence, condition (3.102.c) is established. 
d. Now consider the limit of 
T T T T 
T~ E E E E Tr(t, s)n(q, n)M (0, t-s, q-s) u 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
as T + " . For each s, n s 2 , define 
00 00 
6(s, n) = E E ir(t, s)ii(q, n)M^^^(0, t-s, q-s) . 
t=l q=l 
Since for each s , C-s, q-s) satisfies conditions (10.3), 
arguments similar to those of Result 10.4 imply that each element of 
{ô(s, n): s, n e exists; that this set satisfies conditions (10.4) 
as well; that for all n e ^ , 
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6(n) = lim ô(s, s+n) 
00 00 
= s s ïi(t)M^ ^^ (0, -t, q-t)TT(n-q)y 
t=—00 q=—CO 
exists and is finite, that 6(n) is absolutely summable; that there 
exists an absolutely summable sequence n z such that 
I ô(s, s+n) - 6(n) I < M 6n 
for all s eZ* and all n z t * Now 
T T T T |T~ E Z Z E ii(t, s)ir(q, n)M (0, t-s, q-s) u 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
- E E E ïï(t)M^^(0, -t, q-t)ïï(n-q)ïi| 
r^ss—CO q=—00 
T T T T 
= IT" E E E E W(t, s)ïï(q, n)M (0, t-s, q-s)P 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
oo 
- E Ô(n)û| (3.109) 
n=3-oo 
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_ T T T T 
< |T~ Ï, E Z E ir(t, s) Tr(q, N)M^^^(0, t-S, q-s) 
t=l s=l q=l n=l 
T T 
- T ^ Z E 6(s, n)u | (3.110.a) 
s=l n=l 
, , T T 
+ |T~^ E E [6(S, n) - 6(n-s)]uJ (3.110.b) 
3=1 n=l 
T T " 
+ |t"^ E E 6(n-s)u - E 6(n)y| . (3.110.c) 
s=l n=l n=-<» 
One may establish the convergence of expression (3.109) to zero by 
showing that (3.110.a), (3.110.b) and (3.110.c) each converge to zero as 
T + C» . Arguments similar to those for Result 10.4.c imply that 
expression (3.110.a) converges to zero as T -»• <» . An argument similar 
to the argument for the second addend of expression (3.104) implies that 
(3.110.b) also converges to zero as T + <» . Also, expression (3.110.c) 
equals 
T T _ 
|t~^ E E 6(n-s)y^ - E 6(n)û| 
s=l n=l n=-«> 
T-1 ™2n 
E ô(n)[T~^ E - E 6(n)jl| (3.111) 
n=-T+l £=m, n=-<» 
in 
< E [|6(n)| + |6(-n)|]'|p| (3.112.a) 
n=T 
, T-1 ™2n 
+ I E 6(n)[(T"^ E UJ-Û]| (3.112.b) 
n=-T+l &=m^^ 
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where m, = max(l, 1+n) and m = mln(T, T+n) . Pick e > 0 . 
In zn 
Recall that || < for all t , so that |y| < as well. Also, 
recall that |™2n ~ ™lnl ^ ^  for all n = -T+1, -T+2, ..., T-1 . By 
the absolute summability of 6(n) , there exists some ^ z "C such 
that 
E [|6(n)| + |6(-n)|] < (B + l)"^e . 
Hence, expression (3.112.a) converges to zero as !•>«>. Moreover, if 
T > T i ^ ,  
T-1 _ , ™2n 
I Z 6(n)[(T E y ) - y]l 
n=-T+l £=111, in 
^le"^ 1 ™2n 
< I E 6(n)[(T E y ) - y] 
n=-Tie+l *=*ln 
+ 2 B { E [ |6(n)| + |ô(-n) | ]} 
'^le"^ _ , *2n 
I E 6(n)[(T"i E y ) - y]| + e . (3.113) 
n=-T, +1 £=m, 
le In 
Now let 0 < n < T, . Then m, = 1 + n and m = T , so 
1 c In zn 
, *2n T |(T"^ E y.) - y| = | (T"' E y ) - y 
&=m, t=l+n 
in 
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< T'l Z |y I (3.114.a) 
£=•1 
T 
+ |(T"1 z uj  -  y |  .  (3 .n4 .b )  
A=1 
Since n is fixed, expression (3.114.a) converges to zero as T . 
By the definition of y , expression (3.114.b) converges to zero as 
T + CO . Hence, for each n=l, 2, ..., T^^^l , 
'°2n 
lim [(T Z y ) - Û] = 0 . (3.115) 
T-x» jlr=m, 
In 
A similar proof establishes condition (3.115) for each n = + 1, 
-T^^ +2, ..., 0 . Since is fixed with respect to T , it follows 
that 
^le~^ 1 ™2n 
lim I S "6(n)[(T Z u J - ul | = 0 . 
T-t-oo n=-T, +1 &=m, 
le In 
This result and expression (3.113) imply that expression (3.112.b) 
converges to zero as T + «> . Hence, expression (3.110.c) converges to 
zero as T •>•<», so expression (3.109) also converges to zero as T + » 
and condition (3.102.d) is established. 
e. Condition (3.102.e) is established by arguments similar to those for 
conditions (3.102.c) and (3.102.d). 
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As indicated by expression (3.102.a)-(3.102.e), parts (a) through 
(e) of the proof above establish the convergence of expression (3.99) to 
expression (3.101) as T •»•<», so the lemma is proved. Q 
Lemma 3.16 established some convergence properties of 
Var[T (I^ a X')n vec(v)] . It is also of interest to study the 
convergence of T ^(I^ B X')TT vec(v) and its expectation. Recall 
that 
E[T ^(I H  X')ïï vec(v)] = vec{ r  (0)} 
T *** MITTV 
has (i,j)-th double-subscripted element equal to 
Now conditions (3.100) and Result 10.4 imply that 
- J: • 
Let TT be the Tr x Tr matrix with [(i, s), ( j, s+d)]-th element 
equal to n^j(d) , 1 < s < T , -T + l<d<T-l; let be a 
T X T matrix with (s, s+d)-th element equal to (d) , 1 < s < T , 
- T  +  1  < d < T - l  ;  a n d  l e t  i r ( d )  b e  a n  r  x  r  m a t r i x  w i t h  ( i , j ) - t h  
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element equal to ^ (d) , d e , where (d) is defined in 
(3.100.a). Also, define JT _ (0) to be an r x k matrix with (i,j)-th 
uw 
element equal to 
= T ^E[X j Ti^ vec(v)] , (3.116) 
for all 1 < j < k and 1 < i < r . The convergence properties of 
T ^ {(I B X' )(TT - u)vec(v) - T vec[r (0) - r - (0)]} (3.117) V r<* r>é MITTV 
and 
h X')(TT^^^ - u)vec(v) - T vec[ ^(0) - £ _ (0)] (3.118) 
uw 
then follow from Lemmas 3.13, 3.14 and 3.16. 
Lemma 3.17. Let {u^} , {e_} , {^^.(s, t)} , and {^^(d)} satisfy 
^t 1] ij 
the conditions of Lemma 3.16. 
a. Then as T + » , 
t"^/2 {(i^ H X')(Tr - ^)vec(v) - T vec[r^^(0) - £^^(0)1 } —> i 
(3.119.a) 
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îuw'" - îuW W ®rk.l ' 0.n9.b) 
and 
g X')(ir- û)vec(v) - T vec[ r ^^(0) - £^^(0)]} O^kxl 
(3.119.C) 
with probability one. 
b. Assume moreover that ^ and (s, t) } satisfy 
conditions (3.86). Then as T + = , 
t"^/2 {(i^ h - ïï]vec(v) - T vec[r^^(^j(0) - r^^(O)]} 
(3.119.d) 
converges to 0^^^^ in probability, and 
Iu%v(T)(0) - I - (0) converges to 0^^^ . (3.119.e) 
UTIV 
c. Assume moreover that c)} and t)} satisfy 
conditions (3.85). Then the conclusions of part (b) hold, and in 
addition 
T~^{(\ H %')(2(T) - ^ )vec(v) - T vec[r^^y(T)(0) "I - (0)3 > ®rkxl 
unv 
(3.119.f) 
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with probability one. 
Proof. 
a. Expressions (3.78) and (3.116) imply that expression (3.117) has 
expectation equal to zero. Lemma 3.14 implies that 
T ^Var[(I^ a %')(n - TT)vec(v)] converges to zero as T + » , so 
expression (3.119.a) follows by the Chebyshev inequality. Also, 
expression (3.119.b) follows from expressions (3.100) and (3.116), 
Result 10.4, and the fact that 
it: • it:-"' j. X Â 
r T-l 
= I iim{ z T"MT - |d|]r (d)û (d)} 
h=l T-KO d=-T+l J 
• 1 ...I • 
where the final equality follows from the fact that ^^uvjh^"^^^ and 
{Trih(d)} are absolutely summable. 
The almost sure convergence in (3.119.c) follows from an 
application of Lemma 3.14 with a = n = 0 . 
b. To establish the convergence of expression (3.119.d) and (3.119.e) 
note that 
a :')[2(T) - z]vec(v) - T vec[r^^(^j(0) - r_ (0)] (3.120. 
uw 
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T-'/2  ^'"'IUWCD'"" - ÎUW»" 
(3.120.b) 
+ {(I H X')[Tr -  lr]vec(v) -  T vec[ r ,  (0) -  T (0)] (3.120.c) 
nJ rV TTV ^ "" 
UTIV 
and 
luwd)"" - ^ O.ui.^y 
UTIV 
•  îuw(T><°'  -  W> 
+ r (0) - r (0) . (3.121.0) 
Ml W — 
uw 
Conditions (3,86) and Lemma 3.13.b imply that as T ^ , expression 
(3.120.b) converges in probability to 0^^^^ and expression (3.121.b) 
converges to * Also, Lemma 3.17.a implies that as T + « , 
expression (3.120.c) converges in probability to 0^^^^ and expression 
(3.121.c) converges to 0^^^^ . Hence, as T + « , expression (3.120.a) 
converges in probability to 0^^^^ and expression (3.121.a) converges 
to 0^^^^ , so part (b) is established. 
c. Recall that conditions (3.85) imply conditions (3.86). Hence, under 
the assumptions of part (c), the conclusions of part (b) still hold. To 
establish the almost sure convergence in expression (3.119.f), note that 
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a - ^ )vec(v) - I vec[ - T _ (0)]} (3.122.a) 
= H X')(W(T) " £>vec(V) - T vec[ (0) - £^^(0)]} 
(3.122.b) 
+ T ^{(I a %')(n - TT)vec(v) - T vec[ r  (0) - T (0)]} . 
r fv f^ tlTTV — 
uw 
(3.122. C )  
Conditions (3.85) and Lemma 3.13.a imply that as T + = , expression 
(3.122.b) converges to 0^^^^ with probability one. Also, Lemma 3.17.a 
Implies that as T •»• » , expression (3.122.c) converges to with 
probability one. Hence, as T + » , expression (3.122.a) converges to 
®rkxl with probability one. • 
The preceding sequence of lemmas addresses the convergence with 
probability one and the convergence in probability of various bilinear 
functions of X and • . It remains to establish the asymptotic 
normality of such functions. Theorem 3.2 addresses bilinear functions 
with weight matrix n , while Corollary 3.2.1 addresses bilinear 
functions with weight matrices ir and Tr,_v . 
— "AI; 
Theorem 3.2. Let {j^} and {iT^j(d)} satisfy the conditions of Lemma 
3.16. Assume that the sequence of random vectors satisfies the 
definition of linear process given by Definition 3.2. Define ir to be 
a Tr X Tr matrix with [(i, s), (j, s+d)]-th element equal to 
TT^j(d) , 1 < s < T , -T + 1 <d<T-l ,as defined in (3.100. a); and 
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define £ (0) as in (3.116). Assume also that for some v > 0 , 
unv 
max sup {|c = K < » , 
l<i<p t 
where {c^} is the underlying process that generates {e^} . Let 
. Then as I + =» , 
l" {(Ij. H X')^ vec(v) - T vec[£_ (0)]} —> G_) , (3.123) 
uw ÏÏ 
where G is an rk x rk matrix with [(i, j), (£., m)]-th element 
IT 
given by expression (3.101). 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1, 
except that introduction of the weights (d) requires some 
additional notational complexity and leads to two separate applications 
of Lemma 3.7. Part (A) of the proof develops some notation, and notes 
that the Varadarajan (1958) result quoted in Lemma 3.12 allows one to 
restrict attention to the asymptotic properties of 
H X')ïï vec(v) - T vec[£_ (0)] (3.124) 
uw 
for an arbitrary rk x 1 real vector. 
Part (B) establishes a convergence result for expression (3.124) 
under the assumption that 
ïï(d) = 0 _ for d > L . (3.125) 
r XT ' ' 
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Let tr, denote the matrix ir under condition (3.125). Under condition 
(3.125) and a linear-process model for , one may define £ _ (0) 
Luw 
by expression (3.116). The asymptotic normality of 
T ^ 5' {(I BX')7r vec(v) -Tvec[ r  (0)]} (3.126) 
"LUW 
then follows from two arguments. First, part (B.l) considers the case 
in which = (u^, v^)} follows a finite moving-average model, 
M 
( U L ,  v \ ) '  =  z A c '  . (3.127) 
h=0 
Under model (3.127) and condition (3.125), one may define £ _ (0) by 
LMuitv 
expression (3.116). Then some preliminary arguments show that 
T~^''25I{(I H X')ÏÏ vec(v) - T vec[ r  (0)]} (3.128) 
~ "muw 
= T" E {Z c' - E(Z c')]} (3.129) 
t^l t t t c 
+ Op(l) , 
where is a fixed vector, is a o(c^) -
measurable random vector, and is a oKc^, s < t-1) - measurable 
random vector. Examination of the properties of , f^c^ and 
gj.cJ. indicate that the sequence 
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{Z|.cJ. - E(Z^ c^ ), C=l, 2, ...} 
satisfies two conditions given in Scott (1973). Theorem 1 of Scott 
(1973) then indicates that as T , expression (3.129) converges in 
law to some normal (0, s^^) distribution. Hence, expression (3.128) 
also has this limiting normal distribution. 
Part (B.2) establishes that given a particular sequence 
h G 2} , and a particular {c^} process, the difference between 
expressions (3.126) and (3.128) becomes negligible uniformly in T as 
M + 00 . It follows from Lemma 3.7 that as T •> » , expression (3.126) 
converges to a normal (0, s^) distribution, where s^ = lim s^ . 
M-VM_ 
Part (C) establishes that given a particular sequence {Tr(d) } , the 
difference between expressions (3.124) and (3.126) becomes negligible 
uniformly in T as L + « . It follows from Lemma 3.7 that as T •»• » , 
expression (3.124) has a limiting normal (0, s^) distribution, where 
s^ = lim s2 . 
L+oo 
Additional arguments indicate that S^ = S'[G , so result 
TT 
(3.123) then follows from Lemma 3.12. 
Given the above outline, one may now consider the proof of Theorem 
3.2 in detail. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. 
(A). In general, the model for the p x 1 linear process may be 
written in the form. 
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^ = ("f Vf)' 
J. 
where 
- K : VU''- ( • (3-'3°) 
h=0 h=0 
i s  k x p ,  i s  r  X  p  ,  =  ( B ^ ^ ,  D g ^ )  '  }  i s  a n  
absolutely summable sequence, and the sequence of random vectors {c^} 
satisfies conditions (3.2). Let denote the £-th row of , let 
^Jlm denote the (Z, m)-th element of B^ , and define and 
. similarly. Let 6 be an arbitrary rk x 1 real vector with 
hJto 
double-subscripted (i,j)-th element 6^^ . By the Varadarajan (1958) 
result quoted in Lemma 3.12, it suffices to show that for any 
6 e ]f ^ , as T + » , 
5i{(i a x')j vec(v) - T vec[ r  _ (0)]} —> N(0, 6' [C_]5) . 
U7IV TT 
(3.131) 
Result (3.131) will be established by several steps in parts (B) and (C) 
below. 
(B) For the time being, let M be some fixed positive integer, and 
consider the case in which = (u^, v^) has a finite moving average 
representation, 
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M 
'»f 't>' ' VUh 
h«0 
h=0 n=0 
Under model (3.132), denote the moments and other parameters of the 
(u^, Vj.) process with the subscript M , e.g. 
h=0 h=0 
-X»hJcc''U> h=0 
h = -M, -M+1, ..., M . Assume also that 
%(&) = 0^^ for all l&l > L , (3.134) 
where L is some positive integer. Let ir denote the Tr x Tr 
matrix TT under condition (3.134), and define £ _ (0) from 
"lMu W 
expressions (3.116), (3.133) and (3.134). Development of the central 
limit result under condition (3.134) will now proceed in two steps. 
First, part (B.1) establishes asymptotic normality under conditions 
(3.132) and (3.134). Second, part (B.2) uses Lemma 3.7 to extend the 
result of part (B.l) to model (3.130) under condition (3.134). 
(B.l). Under condition (3.134), note that for T > L , 
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T 5' {(I H I' ) TIL vec( v) - E[(I b X') ir^ vec(v) ] } 
r>* r r '"LI 
• ji i. Â il 
• I jl il i. 
r k 1/ r T-1 u ^2d 
r k 1/ r L n ™2d 
' if. %!. aL 'J,, . 
(3.135) 
where m,, = max(l, 1+d) , m„, = mln(T, T+d) and the final equality of lu Zu 
(3.135) follows from condition (3.134). If 0 < d < L , then 
= 1+d and = T , so 
™2d T d 
" %:j?s+d,h - I \dVd.h - %sj's+d,h • 
s=m,, * s=l ' s=l 
id 
Since L is fixed, the bounds 0 < d < L and I I ^ ® » and the 
absolute summability of } imply that expression (3.136) is 0^(1) , 
and that the square of expression (3.136) has expectation that is 
0(1) . A similar argument indicates the same conclusions hold for 
-L < d < 0 . Hence, for -L < d < L , 
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1/ °2d 
Id 
" ,!i 'X»j',+d.h - •'uvjh'^ l + °p"" > »• 1"> 
and the square of the 0^(1 ) term in expression (3.137) has 
expectation that is 0(T ^) . Under model (3.132), 
^sj^s+d,h (li sj %j ^^s+d ,h 
= [u 
sj Jo *mh=s+d-m 
so 
r-^ /2 
L T 
E Z 
s=-L 8=1 \h^'^^^sj^s+d,h 
= T i- V; 
L T 
2 E E 
d=-L s=l 
M 
E 
2=0 
M 
Jo B ..C' J  mh s+d-m 
(3.138) 
Now for T > M + L , 
_!& I T _ , , « 
^ d-Jl sfl 'ih ^  "sj .fo -'h-s+d-. 
ly T+L min(L,n-l+M) min(T,T+d-n) 
= t" '2 s { z E n..(d)w .D . }c' 
n=l-L-M d=max(-L,n-T) M=max(0,1+d-n) ™ 
(3.139) 
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An argument similar to the argument for expression (3.137) indicates 
that for fixed L and M , expression (3.139) is equal to 
\ ( \ . (3.140) 
n=l d=-L m=0 
and that the square of the 0(T ) term in expression (3.140) has 
expectation that is 0(T ) . One may similarly evaluate the four-fold 
sum of expression (3.138). Assume for the moment that s > L + M and 
consider the following three cases. 
Case 1. Let s-&=s+d-m,or equivalently, 
m = d + & . (3.141) 
Under condition (3.141), three equivalent sets of bounds on the indices 
d , i and m are : 
- L < d < L ,  0  <  m  <  M  ,  a n d  0  <  &  <  M  ;  
-L < d < L , 0 < d+& < M , and 0 < £ < M ; 
and 
< d < B_„, and max(0, -d) < £ < min(M, M-d) , 
Lni LMi 
where = min(L, M) . Define m^^ = max(0, -d) and 
m^^ = min(M, M-d) . 
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Case 2. Let s-£>s+d-m,or equivalently, 
m > d + £ . (3.142) 
Under condition (3.142), three equivalent sets of bounds on the indices 
d , I and m are : 
- L < d < L ,  0  <  &  <  M  ,  a n d  0  <  m  <  M  ;  
-L < d < L , 0 < & < M , and max(0, d+£+l) < m < M ; 
and 
-L < d < » 0 < A < min(M, M-d-1) , and max(0, d+£+l) < m < M , 
where B.,.„ = min(L, M-1) . Define m_, = min(M, M-d-1) and 
LMZ Da 
°6d£ ~ d+£+l) . 
Case 3. Let s-&<s+d-m,or equivalently, 
m - d < & . (3.143) 
Under condition (3.143), three equivalent sets of bounds on the indices 
d , Z and m are : 
-L < d < L , 0 < m < M , and 0 < & < M ; 
-L < d < L , 0 < m < M , and max(0, m-d+1) < H < M ; 
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and 
- B ^ M 2  < d < L ,  0 < m <  m i n ( M ,  M + d - 1 )  ,  a n d  m a x ( 0 ,  m - d + l )  <  &  <  M  .  
Define m_, = min(M, M+d-1) and m = max(0, m-d+l) . Then an / d OQIQ 
argument similar to the argument for expression (3.137) indicates that 
for fixed L and M , 
p"^ /2 
1/ T ®LM1 ™4d 
LMl 3d 
®LM2 °5d M 
+, ^ \h(4)»mh<+d+a-m\j]cA 
d=-L &=0 m=m, ,. •' 
6d& 
• -1.2 „L 
+ 0 (f ^^2 ) . (3.144) 
Moreover, the square of the 0^(1 ^2) term of expression (3.144) has 
expectation that is 0(T ^) . Expressions (3.138), (3.139) and (3.144) 
imply that 
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-1/, T L _ 
' a.-. 
'i-L i "''-'''"--•j"»"' 
®LM1 ®4d 
+ t a ^ \h^'^^®2.j'^n®d+il,h^ 
d=-Bi^l 
®LM2 ™5d M 
+ [ E E E ^ih('^)»mh^n+d+,-m»g] 
d=-L £=0 
L ™7d L 
^=-®LM2 "^=0 ^"Sdm 
+ Op(T~ ^^2 ) , (3.145) 
and that the square of the 0^(1 term in (3.145) has expectation 
that is 0(T ^) . Since expression (3.135) has expectation equal to 
zero, it follows that 
T i5'{(I^ A vec(v) - E[ (I^ H X')ïï vec( v) ] } 
T r k r L M 
T"*/2 2 ( 2 z E 6,,{[ E E ^,Jd)u ,D„J r~ ^
n=l i=l j=l h=l d=-L m=0 
®LM1 ™4d 
LMl 3d 
®LM2 ™5d M 
"A;..' 
odJc 
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L 
+ [ Z 
"7d 
E 
d-B„, ..0 
- ''IMS> + °p"" > 
T~^ /2 2 (z^ c: - + 0_(T -1/2 
t=l t t 
(3.146) 
where 
+ ft + 
''•Jl jj. 1 • 
k r ^LMl ™4d 
° Jl jfl hil 
r k r ®LM1 ™5d M 
• jA h'i «!o 'ih^ '-y'd^ .h' 
r k r ®LM2 °5d M 
 ^" i.'i jfi h'i '«"dii. î-'o J,,, ''ih<''>''.h'=»d«-.»« I 
L 
[ l 
d=-B 
LM2 
"*7d 
E 
m=0 
M 
E 
Jîpm 8dm 
^LM6 ~ 
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r k r ®LM1 ™5d M 
r k r ®LM1 ™5d M 
1-1 J-l h-l 'i=-Bu,i (^0 -•ôd» 
ill jfl '« hfl 
T~^6'E[(I^ H u')^vec(v)] + 0(T"h , (3.147) 
and the square of the expectation of the 0^(1 ) term in (3.146) has 
expectation that is 0(T ^) . 
Now is a fixed vector, is a random vector that is 
measurable G(c^) , and is a random vector that is measurable 
F , . Martingale conditions (3.2) and the definition of , imply 
t—1 liMO 
that E[e^c;.|Fj._^] = 0 ; E[f^c'= E[f^c'] - = 0 ; and 
^^«t^tlVl^ = StEtc'IV^] = 0 . Hence, EtZ^cj. - Y^^Jf^ -I^ = ° ' 
Also, the following moment matrices are all finite and are constant 
over t : 
^LMcfc = 't"=P ' 
\MC£ ' 
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r k r ®LM1 ™5d M 
(3.148) 
and 
^LMcg 
Also, 
"met -
Var[(ej. + f^  + 
(e^ + •*" 8%)' + 2(6^. + gj.)Cov(c|., f^c^) + Var(f^c^) 
<n + + St'' * «e, + «c'CLMcft + \M=£ ' 
SO 
GlCZt*; - T'L»;)'! • - TLMai'lffJ) 
®t^c®t "*" ^LMcg "*• ^®t^LMcfc ^LMcf 
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Then E[Z^c^ - ~ ® implies that 
^ - \m'> S=1 3=1 
and 
Var[ 
t 
Z 
8=1 
<\-=; -
'LM6 
Var[<Z^c' - MVl' > 
SO 
®LMtt ^ ^ (^s^s ~ 
s=l 
- E(V«r[(Z c; - ïi,„5)|F,.in + V«['j (Z^c^ -
S=1 
£ E{Vat[(Z^c; - ï^„5)|F,.I1) 
S=1 
^ ^®s^c®s ^LMcg •*• ^®s^Mcfc ^LMcf ^ ' (3.150) 
3=1 
Conditions (3.2), (3.39.a), and (3.39.d) imply that 
i U. > 0 (3.151) 
t •*•<" 
exists and is finite. Assume first that sf., = 0 . Since 
LM 
E(ZgCg - = 0 , it follows from the definition of s^^^ that 
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, t 
11m t~^E{[ Z (Z c' - = 0 ' 
t^co s = l ® ® 
so by the Chebyshev inequality, 
plim t" z (ZgC; - = 0 . 
t+oo S=1 
Thus, in a trivial sense, 
: <2,=; - yms> —> »"'> 
S=1 
when s? = 0 . 
m 
Now assume that s^ > 0 . Given the above results, the sequence 
{Z^cJ. - will satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1 of Scott (1973) 
if the following conditions hold: 
'Mil " T-» (3.153) 
and 
®LMTT E{(Zj.c^ - l^t^t ~ ^LMgl ^ ^ ®LMTT^I^t-l^ ^ ° 
as T -»• " (3.154) 
Results (3.149) and (3.151) imply that (3.153) will be established if 
- "LMcgl —> " • 
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P 
-> 0 ; (3.156) 
and 
-1 P 
T E gr —> 0 
t=l 
(3.157) 
Now is a sequence of random variables with mean and 
t-cc^t 
common finite variance. Moreover, since the sequence {c^c^} is 
uncorrelated, the definition of implies that for 
|t-sl > 2L + M , g. Z g' and g Z g' are uncorrelated. Then an 
I I ' t-XZC t S'CC s 
argument similar to the argument for (3.62) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 
indicates that (3.155) may be written as the sum of no more than 2L + M 
separate terms, where each of these 2L + M sums has mean zero and is 
equal to a sum of uncorrelated random vectors. It follows that 
expression (3.155) converges to zero with probability one. Almost sure 
convergence in (3.156) and (3.157) is established similarly. 
Lemma 3.6 implies that 
g-z 
LMTT 
T 
E E{(Z^ c; - - ITuiJ > es 
t=l LMTT 
]} 
LMTT LMTT 
(s " 
^ LMTT 
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+ ï E[|(f; + S;)»; - ' (3-158) 
t=l 
By condition (3.46), the variables |(f^ + g^)c^ - have a common 
finite 2 + v moment, so 
1^,-1-2-^ : = 0. 
t=l 
Also, the uniform finite bound on all { ^| and the absolute 
summability of imply that e^^ is uniformly bounded, so for 
all £=1, 2, ..., r , the existence of common finite 2 + v moments 
of Cj. implies that 
1^  E E[|.;C;|2+V|) = 0 . 
t=l 
Then the assumption that 
'm = =uiii > " 
implies that (3.158) converges to zero as T + » , so condition (3.154) 
follows from the Markov inequality. Then by Theorem 1 of Scott (1973), 
®LMTT (^t*^t ~ ^LM6^ ^ 
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under model (3.132). Then by condition (3.159), 
as T -»• » under model (3.132). Ihis result, and conclusion (3.152) for 
the case s^ = 0 , imply that conclusion (3.160) holds regardless of 
whether s^ is positive or zero. 
(B.2). Under contraint (3.134), one may now extend the asymptotic 
normality result of part (B.1) from the finite moving-average model 
(3.132) to the infinite moving average model (3.130). Note that for 
M > L , expressions (3.135)-(3.140) imply that the difference between 
(I B X')Tj,vec(v) - T vec[r _ (0)] 
 ^ ~ "^ Luw 
under model (3.130) and 
(I B X')Tr vec(v) - T vec[r _ (0)] 
^ IMunv 
under model (3.132) has (i,j)-th element equal to 
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d.-L h'l ,-l " t!o "«"'-""Jo 
" '"sj * jfo '"'"'s+d-m' 
00 min(M,M-d) 
- - '«.Jco.-d) 
+ Op(» 
L hf. si 
'' '«.M+i «=0 "la's-Ah'si-d-.' 
* 'M mJ+1 "y's-Ah^s+d-o* 
* '».M+1 mJ+1 ®«d°s-«®«li's+d-m> 
L r T _ 
T k^i ^1 '^ih^^^^^TLMlijhd "TLM2ijhd d=-L h=l s=l 
•*• ^TLM3ijhd "iLMAijhd^ '*' (3.161) 
where 
"llMlljhd • Jj ".h'wd-J 
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"lLM21jhd • JO 'jj'i-Ah'Ud-m' 
"lW3ijhd • •4j'=;-Ah'Ud-J 
"lU14ijhd ' "(j'^-Ah'^+d-m) 
and the square of the 0^(1) term In (3.161) has expectation that is 
0(1) . Then by Lemma (3.7), the asymptotic distribution of 
T 6' {(I H X')  TT^ vec(v) - T v e c [ r  (0)] } 
^ r '"L «y. — 
Luw 
under model (3.130) and condition (3.134) will be established if for 
all i , j , h and d , and for all fixed L , 
lit" ^  ^ ^^ TLMlijhd ^TLMZijhd ^TLM3ijhd ^TLM4ijhd^ ~ ° (3.162) 
uniformly in M and if the N(0, s^) distribution converges 
completely to the N(0, s^) distribution as M + œ , where 
s2 = lim s2 . (3.163) 
M+= 
First, for any 1 < h , i < r ; 1 < j < k ; and -L < d < L , 
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T-M-l+d T 
t=-oo s=max(l,M+l+t-d) ^^ 
T"^^2 z [ z U„.D_^ ^ ^]c' . (3.164) 
Because the vectors have mean zero and are uncorrelated, expression 
(3.164) has mean zero and has variance equal to 
T-M-l+d T T 
T~ E E Z 
t=-oo s=max(l,M+l+t-d) £=max(l,M+l+t-d) 
^ ^®s+d-t ,h^c'^£+d-t ,h *^sj ^ 
31 si Ji 'Vd-. .h^cn.d-t .h'sj 1 "• 
T-M-l+d T-s T-s 
J.. ^.s=c»kw.jw,i  • 
Note that the Inequalities s > 1 and -» < t < d-M imply that 
M+1 < s+d-t < <» . Thus, expression (3.165) is bounded In modulus by 
^ J-» sfl jl a=l b=l °s+d-t,ha"ccab^+d-t,hb''sj^j 
P P " , , T T 
< Z Z E D ' 
1 b-l t-M+l ' ,ha I • I I ^ .hb "sj "(j 
kLL.L'°^ 
a 
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where the second inequality follows from the uniform bound | j f  <  
By by the absolute summability of {D^} , expression (3.167) is finite 
and may be made arbitrarily small by choice of sufficiently large M . 
Also, expression (3.166) is bounded in modulus by 
. T-M-l+d T-s T—s p p 
|t"^  Z Z E S E 
t=d-M+l s=M+l £=M+1 a=l b=l 
^^sha^^cab^&hb ^s-d+t, j ^&-d+t ,j ^ I 
p p 00 00 T-M-l+d 
' ^ Jj J; sJ+i «^ +1 wd-M+l 
Note that expression (3.168) is not a function of T . By the absolute 
summability of , expression (3.168) may be made arbitrarily small 
by choice of sufficiently large M . Hence, uniformly in T , 
expression (3.166) converges to zero as M •»• <» . Thus, uniformly in 
T , E[T ^^xLMlijhd^ converges to zero as M •>• <» . Then by the Markov 
inequality, uniformly in T , T ^ ^TLMlijhd converges in probability 
to zero as M + » . 
Next, note that EtWfLMZijhd ^TLM3ijhd "TLM4ijhd^ ° ° 
for d > 0 , 
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Var[T ^(^TLM21jhd^ 
T T  "  «  M M r r r r  
<T~ EE Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 
s=l t=l g=M+l £=M+1 m=0 n=0 q=l w=l a=l b=l 
q^mhw^ jZj a^nhb ' l*^^^i-g,q^^+d-m,w^s-&,a^s+d-n ,b^ 
T T  < »  o n  o o o o r r r r  
<T~ ZE Z E Z Z Z Z Z E 
t=l s=l g=M+l Jl=M+l m=0 n=0 q=l w=l a=l b=l 
l^gjq^mhw^Aja^nhbl l^^^^-g,q^s+d-m,w^s-&,a^s+d-n,b^l * (3*169) 
An argument similar to the argument given for expression (3.73) 
indicates that there exists some finite positive real number b^ such 
expression (3.169) is bounded above by 
(3.170) 
which is not a function of T . The absolute summability of {A^} 
implies that the second and third factors of (3.170) are finite and that 
the fourth and fifth factors of (3.170) can be made arbitrarily small be 
choice of sufficiently large M . Thus, for d > 0 , uniformly in T , 
Var[T ^TLM2ijhd^ made arbitrarily small by choice of 
sufficiently large M . A similar argument for d > 0 indicates that 
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uniformly in T , Var[T ^^TLM2ijhd^ bounded above by expression 
(3.170). Thus, for all -L < d < L , unformly in T , 
Var[T ^ ^TLM2ijhd^ be made arbitrarily small by choice of 
sufficiently large M . Similar arguments indicate that 
Var[T~ and Var[T~ ^WTLM4ijhd^ are each bounded above by 
expression (3.170). Hence, 
^^TLM2ijhd ^TLM3ijhd "iLMAijhd^^^ 
is bounded above by expression (3.170) multiplied by nine, and hence may 
be made arbitrarily small, uniformly in T , by choice of sufficiently 
large M . Then by the Markov inequality, 
"'lLM21jhd + "iLMS^hd + "iLMilJhd' """'"Ses I- probability to 
zero, uniformly in T , as M + » . 
Thus, condition (3.162) is satisfied and it remains only to 
demonstrate that the N(0, s^) distribution converges completely to 
the N(0, s^) distribution as M •> <» . An argument similar to the one 
given preceding expression (3.33) indicates that the complete 
convergence result follows immediately from the existence of 
i2 = lim 12^  
M+o» 
= lim dim T } 
M+co T+« 
" i'" 'i'" A + "LMcg ^ + \hc£1> • 
M+m T-»"" t = l 
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Part (C) below will discuss the limit (3.171) in greater detail. 
(C). Finally, note that under model (3.130), if T > L+1 , then 
expression (3.135) indicates that 
T {(I a X')7r,vec(v) - T vec[r (0)] - (I h X')n vec(v) 
Luw 
- T vec[r _ (0)]} 
UTIV 
T ^ {(I B X')(ir - Tr)vec(v) - E[(I a u')(ir^ - Ti)vec(v)]} 
has (i,j)-th element equal to 
1/ r T-1 "Zd 
Uh s.' la 
-L-l 2^d 
' J "sj's+d.h - ^uv3hW>'> • 
Id 
By definition of = 0 , so 
expression (3.172) has expectation equal to zero. The uniform bound on 
and the linear-process assumptions on } imply that 
there exists some > 0 such that for any d e ^  and all T , 
1/ ™2d 
V«r(I-'2 E W,jVd.h - fuvjh»"» • 
*-*16 
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Thus, the expectation of the square of expression (3.172) is bounded in 
modulus by 
T-1 _ " _ 
rK { I [|n4h(d)| + |%, , ( -d) | ] }  < rK { S [|%\ (d) |  +  In  ( -d)j]} . 
 ^ d=L+l ' I f ih 1 ' ih I I ih 
(3.173) 
Expression (3.173) may be made arbitrarily small by choice of 
sufficiently large L , so the expectation of the square of expression 
(3.172) converges to zero uniformly in T as L + =» . Then by the 
Markov inequality, expression (3.172) converges in probability to zero 
uniformly in T as L + *» . 
Thus, by Lemma 3.12, the convergence result (3.131) will be 
established if the normal (0, s^) distribution converges completely to 
the normal (0, 6'[G ]6) distribution as L + =» . As argument similar 
TT 
to the one given preceding expression (3.33) indicates that this 
complete convergence result will hold if 
lim s2 = 5«G 6 . (3.174) 
L 
L-»-" TT 
In the arguments that follow, the uniform bound [ j I ** ^2 * 
absolute summability of {A } , and Fubini's Theorem imply that lim s^ 
exists and is finite, and that limits with respect to T , L and M 
may be exchanged. Now by expression (3.171), 
11. 52 . 11.(11.[lim T-1 E + V 4. 20^ 0 4. . 
L+m L+m M+" T+m t=l 
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Note that by the definition of , 
1 T 
lim(lim{lim T E e E e'}) 
L+0» M+o» T+o* t=l 
T r k r r k r  
= lim(lim{lim T~ E E E E E E E 6,. 6 , 
L+i» M+00 T+«> t=l i=l j=l h=l a=l b=l w=l ^ 
" 'd"L m^ O 
r k r k  r  r  « »  «  œ  < % »  
= E E E E 6., 6 , E E E EE E Ir (d)lr (&) 
1=1 j=l a=l b=l h=l w=l d=-«> m=0 &=-« n=0 
* 9^ hZcc*nw(1^ 2 ^  t=l t^-d+m,j VA+n,b^  
r k r k  r  r  »  o *  « ,  
= E E E E 6.. 6 , E E E E E 
1=1 j=l a=l b=l h=l w=l d=-* m=-* £=-« 
r k r k  r  r  < »  « »  < »  
E E E E 6,.6. E E E E E %\.(d)n (£-m) 
i=l j=l a=l b=l h=l w=l d=-<» m=-<» 
Similar arguments Indicate that 
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limdim V ) = E E E E E S 6, 6 E E E 
L+m M+m i=l j=l h=l a=l b=l w=l d=—» m=-<*> !L=-<» 
[ïïh(d)*aw(*-=)rvvwh(=-4)ruujb(*)] ; (3-176) 
1 T 
lim(lim[lim 2T"' E e (L ]) 
L+eo M+oo T+oo t=l 
r k r r k r  o o o o o o  
= E E E E E E 6^ E E E 
1=1 j=l h=l a=l b=l w=l d=-<» m=-<» £=-<» 
+ ^ J^VUVHBW(°' ; (3.177) 
and 
r k r r k r  o o o o o o  
limdim V j) = E E E E E E 6^^, E E E 
L+oo M-x» i=l j=l h=l a=l b=l m=1 d=-<» m=-<» &=-<» 
(Tïh(d)ï^w(&-*)(ruvjw(*)ruvbh(4-&) + \vuvjhbw(0' d, m)]} . 
(3.178) 
Inspection of expression (3.101) indicates that expressions (3.175), 
(3.176), (3.177) and (3.178) sum to 6[G_]6 , so by Lemma 3.12, result 
ir 
(3.131) is established. • 
Theorem 3.2 established the asymptotic normality of 
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T '^ 2 {(I H X')'T vec(v) - T vec[ r _ (0)] } 
 ^ "uiTV 
under the conditions of Lemma 3.16 and under a linear-process assumption 
for the sequence {e^} . The following corollary extends this result to 
bilinear functions with the less restrictive weight matrices TT and 
^T) • 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let {j^} , t)} and {n^^Cd)} 
satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.16, and Theorem 3.2, and define ir 
and r (0) as in Theorem 3.2. 
uuv 
a. Then as T , 
T~ ^'^2 {(i^ a X')Tr vec(v) - T vec[ r^^(0)]} —> N^^(0, G_) . 
TT 
b. Assume moreover that ^ and , t)} satisfy 
conditions (3.86). Then as T + « , 
T- {(i^ B r)w(^)vec(v) - T vec[ (0)] } -i-> N^^CO, G ) . 
Proof. Part (a) follows immediately from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.17.a. 
Part (b) follows immediately from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 3.17.b). [] 
This chapter has developed some asymptotic properties of the sum of 
a linear function and a bilinear function of a realization of a multi­
variate linear process. The following chapter will use these properties 
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to establish asymptotic results for unweighted and weighted errors-in-
variables estimators in the presence of serially correlated observa­
tions. 
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4. ESTIMATION BY THE METHOD OF MOMENTS 
This chapter discusses the asymptotic behavior of a number of 
estimators of the regression coefficient & in the correlated errors-
in-variables model (2.3)-(2.4). For each of the estimators under 
consideration, some standard Taylor expansion arguments indicate that 
the large-sample properties of interest depend only on the large-sample 
properties of the first and second sample moments of the components of 
model (2.3)-(2.4). It is thus found that if the random components 
£(.) are assumed to follow a linear process model that 
satisfies Definition 3.2, and the fixed vectors = E(x^) are 
assumed to satisfy the Grenander-type condition (3.39.a), then the 
asymptotic properties of the estimators follow immediately from the 
results of Chapter 3. 
Under these assumptions. Section 4.1 gives the large-sample 
properties of three estimators which are functions of the unweighted 
first and second sample moments of the observations {Z^, t=l, 2, ..., 
T} . These estimators were originally derived in the literature under 
the assumption that the observations were mutually uncorrelated, 
but the results of Section 4.1 indicate that the same estimators retain 
some desirable asymptotic properties under a correlated form of model 
(2.3)-(2.4). 
Section 4.2 addresses a class of weighted estimators of 0 . These 
weighted estimators may be motivated by considering similar weighted 
estimators for the heteroscedastic model reviewed in Section 2.5 
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above. Theorem 4.3 gives conditions for the consistency and asymptotic 
normality of a weighted estimator of £ under the correlated errors-in-
variables model (2.3)-(2.4). 
4.1. Unweighted Estimators 
This section addresses the asymptotic behavior of some unweighted 
errors-in-variables estimators. A correlated ultrastructural form of 
the model (2.3)-(2.4) is assumed. Theorem 4.1 gives conditions under 
which a multivariate version of the estimator (2.11) of g for known 
r (0) and known T (0) is strongly consistent and asymptotically 
normal, and gives an explicit expression for the covariance matrix of 
the associated asymptotic distribution. Corollary 4.1.1 extends the 
results of Theorem 4.1 to the case in which the lag-zero covariance 
matrices F (0) and F (0) are estimated. Next, maximum likelihood 
MIU Mje 
estimation of ^ for the uncorrelated normal structural model (2.3)-
(2.4) is reviewed. Theorem 4.2 establishes the strong consistency and 
asymptotic normality of this estimator under the conditions of Theorem 
4.1. In sum, Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.1.1, and Theorem 4.2 indicate 
that a number of unweighted estimators derived originally for uncorre­
lated errors-in-variables models retain some desirable properties in the 
presence of serial correlation. However, the covariance matrices of the 
asymptotic distributions of the unweighted estimators reflect the auto-
covariance structure of the errors , so reported standard errors and 
related statistics must be adjusted accordingly. 
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The results presented below rely on a common set of conditions on 
the fixed and random terms of the ultrastructural errors-in-variables 
model (2.3)-(2.4) with no error in the equation, i.e., 
where all definitions and notation remain the same as in Section 2.1 
unless noted otherwise. Although the first theorem addresses an 
estimator generally associated with model (2.1)-(2.2) with an error in 
the equation, no separate analysis of the "error in equation" terms 
will be given. Hence, it will suffice to state error conditions only 
for the "total error" term + (q^, 0^^) , and results will be 
stated only for the model with no error in the equation. 
Let u ^ = E(x^) and let x ^  - u ^ • It will be assumed 
'«t t ct t --yxt 
that e^), t=l, 2, ..., T} is a sequence of [1 x (k+p)] -
dimensional random vectors which follow the linear process model, 
(4.1.a) 
(4.1.b) 
= J, VU (4.2) 
where the sequence of (k+p) x (k+p) real matrices } is absolutely 
summable and the sequence of 1 x (k+p) random vectors {c^} satisfies 
the following conditions. 
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(i) The random vectors are defined on a common probability space 
(0, F, P) . 
(ii) The following conditional expectations exist and are equal to 
finite constant matrices, as indicated, for all integers t : 
• »lx(k+p) 
- ÎCC (4-3-B) 
E[C^ H C^ H (4.3.C) 
E[c' a c. H c' H c. F ] = K , (4.3.d) 
t t t t ' t—1 
where = o(Cg, s < t) , the sub-o-algebra of F generated by 
the random vectors {c^, s < t} . 
(iii) There exists some v > 0 such that 
sup max {E[|c 5 B < = . (4.4) 
t l<i<k+p ^ 
Note that conditions (4.2)-(4.3) imply that the (x^, e) process is 
fourth-order stationary. Hence, one may define the covariance function 
and the third- and fourth-order cumulant functions of the e^.) 
process as indicated in Section 3.1. 
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In addition to the sequence e^)} , the asymptotic results 
presented below require the definition of a sequence of r-diraensional 
random vectors 
^t = ?t - = ®t • "t^ ' 
t=l, 2, T . Define the covariance and cumulant functions of the 
sequence in accordance with the notation developed in Section 3.1, 
e.g., 
. Cov(Ug, and 
r^ (^t) - cov(,^ . - ^ (^0 6 4. s'r^ /t)6 . 
Finally, the ultrastructural results presented below require 
conditions on the sequence of mean vectors } . A simplified form 
of Grenander's conditions may be imposed by assuming that 
exists and is finite for all i,j = 1, 2, ..., k and all integers I . 
Define to be the k x k matrix with (i,j)-th element equal to 
M^^ij(Jl) . Recall from expression (3.39.d) that condition (4.5) implies 
that 
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lim E a 
T-H» t=l 
= VI 
exists and is finite. 
Given the conditions stated above, one may obtain two useful 
results regarding the second sample moments of the observations {Z^} 
and the random components . Define 
/ \ 
T 
I Z'Z , 
t=l 
M = T ^ ï e'e^ , and 
t=l 
"zz(0) = + V)](g, 
Result 4.1 establishes two almost sure convergence results and two order 
in probability results that will be useful in subsequent proofs. 
Result 4.1. Let model (4.1) hold and assume that conditions (4.2)-(4.3) 
and (4.5) are satisfied. 
a. Then with probability one, 
"zz -
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"ze • ice"» T+OO 
b. Moreover, 
"ze - - V' > • 
Proof. Result 4.1.a follows Immediately from Lemma 3.11. Result 4.l.b 
follows immediately from expression (3.42), the observation that 
E(M ) = r (0) = E(XL ) , and the Chebyshev inequality. • 
GG w G 
Recall that expression (2.11) provided an estimator of J3 for the 
model (2.1)-(2.2) with an error in the equation and with a single 
"dependent variable" at time t . A direct extension of the 
estimator (2.11) to the present case of multivariate and serially 
correlated errors may be written, 
vec(B) = vec{[M^^ - - ^ ^(0)] } (4.6) 
A A 
where r (0) and r (0) are estimators of T (0) and T (0) , 
~uu "Mie '^u ftue 
respectively. In order to simplify the discussion, the estimator (4.6) 
will be discussed in two steps. First, Theorem 4.1 will establish the 
simpler asymptotic properties of the estimator 
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veo(ê) - vec{IM^^ - - r^^(O)l) • (4.7) 
Second, Corollary 4.1.1 will give conditions under which the estimator 
(4.6) has asymptotic properties similar to the asymptotic properties of 
the estimator (4.7). 
Theorem 4.1. Let model (4.1) hold. Let the random vectors (x^^, e^.) 
satisfy conditions (4.2)-(4.4) and let the fixed vectors } satisfy 
conditions (4.5). Assume that M (0) = T (0) + M (0) is positive 
XX ^x yu 
definite; and that the cross-covariance function between x and e 
c 
and the third- and fourth-order cross-cumulant functions between x 
c 
and G are identically zero. Define 3 by expression (4.7). 
a. Then as T -v « , g converges to 5 with probability one. 
b. Moreover, as T + = , 
T^'^2vec{0 - JS} —> H M^^(0)r^G{I^ b 
where 
G = z {Zvv(t) « [\^(t) + r^(t) + r^u(c)] + vec[r^^(t)]vec[r^^(-t)]' 
T=—CO 
+ 0. l:>i+ 0, t)]' t 0, t, t)} . 
(4.8) 
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Proof. 
a. By Result 4.1.a, - r^^(O) converges with probability one to 
M (0) as T + » . Since M (0) is positive definite, one need on] 
XX XX 
consider the case in which - r^^(O) is positive definite. Now 
â -  a  -  l"xx -  -â  
'"xx - - ïuv«"I 
Result (a) then follows from the almost sure convergence of 
~ Zuu^^^ *xx^®^ ' almost sure convergence of - £^^(0) 
to zero, and the continuity of 0 - 0 in the elements of - T (0) 
*v AA 'MIU 
and of - r^(0) . 
b. By Result 4.1.a, 
"xx - îua«> " + %"> = "xx") + °p") • (4-9) 
Since *^^(0) is positive definite, it follows that the probability 
that - ]^^(0) is positive definite is increasing to one as 
T + " . Hence, one need only consider the case in which - r^^(O) 
is positive definite. A first-order expansion of a matrix inverse 
indicates that 
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"Sex - + °p(') • 
Moreover, Result 4.l.b and the relations 
•Scv - J, 
- £v.c"»«r> -2')' 
imply that 
- Zuv'o) - Op'T" 
Then by (4.10) and the arguments of part (a), 
vec(0 - B) = vec({[M^(0)]"^ + o (1)}[M^^ - r^^(O)] ) 
= {I^ H [M^^(0)]"^}vec[M^^ - r^^(O)] + o (t"^/2) . (4.12) 
By Theorem 3.1 and the assumption that the cross-covariance function of 
X and G and the third- and fourth-order cross-cumulant functions 
C 
between x and e are identically zero, 
T^/2vec[M^^ " £uv^°^^ \k^®' ^ + 
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Thus, as T + 05 , 
»rk(0. "r • 
and the result follows from expression (4.12). • 
The covariance matrices T (0) and T (0) are generally not 
MIU <416 
known a priori, but they may be estimated from replicated observations 
or other forms of auxiliary data. Corollary 4.1.1 assesses the 
asymptotic distribution of estimators of the form (4.6) which employ 
estimators of the indicated lag-zero covariances. 
Corollary 4.1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Let 
{r^^(T)(0)} be a sequence of k x r random matrices and let 
{r^u(T)('^^^ be a sequence of k x k random matrices such that as 
T + 00 , 
i'/2{,eotr^^„j(o> - vec;ruu(T)(0) - r^^(o)]')' 
—> "kt+kî'"' n' • (4-13) 
Assume that for all T , T ,-.(0) and r /„.(0) are independent 
'HIU(T) 'Xie(T) 
of Z . Define 
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-1, 
& ~ Zuu(T)(°)] ^'ScY ~ Mie(T) (0) ]  
a. Then as T , 
T^/2vec(Jg - J8) —> N^j^[0, {I^ B ® 
where 
GJ . G + 1(1,, -I') . IKLJJKIJ. -Ê')' » 1^1 
and G is defined by expression (4.8). 
b. Moreover, if with probability one. 
"rue(I)(0) - {u«W)l. !£„„«> - W"' = » 
then with probability one. 
Hm( (L - 6) = 0 
T^oo 
Proof. 
a. By the hypotheses of this corollary. 
L(T>«" - JUU«> - . "1 
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Ld)"» - Jue'"' -
Then by expression (4.9), 
"xx - luu(T)W) - "Sut - Juu«"l - - ÎUU»>' 
- 1^(0) + Op(l) . 
A repetition of the arguments preceding expression (4.10) indicates that 
one need only consider the case in which is positive 
definite, and that 
'"xx-îuu ( i ) G L % ( 0 ) | - '  + °,(1) • 
Then a repetition of the arguments in expression (4.12) indicates that 
- |) . ve.{[Mxx -
vec([M^X " ^'"xY ~ "xx®^ 
vec(«M^^(0)l-' H- - r.^(0)l 
- iLdjO» - - l£u„(I)«» - luuO'li» 
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= B [M^^(0)]~h(vec[M^^ - r^/0)] 
- vec{ r  %ue(T)(°) - lue'"' " '!:ua(I)<'" " W'U» 
+ 0 (T~ ) 
P 
Conclusion (a) then follows from Theorem 4.1, condition (4.13) and the 
independence of {£uu(T)^°^' ^ e(T)^*^^^ fro™ • 
b. Conclusion (b) follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 4.1.a 
consistently, then one may derive estimators of 6 that may have 
greater asymptotic efficiency than the estimators (4.6) or (4.7) under 
the uncorrelated model (4.1). In particular, for the normal structural 
model (4.1), Fuller (1987, pp. 300-305) presented the following 
development of the maximum likelihood estimator of £ . 
Assume that T (0) and T (0) are nonsingular. Then it follows 
from the discussion in Fuller (1987, p. 300) that under the structural 
model (4.1), the matrix [^^(0) is also nonsingular. Let be an 
estimator of r (0) such that d.S has Wishart distribution with 
-«ee f ee 
dg degrees of freedom and parameter matrix r^^(O) . Assume also that 
is independent of Z . By Result 4.1, the probability that 
is positive definite converges to one as T . Thus, without loss of 
and assumption (4.14) • 
If the entire covariance matrix T (0) is known or estimated 
--ee 
'*-1 "-2 generality, one may define < to be the eigenvalues 
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of the matrix in the metric the roots of the 
determinantal equation |®gg ~ ^  = 0 ; and one may define 
R = (R , R , R ) to be the p x p matrix of eigenvectors of 
• 1 •2 »p 
in the metric • [For some background on eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of one matrix in the metric determined by a second, 
positive definite, matrix, see Appendix 4.A of Fuller (1987).] Define 
the p X k matrix 
* • ' 
• "zzl" - " - s'2 <' -
where is r x k and A^^ is k x k . Then expression (4.1.29) 
of Fuller (1987, p. 299) indicates that the maximum likelihood estimator 
of B is 
«.15) 
For observations which follow a correlated form of model (4.1) with 
no error in the equation, estimators of the matrix r^^(O) may be 
available from one of two sources. First, a replicated-observation 
study involving a large number of cross-sectional units in a single 
period may lead to an estimator with the Wishart distribution attributed 
to the matrix d-S discussed above. On the other hand, if an 
f EE 
estimator r^^(O) is computed from observations on overlapping sets of 
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units at several time periods, it may not be reasonable to assume that 
r (0) is distributed as a multiple of a Wlshart matrix, but it may be 
"«GG 
1/ 
reasonable to assume for large samples, T 2vec[r^^C0) - r^^(O)] is 
approximately distributed as a normal random vector. Therefore, one may 
consider the following generalization of the estimator (4.15). Let 
{r^^(j)(0)} represent a sequence of p x p symmetric random matrices 
such that 
T^/2vec[r^^(^j(0) -  r^^(O)] -^> Np2(0, 0) (4.16) 
'*-1 "-1 "*-1 
as T + m . Let < ^2(T) ^ ^ ^p(T) eigenvalues of 
~6g(T)^'^^ in the metric let 
^(T) ~ ^^.1(T)' ^.2(T)' •••' \p(T)^ (4.17) 
be the p x p matrix of eigenvalues of £ee(x)^®^ in the metric 
Mgg . Define the p x k matrix 
\T) ~ [^rk(T) ' ^k(T)^ ' 
~ \(T) ^ ^*.1(T)' ~ ^2(T)^ ^*.2(T)' 
" \(T)^ ''^^.k(T)^ (4.18) 
where is r x k and k x k . Then a 
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generalization of expression (4.15) may be written, 
^T) " (^rk(I)Akk(T))' (4.19) 
Theorem 4.2 presented below gives conditions under which the estimator 
(4.19) is strongly consistent and asymptotically normal. Almost all of 
its proof is identical to the proof of the analogous uncorrelated-model 
results presented in Theorems 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 of Fuller (1987). 
Therefore, details of the proof of the present theorem will be given 
only at points of divergence from the proofs of the uncorrelated-model 
theorems. 
Some notation required for the statement and proof of Theorem 4.2 
is as follows. Recall that £^^(0) is assumed to be nonsingular, and 
define 
2t = "t - Vc[rvv(0)]"^lvu(0) 
«vu 
(4.20) 
where 
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Under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, (x^^, v^) follows a linear 
process model and Is fourth-order stationary. Thus, one may define the 
lagged covariance function of the ^, v^) process, e.g., 
£pp<'> ° £;+t> 
and 
£p,<« - c-'Cg;, 
The lagged third- and fourth-order cumulant functions of , v^) 
may be defined similarly, in accordance with the definitions in 
expressions (3.7). Also, note that E(^) = 0 . Finally, under the 
conditions of Theorem 4.1, the cross-covariance function between 
and (fij.» and the third- and fourth-order cross-cumulant functions 
between and (^, are all identically zero, e.g., 
r^p(s) = 0 , s, t) = 0 and 9 » s, t) =0 for all 
integers q , s and t . With these remarks in mind, one may now 
present some asymptotic properties of the estimator . 
Theorem 4.2. Let the conditions of Theorem 4.1 hold. Assume that 
r (0) is nonsingular. Assume that {r ,_\(0)} is a sequence of 
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p X p random matrices which satisfy condition (4.16) and which are 
independent of Z . Assume also that 
îsc(I)(°) - (4-22) 
with probability one. Define by expressions (4.17)-(4.19). Then 
lim e. . = 6 (4.23) 
T+o» ^ 
with probability one. Also, as T + » , 
(4.24) 
where 
«2 - G, + l(Ir. -»') » %lSt«r' • %1 . 
+ "„„(0. 0. t)j+ 0, c)l' + k,vp,(0, 0, t, O) 
and Ap is defined by expression (4.21). 
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Proof. The strong consistency of follows immediately from Result 
4.1, condition (4.22), and an extension of the proof of Theorem 4.1.4 of 
Fuller (1987, pp. 303-305) to the case of singular r^^(O) . Also, a 
repetition of the arguments associated with expressions (4.1.50)-(4.1.58) 
in the proof of Theorem 4.1.5 of Fuller (1987, pp. 306-307) indicates 
that 
where 
M 
XV 
H pv 
-  -S ' ) '  .  p ee r 
and 
Thus , 
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- & - 'Ip » + V - îp»»)! 
+ l'''^"'=tEpv(T)<°> - £„«»" + °p(l) • <«-25> 
Now by Theorem 3.1 and the conditions of Theorem 4.1, 
T^/2vec[M^v + V " "> %(*' (4.2*) 
as T + m . Also, 
^ 2'«:'îp,(T)(°) - V'°" 
[(I_.. -g') . «/]vec;r^2(i)(0) - £„(0)1 • (4-27) 
By condition (4.16), expression (4.27) converges in law to a normal 
(O, {[Ip, -6'] H A|^}n{[I^, -B']' a Ap}) random vector as T + » . The 
conclusion (4.24) then follows from expressions (4.25), (4.26) and the 
independence of £ee(x)^^^ from Z . • 
Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.1.1, and Theorem 4.2 indicate that a 
number of estimators developed originally for the uncorrelated errors-
in-variables models (2.1)-(2.2) or (2.3)-(2.4) retain some desirable 
properties when the random components follow a correlated linear process 
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model. Note, however, that for each estimator in question, the covari-
ance matrix of the resulting asymptotic distribution is dependent on the 
serial covariance structure of the errors. 
In addition to the standard estimation procedures developed pre­
viously for the uncorrelated errors-in-variables model, one may consider 
two other approaches to estimation for correlated forms of models (2.1)-
(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4); weighted estimation and full-information maximum 
likelihood estimation. Section 4.2 below discusses some asymptotic 
properties of a weighted estimator of 0 , while Chapters 5 and 6 
address the likelihood approach. 
4.2. Weighted Estimators 
As noted in Section 2.1, a number of authors have proposed weighted 
method-of-moments estimators of the regression coefficient 6 for 
heteroscedastic forms of the errors-in-variables models (2.1)-(2.2) and 
(2.3)-(2.4). One may consider similar weighted estimators for measure­
ment error models with serially correlated errors. 
In particular, let , T=l, 2, ...} be a sequence of 
Tr X Tr weight matrices with [(i, s), (j, t)]-th element equal to 
\j(T)(s, C) , 1, j = 1* 2, r ' Assume that the array 
{•ir^j(^)(s, t)} satisfies the following conditions. 
(i) For all 1 < i, j < r and all positive integers s, t , 
MijOs, t) H lim nij(T)(s, t) (4.28.a) 
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exists and is finite. 
(ii) There exist some g > 0 and M > 0 such that for all 
1 < i, j < r and all positive integers T , 
T 
Z ~ C)I < MT~^ (4.28.b) 
and 
T 
E s) ~ s) I < MT~^ (4.28.c) 
for all 1 < t < T . 
(iii) For any integer d , 
ÏÏ. (d) = lim TT. (s, s+d) (4.28.d) 
J s->.00 J 
exists and is finite, and (d)} is absolutely summable 
over d . 
(iv) There exists an absolutely summable sequence of positive real 
numbers {M ., d z such that for all 1 < i, j < r and all 
TTd 
positive integers s , 
TT^j(s, s+d) - TT^j(d) I < . (4.28.e) 
Given a set of matrices , a weighted version of the regression 
coefficient estimator (4.7) may be written, 
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vec(|^) = {(I, « %)'Z(T)(^r ® 
- E[(I^ B u)'iT^^j(I^ a u)]}"^ {(I, H X)'Tr^^jVec(Y) 
- E[(I^ a u)'ïï^^jvec(e)]} . (4.29) 
Theorem 4.3 gives conditions under which the weighted estimator jg^ is 
strongly consistent and asymptotically normal. 
Theorem 4.3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 hold and let the 
elements of the } sequence be uniformly bounded. Assume that the 
weight matrices ^ . satisfy conditions (4.28). Let S _  (0) be an 
XTIX 
rk X rk -dimensional matrix with [(i,j), (&,m)]-th element equal to 
and assume that M (0) is positive definite. Define g by 
XTOC 
expression (4.29). 
a. Then lim 6=3 with probability one. 
T+oo 
b. Also, as T , 
T^^2vec(6^ - 6) —> N^^[0, {M _ (0)r^G_{M _ (0)} ^  
XTOC TT XTOC 
where is an rk x rk -dimensional matrix with [(i, j), ( m)]-th 
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element equal to 
00 00 00 r r 
Z Z E Z Z *l2(G)nh2(d-t) 
d=—00 ga—m t=—* g=l h=l 
+ ••uvjh<'="'uvmg'=-'^' + "vuvgjh*"' 
+ "jVvgmh"'' d-s. t-s) * \,uvjgmh"' 
Proof. Note first that conditions (4.28.b) and (4.28.c) are identical 
to conditions (3.85), and recall that conditions (3.85) imply conditions 
(3.86). Also, note that condition (4.28.d) is equivalent to conditions 
(3.100.a) and (3.100.c), and that condition (4.27.e) is identical to 
condition (3.100.b). Next, note that 
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a X)'Z(T)(^r * # " ® »")]>- M _ (0) 
(4.30) 
= T~^{(I^ H ' 3(T) (^r * *) " E[(Ip H x)'TT^^j(IJ. a x)]} (4.31.a) 
+ t"4[(I^ a x)' (I^ H x)] - M (0) (4.31.b) 
XTOC 
+ T ^[(Ij. B x)'2(2) (If a u) + (I^ a u) ' (1^. a x)] (4.31.c) 
+ T H ' 3(T) * U) " E[(I^ a u)'TT(^j(I^ a u)]} 
(4.31.d) 
Lemma 3.14 and Lemma 3.17.C imply that expressions (4.31.a), (4.31.c), 
and (4.31.d) each converge to zero with probability one as T + » ; and 
that expression (4.31.b) converges to zero as T + » . Then as T + «» 
a X)'Tr(2j(I^ a X) - E[(I^ a u) ' (I^ a u)]} (4.32) 
converges to M (0) with probability one. Now M (0) is assumed 
XTIX XTOC 
to be positive definite, so the probability that expression (4.32) is 
positive definite increases to one as T . Hence, one need only 
consider the case in which expression (4.32) is positive definite. A 
first-order expansion of a matrix inverse then implies that the inverse 
of expression (4.32) equals 
[M (0)]"^ + o (1) . 
xlix P 
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Note that 
vec(B^ - 0) = {(Ij. H s X) - E[(I^ B u)'iT^^j(I^ B XI)]}~^ 
X {(I^ B X)'ïï^^jVec(Y) - E[(I^ B u)'iT^^jVec(e) } - vec( B) 
= {(Ij. B B X) - E[(I^ B U) ' (I^ B u)]}"^ 
X {(I^ B X)'ii^^jvec(v) - E[(I^ B u) ' ïï^^^vec(v)] } (4.33) 
= {[M (0) ] " 1  +  0(1)} 
P 
X T ^ {(Ij. B X)'TT^^^vec(V) - E[(I^ B U) ' vec(v)] } . (4.34) 
Now Lemma 3.14 and Lemma 3.17. C  Imply that 
T ^{(Ij. A X)'TT^^jvec(v) - E[(I^ B U) ' vec( V) 1 } (4.35) 
converges to zero with probability one as T  •>• » . This result, and the 
almost sure convergence of expression (4.32) to the positive definite 
matrix M (0) imply that expression (4.33) converges to zero with 
XTIX 
probability one as T •>•«>, so conclusion (a) is established. Moreover, 
Lemma 3.16 and Lemma 3.17.b imply that 
T ^ {(Ip B X)'Tf^^jvec(v) - E[(I^ B u)'ir^^jvec(v)] } = 0^(1) . (4.36) 
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Expressions (4.34) and (4.36) imply that 
T vec(6 - 3) 
'"IT " 
[M _ (0)] {(1^  a X)'Tr^^jvec(V) - E[(L^  H U) ' vec(v)] } 
xux 
+ Op(l) . (4.37) 
Result (b) then follows immediately from expression (4.37) and Corollary 
3.2.1. • 
Theorem 4.3 gives some indication of the asymptotic behavior of a 
weighted estimator of £ for model (4.1). Additional research is 
required before one may make practical recommendations regarding such 
weighted estimation procedures. In particular, Theorem 4.3 may be 
extended to the case in which the expectation matrices in expression 
(4.29) are replaced by consistent estimators. Also, optimality 
properties of various weight matrices may be studied; extensions 
of some heteroscedastic-model arguments of Fuller (1987, p. 223) suggest 
the use of • 
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5. MODELS AND ESTIMATORS FOR THE STRUCTURAL CASE 
This chapter addresses estimation for the structural measurement 
error model, i.e., the model in which follows a second-order 
stationary process. Section 5.1 presents the matrices of first and 
second derivatives required for a direct Newton-Raphson approach to 
maximum likelihood estimation of Identified parameters. Although this 
approach has the advantage of generality, much applied time series work 
relies on the assumption that components of interest follow autoregres­
sive moving average models. Under such assumptions for and , 
one may characterize the resulting observations with either higher-
order autoregressive moving average models or with state-space models. 
Sections 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 address these two approaches as follows. 
First, Section 5.2 considers simple additive "signal plus noise" models 
in which an observation ^ is the sum of a "true value" x^ and a 
"measurement error" . A univariate result in Box and Jenkins (1976) 
is extended to show that if x^ and are two mutually uncorrelated 
vector autoregressive moving average processes, then is also a 
vector autoregressive moving average process. However, the applica­
bility of this result is limited by the dependence of the autoregressive 
and moving average orders of ^ on both the orders and the coefficient 
matrices of the x^ and processes. Therefore, Section 5.3 uses 
state-space models to develop an alternative characterization of the 
same 3^ process and, more generally, of any linear transformation of a 
vector autoregressive moving average process. This characterization 
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suggests the use of standard time series software to estimate the 
parameters of such "unobserved component" time series models, but this 
approach requires a considerable amount of auxiliary Information. 
Consequently, Section 5.4 outlines a more direct approach to maximum 
likelihood estimation of Identified parameters of the structural models 
(2.1)-(2.2) and (2.3)-(2.4). These two models are re-expressed In 
state-space form, and Iterative expressions for low-dlmenslonal 
derivative computations are given. These results lead to a possible 
Newton-Raphson procedure for maximum likelihood estimation In the normal 
structural case. Practical application of the results of this chapter 
are dependent on a number of Issues, Including Identlflability of the 
process parameters, topology of the normal structural likelihood 
surface, and convergence properties of modified Newton-Raphson 
procedures. These Issues are dependent on the details of the specific 
autoregresslve and moving average models used for the and ^ 
processes, so a thorough consideration of these Issues will be deferred 
to future work with specific models and specific data sets. 
5.1. Maximum Likelihood Estimation for General Second-Order 
Stationary Covarlance Structure 
In measurement error models for independent and identically 
distributed observations, the method of maximum likelihood and modifica­
tions thereof are frequently proposed for the estimation of g and some 
nuisance parameters, e.g., Var(x^) . Similarly, time series analysis 
often uses approximate maximum likelihood estimators. Therefore, it is 
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worthwhile to consider maximum likelhood estimation in the present case 
as well. 
Recall from Chapter 4 the measurement error model, 
The definitions and notation of Chapter 4 are retained. If 
[vec(x)', vec(e)']' follows a multivariate normal distribution with 
mean 0 and covariance matrix block diag(r , T ) , then it follows 
that vec(Z) is normally distributed with mean zero and covariance 
matrix , where 
Let a be a 1 X L vector with elements equal to a minimal set of 
"K X 
parameters for the covariance matrix r , let a be a 1 x L 
^x '-e e 
vector with elements equal to a minimal set of parameters for the 
covariance matrix r , let L = rk + L + L , and let 
'«EE X G 
ot = {[vec(e)]', a , a } = (a,, a., ..., OL ) , say. The likelihood 
^ i Z L 
function of a is then 
vec(Z) = [(3, I^)' H I^]vec(x) + vec( s) . (5.1) 
-«X '-ee 
£zz - KB. \-> ' iiJ + £„ (5.2) 
Inspection of (5.3) suggests one difficulty in developing maximum 
likelihood estimators for model (5.1). A common first step in maximum 
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likelihood estimation is to reduce the original observation vector to a 
sufficient statistic of much lower dimensionality. In this case, 
however, inspection of (5.2) indicates that does not have block-
diagonal form. Consequently, the usual sufficiency and data-reduction 
arguments based on the factorization theorem [Lehmann (1983), p. 39] 
cannot be applied in this case. Due to the structure of (5.2), each 
-1 
element of is a function of 3 , so that reduction is not possible 
even for the case in which only £ is unknown. 
Despite this problem, one may study the likelihood function in some 
detail. Let 
g(a; Z) = -2to[L(a; Z)] - (Tp)An(2n) = &n| + vec(Z)'rg2vec(Z) . 
Throughout this chapter assume that the elements of 1^^ are twice 
continuously differentiable functions of ^ and that the elements of 
r are twice continuously differentiable functions of a . (These 
-ee ~e 
conditions will be satisfied if, for example, and follow 
autoregressive moving average processes; ^ represents the distinct 
elements of the residual variance matrix and of the autoregressive and 
moving average coefficient matrices of the process; and 
represents the distinct elements of the residual variance matrix and of 
the autoregressive and moving average coefficient matrices of the e^. 
process.) Then inspection of expression (5.2) indicates that the 
elements of are twice continuously differentiable with respect to 
a . Hence, one may use g(a; Z) to obtain a matrix of second 
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derivatives associated with (5.3) and to develop possible numerical 
methods for the estimation of unknown components of a • This work 
requires several results on matrix differentiation; some elementary 
general results are reviewed in ^pendix Â, while more specific results 
are developed below. To simplify the development below, assume that the 
elements of g , a and a are functionally unrelated. 
Consider first the differentation of with respect to ot^ , 
A=l, 2, ..., L . Let = -1- (g) . Then by Result 9.4, 
= {[(ffi'*), Ok*)' = V « 4] 
+ [(&' :%)' " OLxk) " tr] 
+ [(&, a I^] [r^^] }[(B, I^) H i^] + -g|- . 
(5.4) 
Note that •—— (S) = A.. , where A,, is an r x k matrix with a one 
ij ^ 
in the (i,j)-th entry and zeros elsewhere. The assumption that 0 , 
^ and are functionally unrelated implies that 
+ 1(8, 0) . 1^1 , 
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xi xi 
and 
® (r„)=Tr^(r ). 3a , '-ZZ 8a . <-££ 
el d 
Similarly, one may obtain the following second derivatives; 
30ij3B^^ ^~ZZ^ °° ® °k)4c^ ® 
+ [(%&.' 0)' « °k>4c) « ' (5-
@2 a2 
^'zz> = aa^aa^ (Z*e) ' 
3a,3a ^~ZZ^ ^3a , 3a ® 4^ 
xi xj xi xj 
and 
3a 33,. ^~ZZ^ °° ® ^T^^3a 
x£ ij x£ 
+1(|. \ y  " VCTr:'J;«xi)i(4j. «) = 4' 
x& 
All other second order partial derivatives equal zero. 
_i 
The first and second partial derivatives of vec(Z)'r„ vec(Z) 
follow from repeated application of Results 9.3, 9.5 and 9.6: 
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35^ [vac(Z)'r^^vec(Z)l - - vec(Z)• ]vec(Z) 
• - 0)' . \> • 
+1(|, i^)' . yr,,[(3tj. 0) . ijl)^J)vsc(z) 
= - 2vec(Z)'^J[(4j, 0)' . iTlr^lCS. I^) . IjlI^j'vec(Z) , 
3S7 tv=c(Z)'£^^vec(Z>l 
xl 
= - vsc(z)'[r^i((s. i^)' . (r,x)|((». Ifc) " Wa . 
XI 
3^ [vec(Z)'g^vec(Z)] = - vec(Z)']|^^f^ (r^^) Ir^^vecCZ) . 
ei el 
38 86 [vec(Z)'r^^vecCZ)] ="3^7 {" vec(Z)'JX^^vecCZ) } 
ij *m ij xm 
vec(z)'{(-j^ [Igg] 
ij xm 
^ZZ^'WR ^-zz^ ) "*• ~ZZ^90. 8g ^~ZZ^ 
xm Ij Ij xm 
vec(Z)' {- £22 [93 (Izz^ ^ -ZZ^TF^ ^ -ZZ^^~ZZ 
ij m 
-ZZUBJJ^ ^~ZZ^ l^ZZ^Bg^j (Izz^ ]-ZZ 
^zzl-ag 8g 
ij xm 
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= vec(z)'r22{[gR ^£zz^ ^^7}^ 
ij «n 
•*• 1^30^ (^zz^] ~ [ag^jag^ ' 
8«jL , tvec(Z)'ljJvec(Z)] 
eL ej 
= vec(Z) ' £22 {[-9^ ( r^g) ]£2z [30 (iee^ ^ 
ei ej 
•*" t'âïrr ^-ZzCicTT 8o , 3a . 
E] El El ej 
= vec(z)'r2j{2[^ (r^^)]r-i[^ (r^^)] 
Ei GJ 
'' (r,c) bSz^ctz) 3a .3a . '-GG ^-ZZ 
ei ej 
- vec(Z)'r22{2[ g g  ^£zz^ ^~ZZ 1-38 ^ï-ZZ^l 
ij m 
' (Izz)]}vec(z) , 
3a faa , [vec(Z)'lJ^vec(Z)] 
xi xj 
= vec(Z)r22{2[g^ ^IzZ^ ^-ZZ^Sa , ^~ZZ^ ^ ~ 3a 3a ^£zz^ ' 
xi xj xi xj 
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lâ^ [vec(Z)'rjlvec(Z)] 
= vec( Z) ' £22 {[-g^ ( Izz^ ]lzz ^£zz^] 
Ue. " (Izz^ ^^zl-TcTT ^~zz^^ ~ aa 3g.. ^~zz^ 
ij xA x£ Ij 
= v e c i z ) '  T ^ ^ { 2 [ j —  (£zz^ ]~ZZ["9377 ^-ZZ^ ^ " 8a Sg (IgZ^llzz^G^^^) ' 
x£ ij x& ij 
3. 'ae.. r^^veccz)] 
zl ij 
=  v e c ( Z ) ' ( l e g )  l l g z l - T g ] ^  ^ ^ Z Z ^  ^  
"*• '•ï^ ^^ZZ^ ]-ZZ ^ ^ £zz"*'®'^^^^ 
= 2vec(z) ' £22 {[3^ (£gg) ]£zz ["â^ (£zz^ ]£zz^®^^' 
e£ ij 
and 
8—^ lvM(Z)'ljJvec(2)l 
vec(Z)'r22{[gq, ^£zz^ ^ ^ZzUo . 
x& ei 
•'• hâ~ (IsE^ IIZZ^WI (-zz) ] " 3a 9a. ^ £eE^ 
El X& xH Ei 
x& el 
"*• flcTT ^^zbcTT (Izz)]}lzz^^^(^) 
el x& 
= 2 vec(Z) (Izz^ ^ ^ZzUo ^«ee^^~ZZ * 
x£ el 
Repeated application of Result 9.8 allows one to compute first and 
second partial derivatives of tojr^^l , namely 
= crac^j, 0)' , yr^^Ks, I^). y g 
+ '(&' V ' VX»x'<itr w " V&zi 
•2 "«lij. ")' • iTir,x[(a. " y%z' • 
da . t*!"llzzll ° [30 , ^ "ZZ^^^Z^ 
xl xl 
=  t r { ( ( B ,  I ^ ) '  .  I j l [ ^  ( 4 x > l t < S '  •  V & z l  >  
xi 
"acTT [^"^Izzl] ^Izz^^^zz^ 
ex ex 
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[98. ^ïzz^^^zzf-ae ' 
ij xm 
Sa ,3a [**llzz|] "" ^^{[90 3a ^~ZZ^^~ZZ^ 
xi xj xi xj 
(Izz^ ^-zz[3a ^^Z^ ^-ZZ ^ ' 
xi xj 
92 
9a.9a . '•~"f^ZZ d. ej t*"llzz|] ^^{[3a ,3a ^~ee^^~ZZ^ ei ej 
^^{[90 , ' 
ei g 
ïë^JgT^ [**llzz|] " t(Izz)kzzl 
^^^[96,, (^z^^^zzl-9a ]^Z ^ ' 
ij xH 
86, 9a ^^"l-zzl^ ° ~ ^ ^{^96 ^«ZZ^^-ZZ^TT ^ -ee^^~ZZ^ ' 
ij e& ij e& 
and 
9o , 9a t*"llzz|] ~ ^ ^{[9a ^~ZZ^ ^ -ZzUa ^~ec^^~ZZ^ ' 
xi ej xi ej 
The derivative results developed above applied to the structural 
measurement error model with no intercept and with the mean of each x^ 
equal to 0^ . Now consider the more general model 
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Zt - (So' Oikk) + =t(a' :k) (5.6) 
= [(% + ikS)' V + ^ 
= jiz + ('t " %[)(]&' V  ^ ' t=l' 2. .., T , 
where y„ = [(3„ + U 3), W ] , S„ is an unconstrained 1 x r vector, 
•^Z «"^CC MJ 
u is an unconstrained 1 x k vector, 3 is an unconstrained k x r 
•>« 
matrix, and (x^ - i^) and satisfy the descriptions of and 
" - - ' ig (5.1). Note that the transformation from 
is nonsingular and has Jacobian equal to 1. The functional invariance 
of maximum likelihood estimation implies that the maximum likelihood 
estimators [jj^, a^] and [j^, g^, ] are equivalent in the sense 
that y_ , 3, EL and u satisfy relation (5.7), where a, is the 
maximum likelihood estimator of the vector of unknown parameters in 
a= [vec(3), cx , o ] . Therefore, the derivative and information 
matrices for the estimation of the unknown parameters of model (5.6) may 
be obtained by augmenting the corresponding matrices for the zero-mean 
model (5.1). 
(5.7) 
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The likelihood function for model (5.6) is 
jfe); z] 
-1 -1 
(2%)"2 exp{-2"Mvec(Z) - (u^ a 1^)] ' 
IzZ^vecCZ) - (ju^ a 1^)] } 
and interest focuses on the first and second partial derivatives of 
&n|rgg| + [vec(Z) - a 1^)]'^^^[vecCZ) - a 1^)] . (5. 
By Result 9.9, 
{[vec(Z) - (1^ a l^)]'I^^[vec(Z) - (y^ a 1^)] } 
= - 2(Ip B l^J'IzztvecCZ) - (y- a 1^)] 
and 
TiAr {[vec(Z) - (y^ a l^)]'^J[vec(Z) - (p- a l^)]} 
- » v&z"; • V • 
Also, 
ëfir - <!i ' 'l'I' 
i -Z 
•  ^  -  <•& ' 4 » )  
- - 2«p » V [-3^ - (JSJ . Ij» 
2(Ip a ^lï'îgztgo^ G * 
Therefore, 
agjLg ([vec(Z) - a l^)]'r^J[vec(Z) - (p- a 1,)]} 
2(Ip B 1^) ' Igz (%Z G 
and 
3a ^3y ([vec(Z) - (j^ » 1^)] ' rjJ[vec(Z) - (j^ a 1^)]} 
xi 
2(1 a [g^ (%Z ^ * 
xi 
Last, the results given previously for the first and second 
derivatives of vec(Z)'T^^vecCZ) with respect to a remain the same 
for 
[vec(Z) - (Vg H iT^l'IgztvecCZ) - (%^ a 1^)] , 
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except that vec(Z) Is replaced by vec(Z) - (i^ a 1^) in the 
derivative expressions. 
Therefore, the vector of first partial derivatives of 
- 2&n{L [(a, y_); Z]} with respect to (a, u„) may be written 
-2 3to{L [(a, j^); Z]} 
. 
where : 
-23to{L^[(a, Wg); Z]} 
® " 3[vec B] 
has, in double-subscripted vector notation, (i,j)-th element equal to 
3^ +"3^ {[vec(Z) - » y] 'r"^[vec(Z) - (%& a 1^)1} 
- [vec(Z) - (%; s V^%zt-3B^ - (%& a 1^)] ; 
-23An{L^[(a, j^); Z] } 
^ ^ 
has i-th element equal to 
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âf-  ^ - % ' Vl'SjlvecCZ) - » 1^)1) 
xi xi 
xi 
•f [vec(Z) - (J^ . V'SZItST - 'ié ' «l'I 
xi 
-23£n{L^[(oi, j^); Z] } 
has i-th element equal to 
(Anlrggj) +j^ UvecCZ) - (%& a 1^)] ' r^^tvecCZ) - (%& a 1^)1 
— "-d. 
. ^~ee^^~ZZ^ d 
+ [vec(Z) - (%& a V^'Éztir: (Sse^jSzzfvecCZ) - (g' a 1^)] 
d. 
and 
-23jta{L^[(o, jjg); Z]} 
= - 2(1 » Ifi'IaztvecCZ) - (j^ a 1,)] 
Similarly, the matrix of second partial derivatives, 
- a2&n{Ly[(a, Wg); Z]} 
3t(«. Hz)']3[a, UgJ ' 
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may be written 
Â B C D 
B' E F 6 
2-1 
C F' H K 
D' C K' L 
where 
(-2)32to{L^[(a, Wg); Z] } 
^ 3[vec(6)]3[vec(e)] ' 
has, in double-subscripted notation, [(i,j), (&,m)]-th element equal 
to 
ij xm ij jon 
+ [vec(Z) - (i^ a 33 ^Izz^ ^ 
i j  m  
(-2)32jln{L^[(a, j^); Z] } 
® ~ 3[^] 3[vec( S)] 
has [£, (i,j)]-th element equal to 
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(Izz^ ]-ZZ^ ~ (Izz^ ]^Z^ 
+ [vec(Z) - (Wg H 1%^] '£zz ]lzz 1-36^^ 
l^ao 33..  (Zgz^^Zzz^'^^T ® '  
x& ij 
(-2)32&n{L [(a,  u^); Z] } 
r ]i  ^
^ 3to^]3[vec(6)]' 
has [&, (i,j)]-th element equal to 
^^^[36. (Izz^ ^-zzl-ao (IsG^^^zz} 
Ij Êx. 
f 2[vecCZ) -  CjjJ » <Iec>lSz 
(-2)32jln{L^[(a, y^); Z] } 
^ " 3up[vec(jB)] ' 
has (i,j)-th row equal to 
2[vec(Z) - (1^ H '~ZZ^33^j ^IzZ^ ® 
(-2) 32£n{L^[(a, 1^); Z] } 
32x35% 
has (i,j)-th element equal to 
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xl xj xi xj 
+ [vec(Z) -  (y^ H 1%)] ' Igz {[ga 9a ^^ZZ^^ 
xl xj 
(Izz^ ]^Z l-Ba ^Izz^ ^ (%Z ^  ' 
xl xj 
(-2)32to{L [(a, iJ^); Z]} 
V = = 
3a'3a 
~E "« 
has (i,j)-th element equal to 
^^^[30 ^^ZZ^^^ZzUa . (Izz^ ]^ZZ^ 
xi g 
- 2[vec(Z) -  (ja^ a ^T^^ '^ZZ^Sa ^Izz^ ^^ZZ l-3a ^^Z^ ^ 
xi ej 
Izz[vec(Z) - a 1^)] ; 
(-2) 32Jin{L [(a, jpu); Z] } 
' % 
has i-th row equal to 
'-ZZ^aa . ^^ZZ^ ' 
xi 
(-2)32£n{L^[(a, j^); Z] 
2[vec(Z) -  (y^ a 'Izzl-3a ^Izz^ ^-ZZ^^p ® '  
" 3a'3a 
'^ e 
has (i,j)-th element equal to 
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^~ZZ^ ~ ^ 3a ^-GG^^~ZZ^ 
cL ej ei ej 
+ [vec(Z) (w& B 1%)] 'Igglgg 3a (Ise^ 
ei ej 
- 2[3~ ^ i j^h lkr :  (:GG)]};^z[vec(z) - « 4)] > 
ei ej 
(-2)32£n{L^[(a, j^); Z] } 
has i-th row equal to 
[V==(Z) - (J^ . (W]&z"p • 4) • 
and 
(-2)32£n{L^[(a, y^); Z] } 
- 2(Ip B lg;)'Czz(^ p ® 
Given the derivative vector (a', b', c', d')' and the Fisher 
information matrix outlined above, one may develop a general 
Newton-Raphson procedure for the maximum likelihood estimation of 
identified elements of the parameter vector (a, . Beyond the usual 
identification and differentiability requirements, no specific paramet­
ric structure for T and T was assumed, so the resulting maximum 
-yxx '-ee 
likelihood procedure could, in principle, apply to a very broad class of 
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normal and e^. processes, including nonsCationary normal 
processes. However, such a maximum likelihood estimation procedure is 
of little value unless the likelihood function L( ot, ii„; Z) satisfies 
certain regularity conditions. Additional research will be required to 
develop the relation between the surface determined by L(a, Z) and 
t h e  f u n c t i o n a l  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  T  =  T  ( a ) ,  F  =  T  ( a ) ,  
"OCX MC ""GG "^GG ~G 
- 1(1,. -6') » -8')' « III . 
and V = (Y - l^Uy) + (X - 1^1^)6 on (a, . An understanding of 
the likelihood surface may then offer insight into the concavity of 
L(a, Z) with respect to (a, u^) ; the existence of global or local 
maxima of L(a, Z) with respect to (a, ; boundary-case maxima; 
convergence of Newton-Raphson or other recursive procedures; and 
asymptotic behavior of the resulting maximum likelihood estimators. 
The comments given above indicate some of the difficulties encount­
ered with maximum likelihood estimation for model (2.3)-(2.4) at a high 
level of parametric generality. In addition, time-domain analysis of 
correlated observations often restricts "signal" and "noise" processes 
to have parametric structures associated with autoregressive integrated 
moving average (ARIMA) models or with state-space models. The following 
three sections address estimation procedures for structural measurement 
error models with such restricted and G^. component process 
parametrizations. 
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5.2. Autoregressive Moving Average Models for 
"Signal Plus Noise" Processes 
Box and Jenkins (1976) maintained that many phenomena in engineer­
ing and the social sciences may be approximated well by the ARIMA models 
presented in Section 2.2. As discussed in Chapter 1, some such phenom­
ena may also be modeled as the sum of a "true value" term and an "error" 
term. In such cases, it may be very useful to characterize the 
relationship between these two modeling approaches. Given such a 
relationship, one could, in principle, use standard time series software 
to estimate the parameters of the observed "noisy" process and then 
combine these "first stage" estimates with knowledge of the "noise 
process" parameters to obtain estimates of the "true process" para­
meters. This is roughly the approach of Miazaki (1985, p. 42 ff.). 
This section assesses the applicability of this approach to 
structural measurement error models and other multivariate "signal plus 
noise" models. Subsection 5.2.1 reviews and provides some slight 
extensions of previous work in ARIMA modeling of univariate "signal plus 
noise" processes. Subsection 5.2.2 extends these results to multi­
variate processes and notes some parameterization issues which limit the 
practical applicability of the multivariate extensions. This limitation 
suggests that one consider an alternative modeling approach to multi­
variate "signal plus noise" models, as discussed in Section 5.3. 
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5.2.1. Univariate case 
For some univariate "signal plus noise" models, it may be reason­
able to model the "signal" series as an autoregressive moving average 
process and to model the "noise" series as an independent autoregressive 
moving average process. It is then of interest to determine the model 
of the resulting "signal plus noise" observations. 
Several authors, including Pagano (1974), Box and Jenkins (1976) 
and Miazaki (1985) have addressed this issue. In particular. Box and 
Jenkins (1976, Appendix A.4.4) present the following argument for a 
univariate time series model. 
Let Xj. follow an ARIMA(p^, d, q^) model, 
where gj. is a univariate (0, o^^) white noise process and i|)^(B) 
and 8^(B) are polynomials in B of order p^ and , 
respectively. Assume that the observed values are the sum of the 
"true" Xj. and a serially correlated "noise" term Uj. , 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
where u^ follows an ARMA(p^, q^) process. 
(5.11) 
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$y(B) and 8^(8) are polynomials in B of orders and , 
respectively, and the (0, white noise process Cj. is independent 
of . Then 
+ u^) 
= *^(B)*^(B)v\ + *^(B)*^(B)v\ 
= *^(B)8^(B)G^ + 3)8^(5) 7% (5.12) 
where the last equality follows from the commutativity of the univariate 
polynomials 4^(B) , 9^ = (1 - B)^ , and (|)^(B) , and from the 
difference equations (5.9) and (5.11). Note that {|i^(B) = ())^(B) <j)^(B) 
is a polynomial in B of order P„ H p + p , 6 (B)9 (B) is a 
X u X u X 
polynomial in B of order p^ + , and <(i^(B) 9^(B) 7*^ is a polynomial 
in B of order p + q + d . Now consider the process 
'^x ^u 
^t " + ^ 2 ' 
and 
=t2 ' *x(B)e^(B)v\ . 
Exclude the trivial cases in which a = 0 or o =0. Since the 
gg cc 
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autocovariance function Y^(h) of a^^ equals zero at lags greater 
than and the autocovariance function Y^(h) of a^^ equals 
zero at lags greater than d + + q^ , the autocovariance function 
y (h) of a^ equals zero at lags greater than 
= maxCPy + 9%, d + P^ + q^) • 
Then by Theorem 11.10' of Hannan (1970, p. 66), it follows that 
follows a moving average process of order less than or equal to , 
"x 
say, where {f^} is some sequence of mutually uncorrelated (0, 
random variables, 0 e E for all j , 0^ = 1 , and the roots of 
% 1 the polynomial 0 (X) = Z.__ 0 .Ar all fall on or outside the unit 
A J—u Xj 
circle. Moreover, since 
f^(w) = fai(w) + fagCw) , 
for all w e [-n, ir] , where f^(w) , f^^(w) and f^gCw) are the 
spectral densities of the a^ , a^.and a^g processes, respectively, 
0j^(X) will have all roots outside the unit circle if either 
<j)u(X)0^(X) has no roots on the unit circle; or if d = 0 and 
(|)^(X)0u(X) has no roots on the unit circle. Similarly, (|i^( X) will 
have all its roots outside the unit circle provided that each of (|)^( X) 
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and (|i^( X) have all their roots outside the unit circle. Box and 
Jenkins thus conclude that the "noisy" observations Xj. follow an 
ARIMA(P^, d, Q^) model, 
Note that the orders and are not necessarily minimal. 
For example, suppose that (j) (B) <|» (B) , (j) (B)0 (B) , and (j) (B) 9 (B) 
U  X  1 1  X  X  u  
have a common invertible polynomial factor a(B) of order A > 1 , i.e. 
4^(B)4^(B) = a(B)4^(B) , 
(|)u(B)0x(B) = a(B)^^(B) , and 
(|)^(B)0^(B) = aCBiVgCB) . 
Then one may rewrite expression (5.12) as 
a(B)ij»j(B)V^X^ = a(B),j,2(B)g|. + a(B),j,^(B)7'^c^ , 
which is equivalent to 
i|)^ (B)7'^ Xj. = 'l'2(B)gt + >I'3(B)V'^ CJ. , 
an ARIMA(P^ - A, d, - A) model. 
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Finally, the arguments given above extend to the sum of three or 
more ARIMA processes. Let , 1=1, 2, s , follow mutually 
uncorrelated univariate ARIMA(p^, d^, q^,) processes, 
(d ) 
"ti - • 
where {[g^^, t e %], i=l, 2, s} is a set of s mutually 
uncorrelated sequences of mutually uncorrelated (0, random 
variables. Define 
• i=i • 
" • 1% «i> • 
and c^ = d- d^. Let be the comonic least common multiple of 
the polynomials 4^(8) , 1=1, 2, ..., s , let be the degree of 
, and define the polynomial of degree r^ by the 
relations 
*^(B) = 4^(B)4^(B) , 
i=l, 2, ..., s . Then 
H s (c^) 
(|)„(B)rx. = S i|). (B)V 0. (B)g 
X t ti 
(5.13) 
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Define 
where 
(Ci) 
- i|»^( B) 9^(B) V ^ti ' ..., s . 
(Ci) 
Now 0^(B)7 is a polynomial in B of order r^ + , so 
the autocovariance function (h) of a^ equals zero at lags greater 
than r^ + q^ + c^ , and the autocovariance function Y^(h) of a^ 
equals zero at lags greater than 
Q = max {r + q. + c } . 
^ l<i<s ^ 1 
Then again by Theorem 11.10' of Hannan (1970, p. 66), a^ follows a 
moving average process of order less than or equal to , 
• A ' 
say, where {f^} is some sequence of mutually uncorrelated (0, 
random variables, 0 . e K. for all j , 9 = 1 , and the roots of 
Xj AU 
the polynomial 8^(X) all fall on or outside the unit circle. 
Moreover, all the roots of 8^(X) will fall outside the unit circle 
provided that at least one of the processes a^j has strictly positive 
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spectral density f (w) for ail w e [-ir, tr] . Since min {c } = 0 , 
l<i<s 
this final condition will hold if for all i=l, 2, s , (|^^( X) and 
9^i(X) have all their roots outside the unit circle; in fact, it is 
sufficient simply to require that (j) . (X) and 9 . (X) have all their 
0 * 0 
roots outside unit circle for some i^ such that c = 0 . 
0 
Thus, Xj. follows an ARIMA(P^, d, Q^) process, 
= 8^(B)f^ 
say. If the polynomials 4^(B) and 0^(B) , i=l, 2 s , have no 
roots on the unit circle, then the order d is minimal. Moreover, the 
orders and are minimal if a greatest common divisor of 
and {«1)^(3) *0^(3), i=l, 2, ..., s} is constant. Since the have 
greatest common divisor equal to unity, this final condition will be 
satisfied if for all i , 4^(3) and GL(3) have greatest common 
divisor equal to unity, i.e. if the orders (p^, q^) are minimal for 
all i=l, 2, ..., s . 
To establish bounds for and that are global, i.e. not a 
function of the coefficient values of <t>^( X) and 0^(X) , define the 
ordered p^ values p^^ < p^g) < ••• < P^^^ and define d^^^ 
q^^j , i=l, 2, ..., s similarly. Note that 
and 
P(s) ' 'x ' ifi "l • 
Pjj achieves its upper bound if the iJi^(X) have greatest common divisor 
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equal to unity; and achieves its lower bound if for some j=l, 
2, s , (|)j(X) is a least common multiple of 1=1, 2, 
s} . Also, r^ = , so for all i , 
P(s) - "(1) ' P(s) - jfj Pj ' P(j) • 
Similarly, 
" "=1 • 4(,) - ""i ' •*(=) - 4(1) 
for all i . Thus, 
P(S) - "(1) ^  4(9) ' P(S) - "(1) + "(S) ^  '"l - •'l' 
= max {r. + q + c.} 
l<i<s ^ 
a 
< max {( Z p.) + q. - d } + d.. 
l<i<s j=l j ^ 
[jfz P(j)] 9(s) 4(1) + d(g) 
The inner set of bounds for are in general more restrictive than 
the outer bounds, but the outer bounds are somewhat simpler to evaluate. 
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In closing, note that the orders and are in general 
functions of the coefficients of the component polynomials and 
0^(B) , as well as the component orders (p^, d^, q^) , i=l, 2 
s . This interdependence of order and polynomial coefficients becomes 
even more pronounced in the multivariate case. 
5.2.2. Multivariate case 
The preceding subsection established that the sum of two or more 
mutually uncorrelated univariate ARIMA processes is itself a univariate 
ARIMA process, and established minimal orders d, Q^) of the 
resulting process. 
To extend these results to multivariate time series, consider first 
the case in which follows a k-dimensional pure moving average 
process 
"t = 
Assume that follows an autoregressive moving average process 
where 
P. 
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and 
q 
1=0 
and that {c^} and {g^} are mutually uncorrelated sequences of 
mutually uncorrelated k-dimensional ( 0 ,  Z ) and ( 0 ,  S ) random 
~cc ~gg 
vectors, respectively. Then 
4 » 
= 4CB)gt + • (5.14) 
A repetition of the arguments following (5.13) indicates that the right-
hand side of (5.14) has autocovariance function equal to zero at lags 
greater than = max(q^, p^ + d + q^) , so by Theorem 11.10' of Hannan 
(1970, p. 66) one may represent as a moving average process of 
order , 
"x 
where {f^} is a sequence of uncorrelated (0, ^ ^) 1 x k random 
vectors, || > 0 , 0^^ = , and all the roots of the polynomial 
I i I 
IEi_o ®xi^ I fall on or outside the unit circle. Thus, follows an 
ARIMA^(p^, d, Q^) process. Inspection of (5.14) indicates that 
and Xj. have the same autoregressive parameters. Now consider the 
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right-hand side of (5.14), 
= 8^(B)f^ . (5.15) 
If 0 < £ < , the second part of (5.15) implies that 
"x 
CovC.;, a'^^) . , 
while the first part of (5.15) implies that 
+ Cov[;^(B)/^(B)c'. 
\ 
• 'jf, '"x' " «il • 
where 
" 'h^o Jo j^O 
X  l [ 0  < £ < p  + d + q ]  
X  
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and 
^hijA = {(r, s, w): 0 < r < p^, 0 < s < d, 0 < w < q^, 
r + s+ w= h+ i + j + A} . 
Note that M, is not a function of GL or 6 Since Î. -X -yx 
Cov(a^, = 0 for |&| > , it follows from the skew-symmetry of 
the multivariate autocovariance function that the parameters of the 
{X^} , {x^} and {u^} processes satisfy the relations 
= &xj ' •••' Px ; 
^x 
jf, \ ' "x • 
(5.16) 
The derivation above establishes the existence of a solution 
{0 , j = l, 2, ... Q ; to relations (5.16). This does not, 
however, establish the uniqueness of the solution. 
If (8 ., j=l, 2 are solutions to (5.16), the 
relations 
= ivj , j = l, 2 P^ ; 
-^ Xj 
^X 
^ ~ \ j=q 
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\ S 
- -^ ,1, • J"'  V; 
''x *^ X 
k, • - J.\ &jWj - "o jf, &j&f% »•'" 
allow one to express the parameters of the } process as functions 
of the parameters of the {X^} and {u^} processes. Moreover, given 
estimates of the parameters of the {X^} and {u^} processes, an 
Iterative application of (5.17) allows one to obtain associated esti­
mates of the parameters of the {x^} process. This is a multivariate 
generalization of the estimation procedure in Miazaki (1985). Modifica­
tions of the iterative application of (5.17) may be required to ensure 
convergence of the associated sequence of estimates. Also, as noted for 
(5.16), a solution of (5.17) is not necessarily unique, nor do the roots 
of the characteristic polynomial of such a solution necessarily fall 
within the unit circle. 
Kashyap and Rao (1976, pp. 29-31) provide a simplified version of 
the above results for the case d=0, q =0, p =q +1. 
u X X 
Arguments similar to those given in Section 5.2.1 allow one to 
extend the results above to the sum of one ARIMA^ process and several 
IMA^ processes. Let 
\ = j. 'ti • 
where follows an ARIMA^(p^, d^, q^) process 
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(d ) 
^l(B)V ; = 0i(B)g^j ; 
follows an IMA^(dj, q^) process. 
(d ) 
V . j=2, 3, ..., s ; 
and the {g^j} are mutually uncorrelated sequences of mutually 
uncorrelated (0, ) 1 x k random vectors, j=l, 2, s . Let 
max i 
Ki <s 
d = {d^} and let c^ = d - d^ , 1=1, 2, ..., s . Now consider 
where 
a' -
'^ l -
and 
(c ) 
^ti = 8ti ' 
(Ci) 
1=2, 3, ..., s . Because ^j^(B)i^(B)V is a polynomial in B of 
degree p^ + c^ + q^ , the autocovariance function of equals zero 
at lags greater than 
Q = max{q + c , p + max [c + q.]} 
^ 111 2<i<s ^ 
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Then by Theorem 11.10' of Hannan (1970, p. 66), one may represent 
as a k-dlmenslonal moving average process of order , 
Qx 
1=1 
where Is a sequence of uncorrelated (0, 1 x k random 
vectors, ^ ® , and all the roots of the polynomial 
I i I 
Z. _ 0„.X fall on or outside the unit circle. Thus, follows an I i=o ~Xi I t 
ARIMA^Cp^, d, Q^) model with the same autoregressive parameters as 
and with moving average parameters that satisfy the equations 
similar to (5.16). 
I I  I  ^ 1  i I  
Note that if Z, > 0 and all the roots of E. _ 9,. X fall i~li ' 1=0 '^li I 
outside the unit circle, then the spectral density of is 
nonsingular for all w e [-ir, ir] . Similarly, if all the roots of 
|<|)^(X)| fall outside the unit circle; and if for some 
i^ e {2, 3, ..., s} , |e. I > 0 , c = 0 , and all the roots of 
0 0 
fall outside the unit circle; then the spectral density of a is 
c^O 
nonsingular for all w e [-I T , n] . In either case, the spectral density 
of a is nonsingular for all w e [-ir, tr] , and thus all the roots of 
, Qx il 
Z. _ 8-.X fall outside the unit circle. I 1=0 '"'Xi ' 
Now consider the more general case in which {u^} may follow an 
autoregressive moving average process, 
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. 8^ (8)0; , 
where 
""c 1 
t.") - jf„ iu/ • 
In addition to the definitions and assumptions made previously in this 
subsection, assume that the roots of the polynomials || and 
16 (X)| all fall outside the unit circle, so that (|) (B) and (|) (B) I I 'MI 
are invertible. Also, assume that d = 0 ; the results below extend 
readily to the case of nonzero d in a manner analogous to the results 
above for vector moving average , but this requires additional 
notational complexity without offering much additional insight into the 
problem. 
In the univariate case, derivation of the autoregressive order of 
relied heavily on the commutativity of the polynomials <|)^(B) , 
7*^ = (1 - B)^ , and i|)^(B) . Such commutativity does not hold for the 
general multivariate case, because 
" jfo 
and similarly 
i+i 
i=0 j=0 •" 
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If 6 . and 6 . commute for all i and j (e.g., if the 6 . and 
^i Mil 
are all diagonal), then ^(B) , ^(B) and all commute and 
the Box-Jenkins result holds for multivariate time series provided that 
the white noise series and have the same dimensionality as the 
observations . In general, however, and need not 
commute, so that <{> (B)^ (B) need not equal (|) (B)^ (B) and the Box-
Ml 'nl 
Jenkins proof does not extend directly to multivariate time series. 
Instead, one may note that the commutativity of univariate (|)^( X) 
and (|)^( X) was not of Interest in itself, but only because it allowed 
one to find a polynomial X) of minimal order such that i|)^( X) and 
(j)^(X) were each right factors of ((i^( X) . Now consider the multivari­
ate case. Recall from Section 2.2 that a k x k matrix polynomial 
" j 
is called a comonic polynomial if (() = L . Thus, # (X) and * (X) 
'HJ tC ''HI 
are comonic polynomials because and . Theorems 9.8 
and 9.10 of Gohberg et al. (1982) establish the existence of a comonic 
polynomial ^(X) of finite minimal degree , say, which is a least 
common right multiple of the comonic polynomials (^ X) and (|)^ ( X) . 
Given such a ^^(X) , there exist comonic polynomials 
R R 
$xj^^ ° ^j=0 such that 
1/X) = j|^(X)^(X) = j;^(X)^(X) , (5.18) 
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where R = P„ - P and R = P„ - P 
X X X u X u 
The product 
1=0 J=0 
X 
E 
h=0 
min(p , h) 
I' 
max(0, h - R^) 
-Vx 
(5.19) 
and similarly for (B)* (B) . Thus, ij) (B) and ifi (B) satisfy 
'Hi 'MJ 
(5.18) if and only if 
min(p^, h) min(p^, h) 
I =  Z  » .20 )  
j = max(0, h - R^) j = max(0, h - R^) 
for all h=0, 1 , in which case is equal to the h-th 
entry of (5.20), h=0, 1, ..., P^ . Section 5.3 below establishes that 
the minimal degree P^ of ^( X) satisfies 
P„ < k'max{p ,p,q +l,q + 1} . In general, however, Py is a 
X X u x u & 
function of the coefficients of ^( A) and ^( X) as indicated by 
Theorems 9.8 and 9.10 of Gohberg et al. (1982) or by the following 
argument. 
lac 4%. = ixl ^R ^ a 
X 
[(P^ + l)k] X [(R^ + l)k] matrix with h-th k x (R^ + l)k block equal 
to : 
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^,h-l' •••' ^0' \x(R^-h)k^ ' ° ^ ^  < min(p^, R^) ; (5.21) 
^®kx(h-p^-l)k' 4c,p^-l' ^0' \x(R^-h)k^ ' ^ ^  ' 
^,h-l' • ••' ^ ,h-R ^ ' *x < h < Px ; 
X 
[0, 
'kx[R-h+l]k' ^ p ' ^,p -1' •••' ^,h-R ^ ' ®ax(p^, R^) < h < R 
X X 
Define i|»* and *' similarly. Then one may rewrite (5.20) as 
Ml Mi 
<f)' lb' = è' J)' • 
;sx^ AiMi (5.22) 
Let , A' denote the lower-left P k x k block of 6' , let „<|>' 
1^ X 24c 
denote the lower right P„k x R k block of (Ji' and define , 4)* and 
X X 'YX iMl 
2^ similarly. Ut 2^ = ^^1 ' ^2 ' * ' * ' W *"4 define 
similarly. Then under the constraint that ^(B) , ^(B) , j^(B) and 
^(B) are comonic polynomials, equation (5.22) is equivalent to 
[zjK' 241] 
2^' 
•2^ 
= - 1^] ' (5.23) 
i.e. 
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\ 0 • • • 0 0 0
 1 
«1 
Ik # * » 0 
^1 Ik 
# * # 0 
«2 
^2 &1 • iÙ2 • • 
• 
• • • \ • . . .  
• 
X 
^.Px-1 ' ' ' ^1 ^Pu ^.Pu-1 * • • ^1 -^1 
0 
' ' ' j&z 0 
-^Pu " ' ' 4Û2 -^2 
0 0 
' ' ' 4^Px 
0 0 
• • • ^p„ "^R u 
*— 
^^1 Axl' '^x2' Àip ^p' ^kx(R^+R^-p)k^ 
where p = max{p , p } , <|) . = 0 for j > p and 4 . = 0 for 
X u -%] •' '^x 3uj 
j > Py . By standard linear model theory, equation (5.23) has a 
solution [2^^» only if 
(5.24) 
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where C[W] denotes the column space of the matrix W . Note that 
V " - Px - -2%'' " 
(2P„ - p - p )k X k , and [,<|) , -,<|> ] is P^k x k . The existence of 
X X u 1^ lAi X 
a finite minimal degree of a least common right multiple of 
^(X) and X) implies that the containment relation (5.24) is 
satisfied for sufficiently large P^ ; indeed, the development above 
establishes that one may equivalently define P^ to be the smallest 
integer such that (5.24) is satisfied. 
Now consider the moving average part of the process. Given a 
comonic least common multiple i{i (B) of (|) (B) and (j) (B) and 
'"HI 
associated comonic polynomials i(i^(B) and j^(B) , note that 
a; = 
The right-hand side of this expression has autocovariance function equal 
to zero at lags greater than Q„ = max{R + q , R + q } , so by Theorem 
" X X X u ^u 
11.10' of Hannan (1970, p. 66) one may write 
't = 
Qv i 
where 0^(B) = , (^0 " ^ sequence of 
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uncorrelated (0, random vectors, |^f| ^ 0 » and the polynomial 
j9^(X)[ has all its roots on or outside the unit circle. Arguments 
similar to those used for the case of vector moving average 
establish that the covariance structure of is characterized by the 
matrices 
CovCaJ., (5.25) 
= Mj^  + H^ , 0 < % < Q , 
where 
^ij £, ~ 0 < m < r^, 0 < n < q^, m+n=i + j + Jl}, 
r q 
^i j jl ~ 0 < m < r^, 0 < n < q^, m+n=i + j+£}. 
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If one writes in greater detail, (5.25) becomes 
" ~j = Ll + M'a, + ^ = 1' 2, ..., Q^-1 , 
2ff = - + *0 + *0 ' 
The derivation above establishes that a solution 
, j=l, 2, ..., Q^} , of (5.25) exists. Equations (5.26) 
indicate that the system is not linear in these parameters, but the same 
equations suggest a possible iterative procedure to obtain such a 
solution. Of course, this solution need not be unique, and modifica­
tions in the iterative procedure may be required to ensure convergence 
of the associated sequence of estimates. 
Finally, consider the spectral density of , which has the form 
^X ^X 
f (w) = [ Z 9 exp(iwh)]E [ E 0' exp(-iwh)] , 
^ h=0 " h=0 ^ 
by Theorem 4.4.1 of Fuller (1976, p. 165). Let 
•il = 
and 
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't2 • • 
which have spectral densities 
f  (w) = [ 2 é exp( iwj ) ] [ S 0,exp(iwh)]E 
1 j=0 h=0 
q R 
X X 
X [ Z exp(-lwh)] [ S jK exp(-lwj)] 
h=0 j=0 ^  
and 
\ % 
fgfw) = [ Z exp(iwj )] [ 2 8^^exp(iwh)]^^ 
j =0 h=0 
X [ E e* . exp(-iwh)][ Z f .exp(-iwj)] , 
h=0 j=o 
respectively. The inequalities | f^(w)| > 0 and jfgCw)| > 0 for all 
w e [-IT, IT] imply that jf^^w) | > 0 for all w e [-ir, ir] under either 
of the following sets of conditions: 
I I  I  \  i l  (a) Z > 0 , and all the roots of Z. = 0 and l^gl » I  j=0*xj '  
q , 
1^-0 ^h^ I  0 fall outside the unit circle; or 
R 
(b) IZ I  > 0 and a l l  the roots of  Z.^^ ^  I  =0 and 
'~cc' ' ]=0 Ai] I 
1^-0 0 fall outside the unit circle. 
In either case it then follows that all roots of the polynomial 
1^=0 ~Xh^^l f^ll outside the unit circle. 
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Example 5»1. To illustrate some of the ideas presented above, consider 
the special case p = p =q =q =1 for general k . 
X u X u 
First let R = R = 1 . Then P„ = 2 and the nontrivial parts of 
X u X 
(5.20) become 
i&i + jKi = jCi + ill 
and 
This system is equivalent to 
j&i - + All -
and 
- ftl> • ».27) 
which has a solution ( if and only if 
• ".28) 
Under condition (5.28), 
ill = (É^l - ^ l^^^l^^l - ^ l) 
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and 
kl  = 
provide a solution to (5.27), where denotes the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of the matrix Â . In this case, = x^. + follows an 
autoregressive moving average process of order (2, 2), 
with parameters that satisfy the equations 
1x1 - + j&l 
= (^1 - ^ P^^i^^i • + All 
1x2 lul^ l 
- vfei' ' 
hdk - *2 + *2 
Îggâilftl + îccSilUll 
^f-XI " ~ ®Xl^f-X2 * ^ ^'l 
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= - SxiSEfjKz + (2,1 + + (3,1 + ' 
3ff ®Xl^f ®X1 ~ ®X2^f~X2 "*• "0 ®0 
®Xl^f®Xl " ®x2^f®X2 * Sgg * ^ ^1 ^1^ 
+ jLiSciZggjrijLi + Sec + (!Li + + jKi) 
+ il) , 0 , E 0' ,i|)', . 
1'HI 1C Ml 1 Al 1 
If condition (5.28) does not hold, consider the case = 2 . 
Then = 3 and the nontrivial parts of expression (5.20) become, 
«cl ^ fel - «.1 ^ ftl • 
&2 * iilJil • %2 * 
and 
%1%2 • «iftz ' 
or equivalently, 
j&l - j&i + j&l - j&l . 
j&Z " + ^ 1^1 - ^ l(%l + All - ^1) 
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and 
- &!'• fcl - iill'ÎKl' 421' • - - ftl' • (5-29) 
This linear system has a solution if and only if 
-  j&i ) ] ; :  -  j&i ) .  + ; i  -  j&i ]  '  (5 .30 )  
Note that - ^ i) = (^1 - implies that 
~ ' ®° condition (5.28) is a special 
case of condition (5.30). 
Under condition (5.30), 
fièui' ^2^' = - ^1 " 
provides a solution to (5.29). In this case, follows an 
ARMA(3, 3) model with parameters that satisfy the equations 
1x1 - j&i + : 
4x2 " i:2 +  ^ ik i  '  
Sf fS ; ]  -  *3  +  *3  
^g^l$x2 ^c^l^2 ' 
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5cf2x2 " * *2 * "2 
- + &g(%2 + %l%l' + 
+ 5CC(«2 + + 2al>JccSil«2 ' 
Sff^il ' &l&f%2 ^2&f~X3 * "1 * "1 
®X1^£~X2 ^2^f~X3 
+ 4:%! * %1> " (&1 + %.l)4g(%2 + %!&) 
+ <42 + %,Ai%gSkA2 * ^c<«i + a.i) 
+ < t l  +  2U1>Î=C<«2  +  +  ' f e  +  t l i a l> îcc^ i l«2  •  
and 
~ ®Xl^f-XI ~ ~X2^f " ®X2 ®X3^f~X3 ''o 
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®Xl^f ®X1 ~ ®X25ff ®X2 " ®X3^f ®X3 
+ Sgg + (4,1 + aKi)Zgg(3&i + e&i) 
+ (2x2 + %Ki8Ki):gg(4&2 + + axaSKiZggSlij&z 
+ See + (%ul + !ul)See(j&i + !&i) 
+ %2 + tl!ul)^c%2 + SiliuP + %x2^ l^X l t2  • 
• • 
This subsection and example indicate that one may extend the 
approach of Box and Jenkins (1976, Appendix A.4.4) to multivariate 
"signal plus noise" models. However, the autoregressive and moving 
average orders of the resulting observations are dependent on both the 
orders and coefficients of the underlying component processes. The 
following section establishes that the multivariate autocorrelated 
measurement error model (2.3)-(2.4) can also be characterized as an ARMA 
model; however, this result is obtained more easily through some state-
space arguments of Akaike (1974) rather than through the direct 
extension of the Box-Jenkins derivation suggested above. 
5.3. State-space Models for "Signal Plus Noise" Processes 
The preceding section noted some practical limitations on 
autoregressive integrated moving average models for multivariate "signal 
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plus noise" processes. The remainder of this chapter suggests that 
state-space models provide a flexible alternative approach to such time 
series. Subsection 5.3.1 presents some general definitions and notation 
associated with state-space models, and notes the relationship between 
state-space models and autoregressive moving average models. This 
subsection also notes that under the restrictive assumption of known 
transition equation parameters, one may use standard multiple ARMA time 
series software to estimate the parameters of a state-space measurement 
matrix. Subsection 5.3.2 outlines a procedure to use PROC STATESPACE of 
SAS to estimate the regression coefficients of a standard measurement 
error model under the restrictive assumption of known and t '«C 
process parameters. The restrictive nature of the estimation procedures 
outlined in Section 5.3.2 indicates that current standard multiple time 
series software has limited practical value in estimation of the 
structural model (2.3)-(2.4). Under considerably less restrictive 
conditions, Section 5.4 outlines a state-space approach to the maximum 
likelihood estimation of regression coefficients and autocovarlance 
parameters for the structural model. 
5.3.1. General state-space models 
Before reviewing the results of Akaike (1974), it is necessary to 
introduce some notation associated with state-space models and Kalman 
filters. For a more thorough review of state-space models, see Kalman 
(1960), Kalman and Bucy (1961), Harrison and Stevens (1971, 1976), 
Sallas and Harvllle (1981), Meinhold and Singpurwalla (1983), Harvey 
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(1984), Judge et al. (1985), Candy (1986), Wincek and Reinsel (1986), 
and additional references found in these works. 
Â simple state-space model arises from two equations, a 
"measurement equation" and a "transition equation". The "measurement 
equation" may be written 
^t ° ®t"t ' 2 , (5.31) 
where is a p x 1 vector of observations, is a fixed p x K 
matrix, and is a K x 1 state vector governed by the "transition 
equation" below. Hence, each element of is a linear combination of 
several "unobserved components" contained in the state vector . In 
the measurement error case, some of the unobserved components of 
are associated with a "true value" or "signal" of interest, while other 
components are associated with "measurement error" or "noise" terms. 
Some state-space models add a separate sequence of uncorrelated errors 
to the right-hand side of expression (5.31). It would be possible to 
parameterize measurement error models in this way. However, given 
serially correlated measurement errors, notational convenience suggests 
that one absorb the errors into the state vector . The "transition 
equation" may be written 
*t:+l " Vt ^t®t ' 2, ..., T , (5.32) 
where and are fixed K x K and K x m matrices, 
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respectively, and is an m-dimensional sequence of uncorrelated 
(0, Sggtt^ random vectors. It is assumed that an initial K-dimensional 
state vector is distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix 
and is uncorrelated with the sequence. 
'>^00 t 
Assume for the time being that the matrices » ^gtt ' ^t ' 
, t=l, 2, ..., T , are known. Let denote the minimum 
mean squared error linear predictor of based on observations 
Zj^, Zg, ..., Z^ , where the term "linear" here means "linear in the 
observations Z^ ." Also, let = Var(W^ - W^) . Then the minimum 
mean squared error linear predictor of based on observations 
{Z^, i=l, 2, ..., t} is 
"Uit • 
Let 
Vilt • - "UP 
Equations (5.33) and (5.34) are called the "prediction equations" of the 
Kalman filter. The Kalman "updating equations" allow one to "update" 
the prediction equations with an additional observation Z^^^ : 
(5.35) 
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and 
— 1 
P sp I  - p I  R* A R P I *  
^t+l ^t+l t *c+l t t+l2t+i"t+l c+l t ' 
where 
&+1 " ®t+l^t+l|t®t+l 
is the covariance matrix of the "innovation", , at time t + 1 , 
and 
*t+l ^t+1 " ^t+l|t 
^t+1 " *t+l*t+l|t 
Vl^t+l - Bt+l^t+llt 
= »t+l(^t+l - »t+l|t) • 
Akaike (1974) has noted that any stationary multivariate autore-
gressive moving average model may be written in state-space form. Let 
X* follow an ARMA^(p, q) model, 
^(B)x*' = 8(B)(5.36) 
where gj. is a k-dimensional (0, 5gg^ white noise sequence, ^(B) 
and 0(B) are k-dimensional polynomials of order p and q , 
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respectively, and the roots of the characteristic polynomials 
I P i, , 9 il 
I Z = 0 and | 2 0^ X | = 0 
j=0 i=0 
all fall outside the unit circle. By the Wold decomposition, may 
be written as infinite moving average, 
i=0 
where ili„ = L , t = 0 for i < 0 , and, for nonsingular Z , i|). 
is defined by the recursive relation. 
«k = 2i - j:, Ai%-j • (5.37) 
i=l, 2, ... . For singular , the ^ are not defined uniquely, 
but the matrices defined by (5.37) satisfy the Wold decomposition. Let 
*t+n|t fcpcesent the minimum mean squared error n-step ahead linear 
predictor of r* , and define g i similarly, where in both cases, 
n Li I *0 
"linear" refers to linearity in the observations x* . Note that 
g r = 0 for n > 0 and x* i = x* for n < 0 . Then (5.36) 
t+n t t+nIt t+n 
implies that 
jfo " Jo ' 
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which in turn implies that 
'^+n|t ~ ^*t+n-j |t 
for n > M H max(p, q+1) . Also, the Wold decomposition implies that, 
given an infinite "past history", 
I j=n •' 
*t+n|t+l ~ j=n_i^3^t+(n-l)+l-j 
= t-l^t+l + zfinlt 
Therefore, if one defines 
*t = ^^tlt' 't+llf •••' *Wl|t^ 
and = 0 for j > p , one may write 
(5.38) 
and 
"Li = AM; + çg; 
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as the measurement and transition equations, respectively, of a state-
space model, where B , À and C are, respectively, matrices of 
dimensions k x Mk , Mk x Mk , and Mk x k such that 
[I^ . 0 
kx(M-l)k 
] . 
0 
0 
A = 
0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
(5.39) 
% 
0 
'&-1 
0 
'&-2 '^ -3 
and 
C = •••' %_2' %-l]' 
This is a special case of the "linearization" of a comonic polynomial, 
as discussed in Gohberg et al. (1982, p. 187). Hence, Akaike (1974) 
concluded that any k-dimensional stationary autoregressive moving 
average may be written as a kM-dimensional state space model. 
Conversely, Akaike (1974) also demonstrated that an L-dimensional 
time-homogeneous state-space model with a p-dimensional observation 
vector may be written as an ARMAp(L, L-1) model. Write the 
measurement and transition equations as 
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= BW^  
and 
«t+1 = (5.40) 
respectively, where gj. is a k-dimensional (0, white noise 
sequence. In some cases, , the "innovation 
sequence." Let 
p( X) = I XL - A| = Z a X^ ^ , aQ = 1 , 
j=0 J 
be the characteristic polynomial of the matrix A . The Hamilton-Cayley 
equation [Halmos (1974), p. 115] implies that 
L 
p(A)= J) a.A  • ^ = 0  
j=0 J 
Iteration of (5.40) implies that 
"t+j • "Uj-i + 
"j 
A^w; + E A^'^çg; . 
i=i ^ 
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Let 
B(A^  + a + ... + a A + a r )C = B( a A^  )^C , 
^ J 1=0 
j = l, 2, « «., L , 
and note that 
= «"t-n • ««•'n + 
for j=l> 2, ..., L . Then 
jfo ^ jfl 
L 1 j i_i 
= auBW' + E a._.B(AJw; + E A^ Pg' ) 
L- t j = ^ ^ J 1=1 
j = l •' 1=1 j=l 
' + X ^ X j = l 1=1 
= ' ".41) 
1=1 
where the last equality follows from the Hamllton-Cayley equation. 
Thus, the observed process follows a p-dlmenslonal autoregresslve 
moving average model of order (L, L-1) . 
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Cain (1987) noted that the orders (L, L-1) are not necessarily 
m i n i m a l .  D e f i n e  t h e  m i n i m a l  p o l y n o m i a l  m ( X )  =  S ^ _ Q m ^ ^  o f  A  t o  b e  
a polynomial such that 
L' 
m(A) 5 S m = 0 , 
i=0 
m^ e IR for all i , mg = 1 , and no polynomial n( X) with real 
scalar coefficients and with degree less than L' satisfies the 
equation n(A) = 0 . By the Hamilton-Cayley equation, L' is bounded 
above by L , while trivially L' is bounded below by one. Hence, in 
the argument above, one may then replace the coefficients 
{a^, i=0, 1, ..., L} with {m^, i=0, 1, ..., L'} and reduce the ARMA 
order of the process accordingly, lb wever, the minimal degree 
L' is a function of the entries of A , and it appears that the ARMA 
orders (L, L-1) are the smallest "global" values attainable, i.e. 
there exist L-dimensional time-homogeneous state-space models for which 
the ARMA orders (L, L-1) are minimal. 
Although Akaike (1974) did not state so explicitly, it is clear 
from the two results above that any linear transformation of a multi­
variate autoregressive moving average process is itself a multivariate 
autoregressive moving average process. To see this, let follow an 
ARMA^(p^, q^) process and let for some p x k real 
matrix . In (5.40) let B = ®px(M-l)k^ ' and let all other 
symbols be as defined above (5.40). Then Z^ follows an 
ARMAp(L, L-1) process, where L = M*k and M = max(p^, q^ + 1) . 
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Although the closure of multivariate ARMA processes under linear 
transformations may be somewhat satisfying mathematically, it is of 
limited value for moderate to large values of p^ , and k , due to 
the resulting high order L . Nonetheless, this closure property does 
suggest one way in which one could use standard multivariate time series 
software to estimate the "measurement matrix" if the parameters of 
the ^ process were known, i.e., 
1. Given the parameters of the ARMA^(p^, q^) process x* , compute 
the coefficients a^^, a^, ..., a^ of the characteristic polynomial 
p(X) given below (5.40), and compute C . 
2. Fit the observations to an ARMA^CL, L-1) model, with the j-th 
autoregressive parameter constrained to equal a^_j . 
3. Given the resulting moving average parameter estimates 8^^ , j=l, 
2, ..., L , use a nonlinear least squares fitting routine to fit the 
free parameters, a , say, of B^(a) to the equations 
0. = B,(o)(A-^ + a, + ... + a, I-)C . 
i " i J L 
This procedure is somewhat similar to the nonlinear fitting procedure 
suggested by Miazaki (1985, p. 42 ff.) for a simpler univariate problem. 
Based on the results of this subsection, one may use either a 
state-space model or a high-order autoregressive moving average model to 
describe a linear transformation of a vector autoregressive moving 
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average process. In particular, this conclusion applies to "signal plus 
noise" observations for which the mutually uncorrelated "signal" and 
"noise" components each follow vector autoregressive moving average 
models. The following subsection develops further state-space represen­
tations of the structural measurement error model (2.3)-(2.4). 
5.3.2. Application to measurement error models 
For model (2.3)-(2.4), assume that follows an ARMA^(p^, q^) 
model independent of e^. , which follows an AEMA^(p q model. Then 
X* = (x^, e^) follows an AEMA^^^(p^, q^) model, where 
p = max(p , p ) and q = max(q , q ) . Hence, the observations Z 
X X C i. X £ L 
may be written 
Z' = (Tj. X^ )' = [(x^ jB+ e^ ), (Xj. + Uj.)]' 
- + St 
= [(B, y, . 
Then by the comments at the end of the preceding section, Z^ follows 
an ARMAp(K, K) process, where K = (p + k)max(p^, + 1) . Moreover, 
the algorithm presented at the end of Section 5.3.a could be used to 
estimate the parameters of S , given the parameters of the x^ and 
Ej. processes. 
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Similarly, the arguments of the preceding section indicate that the 
ARMAp(K, K) observations may also be represented in state-space 
form (5.31)-(5.32) with 
®Z " ^'p' °pxkp^ ' 
0 
0 
0 
"^Z,K 
P 
0 
'Z,K-2 
0 
0 
~^Z,K-3 
0 
0 
•Z.l 
and 
^Z ^*p '  %. l  ^Z,K-1' izK^ ' ' 
where t^2i • '«» K} and {8^^^, i=l, 2, K} are the 
p X p autoregressive and moving average parameter matrices, 
respectively, of the process, and i=l, 2, ..., K} are 
defined from and by (5.37). The form of B permits one to 
use PROC STATESPACE to estimate the parameters and , and 
hence well. This suggests an estimation procedure 
for 6 , i.e., : 
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1. Given the parameters of the ARMA^^^(p^, ) process x* , compute 
the associated matrices À* and G* and compute the coefficients 
a*, a*, a* of the characteristic polynomial p*(X) of A* , 
where K = (p + k) «maxCpj^, q^ + 1) . 
2. Use PROC STATESPACE to fit the observations to an AEMA(K, K) 
model by means of the and matrices presented above, with 
the j-th autoregressive parameter constrained to equal a* ^  . 
Note that the entire matrix A^ is constrained a priori; only the 
matrix C , or equivalently, the moving average parameters 0 , 
Z 
are fit in this step. 
3. Given the resulting moving average parameter estimates 8^^ , j=l, 
2 K , use a least squares fitting routine to fit the free 
parameters 0 to the equations 
'hi - (:(&. V' Ipl. + ••• + ' 
j=l, 2, K . (5.42) 
Because A* and C* are assumed to be known, the least squares fit of 
(5.42) simplifies considerably. Partition 9^^ = (®2ij> ' *here 
0_,. is p X (p + k) and 0„_. is k x (p + k) . Also, define 
"j • «Ir "y- »3r %>' 
- + ... + a , 
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where is k x (p + k) , is r x (p + k) , is 
k X (p + k) , is (K - p - k) x(p + k) and r = p - k . Then one 
may rewrite model (5.42) as 
hi - V'. %j. "3j'' 
so the part of model (5.42) that is relevant to estimation of £ may be 
rewritten, 
- «2j • J-1. 2. K . 
Thus, given "observed" 6^^^^ and known , the estimation of 
0 reduces to an exercise in multivariate regression with "dependent 
variable" 8^^^ ~ ^ 2j "independent variable" , j=l, 2, ..., 
K . 
Therefore, one may in principle use PROC STATESPACE and PROC GLM to 
estimate the parameter JB of model (2.3)-(2.4), provided that the 
and Ej. follow autoregressive moving average processes with known 
orders and parameters. In practice, this result will be useful only 
when p , k , p^ , , p ^  and q^ are such that the resulting 
state-space dimension K is small enough to be handled efficiently by 
PROC STATESPACE. This concern would be particularly acute if the number 
of observation times, T , were relatively small. An additional 
limitation of the approach outlined above is the requirement that the 
autoregressive and moving average parameters of the and 
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processes be known a priori; in some practical cases this requirement 
may be unrealistic. The following section outlines an alternative 
estimation procedure that requires only enough auxiliary information to 
identify the parameters of a "signal plus noise" model. 
5.4. Maximum Likelihood Estimation for the Structural Model 
Through a State-Space Representation 
If Xj. and follow autoregressive moving average models, one 
may write the structural errors-in-variables model (2.3)-(2.4) in a 
state-space form that is of lower dimension than the state-space forms 
of Section 5.3. Retain the notation and assumptions of Section 5.3. 
Define 
"t • '"tlf "E+ilt t+J-l(t 
) , 
4-1 = 'kit - ^ It-1 ' 
^ = (=t' Sc) ' 
®W \^''^p' °px(J-l)(p+k)] ' 
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0 
0 
0 
p+k 
0 
"^-1 
p+k 
— A* 
0 
0 
0 
- A *  
%-2 
0 
0 
p+k 
"Él 
and .... jglg, jgli]' , where J = max(p^, + 1) , 
{£*, j=l, 2, ..., J} and {6*, j=l, 2, ..., J-1} are the 
(p + k)x(p + k) autoregressive and moving average parameter matrices, 
respectively, of the z* process, (|)* = 0 for j ) p , 0* = 0 for 
t i "X] 
j > q^ , and {jjj*, j=0, 1, ..., J-1} are defined from ^ and % by 
(5.37). Then 
(5.43) 
and 
*1 (5.44) 
constitute the measurement and transition equations, respectively, of a 
state-space representation of a structural model (2.3)-(2.4). Hence, 
the estimation of g is a special case of the estimation of the unknown 
parameters of the measurement equation of a state-space model. Similar­
ly, the estimation of unknown parameters of a= [vec(B)', a^, a^] 
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constitutes a special case of the estimation of the unknown parameters 
of a Kalman filter. 
Note that the state vector has dimension 
(p + k)J = (p + k)max(p^, + 1) . By contrast, the state-space 
representation of a structural model (2.3)-(2.4) in Section 5.3 has a 
state vector of dimension p(p + k)max(p^, + 1) . Since p is 
always at least two, model (5.43)-(5.44) may be of considerably lower 
dimension than the corresponding state-space model of Section 5.3. 
Depending on the availability of computational power and the magnitude 
of p and J , this may imply that model (5.43)-(5.44) is preferable 
for the sake of computational efficiency. In addition, the use of PROC 
STATESPACE requires that the first p entries of the state vector H* 
constitute the observation at time t ; the use of a general measurement 
coefficient matrix as in (5.43) is not permitted. Therefore, PROC 
STATESPACE cannot be used directly to fit model (5.43)-(5.44). Instead, 
one may pursue an alternative maximum-likelihood fitting procedure. 
Given the state-space model (5.43)-(5.44), one may write down the 
associated Kalman filter prediction and updating equations. Because 
model (5.43)-(5.44) restricts the coefficient matrices of the measure­
ment and transition matrices to be constant over time, the prediction 
and updating equations for model (5.43)-(5.44) differ slightly from 
(5.33)-(5.35) above. The prediction equations are now 
^t+ilt = Vt (5.45) 
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and 
'c+i|c -
where = Var(g*') ; and the updating equations are 
Hi 
'Li - "Uilt + - VUi|t> »•"> 
and 
where 
^C+l " *c+l|c ~ ^ t+l|t®wût+l®H^t+l|t * (5.A8) 
it+1 - • (5-49) 
The innovations 
4; = - S»"; ^-1 
form a sequence of uncorrelated (0, random vectors. If 
vec(x, e) follows a multivariate normal distribution, then the are 
independent and have joint likelihood function L(a; d) such that 
T 
-ZSUn L(a; d) - Tpto(2ir) = E f^(a; d^) , (5.51) 
t=l 
where 
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(5.52) 
and, as in Section 5.1, a is a minimal set of parameters that 
determines 0 , (ji* , 6* , and Z . Following an idea from Wincek. 
~ ^ ~gë 
and Reinsel (1986, Section 5), one may use the iterative structure of 
equations (5.46)-(5.49) to obtain iterative expressions for the 
derivatives of (5.51) with respect to the unknown elements of a . 
By Result 9.4, 
Also, the relation 
*t|t-l \^*t-l|t-2 ^t-l|t-2®W^-l'^t-l^ 
implies that 
where 
«2ht - —5^+ + 't-i|t-2C-^)4-i''t-i 
t-1 t-2 
- 1  _ i  _ i  
" ^t-llt-2®W^-l^ 8c(j^ ^At-i^t-l *t-l|t-2*wAt-l( 9a^ 
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Similarly, 
3C,_ 3C„ 3Z _ 
•5^- (A^) - - 't|t-i»»4'8»(-^ 
35;; '%'V - 4\' 1:^) - ' 
and 
Second derivative results also follow an iterative pattern. Since 
0 and = 0 
for any h and i , 
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+ r ^ ^ "Is a* + c E f—^1' 
^ao^Ba^ "^"^g w W-^g ^3otj^3a^ •' 
ac,, 8E SC. 
3C,, 9E 3C1, 3C,, 3E 
+ t(-3ïr)ï + Sf(-3^)](ir)' + 
•8otj^-''^g -'•'"'301^'' ^3% 
3E 3C,, 32E „ 
%e \e 
^oe\)e 
T-3 3, 
Mge 
5 [ { ^ )  -  ( ^ ) , ! ? ( è ^ )  -  +  
VzG ve ve ve ve 
: ^ ) , 5 . - . , 5 i ^ ) , 5 - l | i :  
^oe^e 
(%^%)ze 
( — r  ( —  
I ae ^E/^&e ' ' ^i-ae T-
% vvae T- ae ae 
'"'l'a"a 1 - . V»i 
S<7C 
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»3hit -  ^
BP 
+ t-^i^)[(-5)A;^d;.l 
3% , 9A. , , , 9d. 
-  * & - ! ( % ) ' "  ;  
3otj^3(x^ ^®h ^^ 3otj^ •' h^ 
Finally, by Results 9.7 and 9.8, 
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and 
9d^ , 9A. , 3d. . 9^ . 
, 3^ , 3A 3& . 3& 92A 
- - (•5^)A;'c-5^) + 
Expressions (5.51) and (5.52) and the derivative results developed 
above may lead to an iterative procedure for the minimization of 
expression (5.51) with respect to the unknown but identified elements of 
o= {[vec(£)]', 0^, o^} . As in Section 5.1, however, this statement is 
contingent upon the likelihood function L(a; Z) satisfying certain 
regularity conditions; additional research will be required to develop the 
details of such conditions. With this contingency in mind, one may 
consider a specific Newton-Raphson procedure for maximum likelihood 
estimation of unknown but identified elements of a . 
Let o, = [vec(0)', a ,, a ,] be a 1 x L vector, where 
1^ rv occl '-el 
L  =  L „  +  L  +  L  ,  L -  =  r k ,  a ,  is  a  1  x  L  ve c t o r  o f  u n k n o w n  b u t  
3 X E ' 8 ' "K1 X 
identified elements of a , and a , is a 1 x L vector of unknown but 
^ '-el e 
identified elements of . Let f , f^ , and be 1 x L vectors 
such that 
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f = fi + fz ; 
f has i-th element equal to 
^11 3o^ 3. 
I 
E 
'i t=l 
T , 9A 
1=1, 2, ..., L ; and has i-th element equal to 
hi " [vec(Z)'r^^vec(Z)] 
4 'il 
- ('cAl'a;)] 
I 3d, , , 3A. , 
• - •'A (if'it" 
for 1=1, 2, ..., L . Similarly, define F , and F^ to be L x L 
matrices such that 
F = Fi + F2 ; 
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has (i, j)-th element equal to 
32 
lij Bc^acy 
3 2  ^ 1 1  
- [ E £NK |] 
3(Xi3a. 
I 32a 3A^ , 3A. 1 
t=l i j i j 
for 1 < 1 , j < L ; and has (i, j)-th element equal to 
fzij - l'ec(Z)'r^2V«c(Z)l 
' 1 
for 1 < i , j < L . Define f^(n) to be the matrix f^ evaluated at 
the point = Oj^(n) , and define fgCn) , £(n) , F^(n) , F^Cn) , and 
F(n) similarly. Then the formula 
Oj^(n+l) = o^(n) + [F(n)] ^f(n) (5.53) 
provides an iterative Newton-Raphson algorithm to compute maximum 
likelihood estimates of . Additional research is required to develop 
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modifications of expression (5.53) which will assure convergence of the 
In the procedure outlined above, the notational complexity of the 
required derivatives is approximately the same as in Section 5.1. 
However, the matrices here have dimension (p+k)J x (p+k)J or less and 
the only inversion required is for matrices of dimension p x p . The 
resulting reduction in numerical complexity offers the potential for 
considerably more efficient computational results. 
Strictly speaking, for q^ > 1 , the procedure outlined above 
requires an "infinite past" in order to lead to an exact maximum likeli­
hood procedure. In practice, the procedure is initialized with selected 
quantities and . In keeping with the initial values of Wincek 
and Reinsel (1986), one may use = 0 and = 0 . 
The work above addressed the structural model (2.3)-(2.4) with no 
error in the equation. For model (2.1)-(2.2) with an error in the 
respectively, then one may again represent the process in state-space 
form, but with x* = (x , e ) replaced by x = (x , a , q ) so that 
C L U C L C 
sequence {a^(n)} to an a* which minimizes expression (5.51). 
equation, if x^ , and follow three mutually uncorrelated 
q^) , ARMA (p , q ) and ARMA (p , q ) processes, 
X X  p a a  r q q  
't - V' "r' • 
The resulting state-space model replaces (5.43)-(5.44) with 
(5.54) 
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fv /Vf /s« rsj /V 
"t+i = Vt + Vt (5.55) 
where and are defined analogously to W* and g* 
®W ^p' °rxk^' ' °px2(K-l)p] ' 
0 
0 
2p 
0 2p 
0 
0 
'k -&-1 -&-2 ~k-3 
0 
0 
-41 
(5.56) 
%]' 
{^j. j=l, 2, ..., K} and , j=l, 2, ..., K-1} are the 2p x 2p 
autoregressive and moving average parameter matrices, respectively, of the 
X. process, *. = 0 for j > p. , 0, = 0 for j > p, ; 
t i 
{, j=0, 1 K} are defined from and EL by (5.37); and 
K = max(p2, qg + 1) , Pg = max{p^, -p^, p^} , and = max{q^, } . 
The innovation sequence, likelihood function and derivatives then 
follow in a manner analogous to the results for the model with no error in 
the equation. 
Thus, for some identified structural models with or without an error 
in the equation, state-space representations and innovation sequence 
arguments may lead to Newton-Raphson procedures for maximum likelihood 
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estimation of regression coefficients and autocovariance parameters. 
Compared to the methods of Section 5.3, the procedures presented in this 
section require considerably less prior knowledge of autocovariance 
parameters, and permit the use of lower-dimensional models for the "signal 
plus noise" observations. 
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6. MODELS AND ESTIMATORS FOR THE FUNCTIONAL CASE 
The preceding chapter addressed parameter estimation for the 
structural measurement error model, i.e., for the case in which the 
"true x" values are a realization of a k-dimensional stochastic 
process. In some cases, it may be more reasonable to consider the 
to be a fixed sequence of 1 x k vectors; the resulting 
"functional" measurement error model requires estimation procedures that 
are somewhat different from those for the structural model. 
Section 6.1 presents the matrices of first and second derivatives 
required for direct Newton-Raphson computation of maximum likelihood 
estimators of unknown but identified parameters. The relationship 
between the resulting estimators and the weighted estimators of Section 
4.2 is discussed. As in Chapter 5, considerations of parsimony as well 
as common time series practice suggest that one examine the case in 
which follows an autoregressive moving average model. This permits 
one to use a modified state-space approach to obtain a relatively simple 
maximum likelihood estimation procedure. Section 6.2 outlines the 
computations required for this method. 
6.1. Maximum Likelihood Estimation for General Second-Order 
Stationary Covariance Structure 
As in Chapter 5, consider first the measurement-error model 
(6.1) 
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but assume now that x is a T x k matrix of fixed real numbers; that 
vec(e) has a Tp-dimenslonal normal (0, distribution; that 
is a minimal set of parameters for the nonsingular covariance matrix 
r ; and that 8 , a and x are functionally unrelated. Then 
vec(Z) has a Tp-dimensional normal distribution with mean 
[(£, I^)' H I^]vec(x) and positive definite covariance matrix , so 
that the likelihood function of (6, a , x) , L( 3, a , x; Z) , 
satisfies the equation 
Therefore, maximum likelihood estimation requires one to minimize 
-2 &n L(B, o^, x; Z) - Tp £n(2tT) 
= £nlr^g(a^)l + {vec(Z) - [(0, I^)' a I^]vec(x) }'[ a^)] ^ 
X {vec(Z) - [(B, Ij^)' a I^JvecCx)} 
Si(2e) + 82(2' ( 6 . 2 )  
with respect to the unknown elements of 3 , a and x , where 
(6.3) 
and 
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SgCG, *; Z) (6.4) 
= {vec(Z) - [(B, Ij^)' H I^]vec(x)}'[ r^^<a^)] ^ 
X {vec(Z) - [(0, I^)' a I^]vec(x)} . 
Consider first the estimation of x . To simplify notation, 
r (a ) will be written as F , and the dependence of T on the 
-^ee -e -^ee "'ee 
elements of a will be implicitly understood. For given 6 , a , 
and Z , formula (6.4) implies that minimization of (6.2) with respect 
to X is achieved by a least-squares fit of T vec(Z) to 
"EE 
~EE^^ [(6, I^)' B I^]vec(x) , which has solution 
vec(%) = {[(&, \ )  = VSe^^^' ® V  ® 4]I%ivec(Z) 
(6.5) 
where, as throughout this chapter, it is assumed that 
1(2' Ifc) • VCeKfr " 4' 
is nonsingular. Then for given g , and Z , 
63(6, o^; Z) = min g2(6, a^, x; Z) 
X 
= {vec(Z) - [(jS, I^)' a I^]vec(x)}'r^^{vec(Z) - ((jS, Ij^)' a I^]vec(x 
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- vec(Z)'(lp^ - [(J, I^)' .  IjH[(S. I^) . \)' » Iiir' 
X [(a, i^). -1(2' V  " V  
" (i(e. \) - VCK]!. » vr'tcs. \) ' 
. vec(Z)'[(\, -&')' a I].]([(\, -S') a lr'lee''^r' "2')' » 
( 6 . 6 )  
X [(I,, -B') B YW(^ R' « 4] 
X {[(I^, -6') a Ixl£ee[(Ir' -2')' ® -6')' a I^]vec(Z) 
= vec(Z)'[(I^, -B')' a 1^1 {[(I^, -6') a Ijlreetdr' '2')' ® 
X [(Ij., -3') H I^]vec(Z) , (6.7) 
where the equality preceding formula (6.6) follows from Result 9.12. 
Recall that formula (6.5) is equivalent to a least squares solution 
of the fit of vec(Z) to [(g, I^) ' a I^]vec(x) and that 
formula (6.7) gives an associated residual sum of squares. Consider the 
special case in which the are independent and identically 
distributed p-dimensional normal (0, Z^^) random vectors, and assume 
that E is nonsingular. Then T =E a I_ , r = Z ^  a L , 
-ee '"EG ~ee T —ee ~ee T 
and r^=Z^aL. Hence, one may rewrite expression (6.5) to read 
'"EG '"EE X 
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vec(i) . (1(2, VSi'ê' \>'l • 
=  ( ( [ ( & .  \ > î ; è < ê .  i k ' S i ' •  •  
so that 
i - z Cés.- V'"i- V'l"' > 
and thus 
» t  •  V " : '  v C < i 5 '  •  
This is the standard result for prediction of true x^. values in the 
functional measurement error model with independent and identically 
distributed errors [c.f. expression (4.1.5) of Fuller (1987, p. 
294)]. Similarly, F = Z a I_ implies that one may rewrite 
"^GG '-EG T 
expression (6.7) as 
vec(Z)'[(I^, -g')' H I^]{[(I^. -B') H IfltZgc a -&')' a I^]}' 
X [(I^, -£') a I^]vec(Z) 
= vec(Z)'({(I^, -8')'[(I^, 
X (I^, -£')} a I^)vec(Z) 
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= î -S')'!";. • 
t=l 
This Is the standard formula for the residual sum of squares In the 
prediction of true z In the functional model with Independent and 
Identically distributed errors [c.f. expression (4.1.6) of Fuller 
(1987, p. 294)]. 
Throughout this chapter assume that the elements of are twice 
continuously differentlable functions of . (This condition will be 
satisfied if, for example, follows an autoregressive moving average 
process and represents the distinct elements of the residual 
variance matrix and the autoregressive and moving average coefficient 
matrices of the process.) Then Inspection of expressions (6.2)-
(6.4) indicates that these expressions are twice continuously 
dif ferentlable with respect to [vec(j3)', a^] . Hence, one may use 
matrix differentiation arguments to develop numerical methods for the 
estimation of unknown but Identified elements of [vec(j0)', a^] . 
Now consider the estimation of 3 . Since g,(a ) of expression 
i 
(6.3) is not a function of £ , maximum likelihood estimation of ^ for 
a given requires one to minimize §3(3, Z) with respect to 
8 . One may take a number of approaches to this problem. First, let 
V = (Vi, Vg, ..., v^)' 
=  Z ( I ^ ,  - B ' ) '  
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= Y - xe 
= (xg + e) - (x + u) 0 
= e - ug , 
where each , t=l, 2, T , is a 1 x r vector. Note that 
vec(v) = [(I^, -j3') a  I^]vec(Z) 
and that 5 Var[vec(v)] equals 
[(If. -»')  ' 4' 
\ 
Formula (6.6) then becomes 
vec ( v) ' vec ( v) , 
or, if the dependency on £ and is made notationally explicit, 
vec[w(0) ] ' [ r  (0, o )] ^vec[v(0)] . (6.8) fV V ^ /Vg fV 
One may then evaluate matrix derivatives and develop a direct 
Newton-Raphson approach to the estimation of 8 and by minimizing 
(6.8). Let be the &-th element of . Recall from Appendix A 
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and Chapter 5 that 
^ u n l r ^ J i  =  ;  
el el 
WTSR: L'-LÎJI - "TT-ÂS-FLÏ" 'WLÎE'EL 
ei ej ei ej 
- <£=.>LCSL • 
ei ej 
and 
'  [ C i ^ .  - g ' )  .  i j l  •  ( 0 ^ ^ ,  - S j )  -  I r  -
"ij 
where, as in Chapter 5, is a k x r matrix with a one in the 
(i,j)-th position and zeros elsewhere. By Result 9.4, 
36y " 38y -&') B 
- K®. -&j) » -2')' » It' 
* 1(1;' -2')  -âij)' " III 
- -'5ij • " Ii)l - 'iu - <S' " « III • 
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+ [(»• Sin,' » ii'lsc'CO' &j)' » 
'Stj " ^t'Îuu^SM ® ^ 'Sim " ^T^îuu'llj * S' ' (&'*) 
85- 'îvv' - l"r' -2') » IiH^ (Is:)]'";. -|'>' » V • 
ei ei 
T»-^ lî»,! - [(!,' -!•> • Y[w&- -2')' » 41 ; 
ei Gj ei G] 
and 
3a 33.. ~Sj^ ® ^T^^3a ® 
el ij G2 
+ I«r> -2') " -Aij'' • 4' 
Result 9.3 implies that 
-g|—vec(v) = {[(Ij., -6') H lj,lvec(Z)} 
[(0, ) H I^]vec(Z) 
- a I^]vec(X)} , 
a Tr X 1 vector with the j-th T x 1 block equal to X . and with 
•J 
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zeros elsewhere. Then by Result 9.7, 
— [vec(v) ' r  ^vec(v)] 
MTV 
[-g^ vec(v) ]'r^jvec(v) + vec(v)' vec(v) ] 
- (jCvv) 
= - 2vec( v ) ' H  Xj,]vec(X) 
- 2vec(v)'r^[(I^, -B') a -g. )' H I^irjvecCv) ; 
^ [vec(v) ' r  ^vec(v)] 
— {2vec(v)'r;;i[-^ vec(v)] - vec(v) ' [-^ (r».)]rClvec(v)} 98.. ^ •• «wv "-96. •''>vv ij xm jun 
2{[j^ vec(v) ]rj-^ vec(v) ] 
vec(v)'rvv[Tg:T (Ivv^K^C-aT' 
ij to 
2[-5g- vec(.) (W 
- (Iv.ilCt-âsT 'îvv'lî^v 
ij m 
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— [vec(v) ' r "J'vec(v)] = - vec( v) ' TJ" [-^  ]L!^ec(v) 
e& '-e£ 
= -"C(v)'r^{[(l^, -!•) . <£„>!'«r- -2')'  
a, % t'ec(,)'r;^,ec(,)l 
G& em 
~ {-vec(v) ' r i ( r ) ]r"^vec(v) } 9a . I 'Wv'-Sa •"«^v 
el an 
(rvv)]r;'v«c(«) 
ei. an 
-vec(V) ' T^l [g^ (lyy) ; 
ei an 
and 
3a fag,. [vec(v)'rjvec(v)] 
el ij 
{2vec(v)'rJ;[-^ vec(v)] - vec( v) ' r"i [-^ (L.) iLw^ecCv) } 
30^2 ^ "VV'-3B J^ •• "wv '^v -"«vv 
- 2vec(v)'rj-^ (Ivv^Kv^W;.' vec(v)] 
el ij 
- vec(.)' (- 21;;[-5^ (Lv'Kv 
<ivv> ici 
el ij 
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= - 2VEC(V)'JRJ;[-3^ (WKTC-âWr VEC(V)] 
tZ ij 
+ 2vec(v)'r;J[.5^ 'I,v> 
-  » " ( » ) ' ° 3 8  (r, , )  •  
eJt ij 
Itodel (6.1) did not include an explicit intercept term. To handle 
this case, one may extend model (6.1) to read 
vec(Z) = (^, Oj^^)' H Içj + [(6, Ij^) H I^]vec(x) + vec(e) (6.10) 
where S_ is an unconstrained 1 x r vector. Then the results derived 
•Mj 
above for minimization of (6.4) with respect to x and for matrix 
derivatives continue to hold with Z replaced by Z - , where 
Wg = 1^(SQ> 0^^) . By Results 9.1 and 9.9, 
aT [vec(v)'r^vec(v)] = - 2(1^ s Ij)'r^vec(v) 
<>0 
where now 
. . T - - X8 
= [z - «old,. 
and 
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g 
-gp- [vec(v)] = a . 
Similarly, 
[vec(v) ' r ;^ec(v)] = - 2(1^ = ® 4^ ' 
'^J *>0 
30^' [vec(v)'r;^ec(v)] = {- 2(1^ a 1^) ' TjvecC v) } 
= - 2(1^ « V {- r^[-3^ (r^^)]r^vec(v) + vecCv)]} 
= 2(1^ a + [%j ® 
act [vec(ir)-i;Jvec(v)] = -^- {- 2(1^ a 1^) ' T^vecC v) } 
eH ^ ex 
- 2(Ir » VCr-àf; • 
e l  
Let a = {[vec(3)]', et , g.} , let L( o, x; Z) be the likelihood 
fV rv /vg rJ 
function for model (6.10), and let 
L (o; Z) = max L(a, x; Z) . 
m <•» <v 
X 
Then the vector of first partial derivatives of -2£n[L^(a, Z)] with 
respect to a' is (a', b', c')' , where 
(-2) 3{to[L (a; Z) ] } 
m 
3(»eo(S)l 
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has double-subscripted (i,j)-th element equal to 
2vec(v)']rJ[-g^- vec(v)] - vec(v)'r^ [-^  l^vecCv) ; 
(-2) 3{£n[L^(a; Z)]} 
has i-th element equal to 
el ei 
and 
(-2) 3{jln[L^(a; Z) ] } 
% 
= - 2(1^ B l^)'jr^vec(v) 
Similarly, the matrix of second partial derivatives 
- 92zn{L^[a; Z] } 
3a' 8o 
may be written 
A B C 
2-^ B' D E 
C E' F 
where 
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(-2) 32to{L [a; Z]} 
A 
3[vec(B)] 9[vec(j3)] ' 
has, in double-subscripted notation, [(i,j), (&,m)]-th element equal 
to 
vec(v)]'r;l[âg2- vec(T)] - 2vec(v) ' [ 3 ^ec(v) ] 
ij m ij ij 
xm ij 
(-2)32jln{L^[o; Z] } 
® ~ 3[vec(3)]3a^ 
has [(i,j), &]-th element equal to 
- 2vec(.)'r;J[-5j^ <£vv'lCi["3ê7: '"=''>1 
eî. ij 
+ v.=(vvr;j(2[^ (I„,))}CV=(,) ; 
zl ij el ij 
(-2)32iln{L^[a; Z] } 
^ 3[vec(j3)i 3j^ 
has (i,j)-th row equal to 
2(Ir • VCid-as^ + [&j • Iilv.c(X)} ; 
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(-2)32to{L [a; Z] } 
m 
° 
'-e ««e 
has (i,j)-th element equal to 
ei ej ei ej 
- "(t-557 
ei G] 
•*• ^ ['9a 3a ' 
ei ej 
(-2)a2&n{L [a; Z] } 
_ m 
as&aSo 
has i-th row equal to 
2«r • <£„v'ici"'»''' ; 
ei 
and 
(-2)a2&n{L [a; Z] } 
F = 
aaôaso 
= - 2(1, = » 4) 
The matrix derivatives (a', b', c')' and developed above may 
lead to a general Newton-Raphson algorithm for maximum likelihood 
estimation of unknown but identified elements of 
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a = {[vec(3)]', a , . Of course, such a recursive procedure is of 
little value unless the reduced likelihood function L (ot: Z) satisfies 
n o' 
certain regularity conditions. Additional research will be required to 
develop the relation between the surface determined by L^(a; Z) and 
the functional dependence of F = T (o ) , 
^ ««EE «-e 
J^V " [(If- -2') » -«•>' " 41 • 
and V = Y - 1_S„ - X6 on a . An understanding of the reduced 
/s* r>J 
likelihood surface may then offer insight into the concavity of 
L^(a; Z) with respect to a ; the existence of global or local maxima 
of L^(a; Z) with respect to a ; boundary-case maxima; convergence of 
Newton-Raphson or other recursive procedures; and asymptotic behavior of 
the resulting maximum likelihood estimators. 
For the reasons noted above, the present work will not pursue 
further the estimation of unknown but identified elements of a at the 
current level of generality. However, given a known covariance matrix 
r , one may study maximum likelihood estimation of regression 
-^ee 
coefficients in additional detail. 
First assume that r = k = 1 and that T = 0_ _ . By formula 
~ue T><r 
(6.7), 
83(8' «e: z) = vrjv 
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= [Y - (0 « V^]' {^3 - i;^(0 - 1?) - (G . Vr,e 
+ (0 H - (B a 1^)%] • 
By Theorem 12.2.13 of Grayblll (1983), there exists a T x T matrix 
Q such that qr^gQ' = = diagC^eell' \e22' \eTT^ 
qr^uQ' = Ifk " Y* = (%?, Y*, .... Y*)' = qY and 
X* = (X*, X*, ..., X*)* = qx . One may then rewrite §2(6, o^; Z) as 
[Y - sx]'{q"^q[^g + B%^]q'q'"^}"^[Y - ex] 
= [Y* - BX*]'{^g + 02i^rhY* - ex*] 
T 
= s (Y* - 0X*)2(X^gj.j. + e2) . (6.12) 
t=l 
Thus, the transformation Z* = QZ has reduced the error structure 
from one of serial correlation to one of heteroscedasticity. Therefore, 
the methods of Section 3.1.6 of Fuller (1987) are applicable here, 
provided and are known. Formula (6.12) implies that given 
A , the maximum likelihood estimation of e reduces to a problem of 
"ee 
iteratively reweighted least squares. 
For computational purposes, one may construct and q as 
follows. Assume that T is positive definite and let 
MIU 
^u= dia8(Auull' ^uu22' ^uTT^ ' ^uuii largest 
eigenvalue of , and let = (q^^, q^g, •••» » where q^^ 
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is an eigenvector of corresponding to , and is 
orthogonal. Let M = ^l^ee^lAiu^ and define 
= diagCA^^ii' \Q22 \eTT^ ^2 ^ ^*"21' **22' *^21^' 
to be matrices of ordered eigenvalues and associated orthonormal 
eigenvectors, respectively, of M . Then 
satisfies the following relationships: 
QIuuQ' = Qz^u^' QiIuuQi^u''" Qz 
= Q2&lJ^%uAÛu'^Q2 
= «20^ = IT ; 
and 
It follows that and Q are matrices of eigenvalues and associated 
orthonormal eigenvectors of T in the metric determined by r . /-ee '>uu 
For more background on metrics determined by positive definite matrices, 
see ^pendix 4. A of Fuller (1987). 
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In the special case presented above, model (6.1) led to 
minimization of (6.12). For model (6.10) including an intercept, 
where ^ = (X*^, X*^, ..., X*^)' = Ql^ . Thus, the estimation of 
and 0 in this case again reduces to a problem in iteratively 
reweighted least squares. 
For the single-relation model with nonzero , a slightly more 
general iterative procedure is required for the estimation of Q when 
r is known. Recall that a defined in expression (6.11) is the 
—ee 
vector of first partial derivatives of L^(a; Z) with respect to the 
elements of vec(g) . Note that for general r and k , a = 0^^^^ if 
and only if 
V» r = (6.13) 
0 = vec(v)'r^{2[^ vec(v)] - ]i;tvec( v) } 
= - 2vec( v ) ' a  I ^]vec(X) 
+ (1(0. -gj) B Iiir^,t(i^. -&') » Iilr;>'=(»)> 
C'&j » "T MIU 
(6.14) 
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for all l<i<k, l<j<r. For the case r = k = 1 , this 
condition reduces to 
-1" 0  =  v' r  X 
- lîue -
[x ' r "^Y -  vT '^ r  r  ^v]  -  [x ' r "^x  -  vT r~^v]6  
•• "VVMie-wv '^v '^V'MiU'WV 
-1 -1 -1 
If XT X - v'r r r v is nonzero, this final condition is 
~VV «^VVMlUMfV 
equivalent to 
0  =  [x ' r~^x  -  v ' r~^r  r"^v]~^[x ' r~^Y -  v ' r  r~^v]  .  (6 . i5 )  
M/V -^VVMlUMfV -WV '-VVMie-'VV 
Because v and r are functions of g , (6.15) does not provide an 
"VV 
explicit expression for the maximum likelihood estimator of 0 , but it 
does suggest an iterative procedure to estimate 0 . For such an 
iterative procedure let 0^^ denote the estimate of 0 obtained in 
the i-th step. In particular, following the modification for the 
heteroscedastic case suggested by Fuller (1987, Section 3.1.6), let 
G(i) " ^ "(i-1)^ *(i-l) ' (6.16) 
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where 
V) = ^Lv(i)^ ^luu^Lvd)^ *(i) ' 
*(i) = *'[Ivv(l)] " \l)''a)'^v(i)^ ^ue^Lv(i)^ V(i) ' 
\i) = ^ - =^i) ' 
^v(i) ^ lee " ^ (l)^e " ^ eu^i) ' 
-1 
= max(0, - oT ) , 
a is a preselected positive constant, and c^^^ Is the smallest root 
of the determinantal equation 
The modification with assures that is strictly positive 
with probability one. 
Note that for r = k = 1 , 
(-2)82An[L (a; Z) ] 
A 5-: 
302 
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= 2[â5 '*'1 
- < " > 1  
op 
2x ' r~^x  -  4v ' r " i [ r  +  r  -  zgr  ] r  
M/V Mie MIU M/V 
+ 2v' r~^[ r  +  r  -  i&v ] r~^[ r  +  r  -  2 6r  ] r~^v  
-wv 'Hie «^u Miu <^7 Mie MIU 
2vT"^r r~^v . (6.17) 
^VV^UU^VV 
Now 
E{v' r "^ [ r  +  r  -  2Br  ] r "^x}  
M/v Mie '^u Miu <^v 
E{v' r "^ [ r  +  r  ] r~^u}  
M^V MIV M^U M7V 
2 tr{E(iw') r~^r  r "S  
2 tr{r  r"^r  r~S , and 
^VM^VMIVWV 
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Efv ' r  i [ r  +  r  ] r~^[ r  +  r  ] r "^v}  
«WV MIV -WV MIV '^V 
- + ï^ru'Clîuv + 
4  tr{r  r~^r  r  h  •  
MIV "-VV MIV "-VV 
-1 -1 -1 
Thus, (6.17) has the same expectation as 2[X' r  X - v'T F r  v] . 
-1 ^  
Thus, under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, T is a consistent 
estimator of T ^2 ^E(A) , where A = (-2)92&n[L^(a; Z)]/3S2 . Also, 
inspection of the equations preceding (6.15) indicates that 
R,. ,\ - H,. ,is an estimator of the variable a defined in 
ll-i; ll-iy vi/ 
expression (6.11). It follows that (6.16) defines an approximate 
Newton-Raphson algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation of g . 
The iterative estimation procedure is slightly more complicated if 
one includes a nonzero intercept in the model. Note that 
HC' - " - W 
if and only if 
-1 provided is nonzero. Hence, simultaneous iterative solution 
of a = 0 and c = 0 for and 0 leads one to the equation 
u 
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0 • 'lue -
= - Vo - - Juu'lCi" 
= - 'Xi'îue -
this last equality is equivalent to 
•" «%vl4 - (G-19) 
As for (6.15) above, v  and are functions of g , so (6.19) 
suggests an iterative procedure for the estimation of 3 . Let 
\ i )  "  H ( i - l ) * < i - l )  '  
where 
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rsj *^1 ''^1 _ 'rf"^ 
\ i) ^( i) ^v( i)MiUMrv( i) ^( i) 
\i) ° ^'^v(i)^^T ~ ^ T^H^v(i)^T^ ^T^vv(l)^* 
^ rV <>J-^  \ 1 fs# 
^%i)^(i)^vv(i)^ue^vv(i)*(i) ' 
^(i) ~ ^  " *G(i) " 4^0(1) 
-1^1 - - "(1)' • 
Ivv(i) - See - ^(i)(Iue + + ^(i)Xuu ' 
= max(0, - off S . 
a is a preselected positive constant, and c^^^ is the smallest root 
of the determinantal equation, 
- • '2lIectC<l)'(i) " 'à'I • ° 
Thus, for the single-relation functional model either with or without 
intercept, if is known, one may obtain an explicit iterative 
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procedure for the maximum likelihood estimation of regression 
coefficients. 
For r equal to one and general k , condition (6.14) is 
equivalent to 
0 = - lXu.il - luai/â » 
- - Juul/ê > Y'C" 
for i = 1, 2, ..., k , where 
r = Cov( u  , e ) is a T x T matrix, and 
'^611 • 1 • 1 
luui. = Cov(u^^. vec[ u ] )  
= [luuil' luuiZ' •••' luuik^ ^ ^ ^ matrix. 
Since 3 is now a k x 1 vector, one requires additional work to 
isolate 0 in expression (6.20). Define 
V* = (v*, V*, ..., V*)' = and note that 
^ui.(- ® ~ / ^uui£^£ " 
&=1 
Then 
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"'Ctî.ui/ ê - v c >  
'•'îum/ê • V" 
T T 
S=1 t = l J^=l 
il 'si il 
&=1 
= **'Zuui.(:k " **)&' 
v' r"^ r . (i, H r ^v) b' 
~vvMaui. K <^v ~ 
Therefore, condition (6.20) is equivalent to 
° - ''ilSv' - '•C'Juail - £uui.<ê " V'C" 
= X ' .  r "^Y -  X' ,  r~^xs  -  v' r  ^  r  , ,  r  +  v* r~^  r  ,  ( i ,  a r~^v) s 
.i"vv .i~vv ~ ~vv~ueil~vv "^VMiui. K '^v ~ 
[x ' , r "^Y -  vT , ,  r"^v]  
.i~vv ~vv'^eil'wv 
for ail i = 1, 2, ..., k . Note that 
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MIU 
and similarly for (I^ B v*')^ , so condition (6.21) is equivalent 
to 
\.l - «k» 
- - "k » • Cv'^u' 
If X ' r  -  (I, H r ^ v)'r (tar ^v) is nonsingular, this final 
~VV k MfV 'HlU K ~vv 
condition is equivalent to 
ê' - lï'O - (i^ > x;i')'i;.„(ik » C'""' 
- "k » . (6.22) 
As for the single-relation case, v and F are functions of 6 , so 
«VV ~ 
(6.22) gives only an iterative procedure for the maximum likelihood 
estimation of 3 • 
For the case of general r and k , isolation of £ in expression 
(6.14) requires additional algebra. First, recall that is an 
r X k matrix with a one in the (i,j)-th position and zeros elsewhere. 
Let be an r x 1 vector with a one in the i-th position and zeros 
elsewhere, and define similarly. Then . Define 
T = r ^  , a TrxTr matrix with (i,j)-th T x T block equal to 
~vv ~vv 
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T .. , which in turn has (s,t)-th element equal to T (s,t) . Let 
~vvij '«vvij 
T , = T (e . H I_) , a Tr x T matrix equal to the i-th Tr x T 
~vv.i ri T 
block of , i=l, 2. r . Similarly, let a 
luej. = (%j ® V^ue • define v* = (v*^, .... v*^) 
to be a T X r matrix such that 
vec(v*) = (v*!, V*', V*')' = r ^vec(v) ; 
• 1 . z • r 
and let 
" (v;,, v«2 »*_.)• . 
and 
•tj • <"ir ir —• "«>• 
= (e^j H I^)v* 
= T , vec(v) . 
~vvj . 
Condition (6.14) is then equivalent to 
0 = vec(v)'T^^ jX ^  - v^j[£uei. " luui/:" V]vec(v*) . (6.23) 
for all i = 1, 2, ..., k and j = 1, 2, ..., r . Now 
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XPl 
where 8. is the £-th row of 0 . Hence, 
~Ji. ~ 
*tjluui.(2 = lT)vec(v*) 
= « lT)vec(v*) 
Â mfl 
E V*! r . (X a v* )G 
.j'xiul. Tc .m ~.m 
= 'CjA.ui.l'k • \ ' '^2 \ • vyveo(S) 
where 
^ \ ® ^*2' •••' ^ ® (6.24) 
=  ( Z v v l . [ 3 v v 2 . V G c ( v ) ] .  
•••' [2vvr.*Gc(v)]} 
\ ® Zwl.' \ ^v2.' •••' \ ® 2,vr.^f^rk ® vec(v)] 
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= Ivv ® vec(v)] , 
and 
2vv " * ^ vl. ' \ ® Ivv2. ' *••' ® 2^vr J 
Also, 
vec(v)'T .X, = X'.T' .vec(Y - XB) 
'^v.j .i .i~vv.j ~ 
= X'.T' .[vec(Y) - (I H X)vec(3)] 
.i~vv.j r ~ 
Thus, condition (6.23) is equivalent to 
0 = X'.T' ,[vec(Y) - (I a X)vec(S)] 
• I'^vv.j r ~ 
- V*'. r vec(v*) + v*ir . v*vec( B) 
.3~uei. .j-Miui. ~ 
[X' T' vec(Y) - V*'. r vec(v*)] 
.i'vv.j .j-niei. 
for all i=l, 2, k and j=l, 2, r . Now 
X: T' .[vec(Y) - (I H X)vec(B)] i ."^vv.j r ~ 
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is the (j;l)-th element of 
(I^ B X')T^^[vec(Y) - (I^ B X)vec(3)] ; 
V*'r vec(v*) 
. j ~uei. 
is the (j,i)-th element of 
V*'r vec(v*) ; 
-me 
and 
V*! r . V* vec( 6) 
. j -Hiui. ~ 
is the (j,i)-th element of 
V*'r V* vec(B) • 
~uu ~ 
Hence, condition (6.25) is equivalent to 
(I B  X) 'r  ^ vec(Y) - v* ' r  vec(v*) 
r '^v Mie 
- [«t » 
-  .  (6.26)  
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If 
= (I H x) ' r ~^(i H X) - v* ' r  V* 
r ~vv r -Miu 
is nonsingular, then condition (6.26) is equivalent to 
vec(^) = [(I, H H X) -
X  [(I H  X) ' r  ^ vec(Y) - v* ' r  vec(v*)] 
r '^v 'Hie 
((If » * =) - [^rk ® H veciv)]}'^ 
X {(I, B X)'T^^vec(Y) - [Ipk B vec(v)]'r^r^gT^^vec(v)} . 
(6.27) 
As for the single-relation model, the dependence of v and 
on g implies that the estimation of 3 through (6.27) may be pursued 
through an iterative procedure. Let 
*==(2(1)) = t»(i-i)^"\i-i) ' 
where 
=(i) - "r • • » - \l)^(l>îau^(i) 
R(l) - (!_, . »'(r^^(yl-'vec(T) - ' 
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= [Ivv(i)]"^vec[Y - , 
^v(i) Zee " ® ^T^'^ue "^u^^i) ® 
is defined from vec[v^^^] by equation (6.24), 
"  - 1 .  
= max(0, - off ) , 
o is a preselected positive constant, and is the smallest root 
of the determlnantal equation, 
|[vec(Y), (I^ B X)] •[r^^(^)]"^vec(Y), (I^ B X)] 
- c{vec[v*^j], ^ i)}'rggtvec[v*.j], = 0 . 
To assess the behavior of estimator (6.28), note that the 
[(j,i), (m,&)]-th element of (I^ B X) '(I^ a X) equals 
X'.T . X „ , where T . is a T x T matrix defined analogously to 
.i"vvjm .1 -^vjm ^ ^ 
T . Also, the [(j, i), (m, &)]-th element of v*'T v* equals 
'WV»ID 'HIU 
v*Ir ,.V* , so the [(j, i), (m, &)]-th element of M, equals 
• J MJUl X «01 1 
*!ilvvjm\& " '^jZuuiJl''tm ' other hand, the [(j,i), (m,&)]-th 
-1 
element of 2 A equals 
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+ 'XtllTsf: <îvv>lCit-ïB7 'VI -
ij m ij xm 
• • Vïvv'Âta » 4)^ 
- « V'Jue - s.„'ê" VI 
+ I£au - <ê' " ^T>îuu"§lJ • 4"C'ÂL ' 41^ 
+ tlSto " 'lllîue - l,n<-ê. ' VI + I!^u - «• " 
" lâto » 41)4! 
+ " 'lltïue - Zuu'S " II" 
+ l!«u - (&' » VluullSli •'\1> 
+ C'I&m » V'Iue - !uu(» • V + l^a - <•&• ' hKJ 
[L = 4]^ 
- • Vîuulïta " 41 + iSta » 'l'IuulSlj " 'l"»* 
Now 
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" 'tj'îuai. " îuui.'®" Vî/v.m*.» 
'"'i.u.i - <J5' » ÏT>s>u.ia,j»''.î 
" '"'îou.lt " 2uu.%(* ' VSïvmJ*.! 
+ Ttjlluai. - Srul.CS " 'T)'2,v.nl!ue«. " 5.uil.<ê" V'* 
+  -  % . u . l ( 2  '  I l ' I I v v ' I e u  "  < ê '  »  
+ - U' • Vl'" 
' Vîuui.î,vl.'^u.«- <ê' -
» 4)!:uvC(&L « V<« + »)> 
"W"'')Ci<âj " vJuvCi<?to • 4)' 
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and 
- luui.'S  lT)'I,v..'IueK. ' " V"' 
EtvecO-rJc^j -  VîuvCi'ïta " 
tr«(vec[»l . VJuvC^il» » VJuv-Ci' 
"«Sj " VIuvi;i<4ta •  VîavCi> 
Similar relations hold for the other six similar terms of (6.29). It 
follows that (6.29) has the same expectation as 
Yt T X - V* ' r V* . 
.i4vjm .& ^.j^iui^ .m ' 
- 1  "  
so that under the conditions of Theorem 4.1, T is a consistent 
-1  -1  
estimator of T 2 E(A) . Also, inspection of the equations preceding 
(6.26) indicates that - I^2_^^vec(8^^^) is an estimator of 
a . It follows that (6.28) defines an approximate Newton-Raphson 
algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation of B . 
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6.2. Maximum Likelihood Estimation Through 
a Modified State-Space Approach 
The preceding section outlined a general approximate Newton-Raphson 
approach to maximum likelihood estimation for the functional model. 
After using the transformation 3 = e^ - 3 to "remove" 
^ t t t~ t t~ 
the fixed vector from the observations, the reduced likelihood 
function L^(a; Z) for the model with no intercept satisfies the 
equations 
-2 to L^( a; Z) - Tp Jln(2IT) 
= £nlr I + vec(v)'r ^vec(v) i~ee' ~vv 
= tolr I + [vec(Y) - (I a X)vec(6)]'r ^[vec(Y) - (I H X)vec(8)] • 
(6.30) 
Direct computation of the resulting matrices of first and second 
derivatives proceeded without conceptual difficulty, but required 
inversion of Tp x Tp matrices and other computations that may present 
numerical problems for moderate to large T . Therefore, one may wish 
to modify the state-space approach of Section 5.4 to obtain an 
alternative computational procedure for maximum likelihood estimation. 
Recall that in Section 5.4, the state-space approach to the likelihood 
function allowed one to write the determinant T as the product 
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of T determinants {| , where each was p x p ; and to write 
the quadratic form vec(Z)'r^^vecCZ) as the sum of T quadratic forms 
, where } is the same set of p x p matrices mentioned 
above, and {d^} is a set of 1 x p random vectors. Since the 
covariance matrices in the log-determinant and quadratic-form parts of 
expression (6.30) do not match as they did in Section 5.4, a decomposi­
tion of expression (6.30) will require two separate steps. The first 
step will lead to the "block diagonalization" of , so that 
^\lj = ^ ' 
t=l 
where each is a p x p matrix. The second step will lead to the 
transformation 
-1 : 
vec(v) ' r  vec(v) = Z d A  d' , 
~vv t«vt t 
where {d^} is an "innovation sequence" associated with vec(v) , and 
= var(d^) , t=l, 2, ..., T . 
Assume that follows an ARMA^(pq^) process, 
say, and consider first the decomposition of Ai |. If were 
observed, the resulting state-space model would be a special case of 
model (5.38)-(5.39), i.e., 
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^ ' 
(6.32) 
where 
*t ~ ^^|t' ^ +l|t' •••' ^+M-l|t^ ' 
®E ~ %x(M-l)k^ ' 
A = 
G 
0 
0 
0 
^eM 
0 
0 
0 0 0 
^e,M-l ^e,M-2 ^e,M-3 
0 
0 
(6.33) 
P 
~^el 
= [&Lo' •••' ' 
&G0 = S ' 
iei = &Ei - ' i=l. 2. ..., M-1 ; (6.34) 
= 0 for i < 0 ; 
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0^ = 0 for i > qg ; 
iej =0 for j > Pg ; 
^t+i|t i step ahead linear predictor of , and 
M = max(p^, q^+ 1) . The results of Section 5.3 then indicate that 
T 
« » l £ j  -  Z  .  ( 6 - 3 5 )  
t=l 
where 
and 
Mt-l - Vt_l4 + . (6.36) 
Ice = 
't - M t-l - 't I A11-1 • 
Hence, by Result 9.8, 
3*Gi t=l ^=ei ~et 3a^ ~et 
and 
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( t o | r  1 1  .  I  ( „ [ ( . , -  t r [ ( ^ « - ) A - ; ( ^ ) A - ' ] }  .  9o . 3a . I~eel-' ^ , 3o . •'~et •• . •'~et *>80 .''~et 
ei q t=l ei ej ei q 
As in Section 5.4, one may now obtain iterative expressions for the 
first and second derivatives of A with respect to the elements of 
~et 
a . First, note that B C = I , so 
~e e e p 
A ^ = B A ,A'B' + L . (6.38) 
~et E G t-1 E E ~CC 
Moreover, - [0^^, 1^, Op,(„_2)pl . =" 
9A_ 3P^ , 3Z 
3a_. e e'- 3a . e e 3a . 
ei ei ei 
and 
32A^ 32p 32% ^  
3a . 3o . e e'-3a . 3a . e E 3a . 3a . 
ei E] ei EJ EX EJ 
By Result 9.4, 
3P_ I , 3A 3P^ , 3A 3C 
t 11-1 
3a . ~ ^3a .-'"t-L'^E " "E*- 3a . •'"E ' "E't-l*-3a .''3o . •'•^C^'E 
ei Ei ei ei EI 
32 30 
+ Cctâîri^Cc + CsSccCâïf;)' (s-39) 
Ei Ei 
and 
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82p I 3A^ 9P^ , 8A^ 
ei ej ej ei ei 
9^P^U , 3P. 1 3A^ 3P. . 3A 
8A 3P^ , 9A 32c 
ei ej ej ei ej 
3C 3Z 3C 
+ Câ^)tce-)'='.- ^ .CâS7)'] 
ej ei ei 
9C 3Z 3C 
ei ej ej 
3E 3C 3Z 3C d^C 
- '^ c 1 f—E.^i + C_2?£")C—S_")i + 2 ( E— 3 a  , J l 3 a  , /  * > 3 o  . - " - a a  . - '  * > 3 a  ,  3 a  .  
ej ei ei ej ei ej 
(6.40) 
32A 32% 
because — and -r are both null matrices. Similarly, 
ei ei ei ' 
I ei I ' ei 
(6.41) 
and 
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3a J 9a . Isa .sa ./ ^aa_^8a_^-' e~et et|t-l 
ei ej ei ej ei ej 
9P I 3 A 9P I 
q el ' ei 
ei ej " 
3A__ , 3A_ 
+ ^  I [- (-3^  )i"> AI t-i 
I ei ej ' 
ei ej ' ej ei ' 
ej ei ei ej 
I ei ej el eo 
(6.42) 
_2 
Now consider the decomposition of vec(v)'r^^vec(v) . Since 
= ®t " J5'"t = (If' ' 
a state-space model for the is the same as for e^. , except that 
the measurement equation (6.32) is replaced by 
(6.43) 
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where 
% = t«r> -2'). • 
A second application of the results of Section 5.3 then indicates that 
where 
-1 T _ 
vec(v) ' r  vec(v) = 2 d A d' (6.44) 
~vv ^ , t~vt t t=l 
1' = v' — v' I 
t+1 t+1 t+1 t 
"w-vult • 
and 
4,t " 
*c|t_l = AsKt-lA's + CcSc.Ck ' «•W 
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Hence, by Result 9.7, 
a T  [vec(v) ' r ^vec(v)] 
i 
14 
and 
• j, ^ \CÙy -
[vec(,)'r;J»ec(v)J 
- } .  
t = l 1 J 
T , %L 1 3A» , 9d^ 
t= 1 i J j i i 
3d^  . 9A^  , M. , 32d^  
32A 3A ^ , 3A ^ , 3A ^ , 3d, 
- ^ - (ir-^Chrym 
i j j i J j 
As for A^ , one may obtain iterative expressions for the first and 
second derivatives of A with respect to the elements of a and 
~vt ~e 
6 , namely, 
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f&t 
*Gij -"ij -I ij 
 ^ = g rAflIlzlig, . 
a^A ^ 3B ML I. , 3B 
~vt 
M^)[(^)b,.M,.,(5^).1 
an ij ' ij 
(^)(^^)b;, + B fl^)B;, + B r%%.i)(^.)' 
3*ij 3*s% ^ ^ 3«e& 3*% 
Since the algebraic structure of formulas (6.49) and (6.50) is the same 
as in formulas (6.36) and (6.37), respectively, and since is not a 
function of a , it follows that 
~e 
»Mt-l '\lt-l 
'V ' ' 'V ' 
are given by formulas (6.39), (6.40), (6.41) and (6.42). respectively, 
but with the replacement of ^t;|t-l ^t|t-l ' ^t \ ' ~et 
A ^ ; and B by B . Also, 
~vt E V 
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+ A f' V •)*; + *X%r-)(4^)' ; 
"ij'V :°s, 3»ij : s SBij:*:» =  ^ 3»% »*s% 
4c-ij ij ij ' 
' (4;^ ) - l[^ 4i^ pil^ l'iv>v«t|t-i 
+ \ I .-xkC (- 1 11-1 
as^ ^Bo^ '"ij 
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where, as indicated above, may be any element of 
a= [vec(B)', o^] . 
Finally, consider the derivatives associated with the innovation 
vector defined by (6.45) and the predicted state vectors *j-+l|t 
and defined by (6.46) and (6.47), respectively. Now 
• '"rxp. (If. -il>. °rx(M-2)pl 
- » v  •  
say, so by (6.45), (6.46) and the identity , 
dt+l • 't+1 -
• - K K  •  (G.Sl) 
Thus , 
:*;+i 
30 ij 
38 3D . 3W  ^
- (y0^ >t - »V(-307/ ; 
403 
"to 
9D aw^ 3D m 
I _ 
a^w 
»„(• ' 
and 
- -(^ )(-^ )' - •>.,(! 
'"ij "''«y'-et' 
Routine application of Results 9.5 and 9.7 also implies that 
4e 
& m A m ml & m 
.a2iu_, . .3R^k_, . _, .3Bvl._, .JCB.'.LÎd 
""'A""!!! X, 
m X • X m 
9(B'A"i<i;) 3B , , 3A , , , ad, 
* KCki-y •• 
and 
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v~vt t 
Hence, expressions (6.35) and (6.44) imply that expression (6.30) equals 
or, to make explicit the dependence on the parameter vector 
This result and the derivative results developed above may lead to an 
iterative procedure for the minimization of expression (6.52) with 
respect to the unknown but identified elements of ot . As in Section 
6.1, this statement is contingent upon the reduced likelihood function 
L^(a; Z) satisfying certain regularity conditions; additional research 
will be required to develop the details of such conditions. With this 
ct= [vec(B)', aj 
T 
(6.52) 
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contingency in mind, one may consider a specific Newton-Raphson proce­
dure for maximum likelihood estimation of unknown but identified 
elements of a . 
In notation similar to that of Chapter 5, let = [vec(3)', 
be a 1 X L vector, where L = + L , L_ = rk , and a , is a 
3 a 0 ~el 
1 X L vector of unknown, but identified, elements of a . Let 
E ' ' 
f , f^ and be 1 x L vectors such that f = ; f^ has 
i-th element equal to 
t=l 
for i = LQ + 1, L + 2, ..., L and zero otherwise; and f„ has i-th 
p p z 
element equal to 
for i=l, 2, ..., L . Similarly, define F , , and F^ to be 
L X L matrices such that 
F = F^ + F^ ; 
F^ has (i,j)-th element equal to 
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for L. + 1 <i,j <L and zero otherwise; and F has (l,j)-th 
P 6 
element equal to 
for 1 < i, j < L . Define f^(n) to be the matrix f^ evaluated at 
the point a = ojCn) , and define fgCn) , £(n) , F^(n) , FgCn) and 
F(n) similarly. Then the iterative formula 
a(n+l) = a(n) + [F(n)] ^ f(n) (6.53) 
provides an iterative Newton-Raphson algorithm to compute maximum 
likelihood estimates of . Additional research is required to 
develop modifications of expression (6.53) which will assure convergence 
of the {a^(n)} sequence to an which minimizes expression (6.52). 
The work above addressed the functional model with no error in the 
equation. Now consider model (2.1)-(2.2) with an error in the equation, 
and assume that and follow mutually uncorrelated 
ARMA (p , q ) and ARMA (p , q ) processes, 
p â â IT Q (| 
jfo ' i=0 
and 
jfo i=0 ' 
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respectively, where {c^^} and {Cg^} are two mutually uncorrelated 
sequences of mutually uncorrelated p-dimensional (0, and r-
dimensional (0, random vectors, respectively. Then 
= (a^, q^) follows an ARMA^^^Cp^, q^) process 
fh % 
jfo ' iio • 
where 
(Clt' =2t) ' 
iaj 0 for j > Pg ; 
4qj = 0 j > Pq : 
0 , 
~ai 0 for i > q^ ; 
0 . = 0 for i > q ; 
~qi ^q 
Èhj = block diag(^ j , , j=0, 1 P^  . 
Êhi = block diag(0^ ,^ 0^ )^ , i=0, 1 q^  ; 
£cc " block diag(E^^, Zgg) ; 
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Ph = max(p^, Pq) ; 
and 
\ = max(q^, q^) . 
One may again pursue a modified state-space approach to the 
minimization of 
jlnlr I + vec(Y - XB)'r"^vec(Y - XB) , i~ee' ~ *wv ~ 
with respect to unknown parameters. Replace state-space models (6.32) 
and (6.43) with 
^ • 
"t+i - v; + «K't • 
and 
, (6.55) 
respectively, where 
*t ~ ^\|t' \+l|t' ^t+K-l|t^ ' 
®e " ^ *p* (^r' °r>4c^'' °px(K-l)(r+p)^ ' 
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0 
0 
p+r 
0 p+r 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
"&hK 
0 
I ,K-1  
p+r 
"4,K-2 "^,K-3 • * * ~4l 
Si ^%0' %1' %,K-1^ ' * 
%0 ^p+r ' 
Pr 
%ii ° -hi " ' 
= 0 for i < 0 ; 
Shi = 0 1 > 4h : 
^hj = 0 for j > Ph : 
®v ^r^' ®rx(K-l)(p+r)^ ' 
K = max(p^, + 1) . 
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One may then find that 
and 
where 
t=i 
1 T 
vec(Y - %:)r\ec(Y - XjS) = 
Aet = Vtlt-l«s ' 
*t|t-l ~ \^t-l^ •*• S^cSi ' 
fW /V /V fV — 2 fW /s# 
^t ^ ^ tIt-1 " ^t|t-l®e~et®e^t|t-l ' 
4t+i = n+1 - Vt+iit ; 
't+1 It = ^ «t : 
«tlt-l - \Vl*h + • 
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\ = *t|t-l ~ ^ |t-l®v^t®v\|t-l • 
Derivatives of the likelihood function and the associated Newton-Raphson 
maximum likelihood procedure then follow In a manner analogous to the 
corresponding results for the model with no error In the equation. 
The methods of this section extend to other models for which the 
components of ^ permit a time-invariant state-space respresentation 
or a slight variation thereof [e.g., series with nonconsecutive observa­
tions, as discussed in Wincek and Reinsel (1986)]. This category 
includes many models used in practice; however, the more general 
approach of Section 6.1 remains valuable for two reasons. First, the 
linearization arguments of Section 6.1 indicate the similarity between 
the iterative estimator (6.27) and the weighted estimator of Section 4.2 
in the case . Second, and more generally, there may be 
cases in which a sampling design is sufficiently complex that the 
resulting composite error does not admit readily a state-space 
representation (6.32). In this case, if is nonetheless a known 
function of an identified low-dimensional parameter a , the more 
~e 
general Newton-Raphson approach of Section 6.1 may be preferable. 
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9. APPENDIX A. 
SOME USEFUL MATRIX RESULTS 
9.1. Matrix Differentiation 
The maximum likelihood work in Chapters 5 and 6 required several 
results in matrix differentiation. These results are not original to 
this dissertation, but are presented here for convenient reference. The 
first such result is a multivariate chain rule given by Williamson and 
Trotter (1979, Theorem 9.2.1, p. 250). 
Result 9.1. Let f: be continuously differentiable at x e R"^ 
and let g: R™ 'BF be continuously dif ferentiable at f(x) e R™ . If 
the composition g o f is defined on an open set containing x , then 
g o f is continuously differentiable at x , and 
(g o f)'(x) = g'[f(x)]f'(x) , where (g o f)'(x) , g'[f(x)] and 
f(x) have (i,j)-th elements 
9(g o f).(x) 3g [f(x)] 9f,(x) 
respectively, and (g o f)(x) , g[f(x)] , and y = f(x) have i-th 
elements (g o f)^(x) , g^[f(x)] , and y^ = f^(x) , respectively. 
Proof. See Williamson and Trotter (1979, p. 250). • 
The remaining results of this section apply Lemma 9.1 to parts of 
the multivariate normal log-likelihood function. Let 
a= (a^, a^, ..., 0^)' be a vector of variables, let a = a(a) be a 
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scalar function of a , and let B = B(a) be an r x k matrix function 
of a with (i,j)-th element equal to ^(a) . Following Graybill 
(1983, Definitions 10.8.2 and 10.8.3), define 
3a(ct) 3a(a) 8a(o) 8a(a) 
"TÏT" " ' (*.1) 
~ 1 2 p 
and 
9B( a) 8B ( a) 
3a^ " [ 3^^] ' h=l, 2, ..., p , (9.2) 
i.e., an r x k matrix with (i,j)-th element equal to 3B^ (a) / 9oi^ . 
Assume throughout this appendix that all matrices of interest are 
functions of a that are defined on some common open set A contained 
in iF and are continuously differentiable at some common point 
ou G A . The results below are with reference to differentials 
~0 
evaluated at this point . 
Result 9.2 addresses differentiation of quadratic forms. 
Result 9.2. Let a( a) = [a^( a), a^( ot) a^(a)] ' be k x 1 and let 
B( a) = [B^j(a)] be a k x k matrix. Then 
3a(o)' 3B(a) 
2[—j^]'B(o)a(a) + a( a) ' ]a( a) . 
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Proof. Assume without loss of generality that B( a) is symmetric. By 
Result 9.1, 
[a(a)'B(o)a(o)] 
k aa, (oA k 3B,.(ot) k-1 8B,,(a) 
-  J ,  u [ - 4 ^ 1 .  i [ - ^ ]  ^  [ - ^ 1  
9a( o) 8B( o) 
;-^]'B(a)a(a) + a(a)'[-^-
where B^ is the i-th row of B and the second equality follows from 
Theorems 10.8.2 and 10.8.4 of Graybill (1983). • 
Result 9.3 is a slight extension of Result 9.2 that is useful in 
computing second derivatives; Result 9.4 is a further generalization to 
higher dimensions. 
Result 9.3. Let a( a) and c(o) be k x 1 vectors and let B( a) be 
a k X k matrix. Then 
3a( o) 8c( o) 
[a(a)'B(a)c(o)] = [-~]'B(o)c(a) + a( a) 'B( a) [-g^ 
3B(a) 
+ a(%)' • 
Proof. Note that 
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a' Be 
k 
Z 
1=1 
k 
Z 
j=l 
SO 
Result 9.1 then implies that 
"3^ [a( a) >8(01)0(01)] 
• A • .f, 
' J. 
8a( a) 9c( a) 3B( a) 
;-^]'B(a)c(a) + a(a)'B(a)[-^^] + a( a) ' 
A similar proof establishes Result 9.3 for symmetric B . 
Result 9.4. Let A( a) be a k x r matrix and let B( a) be a k x k 
matrix. Then 
[A(o)'B(ct)A(ot)] 
3A( a) 3A( a) 3B( a) 
= [-35^]'B(ct)A(c;) + A(o)'B(o)[-^^] + A( «) ' [-^ ]A( a) . (9.3) 
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Proof. This result follows immediately from Results 9.2 and 9.3, and 
the observation that expression (9.3) has (i,j)-th entry equal to 
3A ( o) 8A . ( a) 8B( a) 
where A ^ (o) is the i-th column of A( a) . • 
Result 9.5 applies the chain rule to matrix products and their 
traces. 
Result 9.5. Let A(a) be an r x k matrix and let B( o) be a k x q 
matrix. 
(i) Then 
a 3A( ot) m oi) 
— [A(a)B(a)] = [-^]B(a) + A(a)[-^] . 
(ii) If r = q , then 
3 tr[A(a)B(a)] 3A( a) 3B( ot) 
~ ~ = T:R{[-^]B(A) + A(A)[-^-]} 
^=h 3"h ~ 3*h 
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from Theorem 10.8.1 of Graybill 
(1983) and the observation that the (i,j)-th element of A(a)B(a) 
equals A, (o)B .(a) , where A, (a) is the i-th row of A( o) and 
1. .J 1. ~ ~ 
B j( a) is the j-th column of B( a) . To establish part (ii), note that 
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3 tr[A( o)B( Cl)] . r k 
{ Z E A,,(a)B.,(a)} 
==h 1=1 j=l ~ 
r k 3A,,(a) 3B,,(a) 
3A( a) 3B( a) 
tr { [-3~]B( a) + A( a) [""g^  " ]} • 
Results 9.6 and 9.7 apply the chain rule to matrix inverses and 
associated quadratic and bilinear forms. 
Result 9.6. [Result 4.A.9 of Fuller (1987).] Let B( a) be a k x k 
nonsingular matrix. Then 
a 1 , 3B( o) 
•55|- [K»)''] - - [-55^ -]»(«)"' . 
Proof. See Fuller (1987, p. 390). 
Result 9.7. Let A(a) be a k x r matrix and let B( a) be a k x k 
nonsingular matrix. Then 
a 3A(a) 3A( a) 
3^ [A(o)'B(a)-Vci)] = [-a3-]'B(2) A(a) + A( c.)'B( a)"^ [-^] 
-A(a)'B(ot) [-T— B(a) Wa) 
Proof. This follows immediately from Results 9.4 and 9.6. 
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Result 9.8 applies the chain rule to the logarithm of the 
determinant of a nonsingular matrix. 
Result 9.8. Let B(o) be a nonsingular k x k matrix that is twice 
continuously differentiable with respect to ct . Then 
a 2n|B(a)| , 9B( o) 
and 
(ii) 
a^talBCa)! ct) gB(a) , 3B( o) , 
Proof. Part (i) is stated and proved as Result 4.A.8 in Fuller 
(1987). To establish part (ii) , note that by Result 9.5 (ii), 
a 1 3B(a) 
y~tr{B(a) [-3^]} 
a 1 3B(a) , 
, 32b(oi) 8B(a) , 3B( a) , 
n m n m 
so the result follows from part (i). • 
Finally, Result 9.9 applies the chain rule to two simple Kronecker 
products. 
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Result 9.9. Let A be a Tp x Tp fixed matrix and let B be a 
k X Tp fixed matrix. Then 
(i) -L [(a a l^)'A(a a 1^)] = 2(1^ a l^)'A(a a 1^) 
and 
(11) ^ Ws" I?)] = = 4) • 
Proof. Let A(i,j) be the (i,j)-th T x T block of A and let a be 
a p X p matrix with (i,j)-th element equal to l^A(i,j)l^ . Then 
(a H l^)'A(ot a 1^) = o'aa , 
so by Theorem 10.8.2 of Graybill (1983), 
[(ot a l^)'A(a a 1%)] = 2aa 
= 2(Ip B l^)'A(ot a 1^) . 
Similarly, let B(j) be the j-th k x T block of B and let b be a 
k X p matrix with j-th column equal to B(j)l^ . Then 
-^[B(c;a 1?)] =-3|[ba] 
= b 
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B(ïp a 1%) . • 
9.2. Positive Definite Matrix Differences 
Chapters 4 and 5 present some errors-in-variables parameter 
estimators that have been modified to ensure that certain associated 
matrix differences are positive definite with probability one. The 
following two results provide the algebraic background for such 
modifications. 
Result 9.10. Let M be a real nonnull symmetric n x n matrix with 
eigenvalues d^ > dg > ... > d^ . 
(i) If d^ > 0 , then - cM is positive definite if and only 
if c < d^^ . 
(ii) If d^ < 0 , then - cM is positive definite if and only 
if c > d"^ . 
n 
(iii) If d^ > 0 > d^ , then - cM is positive definite if and 
only if d^^ < c < d^^ . 
Proof. Since M is a real symmetric matrix, we may write its spectral 
decomposition as (^Q' = D = diag(d^, d^, ..., d^) , where Q is an 
orthogonal n x n matrix and d^ is real for all i = 1, 2, ..., n . 
Since x'(1 - cM)x = x'Q'Q(I - CM)Q'QK = y'(I - cD)y for y = QX , it 
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follows that I - cM is positive definite if and only if 
I - cD = diag(l - cd^, 1 - cd^» •••, 1 - cd^) is positive definite. 
This last condition is true if and only if 1 - cd^ > 0 for all i = 1, 
-1 2, n . For positive d^^ , 1 - cd^ > 0 if and only if c < d^ , 
so we must have c < [^ » where the minimum over an empty 
set is taken to be + « . For negative d^ , 1 - cd^ > 0 if and only 
if c > d^^ , so we must have c > [^ "^0 » where the maximum 
over an empty set is taken to be - <» . Thus - cM is positive 
definite if and only if 
[0 «!'>] < ' < [d;>°o • 
and results (i)-(iii) follow. 
Result 9.11. Let A be an n x n symmetric positive definite matrix 
and let B be an n x n symmetric matrix. Let > dg > ... > d^ be 
the roots of the matrix B in the metric A . Then A - cB is 
positive definite if and only if 
«i )I< c < «i Jl 
where the maximum over an empty set is - » and the minimum over an 
empty set is + <*> . 
Proof. Note that |B - dA| =0 if and only if 
IA ^ BA - dl| = 0 . Thus, d^ , i = 1, 2 n are the 
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eigenvalues of A ^ BA ^ . Also, the nonslngularity of A implies 
that A - cB is positive definite if and only if I - cA ^ BA ^ is 
positive definite. The result then follows from Result 9.10. • 
9.3. Alternative Representation of Projection Matrices 
Chapter 6 requires the maximization of the normal functional model 
density function f(Z; 8, ot^, x) with respect to the fixed parameter 
matrix x . The following result allows one to express 
inf {-2 in f(Z; 6, ct , x) - Tp&n(2w)} 
vec(x) 
in useful form. 
Result 9.12. Let B be a k x r matrix, let p = r + k , and let 
be a Tp X Tp symmetric positive definite matrix. Let A be any 
generalized inverse of a matrix A . Then 
4 - i(&. Ik)' » iiHKg. ifc). ifc) » 
P 
= [setflr' " iT^ttCr' "&') ® ^T^î^se^^^r' "ë')' = 
X [(I^, -g') a I^] . 
Proof. The claim is equivalent to the statement, 
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4 - Zee' 1(2. V • V " V" 
• îif'«t' -&')' " -&') " -2')'  'tI'" 
•< Idj. -8')  Ir'lJe -
By inspection, the left-hand side of the last equation equals the matrix 
of the orthogonal projection onto [(6, I^)' a I^]} , while the 
right-hand side equals the matrix of the orthogonal projection onto 
C{rg^ [(I^, -jB') a Ip]} . Note that 
\y « -2')' = 
= [ (B ,  yCl^ ,  -B ' ) ' ]  a  I?  =  0  
TpXTp 
Thus, the elements of [(B, I^) ' a I^] } are orthogonal to the 
elements of [(I^, -6')' a I^]} , so [(6, Ij^)' a I^]} is 
isomorphic to C{r^^ [(I^, -B')' a I^]} and the result follows. 0 
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10. APPENDIX B. 
SEQUENCES OF ARRAYS OF REAL NUMBERS 
The arguments in Section 3.4 use several properties of sequences of 
T X T arrays of real numbers. These properties are summarized here for 
convenient reference. 
Throughout this appendix, let 1 < s, t < T} , 
{b^st» 1 < s, t < T} , and t^^st' 1 < s, t < T} be three sequences of 
T X T arrays of real numbers, T=l, 2 Also, let 
{a^^; s, t G 2*} , {bg^; s, t e } , and {c^^; s, t e be three 
doubly semi-infinite arrays of real numbers, where is the set of 
all positive integers. 
Define {a^^} to be row-absolutely summable if 
00 
Z la I is finite and uniformly bounded in t  z t  ; (10.1.a) 
s=l 
and define {a^^} to be column-absolutely summable if 
Z |a I is finite and uniformly bounded in s e 55 . (10. l.b) 
t=l 
For such sequences, the following result is a slight variant on the fact 
that the convolution of two absolutely summable sequences is absolutely 
summable. 
Result 10.1. Assume that (a^^; q, s e and (b^^; s, t e are 
doubly semi-infinite arrays that satisfy conditions (10.1). Then for 
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all q, t e , 
c ^  =  Z  a  b . =  l i m  Z  a  b  
q": S=1 98 St qs St 
exists and is finite; and the array {c^^; q, t e satisfies 
conditions (10.1). 
Proof. By conditions (10.1), there exists some finite real number A 
such that 
and 
Z la I < A for all s z t ; 
q=l 
S |a I < A for all q G ; 
8 = 1  
Z lb I < A for all t G ; 
s=l 
Z lb I < A for all s G . 
t=l 
Then for all q, t 6 , 
Z a b . < Z A b 
s=l 9" s=l ' 
< a2 . 
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Hence, 
Z a b = lim 2 a b 
S.1 ' 
< a2 . 
€0 
so for all q, t e Z , H ,a b _ exists and is finite. Next, 
^ 8=1 qs St 
condition (10.1) implies that for all T, S G , 
T , , + 
Z a < A for all s e Z ; 
q=l 
and 
S 
Z lb ^1 < A for all t G 2^ . 
s-i ' 
Thus, for all T, S G 
T S 
qfi ivsj - i%spi^s.i> 
< a2 . 
and the row-absolute summability of {c^^} follows. The column-
absolute summability of {Cg^} is established similarly. • 
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For the arrays and » results analogous to Result 
10.1 generally require conditions similar to row-absolute summability 
and column-absolute summability, e.g., conditions that 
and 
T I , + 
Z a is uniformly bounded in t, T e % ; (10.2.a) 
s=l 
T , , + 
E a is uniformly bounded in s, T e 2 . (10.2.b) 
t=l 
Result 10.2. Assume that {a^^^} and satisfy conditions 
(10.2), and assume that for all s, t e , a 5 lim a„ and 
T+m 
b ^ H lim b_ ^ exist and are finite. 
T-H» 
a. Then {a^^} and {b^^} satisfy conditions (10.1). 
b- ^Tqt = il^Tqs^Tst ' ^ ^ , t < T , T G *+ . Then the 
arrays {c^g^, 1 < q, t < T} , T e Z satisfy conditions (10.2). 
c. Assume that for any positive integer q and any e > 0 , there 
exists some positive integer T^^ such that 
T , , 
Ï hi 1 < G for all T >T + q . 
s=T +q ^ 
qe ^  
Then for any fixed positive integers q and t , c = lim c^ ^ 
exists, is finite, and is equal to E ,a b ^ . 
^ s=l qs St 
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d. Under the hypothesis of part (c), the array {c^^; q, t e 
satisfies conditions (10.1). 
Proof. 
Under conditions (10.2), there exists some A > 0 such that 
zF ,|a_ I < A for all T and all 1 < t < T ; and 
s=l' TstI 
^t=ll^Tstl ^ ^  for all T and all 1 < s < T . Pick e > 0 and 
N e 2* . The existence of limits a = lim a„ implies that for 
T+c 1st 
each pair of positive integers (s, t) , there exists some positive 
integer T ^ such that a . - a„ ^  < eN for all T > T ^ 
* St G I St Tst I St e 
Define T._ = max {T . } . Then for all T > T„ and 1 < s , 
t < N , |a^j. - < GN and thus 
N 
* sh I*:" " 
< e + A . 
Since e > 0 and N e 2* were arbitrary. It follows that 
,|a ^1 < A for all N and s , so e" ,la ^j < A for all 
S=l' St' 8=11 st' 
t G 2 . Conditions (lO.l.b) for {a ^} and (10.1) for {b ^} 
St St 
follow similarly. 
T I I T I I b. Let A be a finite uniform bound on Z , a_ , E , a_ ^ , 
s=l' Tst' t=l' Tst' 
^.ll''l8tl • Tl-'n t»-: all 1 < t < T , I e t* 
T T T 
qfl I'Tq'l " q.\ 
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s=l q=l ^ 
' \ I'lstl • 
s=l 
< a2 . 
Pick G > 0 . It follows from Results 10.1 and 10.2.a that ther 
exists some positive integer ^ such that 
E la I < (A + l)"^e , 
Z |b I < (A + l)"^e , and 
s=Ti^+l ' 
for all q, t G . Moreover, under the hypotheses of part (c) 
there exists some T such that 
qe 
qc ^  
for all T > T + q . Let T„ = max{T, , T + q} . The 
qe ^ 2e 1g qG 
existence of limits a = lim a_ and b = lim b_ implie 
qs Tqs St Tst 
that there exists some such that if 1 < q , s , t < 
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and T > , then | < (A + 1) and 
|bgc - b^gj < (A + l)"^e . Let = maxd^g, . Then for 
: >T4c' 
<°qs''st> - ''iqj < (»,3l>st - ^ sl-TSt'l + 
' I  ^ I 
S = 1 
+ e 
: ''qs^ st - ('Tqs - - ''st " '•st"! 
S=1 
+ e 
z [a__b_» - (a^_„ - ai _)b_^ - a._(b^_^ - b, 
s=l qs St ^ Tqs qs' st qs" Tst st' 
" (^Tqs - \3^^\st - ^st) - VstH + : 
^2G ^2e 
gfl l*Tqs ~ *qsl *l^stl l^qsl 'I^Tst " ^ stl 
•*" gfi l*Tqs q^sl'I^ Tst bgcl + +J^ xqs ~ *qsl'^ st 
2e 
" Jl - \tl + ,J'Tq, - 'qj'l\s. -
T E 2 E 
+ G 
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2e 1 , , 2e 
< Z [(A + D" e] b J + S |a |[(A+1) e] 
s=l s=l ^ 
T 
2 G , , T 
+ Z [(A+ D" G] b - b + Z b 2a 
3=1 " s=T2g,+ l 
T , , T 
+ E a 2A + Z a_ - a 2A + e 
S^Ig^+r ^1=' 8^2^+1 ' ""98 qsl 
< (A + l)"^e A + A(A + l)"^e + (A + l)"^e 2A + 2A(A + l)"^e 
+ (A + l)"^e 2A + [(A + l)"^e + (A + l)~^e]2A + e 
< 1 3  G .  
Since G> 0 was arbitrary, the result follows. 
d. The final conclusion follows immediately from Results 10.1, 10.2.a, 
and 10.2.c. 
Some intuitive discussion of. Results 10.1 and 10.2 is in order. 
Let be a T x T matrix with (q,s)-th element equal to a^^^ and 
define similarly from the array . Then has 
(q,t)-th element equal to c = Z a b^^^. . 
s=l 
Conditions (10.2) place uniform bounds on sums of absolute values 
of elements of a given row or column of or B^ . Result 10.2.b 
establishes the resulting uniform bounds on absolute row and column sums 
of . The additional hypothesis given in Result 10.2.c requires that 
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elements far to the right of the diagonal of any given q-th row of 
T I I 
contribute negligibly to ^s=li Tqs' ' 
In some parts of Section 3.4, the limiting behavior of functions of 
and is closely related to the behavior of 
functions of the associated limits a = lim a_ , b ^ = 11m b_ ^ , 
T+c St Tst 
and c = z" ,a b ^ . Results 10.1, 10.2.a and 10.2.d outline the 
qt s=l qs St 
effect of conditions (10.2) on such limiting arrays. 
Section 3.4 also employs arrays with absolute row and column sums 
that converge to zero at various rates. The following result addresses 
three forms of such convergence. 
Result 10.3. Let 1 < s, t < T} and 1 < s, t < T} be 
two sequences of T x T arrays of real numbers, T=l, 2, ... . Let 
^Tqt ^s=l®Tq8^Tst ' 
T 1 1 
a. Assume that as T -»• <» , ^q-il^xqs' converges to zero uniformly 
T I I in s ; ^g-il®xqsl converges to zero uniformly in q ; and assume 
T I I 
that t^xst^ satisfies condition (10.2). Then ^q=inxqtl 
X I I 
converges to zero uniformly in t and ^t=l''^Tqtl converges to 
zero uniformly in q . 
b. Assume that there exist real numbers > 0 , > 0 , a and G 
such that 
KTL < \ KISJ 'V® 
S=1 S=1 
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for all 1 < t < T ; and 
}, I'isj 'V' /, l^ lstl < *2?' 
t=l t=l 
for all 1 < s < T . Then for all T , 
T 
Z |c I < for all 1 < t < T 
q=l 
and 
T 
E |c I < K,K„T°^® for all 1 < s < T . 
t=l '• ^ 
c. Assume that there are real numbers > 0 , > 0 , 0 < X < 1 , 
a and 0 such that for all T , 
3=1 S=1 
for all 1 < t < T ; and 
t=l t=l 
for all 1 < s < T . Then for all T , 
T 
S |c I < for all 1 < t < T ; 
q=l 
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and 
T 
S |c„ J < for all 1 < t < T . 
t=l ^ 
Proof. 
a. Under condition (10.2), let B > 0 be a uniform bound on 
^'s-ll^Tstl ' Che uniform convergence of %^=il*Tqsl zero, q=l' Tqs' 
there exists some such that for T > T_ , E' ,|a„ I < B 
u 0 q=lI Tqs' 
for all 1 < s < T . Then for T > T^ , 
" N^Tstl^ \ l*Tqs|)] 8=1 q=l 
S = 1 
< e 
for all 1 < t < T . Uniform convergence of ^t=ll'^Tqt' zero 
established similarly. 
b. Note that 
T T T 
qfl ' q!l s!l ''TqsMNst 
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8=1 
T I I 
for all 1 < t < T . The result for ^t-ll'^Tqt' established 
similarly. 
c. Note that 
T T 
,f. I s  J l%sl" 
T 
Z 
s=l 
T I I for all 1 < t < T . The result for I: , c_ follows similarly. t=l' Tqt' 
• 
Finally, some arrays s, t e ^ } may, in the limit, have 
structure similar to Toeplltz matrices. In particular, consider the 
following conditions. 
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(i) For all de#, 
a(d) = lim a ,, exists and is finite. (10.3.a) 
s,s+d 
s+«» 
(ii) There exists an absolute summable sequence of positive real 
numbers {M ,, d e #} such that 
ad 
la ,, - a(d)| < M , for all s s 2* . (10.3.b) 
' s ,s+d ' ad 
(iii) Also, 
Z |a(d)1 < " . (10.3.c) 
d=—00 
For notational convenience, define a^^ =0 if s < 0 or t < 0 . 
The following result gives some useful properties of arrays that 
satisfy conditions (10.3). 
Result 10.4. Let {a^^; q, s e 2^} and {b^^; s, t e be two 
doubly semi-infinite arrays of real numbers that satisfy conditions 
(10.3). Then the following conditions are satisfied. 
a. The convergence of to a(d) as s + = is uniform in d 
b. The arrays {a^^} and {b^^} satisfy conditions (10.1). 
CO T 
c. Define c ^ = Z ,a b ^ . The convergence of Z ,a b . to 
qt s=l qs St s=l qs st 
Cqj. is uniform in q, t e ; and the differences 
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T 
c - Z ,a b ^ satisfy the limiting condition, qt s=l qs st 
The array {c^^; q, t e j5^} satisfies conditions (10.3); and the 
limits c(d) = lim c , , d e ^ , are equal to 
s+œ s,s+d 
:%=_.*(*)b(d - A) . 
Proof. 
a. By condition (10.3.b), there exists some such that jd| > 
implies that 
la ,, - a(d)| < M, < e for all s G 2^ . 
I s,s+d I d 
By condition (10.3.a), for each d such that |d| < , there 
exists some S, such that if s > S, , then d £ de 
l a  ^ ,  -  a (d)I  < e . Let I s,s+d I 
S = max {S, } . 
^ -D <d<D 
e e 
Then for all d e 2 > s > implies that |a^ - a(d)| < e 
and the result follows. 
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b. Note first that 
l%,s+dl '  |â(d)|  + ls,s+d -  â(d)|  
< |a(d)| , 
SO 
Z & I — E 12 , 
t.i ' =•=' d-3+l ' 
d=— ® 
The column-absolute summability of {a^^} then follows from 
conditions (10.3.b) and (10.3.c). A similar proof establishes the 
row-absolute summability of {a^^} . 
c. The existence of c^j. follows from part (b) and Result 10.1. Also, 
part (b) implies that there exists some > 1 such that 
l^stl ^ ^  all s, t z % . Pick e > 0 . By conditions 
(10.3.b) and (10.3.c), there exists some T^^ such that 
1 [|Z(s)| + M ] < Mf^e 
From the proof of part (b), 
l*q,q+dl < |â(d)| + . so for T > T^^ 
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Z a b . I < 2 I a 
s=T+l qs St I s=T+l 
qs I 
<M Z [a(s) +M J 
^ s=T+l 
< e . 
T + 
so E ,a b ^ converges to c ^ uniformly In q, t e 2 . Let 
s=l qs St ° qt 
A = Z [ a( A) + b( A) + M + M ] + 1 , 
£=-» ' al bl 
and note that A constitutes a uniform bound on the absolute row 
and column sums of {a } and {b } as described in conditions 
qs St 
(10.1). Thus, for any s s , 
T , , 
Z a < A (10.4.a) 
qs ' 
and 
q=l 
E b , < A . (10.4.b) 
t=l ' 
By conditions (10.3.b) and (10.3.c), there exists some such 
that 
E [ |i(£)| + < A"^2"^e . 
A^ls+l 
Now q < T and s >T + T^^+1 imply that s-q > , so 
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A 1 J.. 
X 00 
< T"^A E { Z [ |â(&)| + M ]} 
q=l &=T^g+l 
A 2 [|g(a)| + M ] 
-1 -1 
< A e A 2 
2"^e . 
Let T^g = max(T^g, T^gA22e~S • Then for T > , 
T'^T^gA^ < [T^gA22e"h"^T^gA2 
2-^e . 
so for T > T^g , 
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T T 
' " J. 
„-i 
T T " 
~ ^  S Ï E |*ggbgt 
q=l t=l s=T+l 
Thus, 
T+T 
T T " T T le 
< T~ E E E a b ^ + T E E E a b ^ 
q=l t=l s=T+T^g+l ^ q=l t = l s=T+l ^ 
T+T^g+1 T T 
< 2-'e + T-1 E {[ £ |a 111 S |b^Jl} 
s=T+l q=l ^ t=l 
< 2"^e + T"^T, A2 
1 e 
< G . 
XT T 
lim T~ E E |c ^ - E a b ^1 = 0 . 
T+oo q=l t=l s=l 
By conditions (10.3) and part (a), there exists some > 1 such that 
C-."ad ; C-"bd ' 
and ja^ - a(d)| < and |b^ - b(d) | < for all s e#* 
and all d e ^ , Then there exists some ^ such that 
E [ |Z(A)| + |E(-&)|] < M"^e 
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so that for any d e ^  , 
Z t|a(£)b(d - &)| + |a(-&)b(A - d)|] < e 
Now 
's.s+d - / - « 
J., 
ta(') + »;.,+ « - ^(«HKd - « f bg+a s+a - b(d - «J 
- Z a(&)b(d - I) 
Jt=-00 
00 
Z i(A)[b - b(d - &)] (10.5.a) 
l=l-s s+Ji.s+d 
+ Z [a^ . - a(£)]b(d - SL) (10.5.b) 
£=1-3 s,s+% 
+ , : [*s,s+l - i - b(d - 1)] (10.5.C) 
&=l-s 
-s 
- E â(&)b(d - I) . (10.5.d) 
£=-» 
Fix d e ^ . By part (a), there exists some such that if 
-1 8 > , then |ag - a(&)| < e and 
.-1 
^s+d s+A ~ - &)| < G for all let, which in turn implies 
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that expressions (10.5.a), (10.5.b) and (10.5.c) are each bounded in 
modulus by e . Moreover, if s > , then 
-s 
Z |a(&)b(d - &)| 
JJ,=-00 
- S  
< M E |a(&)| 
oo 
< e . 
Thus, if s > max{T, , S, } , then |c . - Z â(A)b(d - A)j < 4e , le de I s,s+d ' 
so for each d e ^  , c(d) = lim c , exists, is finite, and is equal 
S+" 
to J(Z)b(d - £) . 00 
To show that {c^^} satisfies conditions (10.3.b), note that 
- - c(d)l < E [|a(&)b(d - &)| + |[a . - a(&)]b(d - &) j 
s,s+a 2=1 _ s s,s-r* 
+ - 5(4 - «1| 
+ - '""""s+t.s+d - - "1 
00 
+ E |a(&)b(d - &)| 
£s-a> 
< E [2|â(A)b(d - &)| + M Jb(d - &)| 
£=-00 I aV I 
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= ^cd ' say. 
The result E, M . < <» then follows from the fact that the d=-™ cd 
convolution of two absolutely summable sequences is itself absolutely 
summable [c.f. Fuller (1976, p. 28)]. This same fact also implies that 
{c(d), d G #} satisfies condition (10.3.c). • 
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11. APPENDIX C. 
MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION FOR MEASUREMENT ERROR MODELS 
WITH COMBINED TIME SERIES AND CROSS SECTIONAL DATA 
The estimation procedures considered to this point have been based 
on observations from a single realization of a multivariate time series 
, t=l, 2, T . In practice, this would correspond to the 
observation of a single "unit" over time, where the "unit" may be a 
single sampling unit or the aggregate of several sampling units. Some 
studies in engineering and the social sciences may allow one to observe 
simultaneously N "cross sectional" units over T time periods. It is 
therefore desirable to consider measurement error models for combined 
time series and cross sectional data. 
For the non-measurement error case, there exists a considerable 
body of literature devoted to the estimation of regression coefficients 
and residual variance components; see, e.g., Balestra and Nerlove 
(1966), Swamy and Arora (1972), Fuller and Battese (1974), and Anderson 
and Hsiao (1981, 1982). In the above-mentioned papers, the Helmert 
transformation and similar analysis of variance ideas play central roles 
in the development of estimators. In addition, Henderson (1971) has 
noted that for simple error structures, the problem of regression 
estimation with combined time series and cross-sectional data is a 
special case of the general mixed linear model. 
In the analysis of measurement error models for combined time 
series and cross-sectional data, one again may note many similarities to 
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general linear model theory and the analysis of variance. In partic­
ular, one may use Helmert transformations to decompose the cross-
sectional covariance structure of the z and e components and thus 
obtain independent innovation sequences of low dimension. As in Chapter 
5, given a sufficiently regular likelihood surface, these innovation 
sequences may lead to a Newton-Raphson procedure for maximum likelihood 
estimation of B and identified parameters of the x and e 
processes. 
The details of such a procedure are dependent on the covariance 
structure among the cross sectional units. The sections below address 
some simple cases of such cross-sectional covariance structures and 
their associated innovation sequences. 
11.1. N Independent Cross-Sectional Units 
Let t=l, 2, ..., T , i=l, 2, ..., N , be the NT p-
dimensional observations taken on N cross-sectional units at T 
times. Generalize model (2.3)-(2.4) to the following model: 
^ti = \i(:' Ik) + ' (11-1) 
where 0 is a k x r matrix of unknown regression parameters, and for 
each i , » 1=1, 2, ..., T} is an independent realization of a 
stationary normal ARMA^(p^, q^) process, , i=l, 2, ..., T} is an 
independent realization of a stationary normal ARMA^Cp^, q^) process, 
and is independent of e^. for all i, j, s, and t . Let 
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~  hi' • • • '  V ' 
~ hi' •••' ' 
^.. ~ (Z.l' Z.2' •••' Z.N) ' 
and define x , x , and e similarly. Denote the vectors 
t. .. ' ~t. ~.. 
of parameters of the z and e processes as and , respec­
tively, and assume that , ot^ and 3 are functionally unrelated. 
Assume that x and e have a joint normal distribution, let 
£(ot , a , B; Z , ) be the log-likelihood function for Z , i=l, 
'xx' ~e ~ .i .i 
2, ..., N , and let f(o^, o^, 0; Z ) be the log-likelihood function 
for Z . 
The independence assumptions stated above imply that 
N 
2e' Z..) = / 2e' S; Z.i) 
i=l 
Therefore, if we let o = [vec(3)', a , a ] , 
IE z..)l • :.i)l 
/V 1=1 
For each i , £(a; Z has the same form as the likelihood (5.3) for 
a single realization in Section 5.1. Therefore, requirements of 
computational tractability again indicate that it is preferable to use 
the log-likelihood of an innovation sequence , t=l, 2, ..., T} , 
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rather than using £(o; Z directly. To develop the innovation 
sequences, note that for each i=l, 2, N , the model for 
{Z^^, t=l, 2, .T} may be written in state-space form 
= \^ti + 2 T, 
where , and are defined preceding (5.43)-(5.44), and 
and g*^ are defined by the expressions for W* and g* 
preceding (5.43)-(5.44), but with x* replaced by ^ j^) . 
For each i=l, 2, N and each t=l, 2, T , one then obtains 
the prediction equation 
«;+i|t.i = Vk 
and the updating equation 
®t+l,i *t+l|t,i •*" ^t+l|t®W^+l^^t+l,i ~ ®W^t+l|t,i^ '  
where |^ , and are given by expressions (5.46), 
(5.48) and (5.49), respectively. The innovations 
^ti " ^ti ~ ®w''t|t-l,i '  
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1=1, 2, ..., N , t=l, 2, T , form a sequence of normal and 
Independent (0, random vectors. Hence, one may rewrite the log-
likelihood function of Z in the form. 
N 
f(o; Z ) = S £(0; Z ) 
i=l 
N T 
= -2"^NTto(2Tr) -  2"^ E E {«nU I + d .T^d'.} . 
i=l t=l 
Consequently, derivative computations and the resulting Newton-Raphson 
maximum likelihood estimation procedure follow the same pattern as in 
Section 5.4, but with the time index t replaced by the time and cross 
sectional unit indices t and i , and with summation over t replaced 
by summation over t and i . 
11.2. Nested Inputs and Errors 
The preceding section extended the innovation-sequence approach of 
Section 5.4 from the case of a single realization of a process to the 
case of N independent realizations of the given stochastic process. 
In practice, observations may be correlated across cross-sectional units 
as well as across time. The present section addresses a nested-term 
model for such cross-sectional correlation. 
Retain the notation of Section 11.1 and model (11.1), but now 
assume that 
'tl • *ot + "iti 
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and 
^1 %C ^  ~lti 
t=l, 2, T, i=l, 2, 
where , t=l, 2, ..., T} is a realization of a stationary 
ARMAj^(P^q, process; , t=l, 2, T} is a realization of a 
stationary ARMA^Cpq^^) process; for each i=l, 2, N , 
{Xiti» t=l, 2, T} is an independent realization of a stationary 
ARMA^(p^^, q^p process and t=l, 2 T} is an independent 
realization of an ARMA^Cp^^, q^^) process; and ' *ljli ' 
e, . are independent for all t , s , & , i , m and j . 
One now requires an additional transformation to obtain N 
independent "innovation sequences" from which the log-likelihood of Z 
may be derived. Let 
*0t ^ (*Otl' *0t2' •••' *Otk) ' 
*lti (*ltil' *lti2 *ltik) ' 
^t ^®otr ^ot2' ••• ' ^btp) ' 
~lti " ^®ltil' ®lti2 ^Itip^ ' 
*lt. (*ltl' *lt2' " ' *ltN^ ' 
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^1.1 " *12i' •••' *1T1^ ' 
and define and e, . similarly. Let 
~lt. ~l.i 
• '""'('Of '0,t+h> 
and define r »„(h) and V (h) similarly. Since 
~eeOO ~eell 
{x^ i=l, 2, ..., N} are N independent realizations of the same 
stationary process, Che same for all i ; 
Cov(xJ^^^, 0 for all i 9^ j and all t and s ; and similarly 
fo': ^°''^Slti' %sj) * 
Cov( 
Note that 
• C"""* • "it' 'n • *0.t+h> + Covdl;,, 
Therefore, the first step in obtaining N independent "innovation 
sequences" for maximum likelihood estimation is to find a transformation 
that will reduce the covariance structure (11.3) to block-diagonal 
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form. Once may obtain such a transformation from some elementary matrix 
results discussed in Morrison (1976, pp. 289-290). 
Lemma 11.1. Let a and b be real numbers and let N be a positive 
integer. Then a(l^l^) + b has one eigenvalue equal to Na + b , 
-  Vo 
with corresponding normalized eigenvector = N 1^ and has 
(N - 1) eigenvalues equal to b , with corresponding eigenvectors equal 
to any N - 1 vectors that span c\]y) . 
Proof. Note that = N , so 
[a(l„ IJ) + b 
= Na(N" ^''2 1^) + b(N" ^'^2 1^) = (Na + b)(N" 1^) , 
and the first part of the lemma is established. For any m e , 
l^m = 0 , so [3(1^ 1^) + b I^]m = 0 + bm , so the second part of the 
lemma follows. Q 
Note that one normalized spanning set for is 
{mg' ™3 , where 
•2 = 2" ^^(1, -1, G 0)' . 
= 2" ^ ^2 (0, 1, -1, 0 0)' , ... , 
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= 2 ^(0, 0, 1, -1)' , and 
each , 1=2, 3, N is N x 1 . Let be an N x N matrix 
with i-th row equal to . By Lemma 11.1 and the usual spectral 
decomposition of a real symmetric matrix, 
[ a ( 1 ^ )  + = diag[(aN + b ) ,  b ,  b ,  . . . ,  b ]  .  
Therefore, by expression (11.3), 
CovUQ^i. (Qg = 
- % • " ÎKKOO"" \ » \) 
• %% + h • 
" ~*x00"'" * *N " iitxil"'' ' 
where e„, is an N x 1 vector with unity in its first row and zeros 
N1 " 
elsewhere. Similarly, 
Cov((Q^ . ip);; , (Q^ B V^i+h,.' 
It follows from model (11.1)-(11.2) that 
V + • 
The work above and the independence of x^. from then imply that 
COV[<Q^B Ip)z'_. (Qu » Ip)z;+h..l 
- <«» » V » Ip) 
+ Cov[(Q^ i. (Q^ . V^+h..' 
= • (S. . \)Cov[(«, . I^)x'_. (Q^ . 
x «t„ « \)!Qi • (8. 
+ Co»[(Q^. Ip)c^_, %. 
• »N • <£• «'I'P - W I.X00"»' ^  » Ixxll'h)) 
X U„ . (S. y] 
^ ° -Geli(h)} 
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= » («1(8. V + £e^o'«> 
+ h, ' t(S' V%xii(W(:. V + £«u<W' • 
The matrix following the final equality is block diagonal with blocks of 
dimension p x p . Define = (Z^^, ' = (Q^ B Ip)Z^^ , 
and define Z and Z . accordingly. Similarly, let 
= (% ® \K. %. = ® dsfiae Xiti ' *ti ' 
X , , X , E_ . , G_, , G , and e accordingly. It follows from 
• 1 •• '^iti MZl '^•1 • 
the block-diagonal structure of (11.4) that the Helmert transformation 
from Z to Z has yielded N uncorrelated pT x 1 vectors 
Z . . The covariance structure of Z , is described by 
V h . l >  •  ( « •  V ' ! "  JKXOO'"' +  ÎKKU'W K S -  \ >  
+ 1» WW + leeu'Wi . 
and the covariance structure of Z ^ , i=2, 3, ..., N is described by 
Vh.i' • (&' ik> + I«ii(W 
To develop the innovation sequence associated with the transformed 
observation vector Z ^  , define 
^t = ('of Sot) ' 
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*îtl ~ ~ltP ' 
~ ^*Ot|t' *ît|c' *0,t+l|t' *î,t+l,l|t y • • • f 
®i • V> V' S- °] •p' px2(J-l)(p+k) ] , 
\ = 
0 
0 
2(p+k) 
0 2(p+k) 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 
-#J "iî,J-2 
0 
0 
2(p+k) 
"^1 
~ ^*2(p+k)' #1' 4s:j-2' 4s:j_i]' 
J = max(pQ^, q^^+l, P^^, qg^+l, q^^+l. P ^ q^^+D . 
, j = l, 2 J} and j » j = l, 2, ..., J-1} are the 
2(p+k) X 2(p+k) dimensional autoregressive and moving average parameter 
matrices, respectively, of the process, 
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tîj = 0 for j >max(p^, p^, p^^, p^^) , 
0* j  = 0  for j >max(q^Q. q^. q^^. q^^) + 1 . 
j, j=0, 1, ..., J-1} are defined from and 0*^ by expression 
(5.37), and , P^i , , q^O ' ^eO ' q^^ are the 
autoregressive and moving average orders of the designated processes. 
Then 
and 
N*' 
t+1,1 
= A^wg; + C^g *' 
tl 
constitute the measurement and transition equations, respectively, of a 
state-space representation of the transformed observation vector Z ^  . 
Hence, the associated Kalman filter prediction equations are 
"Eii.ilt -
and 
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where ~ Var(g*|) ; and the updating equations are 
and 
't+1,1 ^t+l,l|t " ^t+l,l|t®l^+l,l®l^t+l,l|t 
where 
^+1,1 ®l^t+l,l|t®l ' 
Consequently, the innovations 
'^tl - »l^l|t-l ' t=l' 2. T , 
form a sequence of independent normal (0, & ,) random vectors. 
For each i=2, 3 N , one may develop the innovation sequence 
associated with the transformed observation vector Z ^ by defining 
% = ('ci' &i) ' 
*ti ^*ti|t' *t+l,i|t' *t+K-l,i|t^ ' 
®t-l,i ~ *ti|t " *tilt-l 
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®2 " V'' °px(K-l)(p+k)] • 
0 
0 
p+k 
p+k 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 
"^2K "^,K-2 "#,K-3 
0 
0 
p+k 
S ~ ^^p+k' %!' •••' ^1K-2' 
K= max(p^^, q^^+1. Pi;, q^g+l) ,  
, j = l, 2, ..., K} and {0*^, j=l, 2 K-1} are the 
(p+k) X (p+k) dimensional autoregressive and moving average parameter 
matrices, respectively, of the process, = 0 for 
j > max(p^i, Pg^) , 8*j = 0 for j > max(q^i, q^^) + 1 , 
j ' 1, •••» K-1} are defined from and by expression 
(5.37), and p^^ , p^^ , q^^ and q^^ are the autoregressive and 
moving average orders of the designated processes. Then 
and 
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^;i,2 = + %2 
constitute the measurement and transition equations, respectively, of a 
state-space representation of the transformed observation vector Z ^ , 
1=2, 3, N . Hence for 1=2, 3, ..., N , the associated Kalman 
filter prediction equations are 
«?;i,i|t = ^^2 
and 
- '*'(^+1,1 ic -
*2't2*2 * ^278822^2 
where 5gg22 ~ Var(g*^) ; and the updating equations are 
^+1,1 ^+1,1 It ^t+l,2|t®2^+l,2^^t+l,i " *2*t+l,i|t) 
and 
-1 P  =  p  i _ p  i R ' A  R P  I  
n+1,2 '^t+1,2 t *t+l,2 t*2At+l,2*2*t+l,2 t '  
where 
^+1,2 " ®2^t+l,2|t®2 • 
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Consequently, the innovations 
- ^ ti " *2*tilt-l ' 2. T , i=2, 3, N , 
form (N-1) independent sequences of independent normal (0, 1^^) 
random vectors. 
Let L(o; Z ) denote the multivariate normal likelihood function 
of vec(Z ) . Then by the innovation arguments above, 
-2 £n[L(a; Z )] - NTto(2ïï) 
t=l i=2 t=l 
Derivative computations and the resulting Newton-Raphson maximum 
likelihood estimation procedure then follow from this log-likelihood 
expression in the same patterns as in Section 5.4. 
11.3. Multi-stage Nested Inputs and Errors 
Retain the notation and assumptions of the preceding sections and 
model (11.1), but now assume that a total of M units are observed 
simultaneously over T time periods such that each sampling unit falls 
into one of N groups, units are contained in the i-th group, 
N i=l, 2, ..., N ; and M = • Let *tij the k-dimensional 
input vector for unit j in group i at time t , define the p-
dimensional error vector similarly, replace model (11.1) with the 
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model, 
hi} ' \> * %ij • 
and replace model (11.2) with the model, 
' t l j  -  'ot + =lti  + 
£tij - Soc + Siti + %tij • : 
j = l, 2, « « «, ; i=1, 2, » «, N; 
where , and follow the models indicated below 
(11.2); for each i=l, 2, ..., N and j = l, 2, ..., , 
^*2tij' 2, ..., T} is an independent realization of a stationary 
AEMAJ^(P^2» 9x2^ process and {^2tij ' ^=1, 2, ..., T} is an independent 
realization of a stationary ARMAp(pq^g) process; and , 
=lt'i ' *2t"i'j ' ' ^ls'& ' :2s"m independent for all t, t', 
t", i, i', j, s, s', s", Z, V and m . 
In order to obtain independent innovation sequences, one requires a 
generalization of the Helmert transformation given in the preceding 
section. Define 
'2tl. " '2tl2 ' 
'2t.. • '"211. • '2t2. '2tN.>' • 
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h.±. " *22i.' •**' *2Ti.^' ' 
and define e. , e , and e similarly. Let 
Zxx22(h) = Cov(%2tij, %2,t+h,lj) define similarly. 
Since {x„ , i=l, 2 N , j=l, 2 M } are M independent 
^•ij J • 
realizations of the same stationary process, Ixx22^^^ is the same for 
all i and j ; CovCx^^^^j , *2s£m^ 0 for all t and s unless 
i = £ and j = m ; and similarly for Lge22^^^ 
C°'(52cij' Î2sto' • »>" "t.. • ^ + *2t.. 
where 
an M X N matrix. Thus, 
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- \ • V4xoo'w<*ii_ • V 
* «1 " 4K22(« 
• "H/M > " ^xxoo'") + «1»;' " I.xu(W + \ ' • 
(11.7) 
Thus, in order to obtain M uncorrelated k-dimensional time series of 
length T each, we must find an M x M matrix Q that simulta­
neously diagonalizes the matrices ^ ^ 
Corollary 12.2.12.1 of Graybill (1983, p. 408), such a matrix Q exists 
if and only if the latter three matrices commute. Note that 
R^EJ - block 1^^%^ • =° 
"n"M "M ' 
N . 
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= [(iM )(RiRl)]' . 
The symmetry of and implies that these two matrices 
commute if and only if their product is symmetric; by inspection, this 
latter condition holds if and only if the group sizes , i=l, 
2, N are equal. This result closely parallels the well-known 
analysis of variance result that the usual partition of sums of squares 
into within-group and between-group sums of squares is "orthogonal" if 
and only if all group sizes are equal. Therefore, it does not appear 
that the methods of the preceding section extend directly to multi-stage 
nested designs with unequal group sizes. 
For equal group sizes, = M , i=l, 2, ..., N , note that 
1^ = Ijj H and R^ = a . In this case, (11.7) becomes 
+ h • 'N • 'M • £.k22"" • 
(11.8) 
Premultiplication by ^ ^ postmultiplication by 
a QjJj a transforms (11.8) into 
(11.9) 
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Results analogous to (11.7)-(11.9) hold for the covariance structure of 
. Define 
~t.. 
H . .  "  ^^tl.' ^t2.' •••' ^tN.^' * ^ p^^t.. ' 
and define Z , Z . , and Z. .. accordingly. Similarly, let 
• • • • 1 • Clj 
= % « % = \K.. i.. = % ® ® define 
X , X . , X. .. , E , G . , and % .. accordingly. It follows 
• • • * 1 # Clj • • '^•X • 
from (11.9) that 
- «N » % • " 'p> 
•  %» "a"  
" '^N • 'M » <ê. V + ' ip) 
' 1% " • (& » W> 
+ 'n » (VP " + I« » 1» ' 
+ l«„ " % » Ipl (('«'&) "-W Iccoo'w 
+ 4 • ("ilV • î.cu<W + :« ' I» ' WW'I'N » (% ' Ipl 
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(NM) {(e^^e^^) a » KS, 
+ %Gcoo(h)]} + " (*Ml=&l) " [(&' :k)'lKxii(h)(a' :%) 
+ Cesllfh)]} + » iM " [(&' :k)'lKx22(h)(&' :%> + SseazCh)]} ' 
( 1 1 . 1 0 )  
Thus, the transformation from Z to Z has yielded NM uncorre-
lated pT X 1 vectors Z . , 1=1, 2, ..., N , j=l, 2, ..., M . The 
• ij 
covariance structure of ^ n described by 
^C+h.lP 
»"'«• Vî»xoo""<«' 'k' + IEEOO'"" 
+ 1(2. Ik)'I%.22(h)(a' V + Icszz'h)! 
For 1*1, the covariance structure of Z Is described by 
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"1(2. V + £csu'«l 
+ (*. Ik)'lKx22(h)(S' * Ceczz») • 
The remaining (N - 1)M vectors Z , i ^ 1 , have covariance 
• ij 
structure described by 
Vh,lJ> • (!. Ik>'ÎKK22<W<«' 'k) + £.e22(« • 
The derivation of innovation sequences and the associated Newton-Raphson 
maximum likelihood estimation procedure then follows by arguments 
similar to those given for the simpler nested-term model of Section 
1 1 . 2 .  
In closing this section, note that the methods developed above 
extend directly to cross sectional data with three or more levels of 
sampling, provided that within each level, all group sizes are equal. 
For example, given a third level of sampling for which the group size 
was L , the observation vector Z' would be transformed to 
^t ~ a a a Ip)Z^ • Given assumptions on and 
~3tij£ analogous to those given following (11.6), 
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• [(&' V4xOO<''><«' \> + E.eOO<Wl' 
• !<«• :k)'Z,xll(h)(2' \> + îeeu'M" 
+ !•"« » In » » 1(8. iki'ImzzChiCa. V * Ccaz'WI) 
+ I« ' I« ' IL " :(&' + î.e33<Wl • 
The innovation sequences of the NML uncorrelated pT x 1 vectors 
Z .. may then be obtained by methods similar to those used for the 
• ij & 
two-stage vectors Z .. above. 
• ij 
Finally, note that the autoregressive moving average assumptions 
made on the input and error components were used only in the derivation 
of the innovation sequences of the Z vectors. The covariance struc­
tures (11.4), (11.10), and (11.11) of the Z vectors relied only on the 
assumptions of covariance stationarity and uncorrelatedness of the 
cross-sectional components given above. Therefore, the Helmert trans­
formations proposed above can be used to decompose the covariance 
structure of combined time series and cross-sectional data for a wide 
class of balanced hierarchical time series component models. 
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11.4. Crossed Inputs and Errors 
The three sections above addressed hierarchical time series models 
for the input x and error e of a given unit, and discussed the use 
of the Helmert transformation to decompose the resulting observa­
tions into uncorrelated vectors of length pT . Use of the Helmert 
transformation gives similar results for models with crossed inputs and 
errors. For example, let model (11.5) hold, but replace model (11.6) 
with the model. 
'CIJ • "ot "id * ==23 > 
^ij ^t ^  ~lti ^ ~2j 
t= 1, 2, ...> Tj i— 1, 2, ..., Nj 
( 1 1 . 1 2 )  
j=l, 2 M; 
where , x^^^ , follow the models indicated below 
(11.2); Xgj are independent (0, 5xx22^ random vectors; are 
independent (0, Z^^^) random vectors; and , x^j , , 
~ls'2. ' %m independent for all t , t' , s , s* , i , j , £ and 
m . Retain the remaining notation as given in the preceding sections , 
but define ^*21' *22' *2M^ and define similarly. 
Then 
't.. • • 'm • + (IR ' 'w '  ^• ^>"2. • 
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and 
•'m ' V'^N • W""» »• V 
" Lx00(W 
+ & » < W » + »n'»> " ^  » &X22 
A similar result holds for Cov(e. , e , ) . Define 
• • Ml+ll y • • 
- (*N » 4» ' ip):;.. - ®'^ '' 
"Lb...) 
• %» "H" "  Si' <&' 
"  " M "  V  + CovCs; .  » (% » Ip) 
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' 1% » 1» » \>'i «i„ip » (^,%) « 
® "M'M' " îxxU*''' '*' '*NV " 'M " 4(x22' 
" " % • (&' 
+ % • "M • "pi«'»'»' • ' WW 
+ h ' <W> ' Escll'h) + <W " ^  » 2cs22''*N ' 9» » Ipi 
= (HH) ® [(&' \^'Zxx00(*^)(&' "*" CgeOO^^)] ^ 
+ »>"« » <^Ml^l' • '(&' \>%Ku""<ê' \> + leell*"'" 
+ w)K«„i«ii) 'hi' '<ê> V'Wfr V + W • 
Therefore, Z contains N + M - 1 uncorrelated pT x 1 vectors 
Z .. . The covariance structure of Z ,, is described by 
• 1J • i J. 
CovCZ^jj, \+h,u' 
- (NM)[(B. i^)'r^,oo(h)(6. i^) + r^^(,(h)i 
+ (")[(&' \'> * Iesll(h)l 
+ «M(B, IJ,)'1^ 22(8. V + Scc22l • 
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The covariance structure of the M - 1 vectors Z ,, , j 2 1 , Is 
• ij 
described by 
-  N( (B .  V'5xx22(ê' + 5^=22' ' 
The covariance structure of the N - 1 vectors Z , i # 1 , is 
described by 
Again through the use of the Helmert matrix one obtains results that 
parallel closely results in the analysis of variance, in which, for 
example, a two-way classificatory model has one degree of freedom for a 
grand mean, M - 1 degrees of freedom for row-wise contrasts, N - 1 
degrees of freedom for column-wise contrasts, and (M - 1)(N - 1) 
degrees of freedom for "error". Note that model (11.12) has no 
"residual error" term for either x or e ; thus, the Helmert 
transformation applied to Z for model (11.5)-(11.12) permits a 
"data reduction" from NM to N + M - 1 vectors of length pT . 
The derivation of innovation sequences and the associated Newton-
Raphson maximum likelihood estimation procedure then follows a pattern 
similar to that given for nested-term models in the preceding sections. 
Similar results may be obtained for other combinations of 
hierarchical and crossed-term models for x and e . In each case, the 
salient point is that for balanced data structures, one may transform 
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the resulting observations Z to a set of Independent pT x l vectors 
such that each vector follows a (possibly different) stationary time 
series, provided that the original components were stationary. Thus, 
given a balanced data structure, the measurement error model for 
combined time series and cross-sectional data may be reduced to a 
measurement error model for several independent time series following 
different models. 
